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Abstract

Background: There are several mobile health (mHealth) apps in mobile app stores. These apps enter the business-to-customer
market with limited controls. Both, apps that users use autonomously and those designed to be recommended by practitioners
require an end-user validation to minimize the risk of using apps that are ineffective or harmful. Prior studies have reviewed the
most relevant aspects in a tool designed for assessing mHealth app quality, and different options have been developed for this
purpose. However, the psychometric properties of the mHealth quality measurement tools, that is, the validity and reliability of
the tools for their purpose, also need to be studied. The Consensus-based Standards for the Selection of Health Measurement
Instruments (COSMIN) initiative has developed tools for selecting the most suitable measurement instrument for health outcomes,
and one of the main fields of study was their psychometric properties.

Objective: This study aims to address and psychometrically analyze, following the COSMIN guideline, the quality of the tools
that are used to measure the quality of mHealth apps.

Methods: From February 1, 2019, to December 31, 2019, 2 reviewers searched PubMed and Embase databases, identifying
mHealth app quality measurement tools and all the validation studies associated with each of them. For inclusion, the studies had
to be meant to validate a tool designed to assess mHealth apps. Studies that used these tools for the assessment of mHealth apps
but did not include any psychometric validation were excluded. The measurement tools were analyzed according to the 10
psychometric properties described in the COSMIN guideline. The dimensions and items analyzed in each tool were also analyzed.

Results: The initial search showed 3372 articles. Only 10 finally met the inclusion criteria and were chosen for analysis in this
review, analyzing 8 measurement tools. Of these tools, 4 validated ≥5 psychometric properties defined in the COSMIN guideline.
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Although some of the tools only measure the usability dimension, other tools provide information such as engagement, esthetics,
or functionality. Furthermore, 2 measurement tools, Mobile App Rating Scale and mHealth Apps Usability Questionnaire, have
a user version, as well as a professional version.

Conclusions: The Health Information Technology Usability Evaluation Scale and the Measurement Scales for Perceived
Usefulness and Perceived Ease of Use were the most validated tools, but they were very focused on usability. The Mobile App
Rating Scale showed a moderate number of validated psychometric properties, measures a significant number of quality dimensions,
and has been validated in a large number of mHealth apps, and its use is widespread. It is suggested that the continuation of the
validation of this tool in other psychometric properties could provide an appropriate option for evaluating the quality of mHealth
apps.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2021;9(12):e15433)   doi:10.2196/15433

KEYWORDS

mobile health; mHealth; eHealth; mobile apps; assessment; rating; smartphone; questionnaire design; mobile phone

Introduction

Background
Nowadays, in the age of digital content, people, regardless of
age group, have access to mobile and smart devices (eg, phones,
tablets, and smart televisions), or special devices with the
possibility of internet connection. In dedicated (iOS and
Android) app stores (Apple App Store and Google Play Store),
there are thousands of apps with a vast number of functions,
and this number is increasing every day. According to a new
report by Grand View Research, Inc [1], the mobile health
(mHealth) app market size is expected to reach US $149.3
billion by 2028 and is expected to register a compound annual
growth rate of 17.7% over the forecast period. In these app
catalogs, mHealth apps are a very important field, and there has
been a growing interest from users in the last few decades. Some
studies report that up to 34% of mobile phone owners have at
least one health app installed on their device [2]. The World
Health Organization [3] described the term mHealth as the use
of mobile wireless technologies for health, being a subset of
eHealth, which is described as the use of information and
communications technology in support of health and
health-related fields. The World Health Organization [3] also
highlighted the relevance of digital health interventions to
address health needs, remarking that they should always be used
as an aid and an improvement for health systems, not as a
substitute.

The variety of features in apps available on different platforms
or cross-platforms is wide. Therefore, many of the mHealth
apps are (1) simply a catalog of recommendations; some of
them work as a (2) follow-up tool, complementing an
intervention program, whereas other mHealth apps are (3)
connected to dedicated sensors to offer information about health
signals or health status.

Most of these mHealth apps enter the market with limited filters
or controls that usually do not consider aspects such as the
veracity of its content and their effectiveness as relevant [4].
According to a previous study, only a small percentage of
available apps in some health fields have referred to medical
professional involvement in their development or content [5].
Both, apps that users use autonomously and those that can be
directly recommended by clinicians to their patients require a

prior study that investigates their evidence to minimize the risk
of using the apps that do not work or that may even cause harm
[6,7]. The development of these studies and analyses have been
described in academic contexts, but its execution is not always
easy in commercial apps [5]. Some experts attribute this fact to
a much slower pace of academic research than that of app
development, which can result in long delays in the diffusion
of apps in commercial markets and among users [8]. Thus, many
of the apps are only rated by the general subjective perception
of users with vague rating tools, such as numerical or star-based
scores from 1 to 5.

Many attempts have been made to develop effective and
practical validation tools to measure the quality of mHealth
apps. The quality-based concept has been interpreted in different
ways according to each author and field, evaluating or resulting
in different components [9]. Some of the first attempts used
existing generic tools, such as the System Usability Scale (SUS)
[10], to measure the usability, that is, the ease of use, of systems.
This tool was developed in 1986 to allow a quick and basic
measurement of the usability of any system and is still used in
many studies despite being 30 years old. The increase in the
use of new technologies, such as smartphones and health apps,
brought the need to develop new types of mHealth apps with
specific measurement tools that adapt the existing ones.

Previous studies have reviewed which methods have been used
to assess the quality of mHealth apps [11,12], determining which
aspects could be the most relevant in a tool designed for this
purpose [2]. In general, quality evaluation methodologies can
be divided into 2 categories: (1) methodologies based on the
downloaded app content (using a predefined list of requirements
that the app should contain, assessing the inclusion of
evidence-based content, and assessing the usability of predefined
app functions) and (2) methodologies that are
content-independent and the app does not need to be downloaded
(using app market or website assessment tools, users’ reviews
and ratings, and other assessment methods such as the analysis
of the app description or a medical professional involvement
in the app) [11]. Similarly, a previous review suggested that the
essential contents to be evaluated can be grouped into 4
categories: (1) content analysis (coding and qualitatively
evaluating the app content); (2) usability testing (evaluating
whether the app works correctly and its ease of use); (3)
observational studies (that can be used to assess app use and
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satisfaction and to predict its usefulness in certain contexts);
and (4) efficacy testing (assessing whether the app achieves
meaningful effects in previously determined outcomes) [2].
Other areas of interest in this quality evaluation may include
exploring the technical functions of the app, the management
of security and privacy of user data, and how the developer will
use these or developer transparency [2]. Because the
measurement tools do not measure all the dimensions and
properties of an mHealth app, a prior analysis is necessary to
select the appropriate tool for each purpose.

In addition to the inclusion of the previously proposed aspects,
it is important to determine the validity of these instruments,
that is, the ability to properly assess what they intend to assess.
Therefore, it is relevant for any measurement tool to study its
psychometric properties. Psychometric properties are different
concepts related to the validity and reliability of the instruments,
each helping us to determine whether a tool adequately does
what it was designed to do according to essential aspects. The
development of psychometrics has provided the possibility of
knowing the existence of individual differences in the use of
measurement tools and their quantification [13,14]. In 2005,
the Consensus-based Standards for the Selection of Health
Measurement Instruments (COSMIN) started to develop
practical tools for selecting the most suitable measurement
instrument in research and clinical practice to improve the
selection of outcome measurement instruments for health
outcomes. One of the main fields of study was the psychometric
properties of the assessment tools. Psychometric analysis, using
a wide variety of terminology, has been a source of controversy
and confusion for decades. The progress of the COSMIN
initiative has improved this aspect through the development of
the COSMIN Taxonomy of Measurement Properties. This tool
aims to standardize the psychometric criteria necessary to
validate patient-reported outcome measures [15,16]. These
guidelines were not specifically designed for digital health.
However, it is necessary to bring the tools of psychometrics
closer to this field to evaluate the measurement instruments
used to choose mHealth apps in a clinical context. Therefore,
it is essential to integrate this analysis in the field of digital
health in their original format and possibly later in a more
specific version adapted for this field. In this context, a wide
analysis of mHealth assessment tools, following this guide,
seems to be an appropriate method for assessing their quality
and suitability, bringing scientific consensus closer to this field
of health.

Objective
The purpose of this systematic review is to address and
psychometrically analyze, following the COSMIN guideline,
the quality of the tools that are currently used to measure the
quality of mHealth apps.

Methods

This systematic review was conducted in accordance with the
PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews
and Meta-Analyses) guidelines [17].

Data Sources and Searches
PubMed and Embase databases were processed by 2 reviewers
(AE-E and AM-C) from February 2019 to December 31, 2019.
The following search term combinations were used in PubMed:
(mHealth OR mobileapp* OR healthtechnology) AND (scale
OR checklist OR score) AND app. The search was extended to
all fields. Embase was searched using the following search
string: (health/exp OR health) AND app AND (quality/exp OR
quality). Complementary searches were performed on the
reference lists of the reviews and included articles. The outcome
selection process was as follows: when a tool was identified,
the instrument was specifically searched in the database search
engines, to find all the validation studies associated with this
tool.

For inclusion, the studies had to be meant to validate a tool
(scale, score, index, or questionnaire) designed to evaluate the
quality of systems and used to assess mHealth apps.

Studies that included the application of these tools for the
evaluation of mHealth apps but that did not include any type of
psychometric validation were excluded. In addition, studies that
contained self-written questionnaires where authors focused on
measuring usability or content of apps without any validation
of their use were also excluded because of the lack of reliability.

Study Selection
The search results were screened by title and abstract by 2
independent authors (AE-E and AM-C). Whenever the
information contained in the title and abstract was insufficient,
the full text was examined to decide. Full texts of all potentially
eligible studies were independently screened by the same
reviewers to identify those that met the abovementioned
selection criteria. Disagreements were agreed upon by a third
reviewer (AIC-V). Finally, the measurement tools included in
the selected studies were identified and retrieved.

Data Extraction
Data from the selected studies were extracted by the same
independent reviewers using an extraction form. The extracted
information included the original language, cross-cultural
adaptations available, number of dimensions, number of items,
and the fulfillment of the 10 psychometric characteristics
described in COSMIN (internal consistency, reliability,
measurement error, content validity, structural validity,
hypotheses testing, cross-cultural validity, criterion validity,
responsiveness, and interpretability). Any discrepancies
identified were discussed and resolved by bringing in a third
reviewer (AIC-V) whenever a consensus could not be reached.

Quality Assessment: Psychometric Characteristics
(COSMIN Analysis)
The psychometric characteristics of each of the retrieved tools
were analyzed following the COSMIN guidelines [15] based
on the COSMIN Taxonomy of Measurement Properties to assess
their methodological quality. The COSMIN guideline also offers
updated values to consider psychometric properties as sufficient
[15]. The definitions provided by COSMIN for all psychometric
characteristics are presented in Table 1. We examined 10
psychometric characteristics. First, the content validity of each
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tool was assessed. According to COSMIN, content validity is
considered to be the most important measurement property
because it evaluates whether an outcome measurement
instrument is relevant, comprehensive, and comprehensible with
respect to the construct of interest and target population [15].
Second, the internal structure of the outcome measures was

evaluated using structural validity, internal consistency, and
cross-cultural validity. Third, the remaining measurement
properties were evaluated (reliability, measurement error,
criterion validity, hypotheses testing for construct validity, and
responsiveness). Finally, the interpretability and feasibility of
each measurement tool were evaluated.

Table 1. Consensus-based Standards for the Selection of Health Measurement Instruments definitions of domains, measurement properties, and aspects
of measurement properties [18].

DefinitionAspect of a measure-
ment property

Measurement propertyDomain

The degree to which the measurement is free from measurement errorN/AN/AaReliability

The extent to which scores for patients who have not changed are the
same for repeated measurement under several conditions: for example,

using different sets of items from the same HR-PROsb (internal consis-
tency) over time (test-retest), by different persons on the same occasion
(interrater), or by the same persons (ie, raters or responders) on different
occasions (intrarater)

Reliability (extended definition)

The degree of the interrelatedness among the itemsN/AInternal consistency

The proportion of the total variance in the measurements which is due

to truec differences between patients

N/AReliability

The systematic and random error of a patient’s score that is not attribut-
ed to true changes in the construct to be measured

N/AMeasurement error

The degree to which an HR-PRO instrument measures the construct it
purports to measure

Validity

The degree to which the content of an HR-PRO instrument is an ade-
quate reflection of the construct to be measured

Content validity

The degree to which (the items of) an HR-PRO instrument indeed looks
as though they are an adequate reflection of the construct to be measured

Face validity

The degree to which the scores of an HR-PRO instrument are consistent
with the hypotheses (for instance, with regard to internal relationships,
relationships to the scores of other instruments, or differences between
relevant groups) based on the assumption that the HR-PRO instrument
validly measures the construct to be measured

Construct validity

The degree to which the scores of an HR-PRO instrument are an ade-
quate reflection of the dimensionality of the construct to be measured

Structural validity

Idem construct validityHypotheses testing

The degree to which the performance of the items on a translated or
culturally adapted HR-PRO instrument are an adequate reflection of
the performance of the items of the original version of the HR-PRO
instrument

Cross-cultural validity

The degree to which the scores of an HR-PRO instrument are an ade-
quate reflection of a gold standard

N/ACriterion validity

The ability of an HR-PRO instrument to detect change over time in the
construct to be measured

Responsiveness

Idem responsivenessN/AResponsiveness

Interpretability is the degree to which one can assign qualitative
meaning, that is, clinical or commonly understood connotations, to an
instrument’s quantitative scores or change in scores

N/AN/AInterpretabilityd

aN/A: not applicable.
bHR-PRO: health-related patient-reported outcome.
cThe word true must be seen in the context of the classical test theory, which states that any observation is composed of 2 components: a true score and
an error associated with the observation. True is the average score that would be obtained if the scale were given an infinite number of times. It refers
only to the consistency of the score and not to its accuracy.
dInterpretability is not considered a measurement property but is an important characteristic of a measurement instrument.
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The information obtained from the validation of the
psychometric criteria was used in 2 ways. First, the number of
properties described in the COSMIN guideline that were
validated was quantified. Second, the meaning of the values
obtained for each property was analyzed.

Measured Dimensions
The number and content of the measured dimensions were
identified to facilitate the characterization of each measurement
tool. In addition, the number of items was retrieved to determine
tool length.

Results

Selection of Studies
The literature research identified 3372 articles, of which 2831
remained after deleting duplicates. From these, 65 studies were

selected as potentially eligible after reading the title and abstract
(full texts of the studies were retrieved in the case of doubt).
We excluded 20 studies because they did not include any
measurement tool, and 13 studies were excluded because of the
use of nonvalidated self-written questionnaires. After analyzing
the psychometric characteristics, 22 studies were excluded
because of the lack of validation of any of the psychometric
properties recommended by the COSMIN guideline. Therefore,
only 10 studies were finally included in the review (Figure 1),
including the development process or analysis of 8 measurement
tools, with some of these different versions of the same original
tool. Therefore, 2 tools (Mobile App Rating Scale [MARS] and
mHealth Apps Usability Questionnaire [MAUQ]) have different
versions for users and professionals. In addition, the MAUQ
provides different versions for interactive or stand-alone
mHealth apps.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the selection process. COSMIN: Consensus-based Standards for the Selection of Health Measurement Instruments.

Measurement Tools
The oldest scale identified was the SUS, which was developed
in 1986, whereas the newest was the MAUQ, which was
developed in 2016. In total, 8 tools were identified, some of
which were different versions of the same original tool.

Usability
As described in the Introduction section, the SUS tool was
initially developed to evaluate the usability of engineering and
electronic office systems. Nowadays, it is used to evaluate many
products and services, such as software, webpages, or mobile
apps. It focuses on measuring usability using a Likert scale of
10 elements [10]. It has been adapted to multiple languages,
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such as Portuguese, Spanish, French, German, Persian, and
Malay, and it is considered a highly reliable tool [19-22].

Similarly, 3 other tools included were specifically designed to
assess usability [23-25]. First, the tool Measurement Scales for
Perceived Usefulness and Perceived Ease of Use was developed
in 1989 to measure the usability of computer systems [23]. As
its name suggests, this tool incorporates 2 scales to evaluate the
perception of 2 aspects of usability: usefulness and ease of use.
Second, the Health Information Technology Usability Evaluation
Scale (Health-ITUES) questionnaire was one of the first
questionnaires to focus specifically on health areas [24]. Initial
attempts to develop and value Health-ITUES were conducted

using a web-based communication system that supported nurse
staffing and scheduling [26]. However, its use in an mHealth
app was not validated until a few years ago [27]. Finally, the
MAUQ questionnaire exclusively focuses on the usability
aspects of apps [25]. This questionnaire provides 4 versions,
depending on whether it is used by a health professional or by
a patient and whether it is intended to analyze an interactive or
stand-alone app (interactive app for patients, interactive app for
health care providers, stand-alone app for patients, and
stand-alone app for health care providers). However, only the
patient’s versions have been validated and are therefore included
in the analysis of this review, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Main characteristics of the mobile health apps quality measurement tools included in this review.

Number of
items

Dimensions of the measure-
ment tool

Cross-cultural adap-
tation available

LanguageYearValidationMeasurement tool

235: engagement; functional-
ity; esthetics; information
quality; and subjective app
quality

Italian and SpanishEnglish201560 mental health appsMobile App Rating Scale

143: popularity and interest;
trust and quality; and use-
fulness

—aSpanish2016257 health appsiSYScore index

205: engagement; functional-
ity; esthetics; information;
and subjective app quality

—English20162 health appsUser version of the Mo-
bile App Rating Scale

204: quality of work life;
perceived usefulness; per-
ceived ease of use; and us-
er control

—English2015100 adults who tested the
use of a mobile health app

Health information tech-
nology usability evalua-
tion scale

122: perceived usefulness
and perceived ease of use

—English19982 studies: 112 users and 2
systems and 40 users and 2
systems

Measurement scales for
perceived usefulness and
perceived ease of use

213: Ease of use and satisfac-
tion; System information
arrangement; Usefulness

—English20192 health appsThe mHealth app usabili-
ty questionnaire for inter-
active mHealth apps (pa-
tient version)

183: ease of use; interface
and satisfaction; and useful-
ness

—English20192 health appsThe mHealth app usabili-
ty questionnaire for
stand-alone mHealth
apps (patient version)

101: usabilityPortuguese, Spanish,
French, German,
Persian, and Malay

English19863 studies: 20 people, 206
studies using System Usabil-
ity Scale, and 9000 System
Usability Scale question-
naires

System Usability Scale

aNot analyzed.

Overall Quality
iSYScore, developed in 2015, was initially designed to measure
the reliability and overall quality of mHealth apps, not only
their usability [28]. It was validated according to 3 main aspects:
popularity and interest, trust and quality, and usefulness [28].
Another important tool was the MARS developed in 2015 [29].
This scale has been adapted to Spanish and Italian languages
[30]. It is worth noting that, in addition to its original version,
this tool has a specific user version—user version of MARS
(uMARS)—developed in 2016 [31]. Both the MARS versions

(user and professional versions) focus on measuring other
components of the quality of mHealth apps and not just usability,
and they are widely used methods for measuring the quality of
mHealth apps in different contexts [32-39]. The number of items
and the different dimensions assessed by each mHealth
measurement tool, as well as the main characteristics, are listed
in Table 2.
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Quality Assessment: Psychometric Characteristics
(COSMIN Analysis)
The main characteristics and the results of the quality analysis
according to the psychometric properties of the measurement
tools (COSMIN analysis) are summarized in Multimedia
Appendix 1. Most of the studies did not assess or report all the
properties recommended by COSMIN. Therefore, the
information reflected in this review refers to the values of the
properties reported in the original studies consulted.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The aim of this study is to review the literature and collect and
analyze the tools used to assess the quality of mHealth apps.
As described earlier, an objective criterion (analysis of
psychometric characteristics through the COSMIN guideline)
was used along with a subjective criterion (assessment of the
adequacy of the number of dimensions and items evaluated by
the tools). The main finding of this review was the generalized
lack of validation of the psychometric characteristics of the
available tools, including those most commonly used. In
addition, there is no robust set of outcome measures for
understanding the different dimensions of mHealth apps. For
overall quality, the MARS scale seems to be a potentially valid
tool to establish a standardized use of it.

Validation of Psychometric Properties and Dimensions
Included: 2 Characteristics to Consider When
Choosing an Appropriate Tool

Usability Measurement
Regarding psychometric validation, 5 of the mHealth
measurement tools included in this review met 4 or more of the
properties recommended in the COSMIN guideline. The most
validated tools are the Measurement Scales for Perceived
Usefulness and Perceived Ease of Use and the Health-ITUES,
with validation of 6 out of the 10 psychometric properties, and
the SUS and the 2 versions of the MAUQ, with the validation
of 4 properties each. However, these tools mainly focus on
usability. Although usability is a critical aspect of an app that
is expected to be used regularly, quality assessment cannot focus
solely on this feature. This is worth highlighting because
depending on whether the professional intends to assess only
this specific dimension or requires further examination of
mHealth apps, the choice of measurement tool based solely on
the amount of validated psychometric properties may not be
sufficient. The Measurement Scales for Perceived Usefulness
and Perceived Ease of Use and the SUS are frequently used for
evaluating mHealth apps; however, they are not mobile-specific.
In contrast, the Health-ITUES and the MAUQ were explicitly
designed for smartphones, as they allow one to evaluate the
specific properties of this type of technology. The main
limitation of Health-ITUES is that a unique mHealth app
developed for community-dwelling adults living with HIV was
used to validate the psychometric characteristics.

General Assessment
Considering the variety of dimensions evaluated, both MARS
scales (professional and user versions) seem to be the tools that
allow the most detailed measurement, assessing 5 aspects of
the mHealth apps: engagement, functionality, esthetics,
information quality, and subjective app quality. The evaluation
of these additional characteristics of the apps allows for an
in-depth analysis. Similarly, the MARS scale contains items
related to the theoretical background, target population, or
technical aspects of security or privacy of user data. However,
these are not considered in the final score of the measurement
instrument. Both user and professional versions have validated
3 essential psychometric properties with adequate results using
around 60 mental health apps (content validity, evaluated by
an expert panel to select the questionnaire items; internal
consistency, Cronbach α=.90; and reliability, intraclass
correlation=0.79 and 0.70 for professional and user versions,
respectively). One of the strengths of this tool is the availability
of a specific version for users (uMARS) with validation of the
same psychometric characteristics (and with similar results) as
the standard version. In addition, the MARS scale has been
cross-culturally adapted and validated for different languages
and is currently being adapted to other languages. There is
abundant literature on the use of MARS for the evaluation of
several mHealth apps, making it one of the most studied tools
for assessing the quality of this kind of app.

The iSYScore tool is another method for measuring the overall
quality of mHealth apps [28]. This tool has 2 significant
disadvantages: it has insufficient validation (only content
validity by an expert panel) and is only available in the Spanish
language, so its use is severely limited.

Availability of Different Versions of the Tools: Are
They All Equally Studied?

Overview
Most of these tools focus on professional use. They seek to
measure the usability or the overall quality of mHealth apps in
an expert way [10,23,24,28]. However, allowing users of a
specific population to evaluate the quality of apps designed for
their use can allow one to analyze quality from another point
of view, by dividing the beliefs and expectations of professionals
and users. This requires the development of tools specifically
designed for users or, at least, validated versions. Only 2 of the
tools included in this review have a user version. The MARS
[29] uses uMARS as the user version [31]. The MAUQ has 2
versions: the stand-alone mHealth app for patients and the
interactive mHealth app for patients [25]. Therefore, one of the
main strengths of the MAUQ tool is the availability of 4 versions
of the questionnaire: interactive apps for patients, interactive
apps for providers, stand-alone apps for patients, and stand-alone
apps for providers. This fact allows greater versatility in the use
of the questionnaire, which is specific for each type of user and
app. However, only the 2 user versions have been tested and
validated using 2 health apps, so the validity and reliability of
the professional versions should still be studied.
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Lack of Reliability of Self-created Questionnaires
The objective of this review was to use psychometrically
validated measurement tools to assess mHealth apps. However,
in the scientific literature, there are mainly 2 options used by
authors in studies for this evaluation of mHealth apps. First, a
large number of authors choose to use self-created
questionnaires explicitly designed to evaluate the characteristics
of their specific apps. Because it can be personalized, this option
allows greater flexibility than other generic tools. However,
most of these tools are used in studies that do not focus on their
validation by recruiting small samples of participants that do
not allow a reliable analysis of the psychometric characteristics.
Consequently, although personalized questionnaires are
frequently used to determine the usability and quality of app
contents, their lack of validation and the lack of knowledge
about their reliability raise questions about their suitability for
use. Therefore, this type of tool was not included in this review.
Second, many authors choose to use previously validated tools
to maximize the reliability of the results obtained, despite the
possible loss of personalization derived from the use of generic
tools. Traditionally, there has been widespread use of tools
designed for the technological environment in health, such as
the SUS scale, which is still used today. However, the use of
tools not specifically designed for mobile environments limits
the analysis of specific characteristics of this type of technology.
For this reason, it is essential to standardize the use of validated
measurement tools designed explicitly for mobiles.

Developer Transparency and Data Privacy and Security
This review shows a lack of evaluation of relevant aspects of
mHealth apps, such as developer transparency and policies
regarding user data privacy and security [1]. Although some
tools such as MARS incorporate items with some of these
aspects, the fact that these are not included in the final scores
of the available tools demonstrates the need to focus on this
point.

Strengths and Limitations
This is the first review to analyze the psychometric
characteristics of the assessment tools of mHealth apps adhering
to the COSMIN criteria. The main weakness is the difficulty in
performing an optimal search and establishing adequate selection
criteria because of the great heterogeneity in the tools and
studies available in the literature. Another weakness is the
possible risk of bias due to the possibility of losing a tool
published in unreviewed databases. The implemented systematic
methodology minimized biases derived from this situation.

Future studies should focus on creating and validating new tools
or improving the validation of the most commonly used tools.

Conclusions
In conclusion, although there is growing evidence about the use
of tools to assess the quality and content of mHealth apps, the
availability of specific, highly validated tools for mobile apps
is still an unexplored topic in the market. There is no robust
scorecard to understand the different dimensions of mHealth
apps. The COSMIN guideline allows clinicians and scientific
consensus to be brought closer to the field of digital health.
According to the psychometric properties, the Health-ITUES
scale and the Measurement Scales for Perceived Usefulness and
Perceived Ease of Use were the most validated tools. However,
the validation is specific to a single app from a field, and its
design is focused on evaluating its usability aspects. The MARS
tool obtained adequate outcomes in a moderate number of
psychometric characteristics, and it has been validated in a large
number of mHealth apps. Its current use is widespread and
evaluates different aspects of the app quality, as well as its
usability.

This review suggests that the continuation of the validation of
this tool in other psychometric properties might provide an
appropriate option for evaluating the quality of mHealth apps
that is requested by the market in the long term to quickly
identify relevant apps.
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Abstract

Background: eHealth systems provide new opportunities for the delivery of antiretroviral therapy (ART) adherence interventions
for adolescents. They may be more effective if grounded in health behavior theories and behavior change techniques (BCTs).
Prior reviews have examined the effectiveness, feasibility, and acceptability of these eHealth systems. However, studies have not
systematically explored the use of health behavior theories and BCTs in the design of these applications.

Objective: The purpose of this review was to explore whether health behavior theories and BCTs were considered to ground
designs of eHealth systems supporting adolescents’ (10-24 years) ART adherence. More specifically, we examined which specific
theories and BCTs were applied, and how these BCTs were implemented as design features. Additionally, we investigated the
quality and effect of eHealth systems.

Methods: A systematic search was performed on IEEE Xplore, ACM, ScienceDirect, PubMed, Scopus, and Web of Science
databases from 2000 to 2020. Theory use and BCTs were coded using the Theory Coding Scheme and the Behavior Change
Technique Taxonomy version 1 (BCTTv1), respectively. Design features were identified using the lenses of motivational design
for mobile health (mHealth). The number of BCTs and design features for each eHealth system and their prevalence across all
systems were assessed.

Results: This review identified 16 eHealth systems aiming to support ART adherence among adolescents. System types include
SMS text message reminders (n=6), phone call reminders (n=3), combined SMS text message and phone call reminders (n=1),
electronic adherence monitoring devices (n=3), smartphone apps (n=1), smartphone serious games (n=1), gamified smartphone
apps (n=1), leveraging existing social media (n=2), web-based applications (n=1), videoconferencing (n=1), and desktop applications
(n=1). Nine were grounded in theory, of which 3 used theories extensively. The impact of adolescent developmental changes on
ART adherence was not made explicit. A total of 42 different BCTs and 24 motivational design features were used across systems.
Ten systems reported positive effects on 1 or more outcomes; however, of these ten systems, only 3 reported exclusively positive
effects on all the outcomes they measured. As much as 6 out of 16 reported purely no effect in all the outcomes measured.

Conclusions: Basic applications (SMS text messaging and phone calls) were most frequent, although more advanced systems
such as mobile apps and games are also emerging. This review indicated gaps in the use of theory and BCTs, and particularly
the impact of developmental changes on ART adherence was not adequately considered. Together with adopting a developmental
orientation, future eHealth systems should effectively leverage health theories and consider developing more advanced systems
that open the door to using BCTs more comprehensively. Overall, the impact of eHealth systems on adolescent ART adherence
and its mediators is promising, but conclusive evidence on effect still needs to be provided.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2021;9(12):e25129)   doi:10.2196/25129
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Introduction

Background
HIV disproportionately affects adolescents worldwide (an
extended definition covering ages 10-24 [1] is used here). AIDS
is the first cause of death among adolescents in Africa and the
second worldwide [2]. There is no cure for HIV yet. However,
antiretroviral therapy (ART) is an effective measure to control
HIV if properly adhered to. Unfortunately, suboptimal ART
adherence is common among adolescents with HIV. While there
is an overall improvement in other age groups in the epidemic
control of HIV, when compared with other age categories [3],
adolescents are characterized by (1) higher treatment dropout
rate [4,5], (2) lower viral suppression achievement [6], (3) rising
AIDS-related illnesses [5], and (4) a smaller decrease in
AIDS-related deaths.

While adolescents share several barriers to ART adherence with
adults [7], there are also challenges unique to adolescents that
further complicate adherence [8-12]. Some of these challenges
emerge from the unique developmental changes associated with
adolescence, including biological, cognitive, and psychosocial
changes [13-19]. Adolescence is a period of cognitive
maturation; however, this is a gradual process, and (younger)
adolescents are still limited in formal and hypothetical thinking
[17]. In periods of stress, even older adolescents may regress
to simplistic preformal reasoning. Consequently, they may not
foresee the long-term importance of ART adherence and
underestimate the severity of the HIV condition and the
susceptibility of facing nonadherence consequences [20]. This
in turn can lead to risk-taking behaviors. Additionally,
adolescence is a period of becoming autonomous in which
control over their own lives is paramount [21]. Therefore, threats
to personal agency, for example, impositions from health
professionals, requesting to comply with ART, are likely met
with psychological reactance, an aversive response, possibly
resulting in nonadherence. Adolescence is also a developmental
period characterized by an orientation toward the peer group
and the need to conform [22]. Because of the need to maintain
appearances and fit in with their peers, and possibly engage in
sexual relations [8], adolescents may choose to hide or even
completely deny having HIV, especially if the disease is
asymptomatic. As an unfortunate consequence, nonadherence
to ART and death rates among adolescents living with HIV are
disconcerting.

Prior Work
In the last decade, the availability of eHealth systems has
dramatically increased [23]. eHealth refers to health services,
information, and support that are delivered or enhanced through
web-based technologies and related software applications [24],
including SMS text messaging, web-based applications, social
media, mobile apps, and games. eHealth interventions are also
increasingly being used to improve ART adherence, and
integrated into HIV self-management and service delivery
[25-28]. Overall, eHealth is considered a promising approach

to deliver effective interventions for ART treatment, for both
adult [29-32] and adolescent groups [27,33-35].

ART adherence is a complex health behavior determined by
multiple sociobehavioral factors, and for adolescents, further
complicated by unique developmental changes at the biological,
social, and psychological level. Prior reviews of eHealth ART
adherence systems for adolescents have examined the
effectiveness, feasibility, and acceptability [33-36] and found
that such systems have generally encouraging impact. Similar
findings have also been synthesized for other chronic health
conditions [34,37-39]. However, to the best of the authors’
knowledge, no reviews have systematically explored the extent
to which health behavior theories ground the intervention, guide
the selection of behavior change techniques (BCTs), or inform
the design features in the app itself. This is surprising, as several
studies suggest that grounding the design of eHealth systems
in theory is associated with increased effectiveness [40-42].
Specific to HIV, recent systematic reviews also revealed that,
for adults, designing eHealth systems based on behavioral theory
is associated with efficacy in improving adherence to HIV
medication [30].

Health behavior theories may provide a comprehensive
understanding of adolescent’s adherence behavior and its
determinant factors [43]. A number of theories are already
applied to model HIV medication adherence [44], including the
Health Belief Model [45], Information–Motivation–Behavioral
Skills Model [46,47], Social Cognitive Theory [48], Theory of
Reasoned Action [49], Theory of Planned Behavior [50], and
Transtheoretical Model [51]. Therefore, health behavior theories
can provide insights on achieving behavior change, and hence
could support the design of eHealth systems that specifically
consider adolescent adherence behavior.

Derived from the aforementioned theories and models, several
behavior change strategies exist that may influence, motivate,
or persuade people to adhere to healthy behaviors. These
strategies are organized into taxonomies such as the Behavior
Change Technique Taxonomy version 1 (BCTTv1) of Michie
et al [52] or Cialdini’s influence techniques [53]. Systematic
reviews also revealed that using such specific techniques
facilitate behavior change, and are associated with efficacy in
improving adherence to HIV medication [30]. Note that while
these frameworks are applied to clinical practice, they are still
technology agnostic. They apply to human-delivered
interventions, first and foremost.

Hence, for eHealth interventions, such BCTs still need
translation into designed features of a delivery platform. Also
here, frameworks exist to guide researchers, such as Fogg’s
persuasive principles [54,55], persuasive system design
principles of Oinas-Kukkonen and Harjumaa [56], lenses of
motivational design for mHealth features by Geuens et al [57],
or taxonomies of gamification elements [58-60]. Different from
the BCTs, these necessitate and describe features of a
technology-enabled intervention. Despite their applied nature,
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here too, research has shown the need for design considerations
to be based on health behavior change theories [40,42,61].

In sum, designing an eHealth intervention implies a 3-stage
process: (1) understanding health behaviors through insight
from appropriate theories, (2) defining appropriate BCTs as
elements of the intervention, and (3) a translation into designed
features for a chosen eHealth platform [42,57,62]. An illustration

of this pipeline is given in Figure 1. Ideally, step 3 (designing
features) is proceeded by steps 1 (understanding through theory)
and 2 (specifying BCTs) [57]. However, this is not a mandate
and researchers/app designers may jump to step 3 directly [42].
Considering this design pipeline perspective, it is therefore
interesting to investigate whether theories matter for quality
and impact of eHealth interventions for ART adherence of
adolescents as well [42].

Figure 1. A stepwise design process of e-Health behavioral interventions. BCT: behavior change technique; PSD: Persuasive Systems Design.

Research Objectives
The purpose of this systematic review is to assess the extent to
which studies implement the different steps of this pipeline

(health behavior theory > BCT > designed features) and how
this is related to the quality and impact of eHealth systems to
promote adolescents’ ART adherence. Therefore, we explore
the research questions (RQs) in Textbox 1.
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Textbox 1. Research questions (RQs).

• RQ1. Are eHealth interventions addressing antiretroviral therapy (ART) adherence among adolescents with HIV grounded in health behavior
theory?

• Which theories are used?

• How often were theories used?

• Do theories used specifically address developmental changes related to adolescence?

• RQ2. Do the eHealth interventions addressing ART adherence among adolescents rely on behavior change techniques (BCTs)?

• Which BCTs are used?

• How many BCTs are used by interventions?

• Are BCTs linked to behavior change theories?

• RQ3. How are eHealth interventions addressing ART adherence among adolescents implementing the BCTs as design features?

• What platforms are chosen?

• Which features are designed?

• How many design features are used in the different platforms?

• RQ4. What are the quality and impact of the eHealth interventions and how do they relate to grounding in theories related to health behavior and
behavior change?

• What is the evidence quality of the interventions?

• What is the impact of the interventions?

• What is the relation between grounding in theory and impact of the interventions?

Methods

Overview
The process of formulating the RQs and the search strategy was
guided by the PICO(S) (Patient/Population/Problem,
Intervention, Comparison, Outcome, Study design) concept of
Cochrane Collaboration [63]. We used the PRIMA guidelines
as a basis for conducting and reporting this systematic review
[64].

Search Strategy
The search query was crafted as a combination of the PICO text
words and then applied on the databases, limited to metadata
fields search (title, abstract, and keyword). We restricted the
search on eHealth interventions pertaining to ART adherence
among adolescents, excluding those regarding other HIV care
services such as HIV testing. Search terms were structured as
per the syntax of each database (Multimedia Appendix 1). The
entire search query was refined via several tests and peer
reviews. To expand the search into an interdisciplinary space,
electronic databases relevant to technology and medical fields
(IEEE Xplore, ACM, ScienceDirect, PubMed, Scopus, and Web
of Science) were searched on April 25, 2019, including all
papers up to this date. A secondary search was conducted on

all databases on January 22, 2021, to check for new relevant
citations. The search sting was formulated as follows:

[HIV OR “Human Immunodeficiency Virus” OR “HIV/AIDS”
OR “Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome” OR
“HIV-positive” OR “HIV+” OR “living with HIV”] AND
[adolescent OR teen* OR young OR youth] AND [ARV OR
antiretroviral OR “Antiretroviral Therapy” OR “HIV treatment”
OR “HIV care” ] AND [“eHealth” OR “e-health” OR “electronic
health” OR “digital health” OR telemedicine OR “tele-medicine”
OR technology OR “computer-based” OR “web” OR
“web-based” OR Internet OR online OR “social media” OR
“social networking” OR “mHealth” OR “m-health” OR “mobile
health” OR “mobile phone” OR “cell phone” OR “cellular
phone” OR smartphone OR “text message” OR SMS OR “short
message service” OR “app” OR “application” OR game OR
videogame OR gamif* OR “play”] AND [adherence OR attrition
OR dropout OR drop-out OR completers OR “lost to follow-up”
OR withdrawal OR nonresponse OR non-response
OR “completion” OR “did not complete” OR retention OR loss
OR compliance OR concordance]

Eligibility Criteria
This review focused on eHealth interventions designed for
adolescents to support ART adherence. We developed and
applied the inclusion/exclusion criteria listed in Textbox 2.
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Textbox 2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion Criteria

• eHealth interventions designed for adolescents (age average between 10 and 24 years) to improve HIV medication adherence.

• Studies clearly describing the intervention content and characteristics.

• Interventions empirically evaluating antiretroviral therapy (ART) adherence, measured as one of the following:

• Primary adherence behavior–related outcomes (eg, change in knowledge and attitude about HIV and ART, self-efficacy in taking ART
medication, social support).

• ART adherence (directly measured):

• Objective measure (eg, using real-time electronic adherence monitoring, pill count).

• Subjective measure (eg, self-report, caregiver report).

• Biological outcomes (eg, CD4 count, viral load suppression).

• Peer-reviewed articles published in English (journal or conference).

Exclusion Criteria

• Interventions designed for other age groups or health professionals (or mixed but no age subgroup analysis).

• Abstracts, reviews, protocols (however, we kept papers describing an already included eHealth system to get extra information about the
intervention), ongoing works, books, book chapters.

• Interventions that only evaluated user experience, acceptability, or feasibility but not ART adherence.

• Interventions that focused on other HIV care services such as reducing risky behaviors, promoting HIV testing, or pretreatment care.

Screening and Inclusion
A multistep screening process (Figure 2) was applied to get to
the final included interventions. As a first step, 529 papers were
obtained, and duplicates (n=157) were removed. Next, 372
unique papers were screened by applying the criteria in Textbox
2 on both title and abstract. After this screening, 63 papers
remained. In case of doubt on title/abstract information, papers
were simply added to the next phase. In the fourth step, the 63
full papers were read and screened against the
inclusion/exclusion criteria, resulting in further removal of 40
papers, eventually retaining 23 papers describing 14 different

interventions. When available, various papers on an intervention
(protocol, feasibility study, user experience study, pilot test,
and randomized controlled trial [RCT]) were all kept to the end
for further reference of intervention details. In April 2021, a
second database search was performed to capture any new
studies, resulting in 165 new unique citations. Following the
same screening process, 11 papers were screened (after
excluding 154) via title/abstract screening. Full-text reading of
these papers resulted in 2 papers describing 2 eHealth systems
for final inclusion. Totally, out of 694 papers from both searches,
16 different eHealth apps were included and analyzed.
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Figure 2. Screening and inclusion process.

Data Extraction and Analysis
We coded relevant characteristics including intervention name,
publication year, country, delivery technology, study design,
population, sample size, follow-up duration, intervention
summary, theory use and justification of theory selection,
consideration of developmental changes related to adolescence,
outcomes, and effectiveness.

Coding of Behavior Theories, Behavior Change
Techniques, and Designed Features

Behavior Change Theories
We used the Theory Coding Scheme (TCS) developed by Michie
and Prestwich [65] to describe the theory basis of each
intervention and to assess to what extent theories were utilized.
This checklist has 19 items to verify whether an intervention
mentions a theory or model, to what extent a theory or model
is used in designing intervention features, and whether the theory
is tested in pre/poststudy. Item 1 verifies whether a particular
theory is mentioned in the studies, whereas items 2 and 4-11
measure to what extent the theory is used during designing
interventions. Item 3 checks whether more than 1 theory is
applied. Item 12a verifies whether the impact on adherence
mediators was measured. The remaining items were left uncoded
as they deal with reliability of methods in measuring and testing
theory, and theory refinement, which is beyond the scope of
this study. Each item was coded as 1 if applied and 0 if not
present. As a last step and composite measure, the included

eHealth systems were graded on the extent of theory usage as
no, low, medium, or high usage. Studies were labeled as follows:
“no,” if there was no mention of theory, or they mentioned a
theory but there was no grounding of the intervention on it (TCS
item 1); “low,” if it was explicitly stated that theory concepts
were used to design the intervention (1 or more of the TCS
items 2, 5, 8, and 11); “medium,” if all intervention techniques
originated from theory concepts (TCS item 7 or 9); “high,”
when all theory concepts were addressed, or used to select
participants or tailor interventions (1 or more of TCS items 4,
6, and 10).

Consideration of Developmental Changes
We investigated studies for the presence of discussions
concerning how developmental theory concepts influence ART
adherence among adolescents. This examination was particularly
inspired by TCS item 1 which says “Theory/model of behavior
mentioned—Models/theories that specify relations among
variables, in order to explain or predict behavior are mentioned,
even if the intervention is not based on this theory” [65]. Hence,
we examined the presence of explicit discussions on how
developmental changes (biological, social, psychological) would
“explain or predict” (to use the exact words) ART adherence
among adolescents.

Behavior Change Techniques
For coding BCTs from intervention descriptions, BCTTv1 [52]
was used. BCTTv1 is a well-established taxonomy with an
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extensive list of theoretical methods of behavior change,
containing 93 BCTs grouped into 16 clusters. It has been widely
applied to specify intervention techniques in various behavioral
domains such as physical activity [66], alcohol use [67], and
medication adherence [68]; as well as to identify the presence
of BCTs in existing interventions [41,62]. To examine the use
of BCTs in interventions, the prevalence of individual BCT
across all interventions was calculated. Similarly, we also
calculated the total number of BCTs per intervention.
Considering the complexity of coding BCTs, coders completed
a certified online training on BCT taxonomy (BCTTv1) [69].

Designed Features
Because BCTs are only descriptions of behavior change from
a psychological perspective, in other words they are technology
agnostic, we additionally coded the designed features, using the
lenses of motivational design for mHealth developed by Geuens
et al [57]. Geuens et al [57] explained how theoretical concepts
of behavior change can be translated into design principles, by
including also implementation instantiations of these principles
through examples of mobile app features. These lenses of
motivational designs provide implementation-level descriptions
of design principles, also encompassing persuasive principles
of [54-56]. The prevalence of individual design features among
systems and the number of features per each system are
calculated.

Impact
Because interventions differ substantially in measuring their
impact, each outcome measure was coded (mediators,
adherence, or health outcomes) as positive effect (+), no effect
(0), or negative effect (–). Hence, we did not exclude any
outcome measures or limit ourselves to direct measures of

adherence such as medication intake or viral load. This inclusive
approach is justified by the Information–Motivation–Behavioral
Skills Model [47] of ART adherence, as it accommodates a
broad range of outcome measures [47,70], and is widely adopted
in ART adherence research [71-73]. This model conceptualizes
ART adherence as a function of 3 mediators: information about
HIV and ART, motivation to take medication, and behavioral
skills required for taking medication. An increase in any of these
constructs is theorized to result in improved adherence behavior
which in turn produces favorable health outcomes.

Methodological Quality Assessment
Finally, we evaluated the strength of evidence for the
methodological quality of included interventions with respect
to the review questions, using the quality assessment method
used in Johnson et al [74], with a minor modification: we
discerned pre/posttest studies from single-subject and case
studies (Table 1). This method was first used to assess the
quality of evidence for the impact of computer games and
serious games on learning [75,76], and later for their impact on
health and well-being [74]. It has 5 criteria against which every
included intervention is scored from 1 to 3. Adding up each of
the 5 marks gives a possible maximum score of 15. A subsample
of interventions (4/15, 26.67%) was coded independently by 2
coders (first and last authors). Interrater reliability was calculated
using intraclass correlation coefficient with 2-way mixed effects
and absolute agreement. The score was 0.89, showing a good
agreement between the 2 coders. The quality measure here refers
to the quality of clinical validation test (study design, eg, RCT,
pre/post; sample size), not the quality in terms of design and
development of eHealth systems (ie, integration of theory, BCTs,
design elements).

Table 1. Evidence quality assessment method.

Max scoreMin scoreCriterion

31How appropriate is the research design for addressing the question, or subquestions of this review: randomized controlled
trails (3), quasi-experimental study (2.5), pre/posttest design (2), case study, single subject-experimental design (1)?

31How appropriate are the methods and analysis?

31How generalizable are the findings of the study to the target population with respect to the size and representativeness
of sample?

31How relevant is the particular focus of the study (including conceptual focus, context, sample, and measures) for ad-
dressing the question or subquestions of this review?

31To what extent can the study findings be trusted in answering the study question(s)?

Results

Overview
Of the 16 included systems, most were built in the United States
(n=12), 2 in Nigeria, 1 in Uganda, and 1 in Argentina. Some

studies (n=5) intentionally included participants with poor
adherence performance. Half of the systems employed pre–post
designs, whereas the other half used RCTs for clinical validation.
Table 2 shows the list of included studies, and the summary of
interventions is provided in Multimedia Appendix 2.
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Table 2. Included studies.

ReferencesIntervention studiesaNo.

[77,78]Whiteley et al1

[79,80]Tanner et al2

[81]Stankievich et al3

[82]Spratt et al4

[83]Shegog et al5

[84-86]Belzer et al6

[87]Saberi et al7

[88,89]Linnemayr et al8

[90]Puccio et al9

[91,92]Naar-King et al10

[93]Hightow-Weidman et al11

[94,95]Dowshen et al12

[96]Garofalo et al13

[97-99]Dworkin et al14

[100]Dulli et al15

[101]Abiodun et al16

aFor interventions with multiple studies, only the first author of one of the papers is used.

RQ1: Are eHealth Interventions Grounded in Behavior
Theory?

Which Theories Were Commonly Applied to Inform
Behavior Change?
A total of 10 different theories were mentioned (Table 3), of
which 3 theories appeared commonly, namely, Social Cognitive

Theory, the Information–Motivation–Behavioral Skills Model,
and Motivational Interviewing. The complete theory coding
sheet of included studies using the TCS is provided in
Multimedia Appendix 3.

Table 3. Theories used by the included interventions.

InterventionsFrequencyTheory

Tanner et al [79,80], Shegog et al [83], Hightow-Weidman et al [93], Garofalo et al
[96]

4Social Cognitive Theory

Whiteley et al [77,78], Linnemayr et al [88,89], Dworkin et al [97-99]3Information–Motivation–Behavioral Skills Model

Spratt et al [82], Shegog et al [83], Naar-King et al [91,92]3Motivational Interviewing

Hightow-Weidman et al [93]1Fogg Behavior Model

Tanner et al [79,80]1Empowerment Theory

Spratt et al [82]1Transtheoretical Model

Belzer et al [84-86]1Stress, Appraisal, and Coping Theory

Hightow-Weidman et al [93]1Narrative Communication (Storytelling)

Dowshen et al [94,95]1Ecological Momentary Intervention

Puccio et al [90]1Social Action Theory

Were Behavior Change Theories Used Extensively?
Of the 16 eHealth systems, 9 were grounded in theory. However,
the extent of theory utilization (the extent to which interventions
address particular theory-relevant constructs [65]) varies
substantially. Four interventions were supported by more than
1 theory. Of these, 1 (Hightow-Weidman et al [93]) was guided

by 3 theories, whereas 3 interventions (Tanner et al [79,80],
Spratt et al [82], and Shegog et al [83]) combined 2 theories.
Table 3 provides an overview of the specific theories used per
intervention. The remaining 7 interventions were not grounded
in theory. While 3 of them mentioned a particular theory and
its constructs in relation to adherence, they were not utilizing
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it to inform the design of the intervention. The remaining 4 did
not refer to theory at all.

Based on the degree of application of theories in designing
interventions, that is, based on the TCS [65] (also see

Multimedia Appendix 3), we grouped studies into 4 usage
categories as stated in the “Methods” section: no, low, medium,
and high (Table 4). As much as 7 of 16 interventions have no
use of theory, 5 have low theory usage, 1 used theory
moderately, and 3 used theories extensively.

Table 4. The extent of theory usage of the included interventions, based on the Theory Coding Scheme [67].

InterventionsTheory Coding Scheme itemsTheory usage category

No

Stankievich et al [81], Saberi et al [87], Dulli et al [100], Abiodun et al [101]Not applicableNo theory mentioned

Puccio et al [90], Linnemayr et al [88,89], Dowshen et al [94,95]1Mentioned theory

Spratt et al [82], Shegog et al [83], Belzer et al [84-86], Naar-King et al [91,92],
Garofalo et al [96]

2, 5, 8, 11Low

Whiteley et al [77,78]7, 9Medium

Tanner et al [79,80], Hightow-Weidman et al [93], Dworkin et al [97-99]4, 6, 10High

Were Developmental Changes Related to Adolescence
Considered?
Given the importance of using suitable theoretical foundation
for interventions that address adolescents (see the “Introduction”
section), we explored whether the studies included in our review
adequately address this aspect in how they report their work.
Hence, we entirely examined them for information concerning
the influence of developmental changes (biological, social,
psychological) on ART adherence among adolescents. For
example, we explored whether the studies considered the
question of which theories could work better for adolescents
(ie, which theory would provide better coverage of factors
associated with developmental changes). Our findings suggest
that none of the theory-informed eHealth interventions explicitly
discussed theory selection from a developmental perspective:
none of the studies provided a discussion of why or how the
respective theories were appropriate for adolescents, suggesting
lack of consideration of developmental changes. However, they
mentioned previous use of those health theories in behavior
change research including in adolescent populations (see
Multimedia Appendix 2), although they did not include explicit
reasoning for their choice. This may suggest that, in general,
developmental changes related to adolescence are currently not
included in the choice of theoretical foundation for interventions
to increase ART adherence among adolescents in a transparent
way, leaving room for future work that explicitly draws from
suitable theory to achieve better outcomes as suggested by [102].
Additionally, we searched for evidence that developmental
changes were accounted for in the intervention design—whether
any specific design features were related to these changes—but
no such explicit association was found.

RQ2: Are eHealth Interventions Using Behavior
Change Techniques?

Which Behavior Change Techniques Were Most
Common?
Across the 16 eHealth systems reviewed, a total of 42 BCTs
were identified (Multimedia Appendix 4). The most popular
technique was “Prompting/cueing,” which was used by 11
interventions. The second most frequent technique was “Social

support (unspecified),” used in 10 interventions. The third was
“Problem solving,” used in 8 interventions. Next, “Monitoring
of behavior by others without feedback” was used 7 times, and
“Information about health consequences,” “Credible source,”
“Social support (emotional),” and “Instructions on how to
perform behavior” were each used 5 times. “Demonstration of
the behavior” has been used 4 times and the remaining
techniques appeared 3 times or less.

How Many BCTs Were Used Per Intervention?
The median number of BCTs used was 5. The intervention with
the highest number of techniques was by Dworkin et al [97-99]
utilizing 17 different ones. The lowest number of BCTs was
found in Abiodun et al [101], using 1 technique. A complete
list of details on how many techniques each intervention has
applied is provided in Multimedia Appendix 4.

Are Behavior Change Techniques Linked to Behavior
Change Theories?
Most theory-based studies (7/9: Shegog et al [83], Belzer et al
[84-86], Garofalo et al [96], Whiteley et al [77,78], Tanner et
al [79,80], Hightow-Weidman et al [93], Dworkin et al [97-99])
linked at least one intervention technique to 1 theory (TCS item
8) and at least one theory-relevant construct to an intervention
technique (TCS item 11). However, only half (4/9: Whiteley et
al [77,78], Tanner et al [79,80], Hightow-Weidman et al [93],
Dworkin et al [97-99]) linked all theory-relevant constructs to
at least one intervention technique (TCS item 10), and only 5
out of 9 (Whiteley et al [77,78], Tanner et al [79,80],
Hightow-Weidman et al [93], Garofalo et al [96], Dworkin et
al [97-99]) linked all intervention techniques to at least one
theory-relevant construct (TCS item 7). Two (Shegog et al [83]
and Naar-King et al [91,92]) studies used theory constructs to
tailor intervention techniques to recipients (TCS item 6), but
no study selected recipients for the intervention based on theory
constructs (TCS item 4).

RQ3. How Are eHealth Interventions Designed?

What Platforms Were Used to Implement eHealth?
Many of the systems were simplistic applications from a
technical perspective developed on basic phones (ie, SMS text
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messaging [n=6] and phone calls [n=3]; Table 5). However,
advanced applications designed for smartphones were also
emerging (n= 3). These smartphone-based apps were designed
in various forms—ordinary apps, serious games, and gamified
apps. Already existing social media apps were also utilized.
Electronic adherence monitoring devices (electronic medication
containers that look like ordinary bottles or mobile phones, eg,
WisePill) were also common, but mainly used in combination

with other platforms and not as a standalone system. The
primary purpose of these devices was to objectively measure
adherence, except in 1 intervention (Spratt et al [82]) in which
it was used to deliver reminders in the form of blinking lights
and chime sounds. Other systems included web-based
applications (desktop/laptop), remote videoconferencing, and
desktop applications (Naar-King et al [91,92]). Such systems
were, however, less frequent, each appearing just once.

Table 5. Type of systems in included studies.

StudyFrequencySystem type

Stankievich et al [81], Spratt et al [82], Linnemayr et al [88,89],
Dowshen et al [94,95], Garofalo et al [96], Abiodun et al [101]

6SMS text messaging

Spratt et al [82], Puccio et al [90], Belzer et al [84-86]3Phone call

Whiteley et al [77,78], Spratt et al [82], Linnemayr et al [88,89]3Electronic adherence monitoring devicea

Dworkin et al [97-99]1Smartphone app

Whiteley et al [77,78]1Smartphone serious game

Hightow-Weidman et al [93]1Gamified smartphone app

Tanner et al [79,80], Dulli et al [100]2Social media

Shegog et al [83]1Web-based application (desktop/laptop)

Saberi et al [87]1Videoconferencing

Naar-King et al [91,92]1Desktop applications

aUsed in combination with others, not as a standalone intervention system.

Which Design Features Were Common?
Out of the 28 motivational design features proposed by Geuens
et al [57], we found 24, with the most frequent features being
“Reminders,” “Personalization,” and “General
information”—appearing 11, 10, and 9 times, respectively
(Multimedia Appendix 5). Information to educate adolescents
about HIV and ART adherence was sometimes tailored to
participants based on personal profiles—hence “Microtailoring.”
“Instructions” on how to perform certain tasks such as taking
medication and talking to providers were also detected. In some
interventions, generic information and instructions were from
health care expert sources (ie, “Expertise”). Asking patients to
manually enter information (ie, “Logging”) about performance
of their behavior (eg, whether they took medication or not) or
outcome data (eg, viral load, CD4 count) was also common,
although sometimes this was also done automatically, via
“Tracking,” using electronic devices such as medication
adherence monitoring devices.

How Many Design Features Were Used in the Different
Platforms?
The median number of design features was 4. The intervention
with the highest number of design features (n=15) was
Hightow-Weidman et al [93], while the interventions with the
lowest number of features (n=1) were Puccio et al [90] and
Abiodun et al [101] (Multimedia Appendix 5).

RQ4. What Are the Quality and Impact of the eHealth
Interventions and How Do They Relate to Grounding
in Theory?

Quality
We adopted Johnson et al’s [74] method to categorize papers
on methodological quality, computing the quality of evidence
score, ranging from 5 to 15. Papers with a rating 8 or below are
categorized as “weak evidence,” 9-12 as “moderate evidence,”
and 13 and above as “strong evidence.” Six interventions scored
strong on quality of evidence, 4 moderate, and the remaining 7
weak (Table 6). The quality ratings only pertain to the strength
of empirical evidence for outcome effects, and do not judge the
overall quality of the studies.

Impact
As mentioned in the “Methods” section, outcome measures
were coded following Information–Motivation–Behavioral
Skills Model’s conceptualization of ART adherence behavior
as a function of 3 mediators: information, motivation, and
behavioral skills [47]. Therefore, the measures corresponding
to these parameters are knowledge on HIV and ART, personal
motivation and social motivation, and ART self-efficacy,
respectively. Direct measures of adherence behavior are ART
medication adherence and appointment adherence. Similarly,
measures of biological outcomes include viral load and CD4
count. The number of measurements for each outcome, effect
type, and quality of evidence is summarized in Table 6. Of the
16 eHealth systems, 10 reported positive effect on 1 or more of
the outcomes measured, yet 7 of these also reported no effect
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on 1 or more of other outcomes. As much as 6 out of 16 reported purely no effect in all the outcomes measured.

Table 6. Impact of included interventions on Integrated Behavioral Model mediators of antiretroviral therapy adherence among adolescents and quality
ratings.

Quality and effectivenessaTheoretical grounding and
motivational features

Interventions

Quali-
ty of
evi-
dence

CD4
count

Viral
load

Medi-
cal ap-
point-
ment
adher-
ence

ART
medica-
tion ad-
herence

ART
self-effi-
cacy

Social
support
(social
motiva-
tion)

ART
motiva-
tion
(person-
al moti-
vation)

An-
tiretrovi-
ral thera-
py
(ART)
knowl-
edge

HIV
knowl-
edge

Design
features,
n

Behav-
ior
change
tech-
niques,
n

Overall
quality
of theo-
ry inte-
gration
(Table
4)

15++000++1015MediumWhiteley et al

[77], [78]d,e

11++1216HighTanner et al

[79], [80]e,f

9+++1515HighHightow-Weid-

man et al [93]e

12+001417HighDworkin et al

[97]-[99]e

6032NoStankievich et

al [81]g

6-049LowSpratt et al

[82]e,g

600027NoSaberi et al

[87]g

13023NoLinnemayr et al

[88], [89]g

50013NoPuccio et al

[90]g

1500411LowNaar-King et al

[91], [92]g

800+32NoDowshen et al

[94], [95]g

130+44LowGarofalo et al

[96]g

7++++52LowShegog et al

[83]g

11++0024LowBelzer et al

[84]-[86]g

1300+46NoDulli et al

[100]g

14+011NoAbiodun et al

[101]g

a“+” means positive effect; “0” means no effect; “–” means negative effect.
bTrue for newly started ART; no significant effect on patients who stayed longer on ART.
cHigher usage of theory and motivational features, scoring at least medium and high once.
dElectronic monitoring alone (control) acts as a better intervention than additional signal and SMS text message reminders (intervention).
eLower usage of theory and motivational features.
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What Is the Relation Between Grounding in Theory and
Impact of the Interventions?
The nature of this review precludes any firm conclusions. A
closer look at Table 6 suggests mixed results; we cannot
unambiguously conclude that more extensive grounding of
design features in theory related to health behavior or behavior
change is associated with better (significant) effectiveness on
outcomes with good evidence quality (compare studies with
footnotes c and e). However, the results suggest that 10/16
(Whiteley et al [77,78], Tanner et al [79,80], Hightow-Weidman
et al [93], Dworkin et al [97-99], Dowshen et al [94,95],
Garofalo et al [96], Shegog et al [83], Belzer et al [84-86], Dulli
et al [100], Abiodun et al [101]) of the included eHealth apps
report a positive impact on ART adherence or on its mediators.

Discussion

Summary
This systematic review examined theory usage, integration of
BCTs, and motivational design features and technology
platforms used in existing eHealth ART adherence interventions
for adolescents, and how these aspects relate to the quality and
impact of interventions. Generally, we found the impact of
eHealth systems on adolescent ART adherence and its mediators
promising. Moreover, most included systems attempted rooting
eHealth interventions in theoretical frameworks. Nevertheless,
we found a gap between the discussion of theories to root an
intervention and the actual application of those theories in terms
of system design. Additionally, we only came across few
systems that contain a considerable number of BCTs and
motivational design features. Instead, elementary designs
characterize current systems. In the following paragraphs, we
detail the main findings and relate them to existing theoretical
and empirical work.

Principal Findings

Are eHealth Interventions Grounded in Health Behavior
Change Theory?
The review shows that current eHealth systems to improve
adolescents’ ART adherence refer to theory only lightly. Of the
16 included eHealth systems, only 4 interventions show
extensive to moderate usage of theory, while the remaining have
low or no usage (Table 4). This finding contrasts with the studies
that have argued that grounding the design of eHealth systems
in theory is associated with increased effectiveness [40-42]. In
the context of HIV in particular, designing eHealth systems
based on behavioral theory is associated with efficacy in
improving adherence to HIV medication [30]. This is attributed
to the fact that health behavior theories provide a comprehensive
understanding of ART adherence behavior and its determinant
factors, to inform the design of the intervention [44,103]. Theory
underutilization may result in a limited understanding of the
different moderators of ART adherence among adolescents,
leaving several factors unaddressed by the intervention, which
in turn reduces effectiveness [104].

Moreover, our findings indicate that the context of
developmental changes and their impact on ART adherence are

not explicitly addressed in the included studies. This is
somewhat surprising as prior research has shown that factors
associated with developmental changes affect adolescents’
health including medication adherence [105]. Adolescence
presents a specific developmental stage marked by profound
biological, psychological, and social changes [106-111] that
may affect ART adherence behavior [20]. For instance, we did
not find explicit mention of how the ongoing development of
cognitive capacity [17], oppositional behavior associated with
becoming autonomous [21], and conformity to peer pressure
[22] and the synergy it may have with HIV stigma [112] can
affect ART adherence among teenagers. Being informed of
these developmental theory concepts might be useful in the
choice of appropriate BCTs and design features. However, the
absence of explicit referral to developmental theory does not
automatically imply that interventions are not (implicitly)
informed by developmental theories.

Are Behavior Change Techniques Guided by Theory?
Almost half of the interventions applied only 4 or less BCTs,
which may render them less effective in delivering intervention
content: prior research on BCTs and health behaviors, (eg,
[40-42,62]) has indicated that the number of BCTs applied in
an intervention influences its effect, that is, interventions that
employ more BCTs were found to have a larger effect on
behavior than those that apply fewer BCTs [41]. This relatively
low number of BCTs usage might be the result of a less
comprehensive conceptualization of adherence and its
determinants, or a less comprehensive conceptualization of
adolescents’ developmental changes and their impact on ART
adherence. For example, an intervention narrowing adherence
to “consuming medication,” and focusing primarily on
“forgetfulness” as main barrier, might end up employing the
“prompts/cues” BCT only; “reminders” as the main technique
can be seen in [90,94]. A deeper look through the perspective
of developmental changes (ie, a reflection on why adolescents
forget) might perhaps suggest another solution; for example,
building adolescents’ skills on how to better integrate
medications into daily life. In terms of breadth (covering a broad
range of factors), reviews on barriers of adolescent’s ART
adherence list many factors complicating adherence [9-11] that
eHealth systems need to address. Moreover, we found that BCTs
which might be relevant for adolescents such as demonstration
of behavior (modeling), peer comparison, or incentivization
were scarce.

What Are the Prevalent Platforms and Designed
Features?
We found that most included systems were limited to SMS text
messaging or phone calling. Compared with more advanced
information and communications technology systems, SMS text
messaging and phone calls offer the advantage of being cheap
to deliver. However, such systems also limit the implementation
of more sophisticated features. For example, it is challenging
to deliver intervention content enriched with engaging
audiovisual content. SMS text messages alone might not be
sufficiently engaging to adolescents, which could be a possible
explanation for researchers reporting noneffectiveness
[88,113,114]. A previous work noted that for adolescents “texts
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that say the same thing are boring” [77], and the authors
recommended dynamically changing the content of the message
so that adolescents do not get tired of reading the same messages
[89].

As for the designed features, “reminders (notifications)” and
“personalization (adapting color schemes and skins)” were the
most frequently applied followed by displaying “general
information.” The remaining features were scarcely used.
Providing reminders for medication, enabling customization on
system features, and educating adolescents about HIV and ART
are still appropriate. However, interventions could be more
effective if they additionally include “social” features such as
principles grouped under “reward and incentives” and “social
interactions” categories [57].

What Are the Quality and Impact of the eHealth
Interventions?
Of the 16 eHealth systems, 10 (Whiteley et al [77,78], Tanner
et al [79,80], Hightow-Weidman et al [93], Dworkin et al
[97-99], Dowshen et al [94,95], Garofalo et al [96], Shegog et
al [83], Belzer et al [84-86], Dulli et al [100], Abiodun et al
[101]) reported positive effect on 1 or more of the outcomes
measured, yet 7 (Whiteley et al [77,78], Dworkin et al [97-99],
Dowshen et al [94,95], Garofalo et al [96], Belzer et al [84-86],
Dulli et al [100], Abiodun et al [101])out of these 10 also
reported no effect on 1 or more of other outcomes. Six out of
16 (Stankievich et al [81], Spratt et al [82], Saberi et al [87],
Linnemayr et al [88,89], Puccio et al [90], Naar-King et al
[91,92]) reported purely no effect in all the outcomes measured.
Overall, while evidence is mixed, the impact of these systems
on ART adherence and its mediators has a positive trend.
However, the nature of this review and diversity of eHealth
studies preclude any firm conclusions based on our study
findings (Table 6). Considering the relatively small number of
digital interventions identified in this review and the mixed
evidence on its impact, more digital interventions for
adolescents’HIV self-management should be evaluated to come
to firm conclusions.

Implications and Recommendations

Overview
A clear understanding of theoretical insights enables designers
to translate various BCTs into features appropriate to this
specific audience; the way BCTs are implemented and presented
to users matters in respect to their effectiveness. Moreover,
implementation sophistication on top of applying relevant
intervention content is paramount. In the paragraphs below, we
detail the recommendations derived from this review.

Ground Interventions in Theories and Methods Tailored
to Adolescents
Deciding on a particular theory is challenging for eHealth
designers as a plethora of health theories exist, and there is not
one theory specifically developed for adolescents. In this respect,
protocols for developing behavioral interventions such as the
IM (intervention mapping) [115] and capability, opportunity,
motivation, behavior frameworks [116,117] may be of interest.
According to IM, one should first consult existing literature to

list reported causes of the target health problem (in this case,
barriers/facilitators of ART adherence among adolescents).
Next, concepts from this list should be linked to theoretical
constructs (ie, the theory with better coverage of this list could
be a good candidate). Moreover, use of a combination of
multiple theories (such as Integrated Behavioral Model or any
customized combination) might be considered. Complementing
this approach, the practical study of the actual target group (eg,
user-centered methods such as participatory design [118,119]
with adolescents) might also help identify the most relevant
determinants (eg, [120]) on which an intervention can focus
[121].

Selection of Behavior Change Techniques Tailored to
Adolescents
Incentivization holds particular potential to improve adherence
to HIV care [122-125] among adolescents. Moreover, as peer
pressure among teen population is high [19], implementing
social-based techniques involving peer role modeling and
comparisons among peers might be effective. In this respect,
Hightow-Weidman et al [93] reported that participants enjoyed
“social-media-like” discussion boards that prompt peers to daily
discuss on HIV matters and share experiences. However, any
use of social media with adolescents should be done with utmost
care, discussed further below.

Additionally, methods that help adolescents analyze barriers
they face, and help them generate strategies to overcome these
issues might be crucial. This is already addressed by some
interventions that seek to develop problem-solving skills, for
example, phone conversations with a professional adherence
counselor [87] or a similar discussion with a humanlike character
animated in computer software [91].

Implement Sophisticated Features With More Advanced
Technology Platforms
More advanced and engaging design features such as
gamification and social connections are needed in eHealth
systems. Although evidence on the efficacy of gamification
specific to adolescents’ ART adherence is not synthesized yet,
literature on gamification and adherence indicated its potential
[126,127] and positive influence on health behavior change in
general [74,128-132]. First, as mentioned above, adolescents
might be more attracted to immediate rewards [17] (eg, points)
and incentives associated with adherence achievements (eg,
badges) than foreseeing future long-term health consequences.
In addition to material rewards, virtual rewards in the form of
gamification elements such as points, levels, leaderboards, and
easter eggs might be interesting. Additionally, as adolescents
are heavily influenced by peer pressure [13], integrating “social
interaction” principles [57] might be important. Allowing
adolescents to link and share via social media platforms, connect
with others in a similar condition and demonstrating their
success (social identification), know how other peers are
performing (social comparison), compete or cooperate with
peers on social interaction environments could be useful.
However, we acknowledge that given the specific developmental
characteristics of this age group and the dangers of issues related
to HIV stigma (eg, concerns similar to privacy unraveling
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[133,134]), any such designed features should be stigma
sensitive and introduced with the greatest care.

Finally, to enable using more advanced features,
implementations such as desktop applications, mobile apps,
games, or including gamification elements and stigma-sensitive
social media–like features might be more appropriate to engage
teenagers. As such applications are emerging, implementations
in these platforms are warranted in future interventions.

Limitations and Future Work
As per our knowledge, this is the first systematic review to
examine theory usage, BCTs, motivational design features, and
technology platforms used in existing eHealth ART adherence
interventions for adolescents. To investigate our main points,
we used established coding frameworks and taxonomies.
Nevertheless, this study comes with its limitations. First, this
review focused primarily on exploring existing eHealth ART
interventions for adolescents. There is a need for a more rigorous
study of what best promotes ART adherence among adolescents,
that is, looking at the future. Second, although established
coding taxonomies were applied, and coders were trained,
coding BCTs and design principles remained challenging due
to variations in intervention content descriptions. Templates for
reporting eHealth interventions for behavior change might be
useful here. Finally, the findings in this review depended only
on explicit referral to theories used to ground intervention and
design. We must acknowledge that this methodological approach
does not allow us to conclude that interventions and designs are

not tailored toward adolescents if done implicitly. It may be
that interventions are still informed by knowledge on
adolescents’developmental changes, but simply without explicit
mentioning, for example, through the embodied knowledge of
experts contributing to the design. Hence, future work may
address this by including prespecified developmentally
appropriate BCTs and incorporating these in the systematic
review of eHealth interventions for ART adherence among
adolescents. However, it should be noted here that, for the sake
of reproducibility, design knowledge should be transparently
communicated as a good practice.

Conclusions
In this review, a total of 16 eHealth interventions targeting
adolescents’ART adherence were included. Overall, the impact
of these systems on ART adherence and its mediators is
promising, but evidence remains mixed. We observed mostly
simple applications (ie, for SMS text messages and phone calls);
however, advanced smartphone apps are emerging. Moreover,
most interventions applied only a limited number of BCTs and
designed features. While 9/16 systems were grounded in theory,
overall, health theories were utilized sparsely. Moreover, we
observed a dearth of approaches addressing the specific
developmental changes related to adolescence and their
implications for intervention design and responsiveness to BCTs.
In summary, we suggest that eHealth interventions, as well as
the design of specific delivery platforms, should include health
theories that are appropriate to adolescents’ development, and
implement features that cater to this age group.
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Abstract

Background: The digital age, with digital sensors, the Internet of Things (IoT), and big data tools, has opened new opportunities
for improving the delivery of health care services, with remote monitoring systems playing a crucial role and improving access
to patients. The versatility of these systems has been demonstrated during the current COVID-19 pandemic. Health remote
monitoring systems (HRMS) present various advantages such as the reduction in patient load at hospitals and health centers.
Patients that would most benefit from HRMS are those with chronic diseases, older adults, and patients that experience less severe
symptoms recovering from SARS-CoV-2 viral infection.

Objective: This paper aimed to perform a systematic review of the literature of HRMS in primary health care (PHC) settings,
identifying the current status of the digitalization of health processes, remote data acquisition, and interactions between health
care personnel and patients.

Methods: A systematic literature review was conducted using PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews
and Meta-Analysis) guidelines to identify articles that explored interventions with HRMS in patients with chronic diseases in the
PHC setting.

Results: The literature review yielded 123 publications, 18 of which met the predefined inclusion criteria. The selected articles
highlighted that sensors and wearables are already being used in multiple scenarios related to chronic disease management at the
PHC level. The studies focused mostly on patients with diabetes (9/26, 35%) and cardiovascular diseases (7/26, 27%). During
the evaluation of the implementation of these interventions, the major difficulty that stood out was the integration of information
into already existing systems in the PHC infrastructure and in changing working processes of PHC professionals (83%).

Conclusions: The PHC context integrates multidisciplinary teams and patients with often complex, chronic pathologies. Despite
the theoretical framework, objective identification of problems, and involvement of stakeholders in the design and implementation
processes, these interventions mostly fail to scale up. Despite the inherent limitations of conducting a systematic literature review,
the small number of studies in the PHC context is a relevant limitation. This study aimed to demonstrate the importance of
matching technological development to the working PHC processes in interventions regarding the use of sensors and wearables
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for remote monitoring as a source of information for chronic disease management, so that information with clinical value is not
lost along the way.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2021;9(12):e28285)   doi:10.2196/28285
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Introduction

Background
Digitalization of care processes, holistic sensing supported by
the Internet of Things (IoT), and artificial intelligence (AI) tools
are being actively applied with benefits to the health sector and
giving rise to the smart health paradigm [1]. This corresponds
to an emerging market that was evaluated at US $143.6 billion
in 2019, with an estimated annual growth rate of 16.2% from
2020 to 2027 [2]. In this transformative process, health remote
monitoring systems (HRMS) are recognized as an emerging
technology that use sensors and wearable devices to collect
patient data. However, to provide clinical value, these systems
have to be associated with clinical processes and therapeutics
so that measurements can be linked with actual patient care.

The use of sensors in health is a recent but growing area of
research. These sensors are usually called biosensors, as they
often collect patients’ vital signs. Wearable devices are devices
that patients use in direct contact with the body to provide
clinically relevant data for care. This continuous monitoring
process defines personalized care. An IoT sensor can be used
in either a discrete manner or a continuous manner [3]. A Scopus
search showed that there were 96,888 publications regarding
biosensors just in 2020.

Wearable devices are equipped with sensing capabilities for
user mobility tracking and monitoring physical activity (for
example, counting steps), heart rate, oxygen levels, and blood
pressure. For instance, a wearable electrocardiogram monitor
has been used by many patients with serious conditions under
the prescription of their physicians [4]. Another example of a
wearable device used by patients is a wearable blood pressure
monitor, which can be integrated into a watch [5]. There is,
however, the need for proper evaluation or certification to
regulate the efficacy of these wearables, as some frauds have
already been identified. The Food and Drug Association in the
United States has established a wearables certification [6].
Lastly, there are also patch biosensors, which are self-adhesive
patches that can collect a range of different data such as heart
rate, respiratory rate, temperature, and body posture and can
detect falls.

The implementation of HRMS is based on an IoT system that
incorporates, stores, and communicates the information gathered
by a set of wearable devices and sensors. The computer senses
and records the daily physiological data of the patient by means
of a data processing device, data transition, data archive, data
analytics, and AI [7]. An HRMS is based on 4 main pillars: (1)
development of systems to identify disease progression and
prevention through remote sensors; (2) use of big data (BD)
processing and analysis, which processes multiple heterogeneous

data sources to integrate different patient data, aiming at
providing high-quality personalized treatment; (3) development
of predictive models supported by AI to be implemented on top
of the processed BD, allowing the classification of patients and
the discovery of behavioral patterns to enable alerts to be
generated when an abnormality is registered for quicker clinical
action; and (4) create an entirely remote interaction process
from the hospital to the patient. The HRMS enables a
data-intensive approach, in which a large amount of health data
is generated, stored, and available for data mining, allowing the
generation of useful knowledge. All data processed from IoT
sensors and wearable devices can be input into BD analytics,
which allows the generation of knowledge and alerts that can
be used to monitor health [8].

The use of HRMS to record data supports the development of
personal health records, involving patients in their own data
collection, health monitoring, exercise, and lifestyle [9]. A single
health database allows personalized care, as the health care
professional can tailor the treatment according to both the patient
conditions and the device readings. The term personalized care
refers to the design and adaptation of clinical treatment to the
characteristics, needs, and individual preferences of the patient
throughout all stages: care, prevention, diagnosis, treatment,
and follow-up [10]. The use of this term has been growing in
recent years, as more recent technology such as genome
sequencing, wearable devices, and HRMS has allowed the use
of precision medicine [11]. The area of personalized medicine
has rapidly grown over the last decade due to improvements in
areas such as diagnostic testing, BD technologies, and others.
The European Union is highly concerned about the provision
of high-quality personalized medicine [12].

Communication of devices with cloud platforms allows for data
to be stored in the cloud and easily accessed by doctors, allowing
remote health monitoring functions. Remote patient monitoring
requires machinery that collects and interprets biometric and
physiological data [13]. Remote patient monitoring has many
applications such as real-time illness detection, continuous
monitoring of patients such as those with chronic disease or
less severe conditions, or monitoring of athletes’ health [13].
Recent guidelines have pointed out that the creation and
adoption of person-centered integrated care for older adults is
critical, as a decline in intrinsic capacity is reported among older
adults. Intrinsic capacity includes the mental and physical
attributes that the patient can use to perform any daily task, can
be used to identify those patients who would benefit more from
interventions, and can be measured by wearable devices [14].

Chronic Diseases in the Primary Health Care Context
Chronic diseases are among the most important health problems
to benefit from HRMS. The role of primary health care (PHC)
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centers as the first point of contact is considered a universal
health coverage model. For that reason, health care data
management and remote monitoring benefit from being included
in PHC, enabling a comprehensive collection of data from
patients and making the data available to health professionals
afterwards.

Not only has research into wearable medical devices increased
but also the availability of these devices to the general public.
Devices such as mobile phones and smart bands, usage of which
is becoming customary, are increasing the amount of data
generated that can be used to improve the management of
chronic diseases. More than 100,000 apps have been created to
use this type of data, and the number has been doubling every
2.5 years [15]. However, often these applications cannot be
integrated into the health care process, resulting in dispersed
data.

PHC is suffering from larger demand from an increase in the
number of patients with chronic diseases. Due to hospital
overload, the use of remote monitoring systems is often
considered of added value. Systematic monitoring would also
allow for remote tracking of symptom progression in less severe
COVID-19 patients, allowing one to closely monitor and
increase the comfort of patients, but also reduce the strain on
the health system. An HRMS is fundamental for supporting the
collection of data necessary to improve the management of
novel conditions, such as COVID-19, as it allows the collection
of data useful in medical research and to identify patterns of
symptoms that could indicate patients’ symptom progression
[16].

Furthermore, remote monitoring systems might improve health
professionals’ effectiveness in managing chronic diseases, as
an HRMS permits the early detection of disease warning signs,
which is crucial to improve survival rates of specific diseases
(eg, hypertension, diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease). These systems promise to, by tracking patients’disease
progression, increase patients’ awareness of and engagement
with chronic therapeutics.

Goal of the Study
Although several other studies are being conducted on this topic,
it is paramount to analyze published studies (beyond clinical
trials or pilot studies) to understand the weaknesses and
opportunities that still persist in this area

This paper aimed at performing a systematic review of the
literature on HRMS in the PHC setting, identifying the current
status of the digitalization of the health process, regarding (1)
digital monitoring of chronically ill patients, (2) early detection
of acute episodes in patients with decompensated chronic
pathologies, (3) the outcomes of the implementation process,
and (4) patient empowerment.

As secondary outcomes, the following was also assessed: (1)
the digital communication between PHC professionals and
patients or caregivers, (2) the integration of the information
collected by the health care information systems, (3) reduction
of hospital burden, and (4) user satisfaction (patient, caregivers,
and professionals).

Methods

Search Strategy and Inclusion Criteria
A systematic literature review was conducted by following
PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews
and Meta-Analysis) methodology [17] and with the research
question: “What is the state of the art on healthcare remote
monitoring system usage for chronic patients in primary health
care?”

We searched the databases of Scopus and Web of Science Core
Collection (WoSCC), and the research was conducted through
December 31, 2020. The results had to be articles, published
between 2015 and 2020, and written in English or Portuguese.
The documents collected were only about computer science,
medicine, engineering, and health professions.

The search strategy was based on 6 queries, each with a different
focus of research (detailed in Multimedia Appendix 1). This
method allowed for the observation of the number of articles
existing in both databases, considering the concept and context
as well as the population under study. It is important to note
that the values corresponding to the queries still have duplicate
articles.

For this review, only articles were considered. Grey literature,
reviews, conference papers, workshops, books, and editorials,
as well as works not related to the domain, were excluded. The
population included all ages, genders, and ethnic groups
diagnosed with multimorbidity or at least one chronic disease.
The study was considered eligible for inclusion if the
intervention included one of these criteria: (1) continuous
electronic recording of patient indicators (sensors or wearables)
connected to a computer system integrated into PHC centers,
(2) patient input devices linked to a computer system allowing
the display of data in real time for analysis by PHC
professionals, and (3) collection of personal electronic health
or clinical data transmitted for review by a remote PHC
professional.

Study Selection
The initial selection of papers was done using the title and
abstract, and in some cases in which that information was
insufficient, the full document was analyzed. The process was
performed by 3 researchers independently: 2 performed the
process, and in case of disagreement, the third resolved the
disagreement.

Data Extraction and Synthesis
The data were managed and stored by Zotero and Microsoft
Excel version 16.46 (21021202). These data were title, author,
year, journal, subject area, keywords, and abstract. For data
synthesis and analysis, a qualitative assessment was conducted
based on the results presented in the previous section. The
databases—Scopus and WoSCC—were searched systematically
regarding the published work related with the concept
“Healthcare Remote Monitoring Systems” or “Smart Health,”
with the target population “Chronic Patients,” and within the
context of the study “Primary Health Care.”
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Results

Queries and Themes

The research was conducted using queries and themes. Each
query was conducted in the individual databases and with the
same restrictions and filters. Figure 1 shows the PRISMA
workflow diagram from the total number of articles studied.

Figure 1. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis) workflow diagram.

With query 1, Scopus and WoSCC were searched for literature
regarding the concept of this study, and we found 61,230 results.

With query 2, the search included the target population of
patients with a chronic disease, and 61,469 documents were
found in both databases.

With query 3, which involved the context of this study, 73,550
documents were found in Scopus and WoSCC.

With the fourth query, the databases were searched for the
concept of the study and the target population but without any
context, and 1458 documents were found.

With query 5, queries 1, 2, and 3 were combined, and the
documents collected involved all the aforementioned inclusion
criteria. The merging of all the queries resulted in 154
documents. After performing a manual process to identify
significant subjects based on the research questions, identify
the outcomes, and remove the duplicates, 18 documents were
obtained. Our systematic research took into account year, area,

research question topic, and a short description. We also looked
at articles published in 2020 for the COVID-19 pandemic effect.

Regarding these results, additional research was conducted
(query 6) with which the purpose was to compare the results in
both databases for HRMS used with patients with a chronic
disease but in another specific context (in hospital care). In the
search, query 1 and query 2 were combined, and hospital care
was added (“Hospital” OR “Acute Care” OR “Clinical”),
resulting in 726 results.

Study Characteristics
All 18 studies included in the review were selected through the
use of the aforementioned specific criteria. Table 1 shows the
key study characteristics regarding the year, region, disease of
focus, interface, data collection methods, collection frequency,
stakeholders’ involvement, and existence of pilot studies.
Classification of the studies regarding these characteristics was
not mutually exclusive, given that these were assigned due to
presence or absence in the study.
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Table 1. Study characteristics (n=18).

Articles, n (%)Characteristics

Region

8 (44)Europe

7 (39)Americas

1 (6)Southeast Asia

1 (6)Africa

1 (6)Western Pacific

Disease of focus (n=26)

9 (35)Diabetes

7 (27)Cardiovascular diseases

4 (15)Respiratory diseases

4 (15)Multimorbidity

2 (8)Mental disorders

Interface (n=20)

10 (50)Mobile phone or telephone

6 (30)Tablet

4 (20)Web-based platform

Data collection method (n=19)

9 (47)Sensors

5 (26)Questionnaires

5 (26)Wearables

Collection frequency (n=14)

6 (43)Daily

4 (29)Monthly

3 (21)Weekly

1 (7)Permanent

All stakeholders involved

9 (83)Yes

6 (33)No

Pilot study

8 (44)Yes

3 (17)Being developed

7 (39)No

Outcomes Analysis
The results previously defined in the goal of this review are
summarized in Table 2. The description of the indicators was
explicit, and no requests to the authors of the articles for

clarification were necessary. As mentioned before, classification
of the studies regarding the outcome was not mutually exclusive,
given that these were attributed due to presence or absence in
the study.
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Table 2. Outcome comparison.

Number of documentsReferencesOutcomes

Primary outcomes

18[18-35]Digital monitoring of the patients’ chronic diseases

15[18-24,27-29,31-35]Early detection of acute episodes

7[18,19,22,28,30,33,34]Outcomes of the implementation studies: effectiveness and cost-effectiveness

12[18-21,23,24,27-31,33]Outcomes of the implementation studies: implementation process with multi-
disciplinary teams

2[18,19]Patient empowerment (self-management applications)

Secondary outcomes

16[18-32,34]Digital communication between PHCa professionals and patients

3[18,20,26]Integration of information into PHC centers

16[18-21,23-29,31,33-35]Reduction of hospital inflow

3[19,21,28]User satisfaction (patients, carers, and professionals); role of informal carers,
especially to facilitate the use of technology by older adult patients

aPHC: primary health care.

Risk of Bias in Included Studies
Given the categorization of articles included in the study, there
may be bias in the definition of “Remote Patient Monitoring.”
Thus, it is possible that some articles may have been excluded.

Discussion

Principal Findings
After assessing all the included studies, it was possible to
acknowledge the growing prevalence of remote monitoring
systems worldwide in recent years. Although the main goals
across the different studies varied, the majority of the articles
included common features for these devices. The interventions
included the following features: medical condition management
(n=3), diagnosis (n=1), conceptual models (n=6), reminders and
alerts (n=2), self-reported monitoring (n=5), wearable remote
monitoring device (n=4), health promotion and education (n=4).

Most of the articles selected included research about conceptual
models regarding work methodologies or efficacy of the devices
or the interventions. Of the articles, 24% (4/18), which had a
specific focus on wearable remote monitoring systems for
patients with a chronic disease in PHC, were studies or proposals
for conceptual care models. The topics in these studies varied
from changes in chronic disease management through the use
of biosensors to the impact assessment of the implementation
of telecare projects. From these studies, approximately 75%
(3/4) were theoretical models that focused on the understanding
of barriers and challenges to digital transformation, but no
context-related implementation evidence was presented to
support the conclusions drawn.

The research using different queries with different keywords
allowed the comparison of the state of the art regarding the
concept in the chronic care context. Therefore, it was possible
to observe the difference in HRMS applications for patients
with a chronic disease carried out in both the hospital and PHC
contexts. Given that chronic disease management is a major

focus of PHC services [36], it would be expected that most
studies would be applied in that setting.

However, by observing and evaluating the number of articles
resulting from the research between contexts (see query 5 vs
query 6), it was possible to verify that the influx of studies in
the hospital context (n=726) was 7 times higher than studies in
the PHC context (n=100). This difference may be due to the
recent restructuring (since 2014) of health service contexts or
to the difficulty in implementing studies in the PHC context
[37]. This can also be explained by the fact that there are many
clinical conditions that are still managed from the hospital point
of view that focus on symptomatic treatment.

According to World Health Statistics 2020, it was estimated
that 71% of deaths worldwide were caused by noncommunicable
diseases (cardiovascular diseases, cancer, chronic respiratory
diseases, and diabetes) [38]. In this literature review, it was
possible to observe that the use of smart health is mostly focused
on noncommunicable diseases that not only cause most deaths
but also can be better controlled and prevented by controlling
risk factors and monitoring of the patient’s health [39]—see the
“Disease of focus” information in Table 1.

Remote Monitoring and the COVID-19 Pandemic
With the COVID-19 pandemic, the role and importance of health
digitalization had a special focus for the measures implemented
to reduce the risk of transmission, not only because of the
extreme need for adaptation of the entire population to the
situation and the social and economic impact that this pandemic
brought but also because of the pressure and exhaustion of health
professionals (eg, burnout).

It was possible to identify 4 articles [21,25,33,34] in which the
focus and role of health digitalization, through telecare, were
seen as essential and urgent for the current or future pandemics
and crisis situation management. The small number of articles
found may suggest the need for further research and studies, to
assess the reach of COVID-19 not only in other countries,
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particularly those where mental health infrastructures are less
developed [40], but also in other vulnerable populations (eg,
children, adolescents, older adults) and in areas facing barriers
to accessing health care [41].

As presented in the Results section, 67% (12/18) of the studies
included in this literature review presented, in some way, an
implementation process (ie, proof of concept, pilot study, or
clinical trial). However, it is necessary to take into account that,
in 28% (5/18) of the studies in which proposals, evaluations,
or conceptual models were presented, real and scientific
evidence of the study success and effectiveness was still absent.

Most studies presented as a limitation the difficulties of
large-scale implementation, often due to lack of clinical context,
which could be improved by the participation of health workers
and patients in the design and implementation process.

Some articles that have already conducted a proof of concept
in pilot studies considered extrapolating the use of remote
monitoring systems to many patients simultaneously as a
limitation. Furthermore, those who focused on project
evaluations mentioned that the biggest weakness was large-scale
implementation, not only for stakeholders but also for the system
users themselves. Still, the articles that focused on evaluations
were, as already mentioned, only conceptual models that still
lacked proof and real-world evidence.

Despite all the studies and results analyzed, there is still a dearth
of scientific consistency in the development and implementation
process of these interventions and devices [42,43]. According
to Gagnon et al [44], the success of an intervention linked to
telecare lies in the implementation process. Thus, and as it can
be observed in this systematic literature review, it is possible
to confirm that the weaknesses mentioned as limitations in the
reviewed articles are included in the critical success factors
already described by the MOMENTUM framework [45].

Failures include the low adherence by users and, in particular,
health professionals. The justifications for the failure of remote
monitoring include the difficulty of integrating into existing
working methods [23,27], the limited integration of data and
information provided in existing communication systems
[24,28,29,31], and the lack of correlation between the results
of these interventions and specific and individual clinical
knowledge for patients with a chronic disease [46]. There is a
need for better methodological and evaluative approaches to
the development and evaluation of health care improvement
interventions [47].

Comparison With Prior Work
Systematic reviews have been based on studies of the (1)
identification of opportunities and barriers and (2) acceptability,
effectiveness, and impact of the development and
implementation of new methods of chronic disease management
using remote monitoring systems (eHealth, mobile health, and
telehealth). As stated by Trifan et al [46], many reviews that
have already been conducted focused on specific conditions
and pathologies or had a general focus without a clinical context,
as can be seen with this study. However, only a few review
studies considered the use of sensors and wearables as a method
to collect information for remote monitoring [48-57].

This study aimed to demonstrate the importance that integration
and contextualization have in the development and
implementation of interventions regarding the use of sensors
and wearables for remote monitoring as a source of information
for chronic disease management in PHC. To avoid losing
information with clinical value throughout the process, it is
necessary for not only technological development to be adequate
and innovative but also human resources and work
methodologies to be able to adapt to new changes.

The PHC context integrates multidisciplinary teams and patients
with often complex chronic pathologies. As such, the
implementation of new methods and processes for chronic
disease management has to be phased and patient-centered and
involve all stakeholders [45]. The impact on health care working
processes is still not very well studied.

The technological evolution has enabled remote monitoring to
grow almost exponentially [56], to solutions, artefacts, or
devices that are increasingly smaller, faster, and easier to use
and ready to be integrated into the clinical context. The
integration of these devices could allow for cost reduction,
improved patient quality of life, and early detection of acute
episodes, enabling more adequate and personalized intervention
and management of disease according to the needs of each
patient [57]. However, integrating them in the context of care,
specifically in PHC, means that the developed devices have to
be adapted not only to patients’ specific needs but also to health
care professionals’ requirements. With the involvement of health
care professionals, it is possible to design a solution that takes
into account not only the technological requirements behind the
system but also the medical requirements, thereby contributing
to the improvement of disease management for patients with
complex pathologies such as chronic diseases [58].

Limitations
The limitations identified in this systematic review are the use
of only 2 databases and the exclusion criteria, which may have
led to the exclusion of relevant articles, as well as the time
between the search and review process. In addition, most studies
were conducted in a hospital setting, and only a few were
conducted in a PHC setting; therefore, another limitation is the
low number of studies in a PHC context.

Conclusions
This literature review identified several studies on the
implementation of remote monitoring devices for patients with
chronic diseases in the PHC context. These studies were mainly
of cardiac, respiratory, or metabolic pathologies. Despite the
opportunities observed, the limitations presented are based on
difficulties in generalizing the studies and implementing them
on a larger scale. This may be due to both the lack of senior
managerial engagement as well as the lack of contextualization
of the solutions presented, which, despite being able to prove
the technology concept, are not compatible with the health
professionals’working methods or with the complexity required
for multimorbid patients.

It is clear that innovative technological solutions are being
developed. In order to fulfil the need in the area, these
technologies have to be properly selected and adapted to the
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context of the patients as well as to the health care environment,
meaning that more research will be necessary to improve

knowledge in this field.
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Abstract

Background: There is a growing interest in using person-generated wearable device data for biomedical research, but there are
also concerns regarding the quality of data such as missing or incorrect data. This emphasizes the importance of assessing data
quality before conducting research. In order to perform data quality assessments, it is essential to define what data quality means
for person-generated wearable device data by identifying the data quality dimensions.

Objective: This study aims to identify data quality dimensions for person-generated wearable device data for research purposes.

Methods: This study was conducted in 3 phases: literature review, survey, and focus group discussion. The literature review
was conducted following the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guideline to
identify factors affecting data quality and its associated data quality challenges. In addition, we conducted a survey to confirm
and complement results from the literature review and to understand researchers’ perceptions on data quality dimensions that
were previously identified as dimensions for the secondary use of electronic health record (EHR) data. We sent the survey to
researchers with experience in analyzing wearable device data. Focus group discussion sessions were conducted with domain
experts to derive data quality dimensions for person-generated wearable device data. On the basis of the results from the literature
review and survey, a facilitator proposed potential data quality dimensions relevant to person-generated wearable device data,
and the domain experts accepted or rejected the suggested dimensions.

Results: In total, 19 studies were included in the literature review, and 3 major themes emerged: device- and technical-related,
user-related, and data governance–related factors. The associated data quality problems were incomplete data, incorrect data, and
heterogeneous data. A total of 20 respondents answered the survey. The major data quality challenges faced by researchers were
completeness, accuracy, and plausibility. The importance ratings on data quality dimensions in an existing framework showed
that the dimensions for secondary use of EHR data are applicable to person-generated wearable device data. There were 3 focus
group sessions with domain experts in data quality and wearable device research. The experts concluded that intrinsic data quality
features, such as conformance, completeness, and plausibility, and contextual and fitness-for-use data quality features, such as
completeness (breadth and density) and temporal data granularity, are important data quality dimensions for assessing
person-generated wearable device data for research purposes.

Conclusions: In this study, intrinsic and contextual and fitness-for-use data quality dimensions for person-generated wearable
device data were identified. The dimensions were adapted from data quality terminologies and frameworks for the secondary use
of EHR data with a few modifications. Further research on how data quality can be assessed with respect to each dimension is
needed.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2021;9(12):e31618)   doi:10.2196/31618
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Introduction

Use of Person-Generated Wearable Device Data for
Research Purposes
The growing interest in quantified self along with the routine
use of consumer wearables is generating substantial amounts
of person-generated wearable device data [1,2]. These passively
and objectively collected data hold great potential for use in
biomedical research as they capture data that occur outside the
clinic, without having to rely on patient recall [3]. An example
of using wearable device data for biomedical research is a study
by Lim et al [4] in which consumer-grade fitness tracker data
(Fitbit Charge HR) was used along with survey and electronic
health record (EHR) data. In addition, wearable device data can
be reused in multiple studies to answer many different research
questions. The investigators of the Lim et al [4] study made
their data publicly available for other researchers, expanding
the opportunity to generate and validate medical evidence.
McDonald et al [5] used these data to investigate the relationship
between sleep time and BMI in a Chinese population. This study
was conducted to confirm the results of Xu et al [6], who
examined the relationship between sleep duration and BMI.
One of the limitations of the Xu et al [6] study was that their
data primarily consisted of Europeans, and thus the study results
needed further investigation to be generalizable. McDonald et
al [5] added further evidence to the association between sleep
and BMI by examining the same research question using a data
set comprising Asian individuals. This type of evidence
generation is expected to become more widespread with the All
of Us Research Program, a precision medicine initiative by the
National Institutes of Health, which is collecting, integrating,
and providing wearable device data (eg, Fitbit) to the public for
research purposes [7]. Considering that there is a lack of publicly
available data sets generated from consumer wearable devices
with a large number of participants and long-term observation,
the All of Us data are expected to become a promising resource
for many researchers interested in analyzing wearable device
data.

Significance of Data Quality Assessment
Although person-generated wearable device data are a promising
new source of biomedical data, there are concerns regarding
the quality of data. For example, missing data owing to users
not wearing the device or incorrect data owing to device
malfunction are a few data quality problems that could occur
[8,9]. As these data anomalies could lead to various challenges
when analyzing wearable device data, data quality assessment
is a critical step that should be implemented before any analyses
[8]. In this setting, data quality assessment is not only about
whether the wearable device captures valid and reliable data
but also whether a data set is fit-for-use for a specific research
purpose, ensuring valid results [8,10]. However, the question
about what data quality means, more specifically, how data
quality is defined for the use of person-generated wearable
device data for research purposes still remains.

Data Quality Dimensions
Data quality dimensions are criteria or aspects of data quality
that are considered essential for a specific user’s task and are

constructs used when assessing data [11,12]. For example, the
quality of data could be assessed in terms of its completeness
(“Are data values present?”), conformance (“Do data values
adhere to specified standards and formats?”), and plausibility
(“Are data values believable?”) [13,14]. Various methods have
been previously used to derive the data quality dimensions for
biomedical data sets. First, Weiskopf et al [13] and Johnson et
al [15] used systematic reviews to derive data quality
dimensions. They both abstracted data quality attributes from
studies on EHR data quality and then derived broad dimensions
of data quality [13,15]. Second, stakeholder meetings are another
method used by Kahn et al [14]. Stakeholders reviewed the
literature on data quality, publications on best practices,
operational manuals, and data quality rules from several
EHR-based research networks. Data quality terms were then
integrated into categories through an iterative process [14].
Finally, surveys have also been used as a method to identify
data quality dimensions [16,17]. For example, Huang et al [17]
investigated important data quality dimensions for genome
annotation by asking genomic researchers to rank the importance
of 17 data quality dimensions. The strength of these empirical
methods is that it captures the perspective of data users and
reveals data quality dimensions that may not have been
considered by data quality researchers [16,18]. This is important
as data quality is a concept that depends on the data users and
their research tasks.

Currently, there is a lack of studies that derive dimensions for
person-generated wearable device data using empirical methods.
To our knowledge, the study by Codella et al [19] is the most
relevant study on data quality dimensions for person-generated
wearable device data. The study [19] first reviewed the literature
to identify stakeholders’ concerns regarding person-generated
health data (PGHD) and mapped the concerns to the
corresponding data quality dimensions in the Wang and Strong
[16] framework. However, the Wang and Strong [16] framework
was derived by surveying business data consumers, which might
not include important data quality dimensions for PGHD.
Therefore, there is a great need to investigate the essential
challenges and dimensions for assessing the quality of
person-generated wearable device data for biomedical research
because it is a growing, new data type.

Objective
The aim of this study is to identify important data quality
dimensions for using person-generated wearable device data
for research purposes. The focus of this study is on intrinsic
(data quality features inherent to the data) and contextual and
fitness-for-use data quality dimensions (features that are
task-dependent). Extrinsic and operational data quality features,
such as data accessibility, security, or privacy, are not the focus
of this study.

Methods

Study Design
Owing to the lack of literature or experts in the data quality
field for person-generated wearable device data, a multi-method
approach was used to complement and validate information
found by each method. A combination of literature review and
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survey was used to improve reliability through constant data
comparison [20]. In addition, focus group discussions were
conducted to derive data quality dimensions from the collected
data.

Part 1: Literature Review
The goal of the literature review was to identify (1) factors
affecting the quality of person-generated wearable device data
and (2) associated intrinsic data quality challenges that could
potentially occur when conducting research. Studies were
examined from scholarly databases using a combination of
search terms related to data quality and wearable devices. One
reviewer (SC) screened the titles and abstracts of the studies
based on a set of selection criteria. For example, studies
containing any content on the data quality of wearable device
data or sensor data when used for research purposes were
included, but studies on clinicians wearing devices for patient
care were excluded because the focus was on person-generated
data being used for research purposes. The full text was screened
using the same criteria by 2 reviewers (SC and KN). Sentences
on data quality challenges and factors affecting those challenges
were annotated, and semantically similar challenges and factors
were grouped into the same category. The categorization process
was performed by 3 researchers (SC, KN, and Ipek Ensari),
including the 2 reviewers (SC and KN). Details of the literature
review process are described in a previously published
manuscript [9].

Part 2: Survey

Survey Development
The survey was developed with a mixture of multiple-choice,
open-ended, and Likert-type scale questions. The survey was
iteratively refined based on feedback from 6 experts—3 in data
quality, 2 in wearable devices, and 1 in survey development.
The experts were recruited through the professional network of
the research team, and the experts were those who actively
conducted research in either data quality, wearable devices, or
survey development. A web-based survey was created using
Qualtrics (Qualtrics; version August 2019), which is a
web-based survey software [21].

Data Collection and Analysis
The eligibility criteria for survey participation included the
following: (1) an individual with experience in analyzing
passively collected wearable device data for their research and
(2) an individual with knowledge of data quality challenges
when dealing with wearable device data. Potential survey
participants were identified by searching the authors of research
studies that used wearable device data and through referrals.
The survey link was sent via email to the candidate respondents.
In addition, a link to the survey was posted on the Observational
Health Data Sciences and Informatics forum [22]. This forum
was chosen because it focuses on observational health data, and
individuals with diverse research backgrounds including PGHD
and data quality frequently visit the forum. Participation was
voluntary, and the survey was self-administered and anonymous.

Answers to multiple-choice questions were analyzed using
descriptive statistics, and thematic analysis was conducted to
identify themes from answers to open-ended questions.
Responses to Likert-type scale questions were analyzed by
comparing mean (importance of the dimensions) with SD
(reliability) of the importance ratings of the dimensions.
Dimensions with high mean (importance) and low SD (less
variability in ratings among respondents) were determined as
important.

Part 3: Focus Group Discussion
Domain experts in data quality or wearable device data were
recruited through a professional network of authors. The
facilitator (SC) combined the results of the literature review
and survey and proposed potential dimensions to domain
experts. Domain experts discussed the information provided
and determined whether to accept or reject the suggested data
quality dimensions. The importance ratings on dimensions in
the harmonized intrinsic data quality framework (HIDQF) were
also used as a reference to determine its relevance to wearable
device data [14]. The discussion continued until consensus was
reached among the experts.

Results

An overview of the results is depicted in Figure 1 followed by
further details regarding the results.

Figure 1. An overview of study processes and results. HIDQF: harmonized intrinsic data quality framework.
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Part 1: Literature Review
In total, 1290 studies were retrieved and screened, resulting in
1.47% (19/1290) studies being selected for analysis. Data
extracted from the studies were categorized into 3 groups of
factors affecting data quality, that is, device- and
technical-related, user-related, and data governance–related
factors, and 3 data quality challenges, that is, incompleteness,
incorrectness, and heterogeneity. Most studies have discussed
device- and human-related factors that influence data quality.
For example, device malfunction, network and connectivity,
and users not wearing the device can lead to incomplete or
missing data, whereas poor quality of sensor or algorithms and
users’ incorrect use of the device may lead to incorrect data. In
addition, lack of data standardization, such as different data
formats, measurement units, and different algorithms, for the
same parameter may cause difficulty in making a direct
comparison between data from different devices. The full results
of the literature review have been published [9].

Part 2: Survey

Survey Design and Participant Recruitment
The survey was designed in 3 parts: (1) questions on the
respondents’ research background, (2) questions on the research
that the participants have conducted, and (3) questions on
participants’ perception and knowledge of data quality. The
survey included a Likert-type scale question that asked to rate
the data quality dimensions from the HIDQF regarding their
importance [14]. The HIDQF harmonizes 9 existing data quality
terminologies and frameworks that are applicable to the
secondary use of EHR data [14]. The harmonized framework
involved a consensus among various stakeholders and experts
in data quality; thus, it made sense to leverage the framework
as a basis for the data quality dimensions of wearable devices.
The full survey can be found in the link cited in the reference
[23].

Emails were sent out to 100 researchers from August 2019 to
September 2019. The exact number of survey recipients is
unknown because the email recipients forwarded the email to
other eligible individuals, and the survey was posted on a public
online forum. In total, 20 responses were collected—most
respondents were from the United States, but there were also a
few respondents from the United Kingdom, France, and
Singapore. Using 100 as a proxy for the number of eligible
researchers, there was a 20% (20/100) response rate for the
survey.

Background of Respondents
Table 1 shows the background of the survey respondents based
on the responses collected from part 1 and part 2 of the survey.

Most respondents published 1-3 peer-reviewed articles (12/20,
60%), and 3 respondents (3/20, 15%) published >10 articles.
The most common types of studies previously conducted by
respondents were device validation or reliability studies (11/20,
55%), modeling to predict health state (10/20, 50%), and
tracking behavioral changes (8/20, 40%). Other research types,
such as pattern analysis on activity data and tracking body
movement or stress, were also mentioned.

Nearly half of the respondents (9/20, 45%) used research-grade
and consumer-grade devices with similar frequency, and 8
respondents (8/20, 40%) had only used consumer-grade devices.
The respondents gave multiple answers regarding the brand and
model of the devices they had used before. Among
consumer-grade devices, the most frequently mentioned brand
was Fitbit (19/20, 95%), followed by Garmin, Withings,
Jawbone, and Apple Watch. Research-grade devices, especially
accelerometers, such as ActiGraph, GENEactiv, and Actical,
were mentioned 6 times. Other devices were mentioned, such
as the Huawei Watch 2, Samsung Gear 2, and Misfit Shine 2.
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Table 1. Background of respondents (N=20).

ValueCharacteristic

Number of peer-reviewed articles using wearable device data, n (%)

1 (5)None

12 (60)1 to 3

2 (10)3 to 5

2 (10)5 to 10

3 (15)10 or more

Type of research conducted (multiple choice possible), n (%)

11 (55)Device validation or reliability studies

10 (50)Modeling to predict health state

2 (10)Modeling to inform treatment decisions

8 (40)Tracking behavioral changes

3 (15)Other

Type of devices used for research, n (%)

8 (40)Consumer-grade wearable

3 (15)Research-grade wearable

9 (45)Used both with similar frequency

Brand of devices used (multiple choice possible), n (%)

19 (95)Fitbit (Charge HR, Alta HR, Ultra, etc)

6 (30)Garmin (Vivofit, Vivosmart, Fenix, etc)

4 (20)Withings (Go, Pulse, or BP cuff)

2 (10)Jawbone (UP)

1 (5)Apple Watch

6 (30)Accelerometer (ActiGraph, GENEactiv, etc)

14 (70)Other (Huawei, Samsung gear, Misfit, etc)

Data Quality Challenges
In total 3 main themes and 1 minor issue were derived from the
open-ended question on data quality challenges: (1)
completeness, (2) accuracy, (3) plausibility, and (4) data access
and semantics.

Completeness

One of the major themes was the completeness. Missing data
were a concern for the respondents because of the uncertainty
involved in dealing with missingness as it can have a negative
effect on the analysis results. Many respondents wrote about
missing data caused by various reasons, such as device error or
users not wearing devices, which aligns with the results from
the literature review. One respondent specifically talked about
a different aspect of missing data, which is the lack of a certain
variable that they needed for their research (“Lack of availability
of heart rate variability”).

Accuracy

Another major theme was accuracy—Do the data represent the
true value? Respondents talked about their doubts about whether
the data correctly capture the true physiological measure they
are supposed to represent. For example, steps might not be

counted if one does not wear the device during exercise owing
to discomfort. On the other hand, other activities, such as
motorcycle rides, could falsely increase the step counts. In
addition, a respondent mentioned the problem of GPS devices
only recording known locations rather than the actual route,
affecting distance traveled. There could also be inaccuracies in
the sleep data. For instance, activities that are performed while
lying on the bed (eg, using phones) could be counted as sleep
mode, and sleep or wake time could be recognized inaccurately.
These concerns match the challenges found in the literature
review.

Plausibility

Plausibility was another major theme—Do the data make sense?
One of the issues mentioned was that the data did not agree with
their common knowledge. For example, there are problems in
inconsistency between variables (“large spikes or drops in
activity that are highly inconsistent with their surrounding
measured values”). Respondents also stated that outliers in the
data made them question the validity of that data point
(“knowing whether unusual data are real”).

There were also time-related plausibility issues. For example,
even though the data for 2 different variables are captured at
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the same time, the recorded timestamp on the server could be
different between the 2 variables because of problems with data
upload (“lag between device and data server—some variables
are collected at slightly different time due to problems with wifi
connection, data uploading”). In addition, people traveling
between different time zones may produce implausible time
patterns when the device does not recognize the change in time
zone (“Subjects may travel between different time zones during
study period. Some devices don't recognize a different time
zone and the recorded data has weird time pattern that is hard
to understand”). These challenges were not explicitly mentioned
in the literature but are implied by incorrect data problems.

Data Access and Semantics

There were data quality challenges related to data access and
semantics. For example, the difficulty in accessing raw data

and minute-level data was mentioned by a few respondents. In
addition, a few respondents mentioned that interpreting the data
may be a challenge because of the lack of information on context
and provenance (eg, no documentation of exposures). Lack of
transparency owing to consumer devices being proprietary was
also mentioned. These challenges were not mentioned in our
literature review study on data quality challenges because the
scope of research was only on intrinsic data quality challenges,
but there were studies mentioning these challenges.

Ratings of Data Quality Dimensions
Respondents’ importance ratings on dimensions from the
HIDQF are presented in Figures 2 and 3 [14].

Figure 2. Importance ratings on dimensions from harmonized intrinsic data quality framework.

Figure 3. Importance versus reliability of ratings on data quality dimensions in the harmonized intrinsic data quality framework.
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Adopting the cutoffs used in a previously published study,
dimensions with mean ratings>3 were determined to be
important, and ratings with SD <1.2 were considered reliable
[24]. Overall, respondents considered dimensions from the
HIDQF as important data quality features for wearable device
data. A follow-up question on the most important dimension
identified completeness as the most important dimension (n=7),
followed by relational conformance (n=4), computational
conformance (n=4), value conformance (n=1), temporal
plausibility (n=1), and atemporal plausibility (n=1).

A few respondents answered the free-response question on
additional data quality dimensions that need to be added.
Various problems were mentioned, including the importance
of a consistent sampling rate when dealing with multiple device
data and the need for contextual information about the data set.
For instance, metadata on whether the data set is raw data or
processed using proprietary algorithms and whether the users
brought their own device or whether it was provided was
considered important information to respondents. Furthermore,
information on the wearing status of users was considered
important.

Part 3: Deriving Dimensions Through Focus Group
Discussion
The potential data quality dimensions proposed by the facilitator
(SC) are presented in Table 2 (the full version of this table can
be found in Table S1 of Multimedia Appendix 1). Conformance
was included as a potential data quality dimension based on the

factors related to data heterogeneity found in the literature
review and survey responses on the importance of data
conformance. Completeness was one of the most frequently
mentioned data quality challenge in both the literature review
and survey. It was also selected as the most important data
quality dimension by the survey respondents and thus was
included in the list of potential data quality dimensions. Data
quality challenges related to accuracy (data incorrectness) were
frequently mentioned in both the literature and the survey. In
addition, plausibility, which has a similar context with accuracy,
was mentioned by survey respondents (eg, “large spikes or drops
in activity that are highly inconsistent with their surrounding
measured values”). Both challenges were presented to the
experts for further discussion. The difficulty of accessing
minute- or second-level data was mentioned as a challenge in
both the literature and the survey (this is more of an extrinsic
data quality challenge, which was why it was not reported in
the previously published literature review study). As the
objective of this study was to focus on intrinsic and contextual
and fitness-for-use data quality dimensions, not extrinsic data
quality dimensions, data accessibility was not included as a
potential data quality dimension. Instead, the challenge of
accessing minute- or second-level data was interpreted as the
researchers’ need for more temporally granular data. Thus,
temporal data granularity was added as a potential data quality
dimension. Finally, data interpretability was proposed to domain
experts based on survey responses on the need for contextual
information and metadata.
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Table 2. List of data quality dimensions suggested based on findings from literature review and survey.

Importance rating

(only for HIDQFa)

Corresponding content from survey responsesCorresponding content from the literature
review

Dimensions suggested to ex-
perts

Conformance

4.32Value conformance •• “Data set not conforming to data dictio-
nary will be hard to fix”

Different devices may use a different
measurement unit.

4.11—bRelational conformance • “Without relational conformance you can't
link one wearable device to another or to
health outcomes”

4.11Computational confor-
mance

•• “I don’t know a way to proceed with the
data analyses if the computational confor-
mance isn’t met with satisfaction. it sug-

Companies do not always reveal
whether or when they update their de-
vice algorithms or whether or when the

gests that the data collected cannot beusers install the provided software up-
trusted.”dates.

• Lack of standardization: (for multi-de-
vice studies) different devices may use
different algorithms, a different defini-
tion for the same parameter, different
sampling rate.

4.16Completeness •• “Missing data is a large issue for our re-
search, especially because we are trying

Missing data due to various reasons:
device malfunction, connectivity issues,

to identify patterns or subsequences ofnonadherence to the device, quality of
activity. Missing data has to either be in-skin contact of the device.
terpolated or treated as a zero value, and
either of these methods can have a large
negative effect on the results of our pat-
tern mining techniques.”

—Breadth completeness • “Lack of availability of HRVc”

Plausibility

3.56——Uniqueness plausibility

3.72—Atemporal plausibility • “Large spikes or drops in activity that are
highly inconsistent with their surrounding
measured values”

4.11Temporal plausibility •• “Devices might cause problem with
recording different time zone or time

Companies do not always reveal
whether or when they update their de-

during traveling: Subjects may travel be-vice algorithms, or whether or when the
tween different time zones during studyusers install the provided software up-
period. Some devices don't recognize adates.
different time zone and the recorded data
has weird time pattern that is hard to un-
derstand”

—Temporal data granularity •• “Access to minute level data.”Fitbit only provides access to day-level
data unless the minute-level or second-
level data is requested and approved.

—Accuracy •• “Other activities generating step counts
(eg, motorcycle ride, vibration)”

Poor data accuracy caused by device
malfunction, unknown limitations of
proprietary algorithms, user error in de- • “Inaccurate sleep and wake time recogni-

tion”vice use.

——Interpretability • “Trying to nail down exactly what a par-
ticipant was doing when data was being
collected offsite.”

aHIDQF: harmonized intrinsic data quality framework.
bNo available data.
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cHRV: heart rate variability.

In total, 3 separate discussion sessions were conducted in
January, May, and September 2020. All sessions were conducted
with 2-3 domain experts and 1 facilitator. In all, 2 data quality
experts and 1 wearable device expert participated in the first
discussion session. To continue the discussion on the relevance
of dimensions to wearable device data, the second and third
discussion sessions were conducted with 3 and 2 data quality
experts, respectively. The domain experts agreed that all
dimensions in the HIDQF were applicable to person-generated
wearable device data. In addition, it was suggested to add

contextual and fitness-for-use data quality dimensions that
consider data quality in the context of a given research task
[16]. Although the dimensions of the HIDQF are for research
purposes as well, they focused on intrinsic data quality that
assesses data quality in terms of the structure and presence of
the data itself, independent of research tasks [14]. Considering
that our focus was on using wearable device data for research
purposes, aspects of data quality that can be determined once
the research task is known were considered important. The final
list of dimensions is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Data quality dimensions for assessing person-generated wearable device data for research purposes. HIDQF: harmonized intrinsic data quality
framework.

There was substantial discussion on completeness. The
completeness dimension in the HIDQF is defined as “Are data
values present?” which measures completeness based on the
presence of data without referring to research tasks [14,25].
However, determining missing data could be complicated for
wearable device data when conducting research, especially for
activity or step count data, because missing data could appear
as null but more often as zero values [9]. Interpreting zero values
is not easy because it could mean that a person was not wearing
the device (true missingness) or was sedentary (a valid zero
value). Zero values generated from being sedentary are not
simply missing data, as they provide information on device
users’ physical activity [26]. As it is impossible to know the
cause of zero values, researchers typically make assumptions
on thresholds for the inactivity period to determine nonwear
time (eg, 60 minutes of inactivity [zero step count] is considered
as a user not wearing the device) [26,27]. Thus, data
completeness for activity-related data can be assessed based on
the measures and thresholds that researchers set to define what
is or is not missing data. This was why the fitness-for-use data
completeness dimensions were considered important by domain

experts. There were 2 fitness-for-use completeness dimensions
determined as applicable to wearable device data, which were
breadth and density completeness. Breadth completeness
assesses whether a data set contains all types of data that are
required for a specific task. For example, to investigate the
association between activity and heart rate, a data set that does
not provide heart rate data would not be suitable for use. Density
completeness assesses whether a data set contains sufficient
amount of data in terms of density, regularity, and duration. For
instance, examining the association between step count and
blood pressure might require the data set to have ≥10 days of
step count data per month for 2 months [28]. The 2 subcategories
of completeness, which are breadth and density completeness,
were adopted from Weiskopf et al [25].

There was also a significant debate on whether accuracy (Do
the data reflect the true value?) should be included as a
dimension. On one hand, accuracy was considered a dimension
that can be easily understood by stakeholders and the ultimate
goal of data quality. On the other hand, accuracy was viewed
as a vague term that could be interpreted in many different ways.
For example, inaccuracy could be an umbrella term that
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incorporates invalid data, missing data, or data not conforming
to data dictionaries. In addition, accuracy was considered
inapplicable for assessing data quality from the secondary use
of the data perspective. This is because it is impossible to know
whether the data are correct or incorrect in the absence of a
known truth. For instance, although the data indicated that an
individual took 8 steps at 9 AM on April 5, 2020, there would
be no way for a researcher to assess whether that is right or
wrong when they retrospectively assess the accuracy of that
value. The accuracy of the data values can only be assessed by
comparing the device to a gold standard device. In reality, this
is not feasible as people rarely wear more than one device in
their daily lives, which restricts the ability to assess the accuracy
of values in a longitudinal and continuously collected wearable
device data. This was why the dimension plausibility (Do the
data make sense?) was eventually included rather than accuracy.

Temporal data granularity was another fitness-for-use dimension
considered important. As wearable device data are time-series
data, the granularity of time points was deemed as an essential
aspect. Temporal data granularity is about how frequently the
data are documented (eg, every second, minute, or hour) and
whether it fits the purpose of the research task. For example, a
data set with timestamps every hour would not be suitable for
research requiring data points every minute.

Other minor issues mentioned in the literature review and survey
were not included as a dimension. For example, survey
respondents mentioned the difficulty of interpreting data values,
understanding what was really happening while data were being
collected, or knowing how the data were collected. This was
considered a metadata quality problem rather than a quality
metric for the data. The definitions and examples of the final
set of dimensions derived from focus group discussions are
presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Data quality dimensions for person-generated wearable device data identified by domain experts.

ExampleDefinitionaType and dimension

Intrinsic

Conformance: Do data values adhere to specified standards and formats?

Data values conform to internal formatting con-
straints, allowable values, or ranges.

Value conformance • Unit of distance is “miles.”
• “Sleep stages” only has values “deep,”

“light,” “rem,” and “wake,” which conform
to the data dictionary.

Assuming there are multiple tables or files,
recorded data elements agree with structural con-
straints imposed by the physical database struc-
tures that store data values.

Relational conformance • Participant ID number links to other tables
as required.

• The wearable device identifier is appropriate-
ly linked for all observations.

Computations used to create derived values from
existing variables yield the intended results either
within a data set or between data sets.

Computational conformance • Sleep duration conforms to the difference
between start time and end time of sleep.

Missing data is determined based on the presence
of data. Typically, absence of data is expected if
the device is not worn, but this could sometimes
be difficult to know retrospectively.

Completeness: Are data values present? • There is no NA (Not Available) in the step
count data.

Plausibility: Are data values believable?

Objects do not appear multiple times in settings
where they should not be duplicated or cannot be
distinguished within a database or when compared
with an external reference.

Uniqueness plausibility • A single participant only has one participant
ID number.

Observed data values, distributions, or densities
agree with local or “common” knowledge or from
comparisons with external sources that are deemed
to be trusted or relative gold standards.

Atemporal plausibility • Step count and distance values are positive.
• Trends of step counts and distance agree with

each other.
• Step counts do not show a sudden spike

during sleep or during sedentary time.
• The range of heart rate values is biologically

plausible.
• Heart rate is higher when active compared

with when sedentary.

Time-varying variables change values as expected
based on known temporal properties or across one
or more external comparators or gold standards.

Temporal plausibility • Start time of sleep occurs before end time of
sleep.

• Aggregate step count is higher during day-
time than nighttime.

Contextual and fitness-for-use

Completeness: Are data values present fit for intended use?

All data types required for intended use exist.Breadth completeness • Heart rate data are essential for studies ana-
lyzing the relationship between physical ac-
tivity and heart rate.

Data set contains a specified number of data val-
ues or occurs regularly over a certain period.

Density completeness • Heart rate should be measured at least once
a day.

• Sleep data should be recorded every day
consecutively for a 6-week period to be
considered complete.

Granularity of time stamps are sufficient for the
task at hand.

Temporal data granularity: does the device
collect data granular enough for intended
use?

• Data values are recorded every second,
which is appropriate for marathon research
studies (the exact start and end time of the
marathon for each runner is important for
marathon-related studies).

aDefinitions were adopted and adapted from the studies by Weiskopf et al [25] and Kahn et al [14].
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Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, data quality dimensions for person-generated
wearable device data were identified using multiple methods.
A literature review and survey was conducted to understand the
data quality challenges of researchers and their perceptions on
data quality dimensions. On the basis of this information,
domain experts determined the appropriate dimensions. Experts
agreed that the data quality dimensions from the HIDQF are
applicable to person-generated wearable device data, and
fitness-for-use dimensions were also considered important,
especially for research purposes. The final data quality
dimensions deemed important were intrinsic data quality
dimensions, such as conformance, completeness, and
plausibility, and fitness-for-use data quality dimensions, such
as breadth and density completeness and temporal data
granularity.

Data Quality Assessment Guidelines for Researchers

Completeness
In this study, breadth and density completeness, which are
contextual and fitness-for-use data quality dimensions, were
considered important for conducting research. Assessing breadth
completeness is important, especially for data sets collected in
a bring-your-own-device research setting [9]. This is because
different brands and models that users bring may collect
different data types, which means that not all individuals in the
data set would have all the data types that are needed to answer
a research question.

Density completeness is also an essential fitness-for-use
dimension for wearable device data because the amount of data
sufficient and valid for a specific research task is determined
by researchers. Researchers first need to determine how wear
versus nonwear of the device is defined. Typically, consumer
wearables do not provide information on the wear status; thus,
researchers need to make decisions based on existing data. The
recorded zero step counts could be due to nonwear (missing
data) or it could mean inactivity, and thus researchers need to
determine thresholds to define nonwear. An alternative method
to determine the wearing status could be based on the existence
of heart rate data or the values of heart rate data. For example,
Lim et al [4] used the confidence values of heart rate data points
as surrogate measures for which −1 indicates invalid data
because the device is not worn or incorrectly worn. This
approach opens up the discussion on missing data, whether it
should be simply based on the absence of data values or whether
the default values for missing data and their semantic meaning
should be considered. This was the reason why the
fitness-for-use completeness dimensions were considered
important.

On the basis of decisions made on wear versus nonwear,
researchers can determine the appropriate level of data density
for their research. Researchers can first determine the thresholds
for how much health behavior data are sufficient for a day. For
example, Tang et al [9,29] systematically addressed the
incompleteness of physical activity data by presenting heuristic

criteria for the definition of a valid day: a day is valid (1) if the
step count is above a certain threshold, (2) if the number of
hours with data is above a certain threshold, (3) if there are data
within 3 periods. Researchers can also define completeness
based on the number of valid days needed within a certain data
collection period, or how regularly the data should be present
for the individual data to be included in the analysis [9]. As
recently released devices have the ability to examine various
data types and collect data seamlessly for years, further
investigation is needed to determine how completeness is
characterized in research studies.

Conformance
Value, relational, and computational conformance are all
considered important dimensions for wearable device data, but
there are challenges in data management and quality assessment.
Value and relational conformance can only be assessed in terms
of the data dictionary and relational model specific to the brand,
model, and version of the device but only if this information is
publicly available. In addition, computational conformance can
be assessed for values that can be calculated using generic
equations, such as sleep duration, which is the difference
between the start and end of sleep time. However, it can be
difficult to assess computational conformance for variables
calculated using proprietary algorithms, as these are not
disclosed to data users. Another challenge related to data
conformance is the lack of a common data standard for wearable
device data. A common data standard would be crucial for a
data set collected from disparate devices (eg, Apple Watch and
Fitbit Charge HR), such as data collected under a
bring-your-own-device protocol. There is a movement in the
mobile health community, called Open mHealth, to create a
common data schema that explicitly states the format and data
definitions for patient-generated data [30]. Adopting these
standards for wearable device data might solve the discrepancy
between the definition of data values among multi-device data.
For example, currently there is no industry standard for defining
activity intensity (eg, light, moderate, and vigorous). These
challenges indicate that facilitating the use of consumer
wearables for research purposes would not be feasible without
the support of device companies and the research community.

Plausibility
Plausibility aligns with the needs of researchers for accurate
data values. For instance, data may be deemed implausible when
step counts are higher than normal, but the corresponding heart
rate values are lower than usual. Typically, researchers
arbitrarily come up with their own rules to assess the plausibility
of data before proceeding with the analysis. However, domain
knowledge and a considerable amount of experts’ time are
required to formulate a set of potential data quality rules. Thus,
creating a knowledge base of data quality rules for
person-generated wearable device data would not only save
time for future researchers but also prevent the use of ad hoc
data quality rules [9]. Another challenge for plausibility is that
there are few known external benchmarks that can be used to
validate or triangulate the data (data quality validation per the
HIDQF). For example, the summary statistics of steps, active
minutes, and BMI have been compared with the corresponding
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values in the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention survey
(eg, Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System) [31]. Further
discussion among the researcher community would be needed
to find potential methods or data sources to check the plausibility
of data.

Although plausibility was chosen over accuracy as a data quality
dimension, it is true that many people are concerned about
whether data values are trustworthy. Even though accuracy
cannot be assessed in the secondary use of data scenarios, it
could be indirectly verified through the results of device
validation studies [32-34]. Thus, it is important to provide
metadata information on the device brand, model, and version
that generated the data set as each element can change device
validity [35]. However, knowing the validity and reliability of
a device is insufficient to understand the accuracy of data
because there are other factors that affect data quality such as
incorrect device use by the user. In addition, device validation
studies are generally conducted in a controlled setting for a short
period.

Limitations
This study has a few limitations. First, the study focuses only
on intrinsic and fitness-for-use data quality dimensions and thus
does not include extrinsic data quality features, that is, features
that affect the data but are not about the data values themselves
(eg, security, privacy, or data accessibility). There might be
contextual information or metadata that are considered important
when determining the fitness-for-use of a data set. For example,
some researchers might want to know the process or operational
aspects of data collection (eg, Were the data collected under the
bring-your-own-device policy or were devices provided?) [36].
These factors were not captured as a data quality dimension,

but it is an aspect that might need to be considered when
assessing the fitness-for-use of a data set. Second, the study was
conducted with a small number of survey respondents and
domain experts. Therefore, survey responses and experts’
opinions may not be representative and comprehensive. As
survey responses match the results of the literature review, it is
likely that the survey was able to capture most of the data quality
challenges despite the small number of respondents.
Furthermore, the intrinsic data quality dimensions identified in
this study leveraged the dimensions of the HIDQF. The HIDQF
was determined through iterative meetings with stakeholders
and data quality experts; thus, it is highly likely that most
intrinsic data quality dimensions were included in our final list
of dimensions. In future studies, contextual and fitness-for-use
data quality dimensions could be further investigated with a
larger group of stakeholders of person-generated wearable
device data.

Conclusions
Person-generated wearable device data are an emerging data
type for biomedical research because of the growing use of
wearable devices in people’s daily lives. However, there is a
lack of agreement on how data quality should be assessed for
person-generated wearable device data. As the first step to solve
this challenge, data quality dimensions were identified
specifically for person-generated wearable device data. We
found that data quality dimensions for secondary use of EHR
data are applicable to person-generated wearable device data.
The identified dimensions will be able to provide guidance to
researchers on how data quality is defined and what aspects of
data quality should be assessed for person-generated wearable
device data. Further research on how data quality can be
assessed with regard to dimensions is needed.
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Abstract

Background: Chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting (CINV) are the two most frightful and unpleasant side effects of
chemotherapy. CINV is accountable for poor treatment outcomes, treatment failure, or even death. It can affect patients' overall
quality of life, leading to many social, economic, and clinical consequences.

Objective: This study compared the performances of different data mining models for predicting the risk of CINV among the
patients and developed a smartphone app for clinical decision support to recommend the risk of CINV at the point of care.

Methods: Data were collected by retrospective record review from the electronic medical records used at the University of
Missouri Ellis Fischel Cancer Center. Patients who received chemotherapy and standard antiemetics at the oncology outpatient
service from June 1, 2010, to July 31, 2012, were included in the study. There were six independent data sets of patients based
on emetogenicity (low, moderate, and high) and two phases of CINV (acute and delayed). A total of 14 risk factors of CINV
were chosen for data mining. For our study, we used five popular data mining algorithms: (1) naive Bayes algorithm, (2) logistic
regression classifier, (3) neural network, (4) support vector machine (using sequential minimal optimization), and (5) decision
tree. Performance measures, such as accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity with 10-fold cross-validation, were used for model
comparisons. A smartphone app called CINV Risk Prediction Application was developed using the ResearchKit in iOS utilizing
the decision tree algorithm, which conforms to the criteria of explainable, usable, and actionable artificial intelligence. The app
was created using both the bulk questionnaire approach and the adaptive approach.

Results: The decision tree performed well in both phases of high emetogenic chemotherapies, with a significant margin compared
to the other algorithms. The accuracy measure for the six patient groups ranged from 79.3% to 94.8%. The app was developed
using the results from the decision tree because of its consistent performance and simple, explainable nature. The bulk questionnaire
approach asks 14 questions in the smartphone app, while the adaptive approach can determine questions based on the previous
questions' answers. The adaptive approach saves time and can be beneficial when used at the point of care.
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Conclusions: This study solved a real clinical problem, and the solution can be used for personalized and precise evidence-based
CINV management, leading to a better life quality for patients and reduced health care costs.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2021;9(12):e27024)   doi:10.2196/27024

KEYWORDS

chemotherapy; CINV risk factors; data mining; prediction; decision trees; clinical decision support; smartphone app

Introduction

Background
Chemotherapy is a drug treatment commonly used to treat nearly
every type of cancer [1]. As estimated, each year, as many as
1 million Americans receive some type of chemotherapy [2].
Cancer cells multiply at an unusually faster rate compared to
healthy cells, and chemotherapy is used to kill those
fast-growing cells in the body. However, chemotherapy can
lead to many side effects, such as nausea, vomiting, appetite
changes, anemia, hair loss, constipation, and diarrhea, among
others [3-11]. Chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting
(CINV) are the two most frightful and unpleasant side effects
of chemotherapy [3,4,12-15].

CINV can lead to consequences that affect both patients and
the health care system as a whole. First, CINV engenders other
side effects, such as nutritional deficits, dehydration, and
electrolyte imbalance, which diminishes the quality of life in
cancer patients [16-20]. Second, the various side effects of CINV
lead to a low-quality social life [19,21]. Third, CINV can also
lead to loss of workdays, which in return increases the economic
burden [19,22-24]. Fourth, CINV surges health care costs arising
from CINV-related outpatient visits, hospitalization, and the
cost of drugs [18,19,22-27]. Fifth, intolerance of cancer patients
toward CINV can lead to discontinuation of cancer treatment,
leading to poor treatment outcomes, treatment failure, or even
death [12,28-30].

The management of CINV is a complex process due to two
factors. The first level of complexity arises from the different
impacts of the different emetogenicity levels of the
chemotherapeutic agents. The emetogenicity of chemotherapy
is fractionated into four emetic risk categories based on the
percentage of patients who suffer from CINV without
antiemetics: (1) minimal (<10%), (2) low-emetogenic
chemotherapy (LEC: 10%-30%), (3) moderate-emetogenic
chemotherapy (MEC: 30%-90%), and (4) high-emetogenic
chemotherapy (HEC: >90%). CINV has two different
pathophysiological phases (acute and delayed) that can lead to
different consequences, adding a second level of complexity.
The acute phase of CINV occurs within the first 24 hours of
chemotherapy. Chemotherapy triggers the release of serotonin
in the peripheral pathway (gastrointestinal tract), which binds
to the 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT3) receptors and sends a signal
to the vomiting center in the medulla [31,32]. The central
pathway is associated with the delayed phase of CINV that
occurs after the first 24 hours of chemotherapy administration
and may persist up to 1 week. This pathway is located in the
brain, where chemotherapy triggers a neuropeptide release

named substance P, which binds to the neurokinin-1 (NK-1)
receptor in the vomiting center, causing CINV [31,32].

There are several antiemetic guidelines for the management of
CINV, such as the American Society of Clinical Oncology
(ASCO) guideline [33,34], the National Comprehensive Cancer
Network (NCCN) guideline [35], and the guideline from the
Multinational Association of Supportive Care in Cancer
(MASCC) in cooperation with the European Society of Medical
Oncology (ESMO) [36]. Despite the improvements in CINV
management, many recent studies have reported various
percentages of patients experiencing CINV with the use of
antiemetics: 28% [37], 38%-52% [38], 56.1% [39], 61.2% [19],
and 62% [20]. The guideline-recommended standard antiemetic
prophylaxis takes only the chemotherapeutic emetogenicity into
consideration for CINV management.

However, several patient-related risk factors can potentially
worsen the risk of CINV, but none of the guidelines considers
those factors [40]. Since physicians cannot entirely rely on the
guidelines, they use their own experiences to manage CINV.
Consequently, CINV management is inconsistent among
physicians, since their decisions are subjective to their
experiences in managing CINV [41].

The use of risk prediction algorithms for clinical decision
making at the point of care would require completing and
processing massive patient panels, which can be time consuming
and can lead to inaccurate results [42]. In recent years,
smartphones have become popular among physicians for
accessing health care information at the point of care [43]. The
advent of open-source frameworks, such as Apple ResearchKit,
Apple CareKit, and Android frameworks (eg, PhoneGap), has
opened up tremendous opportunities to capture patient-related
data and deliver patient-specific clinical decision support
information through smartphones. Data mining techniques are
beneficial in predictive analytics on medical data [44]. Various
machine learning (ML) algorithms have the potential to help
build robust clinical decision support systems using clinical
data. Smartphone apps integrated with robust clinical decision
support developed from rigorously validated ML models and
artificial intelligence (AI) can be immensely useful for clinicians
and can significantly improve overall health care delivery.

Objective
The objective of this study was to develop a smartphone app
for clinical decision support to predict patients' risk of CINV
using patient-related risk factors. ML algorithms, such as the
decision tree, naive Bayes algorithm, logistic regression
classifier, neural network, and support vector machine, were
applied to determine the best-performing algorithm for CINV
risk prediction based on electronic medical records (EMRs).
Standard performance metrics, such as accuracy, sensitivity,
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and specificity, were used to compare the performance among
the algorithms. This paper also illustrates the use of the ML
model to develop a smartphone app and demonstrates its usage
from the users' perspective. The developed app aims to help
clinicians identify high-CINV-risk patients and can be integrated
with antiemetic guidelines for better CINV management.

Methods

Data Sources and Population Selection
This was a retrospective study, and data were collected from
the EMRs from a single center called the University of Missouri
Ellis Fischel Cancer Center. The study was approved by the
MU Health Sciences institutional review board. Our study
included only patients who received chemotherapy and standard
antiemetic prophylaxis (based on national antiemetic guidelines)
at the oncology outpatient service from June 1, 2010, to July
31, 2012. However, we excluded patients with missing
information and those who underwent concurrent radiotherapy
or surgical procedures.

We planned to collect two independent data sets for each stage
of CINV. Since acute and delayed CINV follows two different
pathophysiologies, we planned to discover the patient-related
risk factors for causing CINV during both phases independently.
In each data set, there were three groups based on the
emetogenicity level of the chemotherapy regimens. Of the four
emetic risk categories, the minimal risk category of
chemotherapy for causing CINV is not clinically crucial, since
only less than 10% of those patients suffer from CINV. Thus,
we collected data in three separate groups corresponding to
three clinically meaningful categories: low, moderate, and high.

Our significant interest classes included both CINV and
non-CINV cases. However, LEC led to CINV in less than 30%
of patients, and the use of standard antiemetic treatment further
reduced this percentage. Thus, the data set had few CINV cases
compared to non-CINV cases. In addition, the number of CINV
cases was higher than the non-CINV cases in the HEC group.
Hence, class balancing in each data group (LEC, MEC, and
HEC) was considered necessary. We addressed the class
imbalance issue by making the data set's size in each class for
each group approximately equal.

Variable Selection
In a previous study, we completed a systematic review by
following the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews
and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guideline to identify potential
patient-related variables that cause CINV [45]. Our previous
study used MEDLINE to identify articles that demonstrated
patient-related risk factors of CINV through clinical studies. A
total of 26 patient-related risk factors were documented in that
study from reviewing 49 articles [46]. For this study, we
included 14 independent variables and 1 dependent variable
(CINV outcome) [46]. We chose the risk factors based on the
recommendations from chemotherapy experts in the MU Elis
Fischel Cancer Center and our literature review. The selected
variables were also easy to collect through clinical encounters,
which can facilitate the usability of the prediction model at the
point of care before chemotherapy.

Data Mining
Data mining or knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) can
discover hidden patterns, previously unknown, and potentially
useful information from data. In general, data mining algorithms
are categorized into two groups: descriptive or unsupervised
learning and predictive or supervised learning. In supervised
learning, the class labels of the observations or tuples are known,
whereas in unsupervised learning, those class labels are
unknown. For this study, we developed a prediction model that
falls into the supervised learning or classification category.

Classification is a supervised learning method for building
classification models based on a data set (called training data)
and the values in classifying attributes (called a class label).
The classification model is used to predict the categorical class
label. Classification is a two-step process in which the model
is constructed in the first step and the accuracy of the model is
determined using a data set (called test data set) in the second
step. The accuracy of the classification model is the percentage
of test data set tuples that are correctly classified by the model.
To overcome the overfitting problem, the test data set must be
independent of the training data set. In general, the classification
model consists of IF-THEN rules or mathematical formulas.
For our study, we used five popular data mining algorithms: (1)
naive Bayes [47], (2) logistic regression classifier [48], (3)
neural network (voted perceptron) [49], (4) support vector
machine (using sequential minimal optimization) [50], and (e)
decision tree [51-53]. There are several tools available for data
mining. We used the most widely used tools, called WEKA
[54]. Performance measures, such as accuracy, sensitivity, and
specificity, were used for model comparisons. In addition,
10-fold cross-validation were used for model validation [55].

Smartphone App Development
ResearchKit is an open-source framework based on iOS that
makes it easy to create mobile apps. It allows researchers and
drug developers to tailor it to their own particular needs, whether
for collecting clinical research data, recruiting patients, or
obtaining informed consent. The framework allows for
collecting information through electronic data capture, creating
a small task to gather any specific information required for the
study, and then storing the data as part of a sandbox, thereby
protecting patient information. We developed our smartphone
app using some modules, including a survey engine, visual
consent flow, and active tasks from this framework. As the users
of this app will be care providers, and no identifiable data will
be stored, we did not use the visual consent flow. The
smartphone app was built using the algorithm that had the most
consistent performance among the ML algorithms and is also
explainable, usable, and actionable AI for clinical decision
support.

Results

Data Summary
In total, 6124 records were extracted based on inclusion and
exclusion criteria. The number of records was 3053 and 3071
for the acute-phase and the delayed-phase data set, respectively.
Table 1 presents the frequency distribution of both data sets for
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combinations of three chemotherapy categories and two treatment outcomes.

Table 1. Data summary.

No CINV, n (%)CINV, n (%)Records, nCINVa treatment group

Acute phase

522 (50.88)504 (49.12)1026HECbb

506 (50.00)506 (50.00)1012MECc

509 (49.85)506 (50.15)1015LECd

1534 (50.25)1519 (49.75)3053Total

Delayed phase

580 (49.74)586 (50.26)1166HEC

444 (49.83)447 (50.17)891MEC

495 (48.82)519 (51.18)1014LEC

1519 (49.46)1552 (50.54)3071Total

aCINV: chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting.
bHEC: high-emetogenic chemotherapy.
cMEC: moderate-emetogenic chemotherapy.
dLEC: low-emetogenic chemotherapy.

Data Mining Model Performance Comparison
The models' performances for all the emetogenicity levels and
CINV phases (accuracy, sensitivity, specificity) are compared
in Figure 1. The differences between performances of the
different models were not consistent in each data set's model.
The naive Bayes algorithm showed the best performance in the
acute phase for LEC (the accuracy was 96.6%, sensitivity was

96.3%, and specificity was 96.8%), the acute phase for MEC
(the accuracy was 90.8%, sensitivity was 89.3%, and specificity
was 92.3%), and the delayed phase for MEC (the accuracy was
81.5%, sensitivity was 81.7%, and specificity was 81.3%). For
the delayed phase for LEC, the support vector machine gave
the best performance (the accuracy was 89.5%, sensitivity was
87.8%, and specificity was 91.3%).
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Figure 1. Accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of different ML algorithms used to predict CINV status among patients. CINV: chemotherapy-induced
nausea and vomiting; HEC: high-emetogenic chemotherapy; LEC: low-emetogenic chemotherapy; MEC: moderate-emetogenic chemotherapy; ML,
machine learning.

The decision tree gave the most consistent performance in both
phases of HEC, with a significant margin compared to the other
algorithms. Although different algorithms gave the best
performance for different stages, we selected the decision tree
model to develop the app for its consistent performance across
measures and its simple, explainable nature. Moreover, clinical
decision support integrated with explainable, usable, and
actionable AI is more convenient for oncologists to understand,
and thus, it can help them understand the app's background
functioning.

Decision Tree Models
The six decision tree models for predicting CINV in both acute
and delayed phases for each type of emetogenicity resulted in
six flowcharts (Figures 2-7). Table 2 shows the description of
the abbreviated form of each patient-related risk factor shown
in the decision trees. We optimized the confidence factor for
tree size and used the same confidence factor for all the decision
trees. A threshold of >0 was used as the cutoff point. The
accuracy of the six models was 94.8%, 88.5%, 90.2%, 79.3%,
88.7%, and 81%, respectively. In addition, sensitivity (correct
prediction for the positive outcome of CINV) measures were
96.3%, 88.2%, 90.3%, 76.3%, 90.3%, and 85.2%, respectively,
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while specificity (correct prediction for the negative outcome
of CINV) measures were 93.3%, 88.7%, 90.1%, 82.4%, 87.2%,

and 76.7%, respectively.

Figure 2. Decision tree. Phase: acute; emetogenicity: low. CINV: chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting.

Figure 3. Decision tree. Phase: delayed; emetogenicity: low. BMI: body mass index; CINV: chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting.

Figure 4. Decision tree. Phase: acute; emetogenicity: moderate. CINV: chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting.
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Figure 5. Decision tree. Phase: delayed; emetogenicity: moderate. CINV: chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting.

Figure 6. Decision tree. Phase: acute; emetogenicity: high. BMI: body mass index; CINV: chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting.

Figure 7. Decision tree. Phase: delayed; emetogenicity: high. CINV: chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting.
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Table 2. Patient-related risk factors and their abbreviations used in the decision trees.

DescriptionRisk factor abbreviation

Is the patient a current smoker?smoker

Race of the patientrace

Age of the patient in yearsage

Body mass index during chemotherapybmi

Did the patient have anxiety during chemotherapy?anxiety

History of previous CINVaprior_cinv

Number of prior chemotherapy regimenn_prior_chemo

Number of comorbiditiesn_comorbidities

Sex of the patientsex

Alcohol consumptionalcohol

Stage of cancerstage

Type of cancertype

Did the patient have dehydration during chemotherapy?dehydration

aCINV: chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting.

Clinical Decision Support Smartphone App
The clinical decision support smartphone app for CINV was
developed using the output of the decision tree models obtained
from the above analyses. The app was built on iOS and
developed considering space usage and the possible variation
of its users' technological skills. We created active tasks,
depending on the flowcharts. In addition, the survey engine
helped us to easily implement the questionnaire survey.

The app was created using two different approaches: (1) the
bulk questionnaire approach and (2) the adaptive questionnaire

approach. In the bulk questionnaire approach, all 14 questions
regarding CINV risk factors were asked one by one. After
receiving the responses of the patients on all the questions, the
predictive analyzer predicted the recommendations on both
phases, depending on the six flowcharts obtained by applying
the decision tree algorithm. In Figure 8, the flow for the bulk
approach is shown. For a better experience, the clinician has
the freedom to go back and change the input and recalculate the
answer. An example of a set of answers is given in Figure 9.
Depending on all the answers and using the six flowcharts' logic,
the system selects the result for both the acute and delayed
phases and displays it.

Figure 8. Flow diagram of CINV risk prediction smartphone app using the bulk questionnaire approach. CINV: chemotherapy-induced nausea and
vomiting; GUI: graphical user interface.
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Figure 9. Application GUI for the bulk questionnaire approach. CINV: chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting; GUI: graphical user interface.

The main limitation of the bulk questionnaire approach is that
the physician at the point of care has to answer all the 14
questions to get to the final recommendation, even though not
all questions are required for decision making for that patient.
ResearchKit allows us to customize the questionnaire by adding
features such as skipping questions or creating multiple paths,
depending on the answer of the parent node of the decision
trees. However, in this study, risk factors did not form a
consistent hierarchy across the flowcharts, and thus skipping
questions from a fixed questionnaire did not help. Moreover,
some of the flowcharts had the same child under the parent node
regardless of the answer, following different paths afterward.
For instance, in Figure 5, the parent node is dehydration but the
child node is anxiety regardless of whether dehydration is true
or false. This motivated us to build a more time-energy-efficient
approach called the adaptive questionnaire approach.

In an adaptive approach, the rule-based system first chooses a
flowchart for the acute phase, depending on the emetogenicity

level. A flowchart can have different paths, depending on the
answers to the question as they come in the hierarchy of the
decision tree. This approach follows a single path from the
flowchart to generate a questionnaire for the clinician and saves
all the answers in a database. Upon recommending the acute
phase, the rule-based system chooses another flowchart for the
delayed phase. This time, not all the questions in that flowchart
are asked; instead, the app asks only the unanswered questions.
There is a step generator feature at play for both acute and
delayed phase prediction. The step generator determines the
question paths for the patient, generates a new step if the
question is unanswered, and use the answer from the saved
answers for the already answered questions to generate the
recommendation. In this approach, only the minimum questions
needed to give a recommendation are included in the
questionnaire, making the app more effective, faster, and user
friendly. In Figure 10, the flow for the adaptive survey approach
is shown.
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Figure 10. Flow diagram of CINV risk prediction smartphone app using the adaptive questionnaire approach. CINV: chemotherapy-induced nausea
and vomiting; GUI: graphical user interface; HEC: high-emetogenic chemotherapy; LEC: low-emetogenic chemotherapy; MEC: moderate-emetogenic
chemotherapy.

For the adaptive approach, the app's questionnaire comes in
dynamic format. The flow of the adaptive approach for a single
path is illustrated in Figure 11. In this scenario, the user selected
MEC as the emetogenicity of chemotherapy for the acute phase,
and the model chose the decision tree for acute MEC shown in
Figure 4. According to this flowchart, the first question was
“whether the patient had anxiety during the chemotherapy,” for
which the user selected ”no“ as an answer. Following this
answer, the next question was ”the history of previous

chemotherapy.” The user selected “yes,” which led to the next
question about ”dehydration.” Since the answer was “yes” for
dehydration, the next question was about “smoking status.”
Only by asking these four questions, the system identified that
the patient is at high risk of CINV. Although there are 14 risk
factors, our dynamic approach only asks the questions that are
necessary, choosing one pathway from the flowchart, which
depends on the answers to the previous questions.
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Figure 11. Application GUI for the adaptive questionnaire approach. CINV: chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting; GUI: graphical user interface.

The user started back again and now selected the delayed phase
in the app for determining CINV risk. The system selected the
flowchart from Figure 5 this time. One advantage of this
adaptive approach is that it will not ask questions that have
already been answered. For example, although in the
delayed-phase flowchart, the first question was about
dehydration, this was not asked, since this was already answered
in the acute-phase mode. The question of anxiety was also
skipped for the same reason. The third question in the
delayed-phase flowchart was about ”the number of prior
chemotherapy regimens.” Since this question was never asked,
the system picked this question next and the user selected 3 as
an answer. Thus, using the answers to these questions, the app
generated the recommendation that the patient has a high risk
of CINV in the delayed phase.

Discussion

Principal Findings
CINV is a major side effect of chemotherapy among cancer
patients. Appropriate examination of patient-specific risk factors
before selecting premedications for CINV is critical in cancer
care [56]. Better control of CINV has both short- and long-term
effects in cancer care, leading to improved therapy tolerability,
less anxiety, higher patient satisfaction, and avoidance of
immediate discontinuation of the treatment [28,57-59]. Our
previous study on finding risk factors through a systematic
literature review shed light on the prevalent risk factors of
CINV, as seen in the existing literature [46]. Patient-specific
factors, such as smoking and alcohol status, sex, age, and the
body mass index (BMI), can play a vital role in determining
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their effect on CINV. This study used data mining to discover
significant relationships among the patient-related risk factors
that influence the occurrence of CINV. Six independent data
sets (three chemotherapy groups and two phases of CINV in
each chemotherapy group) were individually analyzed to build
the best-possible prediction models for CINV prediction. The
risk factors used for building the models can be easily collected
at the point of care or are available in the hospital EMRs. Among
the popular data mining algorithms used for our study, the
decision tree model performed consistently across the measures
for both CINV phases.

A rule-based app can be considered an appropriate choice for
its simplicity in explaining the model to a clinician and
implementing it in a software application. Thus, we developed
a CINV smartphone app using the results from the decision tree
model because of its consistent performance and simplicity. We
implemented two approaches, bulk and adaptive, to develop the
CINV risk prediction app using ResearchKit. If the questions
could be generated from multiple flowcharts, designing a
fixed-order questionnaire might not help build an efficient app.
The question hierarchy was not consistent across different tree
models. Instead of asking input to all variables, we developed
an adaptive approach to present a minimal number of questions
for computing the prediction. The fixed (bulk)-order approach
will ask 14 questions for any of those 115 decision paths, but
for the adaptive approach, the maximum questions asked will
be equal to the depth of that flowchart (up to 9 questions). This
makes the app both time and energy efficient for the user
and can reduce the physicians' time at the point of care.

The developed smartphone app for recommending patients at
risk of CINV can help improve the prevention of CINV among
cancer patients. The target users (ie, clinicians) can use this app
at the point of care during the prescription of antiemetics. This
app will help identify patients at risk of CINV based on
patient-related risk factors. Having this knowledge of the
patients before the prescription of antiemetics can help design
a better treatment plan, leading to better CINV management.
Furthermore, the app took significantly less space and was
developed considering the possible variation in users'
technological skills. It does not require any permission, which
will help users use it more effortlessly. The oncologist will have
complete access to the risk calculation algorithm in their

smartphone, which will drastically reduce the amount of time
required to help a large group of people and will have the
flexibility to provide personalized care to every patient,
improving their quality of life.

Limitations
In this study, the data were collected by retrospective record
review. Prospective validation is needed to confirm the
usefulness of the model in a real clinical setting. The research
also shows that female patients with pregnancy-related nausea
and vomiting have a higher risk of CINV. However, this
information was missing from our data set. This information
could considerably enhance the prediction results. The data have
a lower representation of Asians and Hispanics. A multicenter
or multinational study, including various populations, is needed
to overcome this shortcoming. In addition, if we use EMR data
to integrate with the app, there is no difference between the bulk
and adaptive approaches. However, if the app is used as a
prediction tool at the point of care, the adaptive approach is
more time and energy efficient, thus decreasing the chances of
wrong input answers. In addition, for hospitals without any
EMR system, this app can be extremely beneficial for cancer
patients.

Future Work
In the future, our plan is to deploy this app in point-of-care
settings by integrating it into EMRs to predict the risk of CINV.
We can also perform a clinical study for estimating outcomes
and improvement. Currently, this app is developed only for the
iOS platform, which can be expanded to Android in the future.

Conclusions
This study aimed to solve a real clinical problem, and the
solution can reduce the gap between clinical practice and
evidence-based guidelines for CINV management. Our study
will promote the notion of precision medicine by integrating
patient-related risk factors and antiemetic treatment
recommendations. Hence, our efforts can lead to increased
quality of the patients' life and reduced health care cost. An
effort to reduce the care provider's time has high importance at
the point of care. A less time-consuming decision support tool
to predict patients at risk will help care providers provide better
care in general.
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Abstract

Background: The successful management of heart failure (HF) involves guideline-based medical therapy as well as
self-management behavior. As a result, the management of HF is moving toward a proactive real-time technological model of
assisting patients with monitoring and self-management.

Objective: The aim of this paper was to evaluate the efficacy of enhanced self-management via a mobile app intervention on
health-related quality of life, self-management, and HF readmissions.

Methods: A single-center randomized controlled trial was performed. Participants older than 45 years and admitted for acute
decompensated HF or recently discharged in the past 4 weeks were included. The intervention group (“app group”) used a mobile
app, and the intervention prompted daily self-monitoring and promoted self-management. The control group (“no-app group”)
received usual care. The primary outcome was the change in Minnesota Living with Heart Failure Questionnaire (MLHFQ) score
from baseline to 6 and 12 weeks. Secondary outcomes were the Self-Care Heart Failure Index (SCHFI) questionnaire score and
recurrent HF admissions.

Results: A total of 83 participants were enrolled and completed all baseline assessments. Baseline characteristics were similar
between the groups except for the prevalence of ischemic HF. The app group had a reduced MLHFQ at 6 weeks (mean 37.5, SD
3.5 vs mean 48.2, SD 3.7; P=.04) but not at 12 weeks (mean 44.2, SD 4 vs mean 45.9, SD 4; P=.78), compared to the no-app
group. There was no effect of the app on the SCHFI at 6 or 12 weeks. The time to first HF readmission was not statistically
different between the app group and the no-app group (app group 11/42, 26% vs no-app group 12/41, 29%; hazard ratio 0.89,
95% CI 0.39-2.02; P=.78) over 12 weeks.

Conclusions: The adaptive mobile app intervention, which focused on promoting self-monitoring and self-management, improved
the MLHFQ at 6 weeks but did not sustain its effects at 12 weeks. No effect was seen on HF self-management measured by
self-report. Further research is needed to enhance engagement in the app for a longer period and to determine if the app can reduce
HF readmissions in a larger study.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03149510; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03149510

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2021;9(12):e26185)   doi:10.2196/26185
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Introduction

Despite major scientific advances, heart failure (HF) continues
to be a common and costly condition; each year, over 1 million
people are admitted to an inpatient setting for acute heart failure
[1]. HF is the most common hospital discharge diagnosis among
older adults in the United States, and one-fifth of HF patients
are readmitted within 30 days of discharge [2].

Hospital readmissions are a substantial concern in HF and are
directly linked to poor health-related quality of life (HRQOL)
[3]. HF readmissions also result in significant, potentially
avoidable costs to our already-strained health care system
because hospitalizations account for nearly 70% of annual HF
costs [1]. National attention has turned toward reducing 30-day
readmissions for acute heart failure, partially because, in October
2012, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services started to
receive financial penalties for higher-than-expected rates of
readmissions.

One of the most common causes of HF readmission—failure
to recognize clinical worsening—is related to poor
self-management [4,5]. HF care includes daily monitoring of
weight and symptoms, taking medications as prescribed,
adhering to a low-sodium diet, and assessing changes in
symptoms related to self-monitoring [6]. Self-management is
when a patient understands how to interpret self-monitoring to
ultimately change their behaviors and improve symptoms.
Increasing patients’ understanding of the link between
self-monitoring and self-management is key to successful HF
disease management interventions [7]. Several studies have
shown that self-monitoring can enhance self-management and
improve HRQOL in HF [8-10]. However, currently, there are
few clinically effective HF self-management tools to support
HF patients in managing their condition after they transition
from the hospital back into the community. Thus, there is an
urgent need for low-cost solutions to help patients recognize
clinical worsening and reduce HF readmissions. This study’s
objective was to evaluate the effectiveness of a mobile app
intervention that enhances self-monitoring of HRQOL,
self-management, and HF readmissions.

Methods

Study Design
This was a 12-week, prospective, single-center, open-label
randomized controlled trial conducted at Michigan Medicine,
the University of Michigan’s academic medical center. The trial
was registered on ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT03149510) and
approved by the University of Michigan’s Institutional Review
Board. The participants were recruited from March 2017 to
April 2019 by in-person recruitment from the inpatient adult
hospital. The participants were randomized to the intervention
(“app”) or control (“no app”) group in a 1:1 fashion using the
Trial Randomize application created by the University of
Michigan’s Consulting for Statistics, Computing and Analytics
Research center. The randomization methodology uses a
minimization approach to reduce covariate imbalances by using
nonuniform assignment probabilities for the 2 groups [11]. All

of the participants provided a written consent before being fully
enrolled in the clinical trial.

Study Participants
The participants were included if they were older than 45 years,
had a left ventricular ejection fraction (EF) of ≤40% or >40%
(with a left atrial size of >40 mm, brain natriuretic peptide of
>200 pg/mL, or N-terminal pro–B-type natriuretic peptide of
>800 pg/mL), and were currently admitted or recently
discharged for acute on chronic decompensated HF. participants
were excluded if they had unstable coronary syndromes within
8 weeks, primary valvular heart disease, constrictive pericardial
disease, uncorrected thyroid disease, dialysis or creatinine of
>4.0 mg/dL, active cancer, and pulmonary fibrosis. They were
also excluded if they were a hospice candidate, if they were
discharged to a setting other than home, or if they were requiring
a chronic inotrope. The participants were not blinded due to the
nature of the intervention. In May 2018, inclusion criteria were
expanded to include HF with preserved ejection fraction, in
addition to HF with reduced EF and those recently discharged
to increase recruitment. Of the total 83 participants, 80 were
enrolled during index hospitalization. The remaining 3 were
enrolled within 4 weeks of discharge, at days 2, 4, and 28,
respectively.

Intervention
The app group used a mobile app, ManageHF4Life, version 1
(The University of Michigan), along with a Fitbit (Fitbit Inc)
physical activity monitor (Fitbit Charge 2) and scale (Fitbit Aria
and Aria 2). Accurate self-monitoring, feedback, and
self-efficacy are essential components for managing HF. The
app prompted active daily self-monitoring, provided a health
status indicator to promote self-management, and included
standard education on HF. The daily prompt for active
self-monitoring was carried out with a 9-AM push notification
to complete an 8-question survey within the app. If the
participants did not complete the survey by 12 PM, a reminder
push notification was sent to them. The health status indicator
was a stoplight (green, yellow, and red) and was generated from
a rule-based model created by the investigators. The rule-based
model was calculated from an equation based on the 8 survey
questions and the difference between the daily weight and dry
weight that was recorded in the app. The stoplight colors
represented the participants’ health status: the green color
represented stable status, while yellow and red represented a
clinical worsening state. The text below the health status
indicator changed based on the color, with recommendations
on self-management. An example of a health status indicator
screen is shown in Figure 1, and the full mobile app layout is
presented in the supplement. All intervention participants were
provided with a 30-minute educational session on how to use
the app. The control group received usual care upon discharge
from the hospital. At Michigan Medicine, all patients receive
discharge education about heart failure, which includes
self-monitoring, a 2-week follow-up appointment with an
advanced practice provider, and periodic phone calls from a
telehealth HF nurse. The Fitbit scale was used to record the
daily weight, but the Fitbit physical activity monitor was not
intentionally used as part of the self-monitoring intervention.
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Figure 1. Example of a health status indicator in the ManageHF4Life mobile app.

Outcome Measures
The primary outcome was the change in Minnesota Living with
Heart Failure Questionnaire (MLHFQ) from baseline to 6 and
12 weeks [12]. This tool consists of 21 questions regarding the
patients' perception of the effects of HF on their daily lives.
Secondary outcomes were the change in self-management and
HF readmission over time. Self-management was measured
using the Self-Care Heart Failure Index (SCHFI), version 6.2,
which was the most current version available at trial initiation
[13]. The SCHFI 6.2 contains 22 questions and has 3 subscales
that determine the patient’s physiologic stability, response to
symptoms, and ability to perform self-management. The
questions in each subscale are standardized to a score of 0 to
100. Each subscale is added together to give the total SCHFI
score. The SCHFI was collected at baseline, 6 weeks, and 12
weeks. Both the MLHFQ and the SCHFI were completed by
participants using an automated online survey. All readmissions

were reviewed in a blinded fashion for the potential to be an
HF readmission. An unscheduled hospitalization was defined
as an HF readmission if the primary diagnosis was HF and the
length of stay either exceeded 24 hours or crossed a calendar
day [14]. Outcome assessment was blinded to the randomization
group. The study team contacted participants at 6 and 12 weeks
to confirm the clinical outcomes and prompted the participants
to complete any survey tasks. At the completion of the clinical
trial, each participant in the app group received an online survey
about the mobile app, which focused on its perceived usefulness
and ease of use.

Statistical Analysis
The primary outcome of the trial was the change in the MLHFQ
between the app and no-app groups from baseline to 6 and 12
weeks, using a modified intention-to-treat approach. Repeated
measures mixed models (SAS PROC MIXED, SAS Institute)
were used to determine the change in MLHFQ score over 12
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weeks between the 2 groups. The group indicator (app vs no
app) served as the primary covariate, and least squares mean
and standard error are reported for the continuous variables over
time. Based on preliminary data [9], the MLHFQ score was
expected to improve from 56 to 42 on average in the app group,
with no change in the no-app group (SD 11.5). Based on these
assumptions, 40 participants per group (N=80) with 20% dropout
will have the power of more than 83% to detect the difference
at the significance level of 0.05.

For baseline characteristics, continuous variables were compared
using a t test, and categorical variables were compared using
the chi-square or Fisher exact tests, where appropriate. Repeated
measures mixed models were used to compare the change in
the SCHFI over time between the app and no-app groups, and
data are presented in least squares mean and standard error. Cox
proportional hazards survival model was used to analyze time
to HF readmission between the app and no-app groups.

Results

Baseline Characteristics
A total of 83 participants were enrolled and completed all
baseline assessments. Baseline characteristics were similar
between the groups except for the prevalence of ischemic HF.
The participants were 60.2 (SD 9.2) years old in the app group
and 62 (SD 9.2) years old in the no-app group (P=.38). The
average EF was 37.2% in the app group and 38.2% in the no-app
group (P=.73). Most of the participants were Caucasian: 81%
(34/42) app vs 83% (34/41) no app (P=.56); most of the
participants were also New York Heart Association (NYHA)
class III: 55% (23/42) app vs 66% (27/41) no app (P=.41) at
study enrollment. The median number of days during which the
app group performed self-monitoring within the app was 63
(IQR 28-84) of the 84 days (75%). Figure 2 represents the
CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials)
diagram for this clinical trial, and Table 1 demonstrates the
baseline characteristics for the participants in both groups.

Figure 2. CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) flow diagram.
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Table 1. Baseline demographics.

P valueNo app (n=41)App (n=42)Variable

.3862 (9)60.2 (9)Age (years), mean (SD)

.7615 (37)14 (33)Female, n (%)

.56Race

34 (83)34 (81)Caucasian, n (%)

6 (15)7 (17)African American, n (%)

1 (2)1 (2)Other, n (%)

.7338.8 (19)37.2 (20)EFa (%), mean (SD)

.4519 (46)16 (38)HFpEFb, n (%)

.0229 (71)19 (45)Ischemic HFc, n (%)

NYHAd class

.410 (0)1 (2)Class I, n (%)

5 (12)10 (24)Class II, n (%)

27 (66)23 (55)Class III, n (%)

9 (22)8 (19)Class IV, n (%)

.4325 (61)22 (52)Atrial fibrillation, n (%)

.0518 (44)10 (24)MIe, n (%)

.8713 (32)14 (33)DMf, n (%)

.622 (5)1 (2)Moderate or severe renal disease, n (%)

.68119.1 (21)121.1 (23)Systolic BPg (mm Hg), mean (SD)

.54137.8 (3)138.3 (3)Sodium (mmol/L), mean (SD)

.3211.9 (2)12.4 (2)Hemoglobin (g/dL), mean (SD)

.1020 (49)28 (67)ACEIh, ARBi, ARNIj, n (%)

.7635 (85)37 (88)Beta blocker, n (%)

.7216 (39)18 (43)MRAk, n (%)

aEF: ejection fraction.
bHFpEF: heart failure with preserved ejection fraction.
cHF: heart failure.
dNYHA: New York Heart Association.
eMI: myocardial infarction.
fDM: diabetes mellitus.
gBP: blood pressure.
hACEI: angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor.
iARB: angiotensin receptor blocker.
jARNI: angiotensin receptor and neprilysin inhibitor.
kMRA: mineralocorticoid receptor antagonist.

MLHFQ Scores
In the app group, the MLHFQ score changed from a baseline
of 55.6 (SD 3.5) to 37.5 (SD 3.5) at 6 weeks and 44.2 (SD 4)
at 12 weeks. The MLHFQ score in the no-app group changed
from a baseline of 59.2 (SD 3.4) to 48.2 (SD 3.7) at 6 weeks
and 45.9 (SD 4) at 12 weeks. The app group had a greater
improvement in MLHFQ score at 6 weeks compared with the
no-app group (P=.04), but not at 12 weeks (P=.78). Figure 3

demonstrates the change in MLHFQ total score over the course
of the study between groups.

Among the emotional and physical subscales of the MLHFQ,
the physical subscale showed similar results as the overall
MLHFQ scale. MLHFQ physical scores changed from a baseline
of 23.3 (SD 1.5) to 14.4 (SD 1.6) at 6 weeks and 17.8 (SD 1.9)
at 12 weeks in the app group and a baseline of 24.4 (SD 1.5) to
20.4 (SD 1.7) at 6 weeks and 18.6 (SD 1.7) at 12 weeks in the
no-app group. The app group had a greater improvement in the
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MLHFQ physical subscale at 6 weeks compared with the no-app
group (P=.01), but not at 12 weeks (P=.78). MLHFQ emotional
scores changed from a baseline of 12 (SD 1) to 8.7 (SD 1) at 6
weeks and 9.3 (SD 1.1) at 12 weeks in the app group and a

baseline of 11.9 (SD 1.2) to 10 (SD 1.1) at 6 weeks and 10 (SD
1.2) at 12 weeks in the no-app group. The app group had similar
changes in the MLHFQ emotional subscale at 6 weeks compared
to the no-app group (P=.38) and at 12 weeks (P=.64).

Figure 3. The change in Minnesota Living with Heart Failure Questionnaire (MLHFQ) score over time by group.

SCHFI Scores
The SCHFI total score changed from a baseline of 186.1 in the
app group and 187.8 in the no-app group to 198.1 and 204.6,
respectively, at 6 weeks (P=.40), and 196.9 and 206.1, at 12

weeks (P=.24). The maintenance, management, and confidence
subscales of the SCHFI showed similar results. Table 2
demonstrates the change over time of the total SCHFI and 3
subscales in the app and no-app groups.

Table 2. The change in SCHFI and subscales over time by group.

12 weeks6 weeksBaselineScores

P valueNo appAppP valueNo appAppP valueNo appApp

.24206.1 (5)196.9 (6).40204.6 (5)198.1 (5).82187.8 (5)186.1 (5)Total SCHFI, mean (SD)

.1574.6 (2)69.9 (2).3773.5 (2)70.5 (2).2370.4 (2)66.6 (2)Maintenance, mean (SD)

.7859 (2)59.9 (2).1360.4 (2)55.7 (2).9454.6 (2)54.3 (2)Management, mean (SD)

.2272.6 (3)67.7 (3).7971.1 (3)72.2 (3).6862.9 (3)64.5 (3)Confidence, mean (SD)

Readmissions
Over the 12-week study, 26% (11/42) of the participants had
an HF readmission in the app group compared with 29% (12/41)
of the participants in the no-app group (hazard ratio 0.89, 95%
CI 0.39-2.02; P=.78). There was no significant difference in

HF readmission rates between the participants in the 2 groups.
Figure 4 shows a plot of the time-to-event curves for the app
and no-app groups. A total of 13 non–HF-related readmissions,
8 out of 42 (19%) in the app group and 5 out of 41 (12%) in the
no-app group, occurred during the 12-week follow-up. One
participant HF readmission event was followed by a death.
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Figure 4. Time to first heart failure readmission by group; HR: heart rate.

Mobile App Survey
In total, 86% (36/42) of the app group participants completed
a survey about the app, at the end of the trial. Of the 36
participants who completed the survey, 92% (n=33) agreed or
strongly agreed that they found the app useful, 94% (n=34)
agreed or strongly agreed that they used the information in the
app in their daily life, 89% (n=32) agreed or strongly agreed
that the information they received in the app was important to
them, and 97% (n=35) agreed or strongly agreed that the app
was easy to use. Only 3% (n=1) agreed that the app was
confusing, and no one stated that the app was difficult to
understand. Moreover, 92% (n=33) thought that most people
would learn to use the mobile app quickly; 75% (n=27) agreed
or strongly agreed that they learned a lot from the mobile app;
and 58% (n=21) said the mobile app had new information that
they were not aware of before.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In recent years, smartphones have changed the landscape of the
US society with 81% of the population now owning a
smartphone [15]. The widespread access to smartphones can
be harnessed to dramatically change health care delivery. In
this study, a mobile app that used a health status indicator to
communicate a clinical worsening state showed a greater
improvement in HRQOL at 6 weeks, but did not sustain effects
at 12 weeks when compared to a control group. From the
ESCAPE (Endovascular Treatment for Small Core and Anterior
Circulation Proximal Occlusion with Emphasis on Minimizing
CT to Recanalization Times) trial, a decrease in the MLHFQ
total score of 20 points at 1 month after an HF discharge had a

lower rate of death or hospitalization compared with a 10-point
decrease at 1 month [16]. In our study, the ManageHF4Life
intervention demonstrated an 18-point decrease from baseline
to 6 weeks compared with an 11-point decrease in the control
group. This shows that the 6-week findings are clinically
meaningful and deserve future investigation. This effect was
also primarily driven by improvements in the physical subscale
of the MLHFQ as opposed to the emotional subscale. The
physical and emotional subscales of the MLHFQ have been
shown to characterize how HF is affecting a patient’s life. The
physical subscale questions deal with the effects on the body,
and the emotional subscale questions deal with the effects on
the mind. The ManageHF4Life intervention is primarily targeted
at the physical components of HF, so this finding aligns with
the intended effects of the intervention.

Our study did not demonstrate an effect of the ManageHF4Life
intervention on the secondary outcome of self-management,
using the SCHFI score, compared to control. Self-management
is affected directly or indirectly by depression, social support,
eHealth literacy, and HF knowledge [16]. At baseline, the
SCHFI total and subscale scores were higher in our study
compared with those reported in the literature [13,17,18], which
could have made it more difficult to demonstrate a change in
self-management over time. SCHFI scores may have been higher
at baseline and throughout our study, as many of the patients
were followed in an advanced HF telemanagement program.
This program is designed to provide clinical support and
education to patients. The survey at the end of the study showed
that 58% (21/36) of the participants said the ManageHF4Life
intervention had new information that they were not aware of
before. Increasing HF knowledge should increase
self-management, but that was not the case in this study. In
addition, the ManageHF4Life intervention did not improve the
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emotional subscale of the MLHFQ, which aligns with the
depression and social support aspects of self-management.
Future interventions should target a broader support for
self-management, including depression, social support, and
knowledge.

A recent integrative review found 18 publications that studied
the effects of mobile apps for heart failure [19]. In those studies,
the total sample size ranged from 7 to 165 participants, and 7
of them were randomized controlled trials. Similar to our app,
14 studies included apps that monitored self-management
components (weight, blood pressure, and HF symptoms). One
mobile app, HeartMapp (University of South Florida), was most
similar to our study app [20]. HeartMapp used a built-in
algorithm based on the NYHA classification presenting green,
yellow, orange, and red zones. The app was studied in an
18-patient, 30-day randomized controlled pilot study of patients
being enrolled at hospital discharge. The study aimed to
determine if the mobile app, compared to control, improved
HRQOL using the Kansas City Cardiomyopathy Questionnaire
and self-management behaviors using the SCHFI. It is unclear
which version of the SCHFI was used because the methods do
not state the version, and the subscale numbers do not match
those in the SCHFI, version 6.2. Although underpowered, this
study demonstrated a significant improvement in the SCHFI
self-management and self-confidence subscales in the mobile
app group, compared with control. Kansas City Cardiomyopathy
Questionnaire measurements did not change over time in this
30-day study.

Moreover, there are some main differences between our study
and the HeartMapp study. Our app used a clinician-derived
rule-based model that includes patient symptoms and the change
in body weight, while HeartMapp used a NYHA-based
algorithm. The HeartMapp study included an active control
group that was given access to some of the features of the app,
while, in our study, the control group received usual care and
did not have access to the mobile app. It is not possible to
compare the difference in the SCHFI results in our study and

HeartMapp because the methods do not state the version, and
subscale numbers do not match those in SCHFI, version 6.2.

Limitations
While this is a randomized controlled trial, there are some
limitations in the study. The study was open-label, so
participants knew the group in which they were randomized.
This could have led to a bias by participants in either group or
provided undue influence on our results. The control group was
“usual care” with no mobile app and did not include an attention
control. Although it is common to use usual-care groups when
studying mobile apps, attention control groups strengthen
behavioral interventions [21]. Furthermore, the usual care in
our center may be a more intensive care than some other centers
in the country. Future studies of our mobile app should include
a control group that receives the app, but not intervention
components of interest. We gave all participants in the app
group a wearable device and scale at the beginning of the study.
This could have led to an intervention above and beyond the
mobile app health status indicator. There are studies, however,
that refute the idea that adding a wearable to an intervention
improves outcomes more than the intervention alone [22]. In
addition to these limitations, version 1 of our mobile app,
ManageHF4Life, was very basic. It did not include contextual
push notifications about self-management, adaptive content in
the mobile app, or just-in-time dietary information when
selecting foods [23]. Future research of the app will focus on
these enhancements and other study designs to optimize the
intervention and determine the effects on HF outcomes.

Conclusions
The mobile app intervention improved MLHFQ at 6 weeks but
did not sustain its effects at 12 weeks, compared to control. No
effect was seen on self-management measured by self-report
with the SCHFI. Further versions of the app should focus on
technological enhancements, and future research is needed to
determine if those future versions can reduce HF readmissions
in a larger study.
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Abstract

Background: Death and disability from coronary heart disease (CHD) can be largely reduced by improving risk factor
management. However, adhering to evidence-based recommendations is challenging and requires interventions at the level of
the patient, provider, and health system.

Objective: The aim of this study was to develop an Intelligent Individualized Cardiovascular App for Risk Elimination (iCARE)
to facilitate adherence to health behaviors and preventive medications, and to test the usability of iCARE.

Methods: We developed iCARE based on a user-centered design approach, which included 4 phases: (1) function design, (2)
iterative design, (3) expert inspections and walkthroughs of the prototypes, and (4) usability testing with end users. The usability
testing of iCARE included 2 stages: stage I, which included a task analysis and a usability evaluation (January to March 2019)
of the iCARE patient app using the modified Health Information Technology Usability Survey (Health-ITUES); and stage II
(June 2020), which used the Health-ITUES among end users who used the app for 6 months. The end users were individuals with
a confirmed diagnosis of CHD from 2 university-affiliated hospitals in Beijing, China.

Results: iCARE consists of a patient app, a care provider app, and a cloud platform. It has a set of algorithms that trigger tailored
feedback and can send individualized interventions based on data from initial assessment and health monitoring via manual entry
or wearable devices. For stage I usability testing, 88 hospitalized patients (72% [63/88] male; mean age 60 [SD 9.9] years) with
CHD were included in the study. The mean score of the usability testing was 90.1 (interquartile range 83.3-99.0). Among enrolled
participants, 90% (79/88) were satisfied with iCARE; 94% (83/88) and 82% (72/88) reported that iCARE was useful and easy
to use, respectively. For stage II usability testing, 61 individuals with CHD (85% [52/61] male; mean age 53 [SD 8.2] years) who
were from an intervention arm and used iCARE for at least six months were included. The mean total score on usability testing
based on the questionnaire was 89.0 (interquartile distance: 77.0-99.5). Among enrolled participants, 89% (54/61) were satisfied
with the use of iCARE, 93% (57/61) perceived it as useful, and 70% (43/61) as easy to use.

Conclusions: This study developed an intelligent, individualized, evidence-based, and theory-driven app (iCARE) to improve
patients’ adherence to health behaviors and medication management. iCARE was identified to be highly acceptable, useful, and
easy to use among individuals with a diagnosis of CHD.

Trial Registration: Chinese Clinical Trial Registry ChiCTR-INR-16010242; https://tinyurl.com/2p8bkrew
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Introduction

Coronary heart disease (CHD) is the leading cause of
cardiovascular death, accounting for 7.3 million annual deaths
worldwide [1,2], with about 130,000 being reported from China
alone [3]. Preventive interventions focusing on unhealthy
behavior (diet, physical activity, smoking) modification and
adherence to secondary prevention medications can reduce at
least 47% of CHD mortality and decrease 68% of CHD-related
major risk factors [3-7]. Although interventions facilitating
behavior change and medication adherence have been developed
and widely implemented, the prevalence of unhealthy behaviors
and medication nonadherence remained high among individuals
with CHD, including those who have already experienced
life-threatening cardiac events or underwent percutaneous
coronary interventions [6,8-11]. In large international studies
from Europe and China, such as the EUROASPIRE IV and the
Improving Care for Cardiovascular Disease in China-Acute
Coronary Syndrome (CCC-ACS) Project, over half of patients
with CHD had substantial unhealthy behaviors (50%-77%),
with a large proportion of patients not adhering to prescribed
preventive medications (45%-83%) [8,10,12-16].

Effective intervention targeting adherence to healthy behaviors
and medications requires strategies to be implemented in
addressing multiple CHD-related risk factors [17]. In addition,
as reported by previous studies, evidence-based interventions
with incorporation of real-time monitoring, person-centered
care, and tailored feedback are essential to ensure affordable
and sustainable long-term benefits [17-21]. However, it is
difficult for conventional interventions to provide real-time
monitoring; therefore, these interventions are unable to deliver
tailored feedback and person-centered care [13-15].

With the advancement in information and communication
technologies, mobile health (mHealth)–based health
management systems and apps have emerged [18-20]. These
have shown high potential in providing individualized
intervention and sending instant automatic feedback based on
real-time monitoring, therefore it might have promising effects
in impacting health behavior change and promoting medication
adherence [18-20]. Currently, many mHealth apps are designed
to promote physical activity [21], track diet intake [22], assist
with smoking cessation [23], remind patients to take medications
[24,25], and facilitate self-management of CHD risk factors
[26]. However, many of the existing mHealth apps are not
individualized; additionally, they are not inclusive of suggested
strategies and often have limited functions on tailored feedback,
especially automatic feedback, and inadequate information
updates [27]. None of the top 5 downloaded mHealth apps in
China incorporated multiple key health behaviors identified by
clinical guidelines [27]. A recent systematic review on health
behavior changes related to physical activity, diet, drug and
alcohol use, and mental health revealed that the majority of the
mHealth apps (40/52, 80%) for health behavior change only

focused on a single behavior, with the other 20% focusing on
2 health behaviors [18]. Meanwhile, studies suggested that
currently available mHealth apps, including those in the
management of CHD, failed to address users’ needs and
preferences, or consider their unique characteristics during the
app development phase [23-25]. Furthermore, health care
providers, such as nurses, are often not involved in the design
and development of the mHealth apps, despite them being
recognized as important for designing interventions that are
reflective of patients care needs [27,28]. In addition, currently
available mHealth apps were often not guided by a behavior
change theory in developing their interventions [24,29], and
they often do not sufficiently emphasize evidence-based
interventions [28].

In light of the imperative needs for health behavior modification
and medication management among individuals with CHD, we
developed an Intelligent Individualized Cardiovascular App for
Risk Elimination (iCARE) through facilitating healthy behavior
and medication adherence. iCARE was designed to address the
gaps in conventional interventions, in which multiple
CHD-related risk factors were managed through real-time
monitoring, person-centered care, and automatic tailored
feedback. Following clinical guidelines on CHD secondary
prevention [3,30,31], the interventions of iCARE were
developed based on the Intervention Mapping framework [32],
and the Contemplation–Action–Maintenance (CAM) model
[33,34], which was an integrated behavior change model
describing the roles of multiple moderators and mediators during
the motivation and volition stages that are essential for healthy
behavior change and behavior maintenance in individuals with
CHD (Multimedia Appendix 1). In our preliminary study, we
generated a set of iCARE interventions along with a set of
“IF–THEN” algorithms to improve patients’adherence to health
behaviors and medications, and conducted a needs assessment
on the use of an mHealth-based system among patients with
CHD [33]. The interventions developed in that preliminary work
were incorporated as a built-in intervention bank into the cloud
platform of the iCARE system during the development stage.
The findings from the needs assessment were used to guide the
design of the user interface of the iCARE system.

The purposes of this study were to describe the development
of iCARE and to evaluate its usability among individuals with
CHD. The effect of iCARE on facilitating adherence to actual
behavior change is out of scope of this study, and it will be
reported separately.

Methods

Development Process of iCARE

Overview
End users’ needs analysis and the development of interventions
within iCARE have been published elsewhere and are
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summarized as preliminary work (Multimedia Appendix 1)
[33]. Based on our preliminary work, we followed the
user-centered design principle [20] in developing iCARE, and
considered this principle as the main methodology for designing
person-centered care–delivering systems [35]. The development
process of iCARE consisted of 4 phases: (1) function design,
(2) iterative design, (3) expert inspections and walkthroughs of
prototypes, and (4) usability testing with end users. We
established a multidisciplinary team including health care
professionals (nurses specialized in cardiovascular care, nursing
informaticians, nursing researchers), project managers, software
engineers, software architects, and interface designers to develop
iCARE. Weekly meetings were held to discuss the issues raised
and advance the progress of system development among
multidisciplinary team members throughout all phases.

Phase 1: Functional Design of iCARE
iCARE consisted of 3 functional components: a patient app for
individuals with CHD and their families, a care provider app
for health care providers such as nurses and physicians, and a
cloud platform. The key functions and modules of each
component were first drafted in a mind mapping software
(XMind version 8; XMind, Ltd.) based on the results of the
needs assessment and the overall aims of the system. Through
brainstorming activities within the professional team, a detailed
contextual document that described the framework, modules of
each app and the cloud platform, functions, and design principles
were formulated to guide the development of iCARE. To ensure
the interventions are more effective and reflective of the care
management of individuals with CHD, the components and
schematic diagram of iCARE were designed following the
nursing process [35].

Phase 2: Iterative Design of iCARE

Overview of Stages

In this phase, the system architecture, database, protective
measures to secure individuals’ personal identification
information and health data, and user interface were determined.
The patient app and care provider app were developed to be
compatible with Android-based smartphones, as they are more
popular and affordable in China [27]. We will also develop
iCARE to be compatible on iOS-based smartphones once the
app is identified as being stable in Android-based smartphones.

Design Architecture of iCARE

To increase the scalability and ensure the reliability of the
software, developers need to respond to user’s needs and
consider continuous delivery to establish a culturally and
environmentally adaptive software [36]. Therefore, the
MicroService architecture [36-38], an emerging architectural
design, was applied in the development of iCARE. MicroService
is used for handling complex systems that require highly
repetitive and frequent changes and allows continuous delivery
of software in short circles; it was identified with increased
deployability and modifiability among researchers. Compared
with the monolithic approach, the MicroService architecture
allows us to organize iCARE into a set of small,
single-responsibility units, and self-contained services that can
be developed, operated, tested, and deployed independently

[36]. The MicroService architecture uses a continuous delivery
approach to handle data queries, which makes it easier to achieve
zero-downtime releases in responding to the rapid evolving
needs [35]. After the MicroService architecture is applied, a
majority of the services were allowed to use NoSQL databases
to capture, query, and administer data in iCARE. This greatly
reduced the time and effort in database migration, thereby
substantially improving the efficiency in system development.

iCARE involves transmission of sensitive data, such as personal
identification information, which makes the system subject to
external and internal threats. Therefore, to ensure system
security, protective measures were applied within iCARE. Based
on the MicroService architecture, access control was performed
through the User Account and Authentication service. The 2-way
authentication HTTPS was applied to ensure the security of
data transmission between the app and the back end services.
To ensure secured data transmission and storage, all sensitive
data in the apps were encrypted, and access to the data was
password protected with sophisticated protective mechanisms,
including verifying password strength, limiting number of login
errors, periodically changing password, etc. Meanwhile, the
system has built-in functions in providing database backup and
recovery. In this study, we utilized MongoDB, a document-based
database, and one of the leading NoSQL databases. MongoDB
is used in the MicroService architecture owing to its ability to
provide flexible schema, redundancy, automation, and
scalability. The security of the MongoDB database is mainly
achieved by strengthening the security of the operating system,
authentication, and database. The development of iCARE was
based on international and national data standards (Table S1 in
Multimedia Appendix 1).

User Interface Design and Visualization Design

To fully reflect end users’ needs and achieve the overall
objectives of iCARE, the health professional team initially
drafted the user interfaces of the patient app using Axure RP 8
software (Axure Software Solutions, Inc.). First, the user
interface of the patient app was designed with diet, physical
activity, smoking, and medication adherence as the main
functional structure. Second, as the interventions of iCARE
were developed based on the CAM behavior change model, the
user interface of the patient app was designed to consider the
characteristics of the interventions that addressed the major
moderators and mediators identified within the CAM model,
with patients’ risk perception, outcome expectation, action
planning, self-efficacy, social support, perceived enjoyment,
perceived effectiveness, and coping planning addressed within
the app designing process.

Based on the initial draft, the interface designer prepared a
mock-up (draft) of the planned user interfaces and their
interactions and workflow using Flinto version 26.0.5 [39]
following the 6 user-friendly design principles: structure,
simplicity, visibility, feedback, tolerance, and reuse [40]. To
ensure workflow efficiency, prevent information-entry errors,
and increase end users’ positive experience in using the app,
contrasting color, large font, distinctive graphical shapes, etc.
were utilized to indicate different functions and status, as well
as to increase the accessibility and effectiveness of the app.
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Meanwhile, visualization (infographics, figures, and chart) was
used to enhance individuals’ perception on the risks of
nonadherence to health behavior, prescribed medications, etc.

Phase 3: Expert Inspections and Walkthroughs of the
iCARE Prototypes
iCARE was programed using Java and Nodejs, with Linux and
Docker as the operating environment. Following user-centered
design principles, and based on the functions, content, and
architecture of iCARE, the software engineers developed the
fully functional prototypes (alpha and beta versions) of the
patient app and care-provider app [41].

Following the agile approach [42], software engineers iteratively
identified and solved technical/implementational issues during
the development process. The alpha version was initially
developed, released, tested, and retested among technology
professionals. The Gitlab and Docker tools were implemented
for the release management throughout different stages and
environments. Meanwhile, to ensure testability of iCARE, we
used the test-first mindset and practices to define the acceptance
criteria for the system [36].

After resolving technical issues or bugs in the alpha version, a
full version of the app, the beta version, was formulated.
Multiple testing cycles of the beta version of the app were
applied among health care professionals in our team until a final
consensus was reached. The testing of the beta version lasted
for 3 months before the fully functional beta version was found
to be stable and ready for usability testing.

Phase 4: Usability Testing of iCARE With End Users

Overview of Stages

The usability testing of iCARE included 2 stages. Stage I
included 2 steps: a task analysis and a usability evaluation of
the patient app using the modified Health Information
Technology Usability Survey (Health-ITUES) [43]. Stage II
included a usability evaluation using the Health-ITUES among
end users who used the app for 6 months. The usability testing
was designed following the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) standard 9241-11 [44]. In this study, we
only tested the usability of the patient app among individuals
with CHD. As iCARE was in the testing stage, and the main
focus of this study was to test the experience of patients and the
usability of the patient app, and therefore, we did not include
health care providers (such as nurses) to complete the
Health-ITUES.

Eligible patients who were hospitalized in 3 cardiac units of 2
university-affiliated hospitals in Beijing, China, participated in
stage I usability testing. Patients who had a documented
diagnosis of CHD and reported at least one unhealthy behavior
were included in this study. A more detailed description of study
participants and procedures is provided in Multimedia Appendix
1. The study was approved by the Institutional Review
Committee of the Capital Medical University (Approval No.
2015SY45) and the study hospitals (Beijing An-Zhen Hospital,
Approval No. 2015030; Beijing Chao-Yang Hospital, Approval
No. 20211224). All enrolled participants provided written
informed consent. Fully functional beta version 1 was used for

task analysis and first-step usability testing with the
Health-ITUES; beta version 2 was used for stage II usability
testing with the same questionnaire. As the usability study is
the preliminary work of our randomized controlled trial (RCT),
which tests the effects of iCARE, the entire study has been
registered with the Chinese Clinical Trial Registry (No.
ChiCTR-INR-16010242).

Task Analysis

To identify usability problems as suggested by Maramba et al
[45], individuals with CHD were asked to complete 8 tasks
regarding the main functions of the app (Table S2 in Multimedia
Appendix 1). Eight videos on how to complete the tasks were
made available to all participants (Multimedia Appendices 2-9).
All participants watched each video and practiced the exercises
on the patient app until they were fully confident in completing
each task. Based on the ISO standard 9241-11 [44], using
standardized evaluation forms, we described the usability of
the patient app in terms of the duration in completing each task,
the level of task completeness, usability error, and usability
problems. The duration in completing each task was recorded
using a timer. The level of task completeness (Table S3 in
Multimedia Appendix 1) was ranked on a scale of 1 (no
problem) to 4 (significant problem) [44]. The completeness
rates for each task were calculated by the proportion of
participants who successfully completed the tasks (scored as
“1”). Any usability-related problems were identified when
patients were not able to complete the task. The severity of
usability problems (Table S4 in Multimedia Appendix 1) was
ranked from 0 “I don’t agree that this is a usability problem at
all” to 4 “usability catastrophes: imperative to fix this before
product can be released,” to reflect the level of severity of the
identified problems [46,47]. The usability problem rates for
each task were reflected by the proportion of participants who
reported any problems when completing the tasks. Based on
the ISO standard 9241-11 [44], the effectiveness of the app
refers to the level of task completeness by the users; the efficacy
of the app is expressed by the time (in seconds) the end user
required in completing the tasks.

Usability Evaluation Using the Questionnaire

The usability evaluation was completed using the modified
Health-ITUES [43]. Stage I usability evaluation was conducted
among participants who completed the task analysis on beta
version 1 (January 2019 to March 2019). All participants were
given a small gift (around US $4) after they completed the
questionnaire to compensate for their time. The iCARE system
was then refined according to the results of stage I usability
testing, and the updated version was used in the RCT. Stage II
usability evaluation was performed in June 2020 among
individuals who enrolled in the RCT after they used the patient
app for 6 months. The RCT was a multicenter open-labeled
study that tested the effects of iCARE interventions on major
cardiovascular risk reduction and facilitation of adherence to
health behaviors and medication among individuals with CHD.
The RCT has 3 groups, including the intervention group
(received fully functional iCARE to provide person-centered
interventions that use multiple formats such as comics, videos,
pictures, words to address all the factors in the CAM model
plus routine care), control group 1 (received a person-centered
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intervention presented in text format only but did not address
all factors in the CAM model plus routine care), and control
group 2 (received routine care). Participants who were
randomized into the intervention arm in the RCT and used the
app for at least six months were invited to complete the modified
Health-ITUES. Details of the RCT protocol and the results of
the trial will be published in the future. We also retrieved the
number of times patients accessed the app and analyzed the
patients’ preference by identifying the most commonly used
functions of the app over the past 6 months.

Measures
The English version of the Health-ITUES has a Cronbach α of
.85-.92 and a criterion validity of 0.46-0.70 [43]. To evaluate
the usability of the patient app, the questionnaire was customized
to address the type of tool (patient app), the user (individuals
with CHD), and tasks (for reducing cardiovascular risk factors)
of the target app. The Chinese version of the Health-ITUES in
evaluating the patient app was shown to be reliable and valid
among individuals with CHD in this study, with the Cronbach
α at .74-.90 and expert validity at 0.87-0.95. The Health-ITUES
comprises 4 dimensions with 20 items: impact (3 items),
perceived usefulness (9 items), perceived ease of use (5 items),
and user control (3 items). Each item was rated from “1”
(strongly disagree) to “5” (strongly agree) on a 5-point Likert
scale. Total scores ranged from 20 to 100, with higher scores
indicating better usability. In addition, iCARE was considered
satisfactory, useful, and easy to use if the score of patients’
responses was 4 or more on item 7 (using iCARE is useful for
self-management of CHD-related risk factors), item 9 (I am
satisfied with iCARE for self-management of CHD-related risk
factors), and item 14 (learning to operate iCARE is easy for
me), respectively.

Data Analysis
Statistical analysis was conducted using SPSS version 24.0
software (IBM, Corp). Categorical data were described as
frequencies and proportions. Continuous data were tested for
normality using the one-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, and
was described as means and SDs, or medians and interquartile
ranges, as appropriate. Comparisons of participants’ responses
to the Health-ITUES between the first and second usability
testing groups, and comparisons between the usage in terms of
different groups (working status, educational levels, gender,
used the device or not) were performed with the Mann–Whitney
U test (scores of the Health-ITUES) and chi-square test (rates
of satisfaction, usefulness, and easy to use), as appropriate. A
P value <.05 was considered statistically significant. Regarding
the sample size for usability testing, according to a previous
study [43], the average score for each item in the Health-ITUES
is 4 points and the maximum SD for each item is 0.8. Based on
this information, considering 75% of the enrolled participants
could complete the questionnaire and following a 2-sided
1-sample t test (unpaired), we estimated that we would need a
total of 77 individuals in the first usability evaluation to achieve
80% power with α=.05, with an expected average score of 4.3
on each item of the Health-ITUES. As the second usability
testing was conducted among individuals who were enrolled in
the ongoing RCT, we did not calculate the sample size for that
test.

Results

Phase 1: Functional Design of iCARE
The functional components of iCARE illustrating the system
workflow are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The components and schematic diagram of the iCARE. (A1) Initial and periodic assessment through daily monitoring via manual entry by
patients. (A2) Daily monitoring by wearable devices. (A3) Patients’ initial assessment data, follow-up data. (C1) Initial and periodic assessment by
cardiovascular nurses. (C2) Further evaluation, interventions, follow-up. iCARE: Intelligent Individualized Cardiovascular Application for Risk
Elimination; PA: physical activity; BP: blood pressure; CHD: coronary heart disease.

An initial health assessment was conducted by a nurse in our
research team before patients were discharged from the hospital.
The assessment included patients’ demographics (age, gender,
education, etc.), current health behaviors (daily diet, physical
activity, smoking status), preferences regarding health behaviors
(such as preferred fruits, vegetables, types of physical activities),
and medication adherence in the past 30 days before admission
if patients were on medication. Patients’ health information
including blood pressure, glucose level, lipid level, etc. was
also collected. After the initial assessment, a summarized health
report that described patient’s medical and nursing diagnosis,
unhealthy behaviors, and modifiable risk factors, along with
established goals for risk reduction, was generated for patient’s
easy access through the patient app. The tailored goals for risk
reduction were created based on the recommendations in the
cardiovascular secondary prevention guidelines, with
consideration of patients’ age, gender, preferences (such as
preferred time and types of physical activity), physical activity
levels, left ventricular ejection fraction, comorbidity, metabolic
status, musculoskeletal condition or disease, cardiac risk profile,

and the current level of habitual physical activity. When the
health care providers completed the baseline assessments on
the care provider app and uploaded the data to the cloud
platform, the recommended final goals for cardiovascular risk
reduction were generated based on the cardiovascular secondary
prevention guidelines and patients’ specific health issues. They
were then displayed in patients’ health report and on the home
page of the patient app. Patients can personally modify their
goals to be achieved at different stages if they felt the goals sent
to the patient app were not achievable at the moment. When we
designed the algorithm for the goals of healthy diet, we
considered patients’ gender, age, and physical activity levels to
determine the requirement of daily energy intake. Health-related
data on physical activity, diet, blood pressure, lipid profile,
blood sugar, heart rate, and weight were entered by patients
either manually or through wearable devices. A smart watch
(Ustone) was used to count steps and patients’ heart rate, and
a sensor (Youyi Tang; only for patients with diabetes) was
connected to iCARE to record blood glucose, and the
information was uploaded to the cloud platform for analysis
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after patients logged into the app and selected the corresponding
wearable device, which is to be synchronized, by clicking the
upload button. Patients can also upload a photocopy of their
laboratory results via the patient app if they prefer. Researchers
will check the uploaded information in the care provider app or
access it via cloud platform, and manually edit and send tailored
feedback based on the laboratory results. A reminder on daily
health data entry was sent to patients if they failed to enter data
for 3 days, and a call from nurses was made if no further action
was detected within 4 days after the reminder was sent. Instant
and individualized feedback and tailored recommendations for
changing behavior were automatically sent to the care provider
app for verification by cardiovascular nurses based on the
built-in algorithms (examples are shown in Multimedia
Appendix 1). The verified recommendations of interventions
were sent to the patient app for implementation by patients.
Patient’s health behaviors and medication adherence were
evaluated through daily monitoring and periodic assessment
(every 3 months).

The overall functional modules of iCARE are displayed in
Figure S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1. The patient app was
developed with functions allowing individual end users to input
personal data related to health behaviors, prescribed medications,
and physiological indicators, and to review individual health
data and health report, as well as to receive recommended

interventions. The care provider app was developed with the
functions allowing health care providers to view patients’health
data and health report, make health assessment, verify
recommended interventions, provide health consultation as
necessary, and manage follow-up visits. The cloud platform
was developed for health care providers and system manager
with authorized access rights to view patients’ overall health
behaviors, prescribed medications, and physiological indicators.
It was also structured to create and edit the intervention pool,
knowledge, rule, and algorism; assign roles of users; and conduct
data analysis. However, having access to the cloud platform
and care provider app does not allow nurses or physicians to
modify the data entered by patients.

Phase 2: Iterative Design of iCARE

Architecture Design
The MicroService architecture of iCARE is displayed in Figure
2. It included a set of microservices, such as services for the
platform DevOps, patient app, and care provider app, and
general and core services. Each individual microservice has its
separate database (MongoDB) with its own domain data. Instead
of calling services directly, the app and browser get access to
the different services through the application programming
interface gateway which will forward the request to the
appropriate services on the back end. All services were
connected with the JHipster registry.

Figure 2. The system architecture of the iCARE (Intelligent Individualized Cardiovascular Application for Risk Elimination). API: Application
Programming Interface; UAA: User Account and Authentication.
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User Interface Design and Visualization Design
Following the user-centered design principle, the user interfaces
for all functional modules were generated by health care
professionals. The user interfaces of the patient app’s home

page are displayed in Figure 3, which included diet, physical
activity, smoking, and medication management with different
colors for easy identification. This arrangement allows easy
access of the selected modules without complicated
manipulation of the app.

Figure 3. The user interface of the home page of the patient app.

To address the major moderators and mediators identified within
the CAM model, techniques were applied to augment the
functions of the related features. For example, to increase
patient’s risk perception, we applied visual comics to increase
individuals’ awareness on potential cardiac events and the
severity of a risk (Figure 4A). Visualization was also used to
increase patients’ perception on the effectiveness of adhering
to healthy behaviors and medication treatment. As shown in
Figure 4E, if good adherence was identified on health behaviors,
medication adherence, blood pressure, blood glucose, and lipid
levels, the Cardiac Health Score will increase. To promote
positive outcome expectation, we also used videos, such as
visualization of their future life with or without modifying their
unhealthy lifestyles, to remind users about the positive effect
of following suggested interventions (Figure 4B). Individualized
action plans such as plans for physical activity were generated

based on patients’ assessment and their preferences, and they
were available on the home page for easy reference (Figure 4C).
In addition, as shown in Figure 4D, to increase patients’
self-efficacy, a peer rank was designed in iCARE to increase
patients’ confidence in maintaining healthy behaviors. We also
sent health promotion messages regarding the positive
expectations from changing unhealthy behaviors to the patient
app. When the patient was at the action stage of behavior
change, a predesigned questionnaire was sent to the patient app
and patients were asked to respond to the questionnaire to
understand their possible barriers. According to their response,
iCARE would automatically match the predesigned
countermeasures with identified barriers, and push a coping
plan to the patient. Patients can revise the coping plan according
to their personal features and preferences and form a final coping
plan.
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Figure 4. Examples of user interfaces to reflect major moderators and mediators identified within the CAM (Contemplation-Action-Maintenance)
model. (A) Risk Perception; (B) Outcome Expectation; (C) Action Planning; (D) Self-efficacy; (E) Perceived Effectiveness; (F) Behavioral Enjoyment;
(G) Social Support; (H) Coping Planning. (B1) Video format; (E1) Visualization of iCARE Cardiac Health Score; (E2) Visualization of 10 years of
cardiovascular risk; (E3) Visualization of atherosclerotic plaque; (F1) Trend chart; (H1) Read-out mode. iCARE: Intelligent Individualized Cardiovascular
App for Risk Elimination; PA: physical activity.

Phase 3: Expert Inspections and Walkthroughs of the
iCARE Prototypes
The software engineers translated the user interfaces into
prototypes. The finalized alpha version of the iCARE prototype
was developed, tested, and discussed among technology
professionals to address technical issues throughout the
development process. The steps involved in testing the iCARE
alpha version are presented in Figure S2 in Multimedia
Appendix 1. To verify the basic functionality of the developed
modules, engineers tested each module independently with
simulated data 10-20 times. To verify the stability of each
module after they were finalized, a dedicated software evaluator
tested the module 5-10 times with simulated patients’ data.

The beta version of the iCARE prototype was released after the
technical issues or bugs identified in the alpha version were
resolved. The beta version of iCARE was released in March
10, 2019. An example regarding the logic of the interfaces on

medication management is displayed in Figure S3 in Multimedia
Appendix 1.

Phase 4: Usability Testing of iCARE With End Users

Overview of Stages
After the fully functional iCARE prototype was formulated, we
carried out a 2-stage usability testing of the iCARE patient app.
Stage I was conducted among 88 patients with CHD after
iCARE was released. Figure 5 shows the flowchart of participant
recruitment for the first-stage usability testing. A total of 159
patients were diagnosed with CHD during the study period,
among which 88 eligible patients participated in the study and
were included in the final analysis. There were 40 patients
eligible for the study but refused to participate due to various
reasons, such as lack of time, conflict of schedule, or simply
being uninterested. The basic characteristics of enrolled
participants for the first-step usability testing are presented in
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Table S5 in Multimedia Appendix 1, and they were largely male (72%, 63/88), with a mean age of 60 (SD 9.9) years.

Figure 5. The flow of patient recruitment for the first step usability evaluation study.

Task Analysis
Figure 6 shows the effectiveness and efficacy of the patient app.
Regarding the effectiveness of the app, the results showed that
a majority of participants (80%, 70/88) perceived the tasks as

easy to complete. The usability problems in completing the 8
tasks were rated from 0% (0/88) to 12.5% (11/88). In terms of
the efficacy of the patient app, the average time used to complete
tasks 1 through 8 ranged from 8 to 39 seconds.

Figure 6. The effectiveness and efficacy evaluation of the patient App based on task analysis.

Table S6 in Multimedia Appendix 1 summarizes the usability
problems that emerged from task analysis. A majority (6/17)
of the usability problems were related to “ease of input, screen

readability, and glanceability” (category 5), which most
frequently occurred while entering data for blood pressure,
blood sugar, blood lipids, or heart rate (task 6). Regarding the
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severity of the identified usability problems, 4 were identified
as usability catastrophes. For example, regarding task 6 “to
record blood pressure, blood sugar, blood lipids, or heart rate,”
usability catastrophe was identified when patients reported that
the icon was not easy to manipulate in recording blood pressure,
as the distance between the 2 circles was too close and it was
hard to manipulate.

Usability Evaluation With the Health-ITUES
Table 1 illustrates participants’ perceptions on using iCARE in
the first-stage usability testing. The mean total score of the
Health-ITUES among participants was 90.1 (IQR 83.3-99.0),
with a mean score on each item at 4.5 (SD 0.50). The mean
scores of items related to the impact, perceived usefulness,
perceived ease of use, and user control of the patient app ranged
from 4.3 to 4.6. Meanwhile, based on patients’ response to items
7, 9, and 14 of the Health-ITUES, 90% (79/88), 94% (83/88),
and 82% (72/88) of enrolled patients perceived iCARE as
satisfactory, useful, and easy to use, respectively.

After completion of stage I usability testing, the iCARE beta
version was updated and revised based on the results of initial
usability evaluation and task analysis. Such revisions included,
but not limited to, increase of font sizes, modification of icons
(ie, increasing the distance between the 2 circles of the icon for
blood pressure), and utilization of more colors for easy
identification in related user interfaces. The finalized iCARE
version was released and used in the RCT study. Stage II
usability testing was conducted among 61 (85% [52/61] male,
mean age 53 [SD 8.2] years) individuals in the RCT intervention
arm after they used the app for 6 months. The mean total score
of the Health-ITUES was 89.0 (IQR 77.0-99.5), with the mean
score on each item being 4.3 (SD 0.64). The mean scores of
items related to the subdimensions (impact, perceived

usefulness, perceived ease of use, and user control) ranged from
4.2 to 4.5. Among enrolled participants, 89% (54/61) were
satisfied with the use of the app, 93% (57/61) perceived the app
as useful, and 70% (43/61) as easy to use, based on patients’
response to related items (7, 9, and 14). In addition, 52% (32/61)
and 11% (7/61) reported using the patient app at least once a
week or every day, respectively.

As shown in Figure S4 in Multimedia Appendix 1, no significant
changes were found in terms of the total score of the
Health-ITUES (P=.25) as well as the 4 dimensions of the
Health-ITUES (P=.52, .68, .14, and .10 for impact, perceived
usefulness, perceived ease of use, and user control, respectively)
between participants in the first and second stages of usability
testing. There was also no significant difference identified in
terms of the rates of satisfaction (P=.85), usefulness (P=.86),
and ease of use (P=.12) between first and second usability
evaluations.

The number of times individuals accessed the patient app
showed that they used it for a mean of 33.5 (SD 75.3) times
over 6 months. The most frequently visited screens were related
to health recommendation, followed by daily monitoring of
health indicators, health behaviors, and medication adherence
(26179, 1649, and 942 times, respectively). There were no
significant differences in the usage of the patient app among
patients in terms of their working status (retired verses not
retired; P=.13), educational levels (P=.34), and gender (P=.97).
In stage II usability study, 38/61 patients used the smart watch,
and 23 patients did not use the smart watch. The mean usage
of the app among patients who used the smart watch was higher
than those who did not (97.7 vs. 12.5, P<.001) over 6 months.
As the blood glucose monitor was not distributed to patients
with diabetes (10/61 patients) in stage II testing, it was not
available for testing the differences in this regard.
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Table 1. Summary of the Health-ITUESa questionnaire.

Second testing,

mean (SD)

First testing,

mean (SD)

Items

4.5 (0.76)4.6 (0.62)Impact (Cronbach α: .863)

4.4 (0.74)4.6 (0.71)1. I think iCAREb can be a positive addition for heart health for patients

living with CHDc.

4.6 (0.61)4.6 (0.61)2. I think iCARE can improve the quality of life of persons living with

CHD.

4.4 (0.96)4.5 (0.76)3. iCARE is an important part of meeting my information needs related

to self-management of CHD-related risk factors.

4.4 (0.63)4.6 (0.51)Perceived usefulness (Cronbach α: .901)

4.5 (0.67)4.5 (0.70)4. Using iCARE makes it easier to self-manage my CHD-related risk

factors.

4.5 (0.67)4.6 (0.60)5. Using iCARE enables me to self-manage my CHD-related risk factors

more quickly.

4.4 (0.88)4.6 (0.60)6. Using iCARE makes it more likely that I can self-manage my iCARE-

related risk factors.

4.6 (0.62)4.6 (0.70)7. Using iCARE is useful for self-management of CHD-related risk

factors.

4.5 (0.72)4.6 (0.70)8. I think iCARE presents a more equitable process for self-management

of CHD-related risk factors.

4.5 (0.74)4.6 (0.68)9. I am satisfied with iCARE for self-management of CHD-related risk

factors.

4.3 (0.83)4.5 (0.77)10. I self-manage my CHD-related risk factors in a timely manner because

of iCARE.

4.4 (0.74)4.6 (0.63)11. Using iCARE increases my ability to self-manage my CHD-related

risk factors.

4.3 (0.83)4.4 (0.78)12. I am able to self-manage my CHD-related risk factors whenever I

use iCARE.

4.2 (0.76)4.3 (0.76)Perceived ease of use (Cronbach α: .899)

4.3 (0.73)4.3 (0.88)13. I am comfortable with my ability to use iCARE.

4.0 (1.05)4.3 (0.90)14. Learning to operate iCARE is easy for me.

4.0 (1.06)4.3 (0.95)15. It is easy for me to become skillful at using iCARE.

4.2 (0.96)4.5 (0.77)16. I find iCARE easy to use.

4.3 (0.85)4.3 (0.97)17. I can always remember how to log on to and use iCARE.

4.2 (0.81)4.4 (0.67)User control (Cronbach α: .743)

4.2 (0.90)4.3 (0.91)18. iCARE gives error messages that clearly tell me how to fix problems.

4.2 (0.88)4.4 (0.89)19. Whenever I make a mistake using iCARE, I recover easily and

quickly.

4.2 (0.96)4.7 (0.60)20. The information (such as online help, on-screen messages, and other

documentation) provided with iCARE is clear.

aThe Modified Health-Information Technology Usability Survey was adopted from Schnall et al [43]. ©[2021] Capital Medical University, Beijing,
China. All rights reserved. Adapted with permission from the “Health IT Usability Evaluation Scale.”
biCARE: Individualized, Intelligent and Integrated Cardiovascular App for Risk Elimination.
cCHD: coronary heart disease.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, we developed an intelligent and individualized
health care management system for individuals with CHD,
iCARE, following a 4-phase user-centered approach. iCARE
was designed to facilitate patients’ adherence to multiple health
behaviors (diet, physical activity, and smoking) and preventive
medications. The design and development of iCARE were
realized through incorporation of individualized interventions,
which were developed through a theory-driven and
evidence-based approach and following the principles of the
nursing process. iCARE was developed to reflect designated
interventional strategies that target the mediators and moderators
of the CAM model by using an individualized approach and
visualization techniques. iCARE is an intelligent health
management system that has a set of “IF–THEN” algorithms
that trigger real-time monitoring, person-centered care, and
automatic tailored feedback, based on data from initial
assessment and health monitoring via manual entry or wearable
devices. iCARE includes functions in facilitating health
assessment and monitoring, health behavior and medication
management, intervention implementation, and health
counseling. The results of the 2-stage usability testing revealed
that iCARE has acceptable usability. The patient app was
perceived as highly acceptable among individuals with CHD,
with a majority perceiving that the app was satisfactory, useful,
and easy to use.

Comparison With Prior Work
Evidence has shown that lack of scalability in health care
management system can hamper system growth and prevent it
from providing person-centered care [48]. A health care system
adopting multiple services, such as iCARE, requires software
developers to build and deploy the system in a reliable and
timely fashion. Such system should be scalable to adapt to the
evolving needs of patients and health care professionals [48].
The key barrier to achieve this is the selection of a suitable
software architecture [36]. In this study, the MicroService
architecture [49], an emerging architectural style for developing
distributed apps, was applied in the development of iCARE.
With the application of this architecture, our system may have
the advantages in realizing availability, flexibility, scalability,
and allowing multiple services to be scaled up independently
[49,50]. Implementation of the MicroService architecture in
this study allowed us to develop, modify, and deploy iCARE
promptly based on the needs identified in the task analysis and
issues revealed during the first and second usability evaluations.

Overall, the iCARE patient app was perceived as useful and
satisfactory despite several commonly identified usability
problems that were determined to be similar to those of other
health-related self-management apps [51]. The 2-stage usability
evaluation revealed that the mean scores on each item of the
Health-ITUES were all above 4.0, and the end users commented
that iCARE had much better usability in terms of perceived
usefulness. There are multiple reasons for this: First, the
development of the iCARE interventions was evidence based
and followed a theory-driven approach. Second, iCARE was

designed based on the user-centered design principle, which
was shown to be effective in increasing user’s engagement,
thereby making the interactive system useful for targeted end
users [35]. In our preliminary work, we carefully assessed the
needs and preferences of individuals with CHD not only during
the user interface design phase, but also during the development
and modification phases. In addition, as suggested by Dawson
et al [28], to promote sustained and significant behavior change
among users, we encouraged nurses and other health
professionals to be actively involved in the inspections and
walkthroughs of the iCARE prototypes. Second, as outlined in
our previous work [33], to ensure the interventions of iCARE
are evidence based and compliant with clinical guidelines, we
structured them based on available cardiovascular secondary
prevention guidelines [3,30,31]. Meanwhile, an integrated
behavior change theory, the CAM model, was used to guide the
design of iCARE, to ensure interventions are empirically based
[33]. Third, based on a previous study [52], a systematic and
problem-solving approach along with a patient-centered and
goal-oriented method was used in designing our system. To
ensure the functions of iCARE are acceptable and useful, the
components and schematic diagram of iCARE were designed
following the principles of the nursing process, which are
identified as essential to ensure nurses deliver holistic and
patient-centered care [35]. These may have contributed to the
good functionality of iCARE in this study.

Meanwhile, the perceived ease of use of a system by users is
another essential element in developing useful tools [53].
However, achieving the balance between usefulness and ease
of use is challenging as these 2 components are often
contradictory during app development [54]. When designing a
system, some designers sacrifice usefulness to provide ease of
use, or vice versa [54]. For the health management of individuals
with CHD, comprehensive CHD prevention strategies were
recommended by the cardiovascular secondary prevention
guidelines [3,30,31]. Therefore, the system should be designed
with multiple functionalities to incorporate comprehensive CHD
prevention strategies to achieve its optimal usefulness. However,
increasing the amount of functionality in a system may also
increase the treatment-related burden on patients and affect
effective care delivery [55]. This is reflected in our case as well:
the multiple functionalities included in our system increased
the complexity of the system, which might have contributed to
the lower scores on the ease of use functionality of the patient
app during the first and second usability testing phases.

Strategies to address the ease-of-use functionality of the system
are vital to reduce unnecessary burden on individuals. As
identified by Tsopra et al [56], interfaces designed following
usability principles suggested by the Healthcare Information
and Management Systems Society [57], including effective
information presentation, consistency, efficient interactions,
effective use of language, and minimizing cognitive load, were
perceived as ease of use. In our system, we applied several
techniques to improve its ease of use, including the following:
(1) the use of larger font sizes and different colors to improve
readability; (2) the use of a read-out mode to minimize
individuals’ cognitive load; and (3) limiting the amount of text
message and replacing it with figures, infographics, and chart
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to ensure effective and visual information presentation. These
techniques are also in agreement with a previous finding [58],
in which the use of color-coded visual layout improved end
user’s perceived ease of use for a system. The findings of the
usability testing in our study indicated that most participants
perceived the patient app as easy to use.

However, we are fully aware that some design and functional
elements of the app still need to be addressed to improve its
ease of use. For example, the number of interfaces on the patient
app should be reduced to promote efficient interactions; some
icons should be designed as simpler and meaningful as possible
to be easily recognized; and the system should provide more
guidance and assistance to end users to avoid human errors and
increase their perceived user control. In addition to the lessons
learned during our system designing and developing process,
future studies should pay more attention to maximize the
learnability component through minimizing cognitive loads
during the designing process, and improve the memorability of
the system that can assist users to reestablish proficiency after
a long period of inactivity [59].

Limitations
This study has several limitations. First, given the nature of the
study, participants who were willing to participate in this study
may be more motivated and more proficient in using the
mHealth apps than the general population. Second, this study
was conducted among patients who were admitted to hospitals
in Beijing, which is a technology-advanced city in China.
However, the 2 study hospitals are the most recognized hospitals
in cardiovascular disease care in China, and patients admitted
to these hospitals are from all over the country, including those
from rural and underserved areas. Third, in the second stage of
usability testing, we only subjectively evaluated the usability
of the patient app; therefore, some usability problems within
our system may not have been discovered adequately. Fourth,
although the needs assessment was analyzed among patients
with CHD, they were not actively involved in the interface
designing process, which might influence the usability of the

patient app. However, their response to stage I usability testing
was applied to modify the system, and the updated version was
used in the RCT and second usability evaluation. Fifth, the care
provider app only has a few basic functions in its current stage;
therefore, its usability was not considered in this study.
However, we will expand the care provider app to include more
fully functional components and evaluate its usability in the
future. In addition, in its current stage, the data from external
devices cannot be automatically uploaded to the patient app
which might influence its usability. Finally, the iCARE system
was developed to be only compatible with Android-based
smartphones, and thus patients who used an iOS-based
smartphones were excluded. Although iPhones are popular in
China, they are very expensive, and are considered as high-end
mobile phones that are similar to the high-end Huawei mobile
phones; besides, iPhone users are usually mid- or high-income
population that live in tech-developed cities, such as Shanghai
or Beijing. Moreover, after completing our RCT, we will
develop an updated iCARE system that will be compatible with
both Android and iOS versions, as many patients who used
iPhones expressed their interest and intention in using iCARE
to manage their diseases and health. Therefore, we will perform
additional usability testing in a more representative population.

Conclusions
This study developed the iCARE system with the aim to
facilitate patients’ adherence to multiple health behaviors and
preventive medications through incorporation of theory-driven,
evidence-based, individualized interventions and tailored
automatic feedback, following the CAM model and principles
of the nursing process. iCARE was demonstrated to be highly
satisfactory, useful, and easy to use among individuals with
CHD and had acceptable usability. We are currently evaluating
the effectiveness of iCARE in patients with CHD via a
randomized clinical trial to better understand the real-time
usability of the app, as well as patients’ experience in using the
app. In future studies, we will revise iCARE based on the
findings of this study and develop a version that is compatible
with iOS-based smartphones.
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Abstract

Background: Although fitness technology can track and encourage increases in physical activity, few smartphone apps are
based on behavior change theories. Apps that do include behavioral components tend to be costly and often do not include
strategies to help those who are unsure of how to increase their physical activity.

Objective: The aim of this pilot study is to test the efficacy of a new app, StepMATE, for increasing daily walking in a sample
of inactive adults and to examine daily relationships between walking and self-reported mood and energy.

Methods: The participants were middle-aged and older adults aged ≥50 years (mean 61.64, SD 7.67 years). They were randomly
assigned to receive either a basic, pedometer-like version of the app or a version with supports to help them determine where,
when, and with whom to walk. Of the 96 participants randomized to 1 of 2 conditions, 87 (91%) completed pretest assessments
and 81 (84%) successfully downloaded the app. Upon downloading the app, step data from the week prior were automatically
recorded. The participants in both groups were asked to set a daily walking goal, which they could change at any point during
the intervention. They were asked to use the app as much as possible over the next 4 weeks. Twice per day, pop-up notifications
assessed mood and energy levels.

Results: Although one group had access to additional app features, both groups used the app in a similar way, mainly using just
the walk-tracking feature. Multilevel models revealed that both groups took significantly more steps during the 4-week study
than during the week before downloading the app (γ=0.24; P<.001). During the study, the participants in both groups averaged
5248 steps per day compared with an average of 3753 steps per day during the baseline week. Contrary to predictions, there were
no differences in step increases between the two conditions. Cognition significantly improved from pre- to posttest (γ=0.17;
P=.02). Across conditions, on days in which the participants took more steps than average, they reported better mood and higher
energy levels on the same day and better mood on the subsequent day. Daily associations among walking, mood, and energy
were significant for women but not for men and were stronger for older participants (those aged ≥62 years) than for the younger
participants.

Conclusions: Both groups increased their steps to a similar extent, suggesting that setting and monitoring daily walking goals
was sufficient for an initial increase and maintenance of steps. Across conditions, walking had benefits for positive mood and
energy levels, particularly for women and older participants. Further investigations should identify other motivating factors that
could lead to greater and more sustained increases in physical activity.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03124537; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03124537

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2021;9(12):e27208)   doi:10.2196/27208
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Introduction

Background
The benefits of physical activity for lifelong health, well-being,
and cognition are well-documented; yet, most American adults
lead an inactive lifestyle [1-3]. According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, only 53% of adults meet the
guidelines for aerobic activity, and even fewer older adults meet
these guidelines [4]. Fitness technologies such as Fitbit, Apple
Watch, or smartphone apps can track and encourage physical
activity without the need for additional equipment or a gym
membership. Indeed, the health and fitness category is one of
the most popular categories in the iTunes and Google Play app
stores, with almost 230,000 apps available in 2017.

A recent review of 37 Fitbit-based interventions reported that
studies were associated with increases in daily steps, moderate
to vigorous physical activity, and decreases in body weight [5].
Participants took approximately 950 steps per day more than
the controls who were not given a Fitbit. The behavioral
components included in the given interventions were related to
the success of the interventions [5]. Goal-setting was described
as the most promising component; however, a combination of
intervention tools may be necessary to encourage changes in
physical activity [5]. Another recent review suggested that there
is little to moderate evidence that mobile health or eHealth
interventions are successful for increasing physical activity in
older adults [6].

Although many devices and smartphone apps currently track
physical activity, encourage users to meet step goals, and link
with other personal data, few stand-alone smartphone apps
include additional features that address barriers unique to
inactive adults [7]. Furthermore, apps that do include behavior
change strategies typically cost more money and do not provide
features such as action planning and environmental supports.
Focus groups have identified a need for physical activity apps
to promote autonomy and self-regulation, while also providing
adaptability and flexibility to accommodate individual needs
[8].

Implementation intentions involve behavioral strategies such
as creating a specific plan to reach a goal [9]. Using walking as
an example, implementation intentions could include action
planning, which involves creating a plan that includes the time
and place that walking would occur [10]. Meta-analyses have
shown that action planning is associated with increases in
physical activity [11,12]. A recent study tested whether an
implementation intentions intervention was more successful in
increasing physical activity than just using a Fitbit [13]. The
intervention group participants, who were given step goals,
personalized walking routes, and a daily schedule to fill out,
significantly increased their daily steps over 1 month compared
with the control group participants who only wore a Fitbit [13].
Although action planning and environmental supports are rarely
incorporated into fitness technology, such strategies may directly
address common barriers that prevent adults from engaging in
physical activity [7].

Physical Activity and Affect
Along with the benefits of exercise to physical and cognitive
health, many have shown the importance of physical activity
for mood and affective states [14,15]. In fact, a recent
meta-analysis reported that improved executive functioning and
mood, along with decreases in stress, are among the most
consistently reported outcomes after exercise [14]. These effects
have been echoed in multiple populations and various activity
domains, including vigorous activities such as cycling and
lower-intensity activities such as yoga or walking. A study
showed that patients with multiple sclerosis were more likely
to report improved mood after a single 20-minute bout of
walking or yoga than after an equivalent period of rest [16].
Others have also found that positive exercise experiences are
linked to increases in motivational self-efficacy and exercise
intentions, which then predict future exercise behavior [17].

New technologies have made it possible to examine the
relationships among physical activity, mood, and affect in real
time using accelerometry along with methods such as experience
sampling or ecological momentary assessments (EMAs). A
study used a newly developed smartphone app and EMAs to
test whether self-reported happiness and physical activity are
linked [18]. The results from >10,000 app users showed that
more active individuals reported being happier than those who
were inactive. Daily relationships also emerged; people were
happier on more physically active days than on less active ones
[18].

A review paper by Liao et al [19] summarized 14 studies that
used EMAs to examine short-term relationships between
physical activity and affect. The authors found evidence for
reciprocal relationships; current positive affect predicted
increased physical activity within the next few hours, and
physical activity engagement predicted greater positive affect
within the next few hours [19]. Thus, it seems that positive
affect predicts subsequent physical activity, which also predicts
future positive affect.

It is possible that men and women experience differential effects
of exercise on mood; however, very little work has examined
sex differences. A study found that in young adults, women
were more likely to report improvements in mood after exercise
than men [20]. The same study found that women were more
likely than men to report reduced fatigue after a 30-minute bout
of exercise [20]. It is possible that women are more sensitive
to mood changes after exercise.

In sum, physical activity and affect have been linked at both
the within-person and between-person levels. The effects are
similar across various domains of physical activity and in
healthy and nonhealthy adult populations. Affective changes
can be seen from acute (20-minute) bouts of activity to regular
activity over the course of months. Although prior studies have
examined affective improvements in the context of structured
exercise, no studies to our knowledge have tested whether the
number of steps one takes per day is predictive of
contemporaneous changes in affect. Furthermore, few studies
have closely examined whether the effects differ between men
and women.
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Physical Activity, Sleep, and Energy
Another consistent finding in the literature is the relationship
between physical activity and sleep. When examining average
levels of physical activity, people who are more active tend to
sleep better than those who are less active [21]. Most of this
work has focused on high-impact physical activity or on
populations with sleep disorders or other health problems. Daily
studies suggest that on the days in which people are more active,
they sleep better and longer than on less active days [22-24].
Recent work found that women who average more steps per
day over the course of a month reported better sleep quality
than inactive women, not men [22].

A study examined the relationship among physical activity,
affect, and insomnia symptoms in a sample of inactive adults
with insomnia [25]. Those who were asked to engage in
consistent walking reported significant decreases in insomnia
symptoms, along with improved affect, over the 6-month
intervention [25]. Taken together, the results suggest that even
low-impact physical activity such as walking or yoga can
improve sleep in adults. Those who sleep well will likely report
higher energy levels during the day; however, self-reports of
energy are also affected by other things that happen on any
given day. Although the link between physical activity and sleep
has been studied, less is known about how daily physical activity
is related to self-reported daily energy levels.

This study aims to test whether an iPhone (Apple Inc)
app—StepMATE—with behavioral supports was associated
with increases in daily walking among a sample of inactive but
otherwise healthy adults. We also aim to examine whether a
version of the app with additional action planning strategies is
more successful than a version with only step-tracking and daily
step goals. Finally, we aim to assess within-person fluctuations
in steps, mood, and energy and whether there are differences
in these relationships based on demographic characteristics,
including age and sex.

Methods

Study Details
On the basis of our previous study on midlife adults that assessed
barriers to being physically active [13], along with the findings
from pilot interviews of 9 older adults, we found that perceived
lack of time was a common barrier preventing people from
getting enough exercise. Other barriers reported in these studies
were not knowing where to exercise and not wanting to exercise
alone. The StepMATE app (Figure 1) was developed by
Beneufit using Apple ResearchKit, with feedback from
university researchers. StepMATE is a fully automated app that
includes behavioral supports to help people plan where and
when to walk and social supports to help find others who might
want to walk with them.

Figure 1. Screenshots of the StepMATE app. (A) The home screen for the control group. (B) The home screen for the treatment group members, who
had access to the additional features shown in the screenshots on the right.
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The participants in the StepMATE pilot randomized controlled
trial were randomly assigned to receive 1 of 2 versions of the
app. The control group was only given step-tracking and
goal-setting functions, similar to those of a Fitbit, and the
treatment group was given a version of the app with additional
social and environmental supports. First, we tested whether the
app was associated with increases in average daily steps over
the 4 weeks and whether there were differences between the 2
conditions. It was hypothesized that the additional supports
would result in greater increases in walking for the treatment
group compared with the control group. Next, we examined
whether there were changes over time or between-group
differences in other outcomes, including sleep, exercise control,
exercise self-efficacy, social engagement, and memory. We
hypothesized that the participants would report improvements
in these outcomes from pre- to posttest, with greater
improvements in the treatment group. Finally, within-person
relationships between daily steps and self-reported mood and
energy were modeled. We hypothesized that on the days when

the participants took more steps than average, they would report
higher energy levels and better mood than on less active days.
Drawing from prior findings on sex differences in daily
relationships between exercise and other outcomes, the
interactions between daily steps and sex on mood and energy
were examined. It was hypothesized that daily steps would be
more closely related to mood and energy in women than in men.
Exploratory analyses examined whether there were interactions
between daily steps and age in predicting mood and energy.

Participants
The participants were recruited on the web on a rolling basis
between January 2018 and March 2019 using Facebook,
Craigslist, and FindParticipants. Participants were also recruited
locally in eastern and central Massachusetts through flyers at
senior centers, libraries, cafes, and community events. As the
study did not require an in-person meeting, participants were
recruited from locations across the continental United States.
The CONSORT table is presented in Figure 2, detailing
recruitment, enrollment, and exclusion criteria for this study.

Figure 2. CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) diagram.

The participants were required to own an iPhone with a built-in
accelerometer to measure steps (iPhone 5s or newer). Only those
who reported exercising less than the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention guidelines of 150 minutes of moderate
to vigorous exercise per week were eligible. The participants
also needed to report walking for exercise no more than 30
minutes per day [26]. Participants were ineligible if a physician
advised them not to walk because of health conditions or if they
had had a cardiac event or fall within the last 6 months.
Screening for cognitive impairment was conducted over the
phone using a shortened version of the Short Portable Mental

Status Questionnaire [27]. Participants were ineligible if they
made ≥3 errors on this questionnaire.

All procedures were approved by the university institutional
review board. An a priori power analysis for the primary
outcome variable, number of steps, was conducted using
G*Power (version 3.1; Heinrich Heine University) [28], which
indicated that 31 participants per condition were required with
an estimated effect size of d=0.10, with 95% power at P=.05.

After an iPhone software update, the StepMATE app crashed
and did not work properly for approximately 2 weeks. Of the
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81 participants who downloaded the app, 18 (22%) were
affected, and daily step data were lost for these participants.
Analyses were conducted on an intent-to-treat basis. For the
questionnaire data, we analyzed all participants who completed
the pretest measures (87/96, 91%), and for the daily step
analyses, all participants with sufficient step data were included
in the analyses (80/81, 99%). Sample sizes are included in all
results tables for clarity.

Pre- and Posttest Measures

Social Engagement
Social engagement was measured using the Lubben Social
Network Scale [29]. This scale comprises 12 items (6 related
to family and 6 to friends) that ask about the size of one’s social
network (eg, How many friends or family members do you feel
at ease with that you can talk about private matters?) and the
closeness of the relationships (eg, How often do you see or hear
from the friend or family member with whom you have the most
contact?). A composite score was calculated by summing the
responses of the 12 items, with a final score ranging from 0 to
60, where a higher score indicates more social engagement. The
Cronbach α value for the internal consistency in this sample
was .862.

Exercise Control
Control over exercise was measured using the 6-item Exercise
Control Beliefs Scale [30]. The items assess one’s beliefs about
one’s control over exercise (eg, I am confident in my ability to
do an exercise routine), with answer choices ranging from
strongly disagree (score=1) to strongly agree (score=5). The 6
items were averaged to create a mean exercise control score,
with a higher score indicating greater control over exercise. The
Cronbach α value for the internal consistency in this sample
was .604.

Exercise Self-efficacy
A modified version of the Bandura Exercise Self-Efficacy Scale
[31] was used in this study. This 9-item scale assesses how sure
an individual is that they would exercise under different
conditions or constraints (eg, How sure are you that you will
exercise when you are feeling tired or under pressure to get
things done?), with answer choices ranging from not sure at all
(score=1) to very sure (score=4). The 9 items were averaged to
create a composite score, where a higher score indicates greater
exercise self-efficacy. The Cronbach α value for the reliability
of this scale was .935.

Cognitive Performance
Cognition was assessed using a shortened version of the Brief
Test of Adult Cognition by Telephone (BTACT) [32]. This
version of the BTACT assesses 5 cognitive dimensions,
including 2 measures of episodic verbal memory (immediate
and delayed free recall of 15 words), working memory
(backward digit span), verbal fluency (the number of words
produced from a given category within 60 seconds), and
processing speed (counting backward from 100 in 30 seconds).
The primary outcome measure was a composite of all cognitive
tests. The scores on both occasions (pre- and posttest) were
standardized based on the scores at the pretest to create cognitive

composites. The BTACT is a reliable assessment of cognitive
functioning; its psychometric properties have been reported in
another manuscript [32].

Sleep
Sleep duration and quality were measured using the Pittsburgh
Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) [33]. The PSQI global score could
range from 0 to 21, with a higher score indicating worse sleep.
The Cronbach α value for the reliability of the 7 subscales of
the PSQI was .77. In this study, we examined the PSQI global
score, along with raw scores for duration (average number of
hours slept during the past month) and latency (average number
of minutes taken to fall asleep during the past month).

Daily Measures

App Engagement
To assess the use of various app features, for each participant,
the total number of SMS text messages sent to contacts, number
of routes saved, number of scheduled events, and number of
times the Walk Now feature was used were computed.

Physical Activity
Every day, over the course of a month, physical activity was
assessed using the total number of steps taken each day. Daily
steps were quantified using the iPhone’s built-in accelerometer
and recorded through the StepMATE app. When the participants
downloaded StepMATE at the beginning of the study, the app
automatically and retroactively recorded daily steps from the
week before the start of the study. During the 4-week
intervention, the participants were asked to carry their phone
with them during the day; however, they were not specifically
instructed to do so during the baseline week before the
intervention began.

Although data indicate that older adults typically average
between 2000 and 9000 steps per day [34], there are likely times
when the participants walked without carrying their iPhone. For
the days when the iPhone recorded fewer than 500 steps, that
day of steps was coded as missing. Weekly step averages were
calculated for weeks with 4 or more days with 500 or more daily
steps. Of the 81 participants included in this intent-to-treat
analysis, 11 (14%) had missing or incomplete baseline data.

Daily Affect: Mood and Energy
Twice, at random times each day, mood and energy levels were
assessed. A pop-up notification asked the participants to rate
their current mood (unhappy, neutral, or happy) and energy
(low, neutral, or high) on a slider scale. The scores were
converted by using the StepMATE app to a 0-10 scale, with 0
indicating low mood or energy and 10 indicating high mood or
energy. The 2 daily ratings were averaged to provide a daily
average of the participants’ mood and energy.

Covariates
Age, sex, education, and health were covariates in the current
set of analyses because they were expected to be related to the
outcomes. In models where time×condition interactions were
not estimated, condition was included as a covariate. Age was
continuous, sex was coded as 1=male and 2=female, and
education was number of years in school. Health was measured
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using the general health subscale from the Medical Outcomes
Study 36-item Short-Form Health Survey [35]. Condition was
coded as 0=control group and 1=treatment group.

Design and Procedures

App
The StepMATE app was designed to help participants determine
when, where, and with whom they would add physical activity
to their day. Daily step goals were set by the participants in both
the intervention and control groups, and all participants had the
ability to change their step goal at any point throughout the
study. For the when component, those in the intervention
condition had a scheduling feature in the app. The participants
could schedule a block of time to go for a walk, and they had
the option to create a reminder, set recurring events, and estimate
the number of steps they would get in that walk. Once an event
was created, it appeared in both the StepMATE app and the
iPhone’s built-in calendar.

For the where component, those in the intervention group were
able to create, name, and save walking routes in the app. When
the participants in the intervention group hit Walk Now,
StepMATE began keeping track of their geographical location,
distance, number of steps, and total time of the walk. This
information was then saved after the walk was finished so that
the time it took to walk a route could be compared if the same
route was walked again. When a user created multiple routes,
they could be filtered by number of steps or duration so that the
user could easily find a walk that fit the amount of time they
had or the number of steps they needed to achieve their daily
walking goal. Those in the control group also had a Walk Now
button; however, when the control participants hit Walk Now,
the app would simply track the number of steps taken in that
walk. These participants were not able to name or save their
walks, nor could they view their walks on a map.

For the with whom (social feature) component, those in the
intervention condition had the option to text one of their iPhone
contacts through the app and invite them for a walk. Those in
the control condition did not have access to this feature.
Multimedia Appendix 1 includes screenshots of the app, video
tutorials of the app features, and differences between the 2
versions, as well as descriptions of other app functions.

Procedures
A research assistant used Microsoft Excel for the block
randomization procedures. Blocks of 10 consecutive ID numbers
were randomly assigned to 1 of the 2 conditions. The app
developer received the lists of ID numbers and associated
treatment condition so that when an ID number was provided
during the app download, the correct version of the app would
install on the participant’s phone. Upon meeting the inclusion
criteria and consenting to participate in the study, each
participant was assigned an ID number that was paired to the
condition generated from the block randomization. Next, the
participants were administered a shortened version of the
BTACT, and they completed the prestudy questionnaires on
the web through Qualtrics, including self-assessed social
engagement, exercise control, exercise self-efficacy, and sleep.
The participants filled out their ID number at the beginning of

the Qualtrics survey so that their self-report data could easily
be linked to their step data.

Subsequently, the researchers scheduled a phone call to help
the participants to download the app, set up their account,
including daily walking goals, and thoroughly explain the app
features. Those in the control condition downloaded a version
with only the daily step goals and the ability to track time,
distance, and steps within a walk. Those in the treatment
condition had access to these and additional features, including
schedules, maps, and social features. The participants were
blinded to which condition they were assigned to receive.
Although the researchers were aware of the condition
assignment for the purposes of helping with app downloads and
troubleshooting issues, all measures—except for the cognitive
assessments—were carried out on the web without researcher
involvement. Randomization was checked by comparing the
covariates (age, sex, education, and general health) between the
conditions using independent samples t tests (2-tailed). No
significant differences were found between the conditions for
any of these variables.

The participants in both groups were asked to use the app for
1 month and do their best to answer the daily mood and energy
questions. All participants were sent a pouch to wear around
their waists and were encouraged to use it to carry their phone
with them as much as possible until they went to bed each night.
After the first and third weeks, the participants received an email
letting them know how many weeks had elapsed in the study
and how many weeks remained. After the second week, the
researchers called the participants to ask some open-ended
feedback questions and ensure that there were no problems with
the app. If any problems arose during the intervention, the
participants had access to a Help section within the app that
included a phone number and email address to contact the
researchers. This information was also included in the paper
intervention materials that were mailed to them and attached to
all email communications.

At the completion of the 1-month study, the participants in both
groups were again administered the shortened version of the
BTACT and asked some open-ended feedback questions, after
which they were asked to complete the poststudy questionnaires
on the web through Qualtrics. After completing the
questionnaires, the participants were sent a US $25 Amazon
gift card through email. After the posttest, the participants in
the control condition were given the opportunity to download
the full version of the app, and all participants were encouraged
to retain and use the app for their personal use.

Data Analysis
Data analyses were conducted using RStudio (version 1.2.1335;
RStudio, PBC) [36]. First, the difference in app engagement
between the conditions was examined. We compared use of the
Walk Now feature between the conditions using independent
samples t tests. The use of the schedule and social functions
was tallied for the intervention condition.

We tested the remainder of our hypotheses with multilevel
mixed effects modeling with the lme4 package [37], controlling
for age, sex, education, and health. Using the following model,
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we tested whether weekly average steps increased from the
baseline week to the 4 intervention weeks. Sensitivity analyses
tested whether this effect differed if the baseline week was
excluded. Interactions were specified to determine whether the
change in weekly step averages differed between the conditions.

Level 1: Step Averageij = β0j + β1j (Week) + rij

Level 2: β0j = γ00 + γ01 (Agej) + γ02 (Sexj) + γ03

(Conditionj) + γ04 (Educationj) + γ05 (Healthj) + u0 j

β1j = γ10 + γ11 (Conditionj)

Next, we used the following model to examine changes in the
other outcome measures between pre- and posttest, including
social engagement, exercise control and self-efficacy, memory,
and sleep. Interactions were examined to determine whether the
change in outcomes differed between the conditions.

Level 1: Outcome Measureij = β0j + β1j (Time) + rij

Level 2: β0j = γ00 + γ01 (Agej) + γ02 (Sexj) + γ03

(Conditionj) + γ04 (Educationj) + γ05 (Healthj) + u0j

β1j = γ10 + γ11 (Conditionj)

Finally, within-person relationships among daily steps, mood,
and energy levels were tested. The following models tested
whether daily steps were associated with same-day mood and
energy. Lagged analyses were used to determine whether steps
predicted next-day mood and energy, controlling for previous
day mood and energy. To parse out between-person and
within-person effects, the models included both weekly average
steps and daily deviation from average steps as predictors.
Exploratory analyses examined whether sex or age moderated
these effects. In instances when significant interactions with
sex were found, separate models were run with men and women
to probe the interaction. When significant age interactions were
found, separate models were run by using a median split of age
in our sample (62 years).

Level 1: Daily Mood or Energyij = β0j + β1j (Daily
Steps) + rij

Level 2: β0j = γ00 + γ01 (Agej) + γ02 (Sexj) + γ03

(Conditionj) + γ04 (Educationj) + γ05 (Healthj) + γ06

(Average Stepsj) + u0j

β1j =γ10 + u1j

Results

Participants
These analyses included adults aged ≥50 years (mean 61.87,
SD 7.82 years). Of the 87 participants, 61 (70%) were women,
75 (86%) were White (86%), 2 (2%) reported being Asian, 9
(10%) reported being Black or African American, and 1 (1%)
did not wish to report race. The participants were well-educated,
with an average of 16.45 (SD 2.56) years of education. Health,
on average, was 69.25 (SD 17.40; as reported on the 36-item
Short-Form Health Survey general health subscale, with a 0-100
range). Of the 87 participants, 27 (31%) reported working full
time, 17 (20%) reported working part time, 34 (39%) were

retired, 6 (7%) reported that they were self-employed, and 3
(3%) reported being a homemaker.

Correlations Among Primary Outcome Variables
Zero-order correlations were computed among all outcome
variables and covariates at pre- and posttest (Multimedia
Appendix 1, Table S1). The average number of steps taken
throughout the intervention was positively correlated with
exercise self-efficacy at posttest (r=0.33; P=.01). Average steps
were also significantly correlated with sleep duration (r=–0.29;
P=.03) and sleep latency (r=0.27; P=.04). At pretest, average
mood was significantly correlated with age (r=0.26; P=.02),
health (r=0.29; P=.01), social engagement (r=0.30; P=.007),
exercise control (r=0.32; P=.004), exercise self-efficacy (r=0.24;
P=.03), PSQI global score (r=–0.41; P<.001), sleep latency
(r=–0.36; P=.001), and average energy (r=0.67; P<.001). At
posttest, average mood was significantly correlated with social
engagement (r=0.34; P=.008), PSQI global score (r=–0.27;
P=.04), and average energy (r=0.70; P<.001). At pretest, average
energy was significantly correlated with health (r=0.40; P<.001),
social engagement (r=0.30; P=.008), exercise control (r=0.36;
P=.001), exercise self-efficacy (r=0.23; P=.04), PSQI global
score (r=–0.42; P<.001), sleep latency (r=–0.26; P=.02), and
average mood (r=0.67; P<.001). At posttest, average energy
was significantly correlated with health (r=0.40; P=.002), social
engagement (r=0.27; P=.04), exercise control (r=0.39; P=.003),
exercise self-efficacy (r=0.42; P=.01), PSQI global score
(r=–0.33; P=.01), and average mood (r=0.70; P<.001).

App Use
The participants in both groups were able to use the Walk Now
feature; however, only the treatment group participants were
able to see their walking routes on a map and name and save
them. In the control condition, of the 39 participants, 28 (72%)
used the Walk Now feature, with an average of 2363 (SD 1616)
steps per walk. In the treatment condition, of the 42 participants,
24 (57%) used the Walk Now feature, with an average of 1939
(SD 791) steps per walk. An independent samples t test showed
that the group difference in average steps per walk was not
significant (t50=1.17; P=.25). On the basis of the use of the Walk
Now feature, those in the control group took an average of 9
(SD 11) walks, whereas those in the intervention group took an
average of 11 (SD 24) walks over the course of the 1-month
study. An independent samples t test showed that there was no
significant group difference in the average number of walks
taken (t79=–0.56; P=.58).

Of the participants in the treatment group, only 5 used the
schedule feature at least once; 1 participant used the schedule
feature 3 times, whereas the other 4 used it once. Only 4 of the
treatment group participants used the social feature to text
friends through the app; each of these participants used it once
during the 1-month intervention.

In terms of correlations between the covariates and app use,
those who were older used the Walk Now feature more often
(r=0.26; P=.02). Age was not significantly correlated with use
of the schedule or social features. Neither sex nor education
was significantly correlated with use of the Walk Now feature,
schedule, or social features.
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Weekly Steps
Table 1 shows the average daily steps by condition and week.

After controlling for age, sex, education, health, and condition,
we found that there was a significant main effect of time
(including the baseline week) in predicting weekly average steps
(γ=0.24; P<.001; Table 2; Figure 3). Average daily steps were
significantly higher during the 4-week study than during the

baseline week. Analyses were rerun with the baseline week
excluded to determine whether average daily steps increased
over the course of the 4-week study. There was no significant
change in average steps over the 4 intervention weeks (γ= –0.12;
P=.1; Table 2). Weekly step averages did not differ between
the control and intervention groups, nor were there any
significant time×condition interactions.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of baseline measures by condition (N=87)a.

CombinedTreatment conditionControl conditionCharacteristics

Values, mean
(SD)

Values, NValues, mean (SD)Values, n (%)Values, mean
(SD)

Values, n (%)

61.57 (7.82)8761.51 (8.05)45 (52)61.64 (7.67)42 (48)Age (years)

70b8769b45 (52)71b42 (48)Sex

16.45 (2.56)8616.22 (2.85)45 (52)16.71 (2.21)41 (48)Education (years)

69.25 (17.40)8772.00 (18.32)45 (52)66.31 (16.04)42 (48)Health

3718.64
(2323.34)

703411.67 (1631.32)36 (51)4043.68
(2872.70)

34 (49)Baseline steps

5282.37
(2357.09)

805046.48 (2426.88)41 (51)5530.37
(2286.37)

39 (49)Week 1 steps

4996.13
(2606.02)

794958.95 (2913.55)41 (52)5036.25
(2231.26)

38 (48)Week 2 steps

5293.64
(2622.80)

704897.45 (2813.94)34 (49)5667.82
(2408.19)

36 (51)Week 3 steps

4800.66
(2328.22)

814570.65 (2425.45)42 (52)5175.53
(2501.43)

33 (41)Week 4 steps

4813.94
(2339.82)

814570.65 (2425.45)42 (52)5082.83
(2242.57)

39 (48)Average stepsc

6.71 (2.06)816.56 (2.10)42 (52)6.85 (1.99)39 (48)Average moodc

5.76 (2.16)815.80 (2.24)42 (52)5.73 (2.07)39 (48)Average energyc

aThere were no significant differences in age, sex, education, baseline steps, or health between the conditions at baseline.
bPercentage values.
cAverages across the 4-week intervention.
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Table 2. Unstandardized coefficients from multilevel week×condition interaction on daily steps (N=80)a.

Model 2c: steps without baselineModel 1b: steps with baselineOutcome

P valueSEβP valueSEβ

.052.785.47.052.615.13Intercept

.10.07–.12<.0010.05.24Week

.770.04–.01.640.03–.02Age (years)

.040.55–1.16.030.52–1.13Sex

.370.63–.57.350.55–.51Condition

.750.10–.03.720.10–.03Education

.040.01.03.070.01.03Health

.40.05.04.520.05.03Days of app use

.820.10.02.760.07.02Week×condition interaction

aDaily steps were rescaled by dividing the number of steps by 1000; therefore, the β value reflects change per 1000-step increase.
bModel 1: level 1 variance=4.44 (SD 2.11); level 2 variance=6.05 (SD 2.46). Akaike information criterion=11319.5; Bayesian information
criterion=11383.1; log likelihood=–5648.8.
cModel 2: level 1 variance=4.98 (SD 2.23); level 2 variance=5.67 (SD 2.38). Akaike information criterion=9038.6; Bayesian information criterion=9099.8;
log likelihood=–4508.3.

Figure 3. Weekly step averages by condition. The error bars refer to SE of the mean. There was a significant positive main effect of week; however,
time×condition interactions were not significant.
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Group Differences in Changes for Other Outcome
Variables
Table 3 details the pre- and post-intervention outcomes by
condition. After controlling for age, sex, education, and health,
we found that there were no changes in the PSQI global score,
sleep duration, or sleep latency between the pre- and posttests.
There was a significant main effect of time in predicting

cognitive performance (γ=0.17; P=.02; Multimedia Appendix
1, Table S2). Cognitive performance increased between the pre-
and posttests. There were no significant main effects for time,
condition, or significant time×condition interactions for other
outcomes, including sleep, social engagement, exercise control,
or exercise self-efficacy (Multimedia Appendix 1, Tables S2
and S3).

Table 3. Descriptive statistics for pre- and posttest variables by conditiona.

PosttestPretest

Combined (N=58),
mean (SD)

Treatment (n=29),
mean (SD)

Control (n=29),
mean (SD)

Combined (N=87),
mean (SD)

Treatment (n=45),
mean (SD)

Control (n=42),
mean (SD)

5.52 (4.05)5.59 (4.44)5.45 (3.69)5.48 (3.96)5.27 (4.14)5.71 (3.78)PSQIb global score

6.81 (1.13)7.03 (1.21)6.59 (1.03)6.78 (1.13)6.87 (1.13)6.69 (1.13)Sleep duration

22.86 (21.49)26.37 (27.72)19.35 (12.09)21.39 (21.54)24.47 (26.80)18.08 (13.45)Sleep latency

0.18 (0.32)0.18 (0.35)0.18 (0.29)0.03 (0.59)0.02 (0.58)0.05 (0.61)Cognitive performance

32.83 (10.69)30.55 (12.15)35.10 (8.62)34.55 (9.52)33.07 (10.86)36.14 (7.65)Social engagement

4.10 (0.66)3.98 (0.68)4.22 (0.63)4.31 (0.54)4.30 (0.57)4.32 (0.51)Exercise control

2.47 (0.90)2.54 (0.97)2.40 (0.85)2.70 (0.76)2.82 (0.81)2.57 (0.69)Exercise self-efficacy

aThere were no significant differences between the conditions for any of these variables: Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index, cognitive performance (Brief
Test of Adult Cognition by Telephone cognitive composite), and social engagement (Lubben Social Network Scale).
bPSQI: Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index.

Daily Affect

Overview
The relationships among steps, mood, and energy were
examined next. As there were no condition differences in weekly
steps and no significant time×condition interactions for any of
the pre- and post-intervention outcomes, time×condition
interactions were not estimated for subsequent analyses.
Condition was, however, included as a covariate.

Mood
After accounting for covariates, on the days when the
participants took more steps than they did on average, they
reported better mood (γ=0.06; P<.001; Table 4). There was a
significant interaction between daily steps and sex (γ=0.08;
P=.01; Table 4). The relationship between daily steps and mood
was significant for women (γ=0.09; P<.001) but not for men
(γ=0.009; P=.63; Figure 4). There was also a significant
interaction between daily steps and age (γ=0.005; P=.02; Table
4). The relationship between daily steps and energy was stronger
for adults aged ≥62 years (γ=0.08; P<.001) than it was for those
aged ≤62 years (γ=0.04; P=.05; Figure 5).
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Table 4. Unstandardized coefficients from multilevel effects of daily steps on same-day mood (N=79)a.

Model 3d: moodModel 2c: moodModel 1b: moodOutcome

P valueSEβP valueSEβP valueSEβ

.091.903.22.091.903.22.011.903.18Intercept

.060.12–.23.190.05–.07<.0010.02.06Daily steps

.140.02.04.130.02.04.130.02.04Age (years)

.250.40–.47.220.40–.50.250.40–.47Sex

.180.37–.49.190.37–.49.180.37–.50Condition

.490.07.05.490.07.05.490.07.05Education

.020.01.03.020.01.03.020.01.03Health

.290.08–.09.280.08–.09.290.08–.09Average steps

———e.010.03.08———eDaily steps×sex

.020.002.005———e———eDaily steps×age

aDaily steps were rescaled by dividing the number of steps by 1000; therefore, the β value reflects change in mood per 1000-step increase.
bModel 1: level 1 variance=2.38 (SD 1.54); level 2 variance=1.60 (SD 1.27). Akaike information criterion=4981.2; Bayesian information criterion=5033.8;
log likelihood=–2480.6.
cModel 2: level 1 variance=2.38 (SD 1.54); level 2 variance=1.60 (SD 1.26). Akaike information criterion=4976.8; Bayesian information criterion=5034.7;
log likelihood=–2477.4.
dModel 3: level 1 variance=2.39 (SD 1.55); level 2 variance=1.60 (SD 1.26). Akaike information criterion=4977.7; Bayesian information criterion=5035.5;
log likelihood=–2477.8.
eOutcome was not included in the model.

Figure 4. Within-person relationships between daily steps and mood by sex. A score of 0 denotes within-person average daily steps. Shaded areas
represent 95% CIs.
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Figure 5. Within-person relationships between daily steps and mood by age group. A score of 0 denotes within-person average daily steps. Shaded
areas represent 95% CIs.

Energy
After adjusting for covariates, on the days the participants took
more steps than average, they reported having more energy
(γ=0.11; P<.001; Table 5). There was a significant interaction
between daily steps and sex (γ=0.15; P<.001). The relationship

between daily steps and energy was significant for women
(γ=0.16; P<.001) but not for men (γ=0.009; P=.68; Figure 6).
There was also a significant interaction between daily steps and
age (γ=0.005; P=.01). The relationship between daily steps and
energy was stronger for adults aged ≥62 years (γ=0.16; P<.001)
than it was for those aged ≤62 years (γ=0.05; P=.02; Figure 7).
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Table 5. Unstandardized coefficients from multilevel effects of daily steps on same-day energy (N=79)a.

Model 3d: energyModel 2c: energyModel 1b: energyOutcome

P valueSEβP valueSEβP valueSEβ

.081.712.99.081.713.02.11.712.93Intercept

.070.14–.25.020.06–.14<.0010.02.11Daily steps

.90.02–.003.970.02–.0009.940.02–.002Age (years)

.10.36–.62.070.36–.67.090.36–.62Sex

.710.33–.12.730.33–.11.70.33–.13Condition

.150.06.09.160.06.09.150.06.09Education

<.0010.01.04<.0010.01.04<.0010.01.04Health

.890.07–.01.840.07–.01.880.07–.01Average steps

———e<.0010.04.15———eDaily steps×sex

.010.002.006———e———eDaily steps×age

aDaily steps were rescaled by dividing the number of steps by 1000; therefore, the β value reflects change in energy per 1000-step increase.
bModel 1: level 1 variance=1.88 (SD 1.37); level 2 variance=2.06 (SD 1.44). Akaike information criterion=5303.3; Bayesian information criterion=5355.8;
log likelihood=–2641.6.
cModel 2: level 1 variance=1.87 (SD 1.37); level 2 variance=2.04 (SD 1.43). Akaike information criterion=5286.9; Bayesian information criterion=5344.7;
log likelihood=–2638.4.
dModel 3: level 1 variance=1.88 (SD 1.37); level 2 variance=2.05 (SD 1.43). Akaike information criterion=5298.7; Bayesian information criterion=5356.6;
log likelihood=–2638.4.
eOutcome was not included in the model.

Figure 6. Within-person relationships between daily steps and energy by sex. A score of 0 denotes within-person average daily steps. Shaded areas
represent 95% CIs.
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Figure 7. Within-person relationships between daily steps and energy by age. A score of 0 denotes within-person average daily steps. Shaded areas
represent 95% CIs.

Lagged Analyses
The effects of steps on next-day mood and energy were also
tested. In these analyses, prior-day mood or energy was
controlled to determine whether prior-day steps predicted the
participants’ mood and energy on the following day above and
beyond how they felt on the previous day. After controlling for
age, sex, condition, education, health, prior-day mood, and

average monthly steps, we found that prior-day steps
significantly predicted next-day mood (γ=0.04; P=.01; Table
6). There was also a significant interaction between prior-day
steps and sex (γ=0.08; P=.02). This relationship was significant
for women (γ=0.06; P=.002) but not for men (γ=–0.007; P=.70).
There was no significant interaction between prior-day steps
and age in predicting next-day mood, unlike our findings in
same-day relationships.
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Table 6. Unstandardized coefficients from multilevel effects of daily steps on lagged (next-day) mood (N=75)a.

Model 3d: next-day moodModel 2c: next-day moodModel 1b: next-day moodOutcome

P valueSEβP valueSEβP valueSEβ

.191.421.90.171.431.99.191.421.89Intercept

.970.01–.005.140.06–.08.010.02.04Prior-day steps

<.0010.03.30<.0010.03.30<.0010.03.30Prior-day mood

.060.02.04.050.02.04.050.02.04Age (years)

.170.30–.42.150.30–.44.170.30–.42Sex

.110.28–.44.120.28–.44.110.27–.44Condition

.580.05.03.610.05.03.580.05.03Education

.040.01.02.040.01.02.040.01.02Health

.380.06–.05.370.06–.06.380.06–.05Average steps

———e.020.03.08———ePrior-day steps×sex

.710.002.0007———e———ePrior-day steps×age

aDaily steps were rescaled by dividing the number of steps by 1000; therefore, the β value reflects change in mood per 1000-step increase.
bModel 1: level 1 variance=1.20 (SD 1.10); level 2 variance=1.48 (SD 1.22). Akaike information criterion=4042.8; Bayesian information criterion=4098.7;
log likelihood=–2010.4.
cModel 2: level 1 variance=1.22 (SD 1.10); level 2 variance=1.47 (SD 1.21). Akaike information criterion=4039.5; Bayesian information criterion=4100.4;
log likelihood=–2007.7.
dModel 3: level 1 variance=1.20 (SD 1.10); level 2 variance=1.48 (SD 1.22). Akaike information criterion=4044.7; Bayesian information criterion=4105.6;
log likelihood=–2010.3.
eOutcome was not included in the model.

Prior-day steps did not predict next-day energy, nor was there
a significant prior-day steps×sex or prior-day steps×age
interactions in predicting next-day energy (Table 7). The

alternative directional relationships were also tested, but
prior-day mood and energy did not significantly predict next-day
steps.
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Table 7. Unstandardized coefficients from multilevel effects of daily steps on lagged (next-day) energy (N=75)a.

Model 3d: next-day energyModel 2c: next-day energyModel 1b: next-day energyOutcome

P valueSEβP valueSEβP valueSEβ

.151.402.03.161.401.99.161.402.01Intercept

.480.15–.11.710.07.03.750.02.01Prior-day steps

<.0010.03.24<.0010.03.24<.0010.03–.24Prior-day energy

.920.02–.002.930.02–.002.930.02–.001Age (years)

.120.30–.47.120.30–.46.120.30–.47Sex

.550.27–.16.540.27–.17.550.27–.16Condition

.150.05.07.150.05.07.150.05.07Education

<.0010.01.03<.0010.01.03<.0010.01.03Health

.800.06.02.800.06.01.810.06.01Average steps

———e.760.04–.01———ePrior-day steps×sex

.450.002.002———e———ePrior-day steps×age

aDaily steps were rescaled by dividing the number of steps by 1000; therefore, the β value reflects change in energy per 1000-step increase.
bModel 1: level 1 variance=1.11 (SD 1.06); level 2 variance=2.03 (SD 1.43). Akaike information criterion=4394.8; Bayesian information criterion=4450.7;
log likelihood=–2186.4.
cModel 2: level 1 variance=1.11 (SD 1.05); level 2 variance=2.03 (SD 1.43). Akaike information criterion=4396.8; Bayesian information criterion=4457.7;
log likelihood=–2186.4.
dModel 3: level 1 variance=1.12 (SD 1.06); level 2 variance=2.03 (SD 1.43). Akaike information criterion=4396.3; Bayesian information criterion=4457.2;
log likelihood=–2186.1.
eOutcome was not included in the model.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study was a pilot randomized controlled trial, which
examined the effectiveness of StepMATE, a newly developed
iPhone app aimed at increasing daily steps in a sample of
middle-aged and older adults. The app included behavioral
supports, including goal-setting and feedback, action planning,
and social supports to encourage changes in behavior. Average
daily steps were significantly higher during the 4-week
intervention than during the baseline week, and these increases
were maintained over the course of the study. The increase in
steps, however, did not differ between the 2 groups.

Contrary to the hypotheses, there were no differences in physical
activity outcomes between the control condition participants
with the basic pedometer-like version of the StepMATE app
and the treatment condition participants who had access to the
app’s full behavioral strategies. This is likely because the
participants in both conditions used the features to a similar
extent. Despite having a different version of the app, the
treatment condition participants rarely used the additional
features available to them. It is possible that the extra supports
were not needed or that the participants may have considered
the extra features difficult or too time-consuming to use.

It is also possible that self-monitoring and goal-setting are
enough to encourage increases in daily walking, as other studies
have shown [5,6]. The qualitative feedback from the participants
echoes this notion:

I love when I look at my steps for the day and see that
I get close or exceed my daily step goals! I am a
person who needs to exercise more, and this app
reminds me to keep it moving!

Kept track of steps, spot on. Mood questions made
me aware of steps, I am checking steps more often
and more aware of reaching my goal.

These results are consistent with prior findings that goal-setting
is among the most successful behavior change techniques for
increasing physical activity [5]. Yet, there was only an initial
increase in steps, with no further incremental change throughout
the intervention period.

Although there was a significant increase in cognition from pre-
to posttest, there were no significant changes for any of the other
outcomes, including social engagement, exercise control, or
exercise self-efficacy. Although this is consistent with other
findings that exercise is associated with improvements in
cognition [38,39], the increase in cognitive performance between
pre- and posttest could be due to retest effects. The same version
of the test was administered on both occasions. We also tested
whether a change in steps between baseline and the end of the
intervention was correlated with cognitive performance; no
significant correlations emerged.

Contrary to the hypotheses, there were no significant
improvements in sleep. The PSQI global score at pretest
indicated that the participants in general were good sleepers,
with an average sleep duration of just under 7 hours and average
sleep latencies under 20 minutes. It is possible that a ceiling
effect could explain the lack of change in sleep over the 4-week
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study. To determine whether sleep improved for those with
poorer sleep at baseline, post hoc analyses were conducted with
a median split of PSQI global scores. There were no changes
from pre- to posttest for either good sleepers (PSQI global score
of 4 or lower) or those with scores higher than 4. It is also
possible that because our pilot study only lasted 4 weeks, it was
not long enough to elicit changes in our outcome measures.
Future work should assess physical activity and subsequent
changes in outcomes over longer time periods, with longer
baseline and follow-up periods. This would allow researchers
to assess whether changes in physical activity are maintained
even after the novelty of a behavior change intervention has
worn off.

Although the differences between the conditions were not
significant, there was within-person variability over time across
the 2 conditions. The within-person hypotheses of daily steps
predicting mood and energy were supported and add to prior
literature on exercise and affect by suggesting that, similar to
findings with more intensive or structured exercise, walking
can also elicit mood and energy benefits [18,19]. Although
others have shown that the effects of exercise on mood are
similar across adulthood [15,40], our findings suggest that there
are some differences by age. Furthermore, we provide additional
support for prior findings that women seem to experience greater
mood and energy benefits of exercise than men [20]. Prior work
suggests that women may be more aware of internal states than
men; therefore, it is possible that women are more sensitive to
changes in mood or energy [41]. In our sample, variations in
self-reported mood and energy were higher in women than in
men. It is encouraging that these results show that even a
low-impact activity such as daily walking can be associated
with improvements in self-reported mood and energy, at least
for women. It is also promising because those who get more
enjoyment out of being active are more likely to continue being
active [42]. Walking is an easily accessible form of daily
activity, and daily steps are a metric that most American adults
can track daily with a smartphone or pedometer.

Limitations
This study includes some limitations that are worthy of
consideration. The app was only available to users of iPhones
with step-tracking capabilities; therefore, there may have been
selection bias in only recruiting users who have a relatively new
iPhone. The generalizability of the study is also limited by a
relatively small sample consisting of mostly White,
well-educated adults. According to the Pew Research Center,
White individuals and those with higher education and higher
household income are more likely to be smartphone owners
[43]. Of smartphone owners, iPhone owners in particular are
more likely to be White, with higher education and income [44].
Although we do have data on whether the participants were
working full time or part time or retired, future work could
address whether those in certain professions are more or less
likely to engage in physical activity. This could aid in the
development of targeted interventions for groups that are most
inactive. Another limitation is that we did not assess whether
the participants were using fitness technology or apps before
enrolling in our study. We specifically recruited individuals
who believed that they needed to increase their physical activity;

therefore, it is likely that even if the participants used these
devices in the past, they were not successful in changing
long-term behaviors.

As this study was conducted on a rolling basis over the course
of a year at different locations, it is possible that seasonal or
geographical factors may have played a role in the findings.
The validity of the baseline week steps is also unclear. It is
possible that the participants’ steps during the week before the
intervention may not be representative of their typical daily
walking. During the 4-week intervention, the participants were
given a pouch for their phone and were specifically asked to
carry their phone with them during the day. They were not
explicitly instructed to do so before the intervention began. Of
the 87 participants, 11 (13%) did not have step-tracking enabled
on their iPhone before the study; therefore, they did not have
any baseline data. These participants were still included in all
analyses because they had step data during the intervention.
Post hoc sensitivity analyses revealed that the results did not
change if these participants were excluded.

Future studies should aim to collect baseline data for longer
periods to obtain a more accurate estimate of normative physical
activity levels before an intervention. The study itself was short;
1 month may not be long enough to observe changes in physical
activity. Future work could examine whether there is a threshold
of intervention duration that must be met to observe physical
activity increases. Follow-up assessments after the interventions
are completed would also enable examination of long-term
benefits and maintenance of any effects.

Measuring physical activity with a smartphone poses limitations.
First, the accuracy of measurement may be a limitation.
Although some studies and meta-analyses suggest that
smartphones—and iPhones in particular—provide accurate and
valid measures, especially in terms of differentiating walking
from sedentary behaviors [45,46], others suggest that iPhones
may be prone to underestimating steps [47]. There could also
be accuracy differences based on the iPhone model. The
participants may have forgotten to carry their phones with them
at different points through the day. It is possible that the
participants could have given their phones to others to increase
their step counts. The qualitative feedback from the participants
suggests that most of them kept their phones on their person for
most of the day. As the participants kept their phones with them
throughout the day, many of the steps may not have been taken
with the intention of walking for exercise. The goal was to
capture a full picture of daily activity in our study because
walking is an exercise modality that can easily be incorporated
into one’s regular routine throughout the day. Thus, we did not
differentiate whether the steps were taken for exercise.

The intervention was personalized by allowing the participants
to use the app at their convenience and to set and change their
walking goals as often as desired. This was designed to mirror
what would happen if an individual independently downloaded
a new walking app and used it on their own. It is possible that
the participants did not use the features of the app because they
were not specifically asked to do so. In contrast, in another study
that used similar behavioral features [13], the participants were
reminded daily to use the calendars and maps and to set goals.
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In this study, the participants also may not have set their step
goals high enough to challenge themselves or encourage
increases in walking. Future studies should continue to examine
which behavioral supports are most successful in increasing
physical activity in older adult populations and find best
practices for incorporating these supports into successful
physical activity interventions.

Finally, the participants could have encountered some
difficulties in using the app and might have preferred a
lower-tech intervention for increasing steps. Future work should
compare how different age groups can be motivated to increase
their activity, especially by making technology more
user-friendly and age appropriate. Technology has the potential
to assess multiple outcomes (eg, health data and EMAs) in real
time, such as through a smartphone, a device that most adults
already carry around with them daily [48].

Conclusions
This study tested whether a new walking app, StepMATE,
increased daily walking in a sample of inactive older adults.
Weekly step averages were significantly higher during the

4-week study than during the baseline week for both intervention
groups, and increases were maintained over the course of the
4-week intervention. However, the treatment condition generally
did not use the app’s additional behavioral strategies; thus, both
conditions used similar app features. The components that were
similar in both conditions, including self-monitoring of steps
and daily walking goals, may be sufficient to encourage
increases in walking without the need for additional supports.
We also found a significant increase in cognition over the course
of the study. Future studies should explore how to make apps
more user-friendly and accessible to older adults. More daily
steps were associated with better same-day mood and energy
for women—but not for men—and were also associated with
better next-day mood for women. Relationships among walking,
mood, and energy were more apparent for older participants
than for the younger ones. Future work could more closely
examine sex and age differences in the relationship among
walking, mood, and energy. Such research could uncover which
features of apps are the most successful and motivating for both
men and women across adulthood and could lead to the
development of large-scale technology-based interventions for
increasing physical activity.
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Abstract

Background: Approach bias modification (ApBM), a computerized cognitive intervention that trains people to “avoid”
alcohol-related images and “approach” nonalcohol images, reduces the likelihood of relapse when administered during residential
alcohol treatment. However, most individuals experiencing alcohol problems do not require, do not seek, or have difficulty
accessing residential treatment. Smartphone-delivered ApBM could offer an easily accessible intervention to reduce alcohol
consumption that can be personalized (eg, allowing selection of personally relevant alcohol and positive nonalcohol training
images) and gamified to optimize engagement.

Objective: We examined the feasibility, acceptability, and preliminary effectiveness of “SWiPE,” a gamified, personalized
alcohol ApBM smartphone app, and explored alcohol consumption and craving outcomes in people drinking at hazardous levels
or above (Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test [AUDIT] score ≥8) who wanted to reduce their alcohol use.

Methods: In this open-label trial, frequency and quantity of alcohol consumption, alcohol dependence severity, and craving
were measured prior to participants downloading SWiPE. Participants (n=1309) were instructed to complete at least 2 sessions
per week for 4 weeks. Recruitment and completion rates were indicators of feasibility. Functionality, aesthetics, and quality
ratings were indicators of acceptability. Participants were prompted to report frequency and quantity of alcohol consumption
weekly during training and 1 month after training. They completed measures of craving and dependence after 4 weeks of training.

Results: We recruited 1309 participants (mean age 47.0, SD 10.0 years; 758/1309, 57.9% female; mean AUDIT score 21.8,
SD 6.5) over 6 months. Participants completed a median of 5 sessions (IQR 2-9); 31.2% (409/1309) completed ≥8 sessions; and
34.8% (455/1309) completed the posttraining survey. Mean Mobile Application Rating Scale scores indicated good acceptability
for functionality and aesthetics and fair acceptability for subjective quality. Among those who completed the posttraining
assessment, mean past-week drinking days reduced from 5.1 (SD 2.0) pre-training to 4.2 (SD 2.3) in week 4 (t454=7.87; P<.001),
and mean past-week standard drinks reduced from 32.8 (SD 22.1) to 24.7 (SD 20.1; t454=8.58; P<.001). Mean Craving Experience
Questionnaire frequency scores reduced from 4.5 (SD 2.0) to 2.8 (SD 1.8; t435=19.39; P<.001). Severity of Dependence scores
reduced from 7.7 (SD 3.0) to 6.0 (SD 3.2; t435=12.44; P<.001). For the 19.4% (254/1309) of participants who completed a 1-month
follow-up, mean past-week drinking days and standard drinks were 3.9 (SD 2.5) and 23.9 (SD 20.7), respectively, both significantly
lower than at baseline (P<.001).
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Conclusions: The findings suggest SWiPE is feasible and acceptable and may be effective at reducing alcohol consumption
and craving in a predominantly nontreatment-seeking sample of adult Australians drinking at hazardous levels. SWiPE’s efficacy,
relative to a control condition, now needs establishing in a randomized controlled trial. Smartphone-delivered personalized ApBM
could be a highly scalable, widely accessible support tool for reducing alcohol use.

Trial Registration: Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry ACTRN12620000638932;
https://www.anzctr.org.au/Trial/Registration/TrialReview.aspx?ACTRN=12620000638932p

International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID): RR2-10.2196/21278

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2021;9(12):e31353)   doi:10.2196/31353

KEYWORDS

alcohol; hazardous alcohol use; alcohol use disorder; approach bias modification; cognitive bias modification; smartphone app;
ehealth; mobile phone app; mhealth; digital health

Introduction

Alcohol remains the most widely used drug globally [1,2] and
is a leading cause of injury, chronic disease, and mortality
(contributing to 3 million deaths per year), accounting for 5.1%
of the global burden of disease [3]. In 2019, 16.8% of
Australians aged over 14 years reported drinking above the
recommended national guidelines of 14 standard drinks per
week, while 25% drank more than the recommended 4 standard
drinks in 1 day at least monthly [4]. Unsurprisingly, alcohol
remains a drug of concern for almost 50% of all treatment
contacts in Australia’s publicly funded addiction treatment
services [5], although recent modelling suggests this system
likely only meets 27% to 56% of the potential demand for
treatment [6]. Barriers to seeking alcohol treatment include
limited treatment availability, limited time, poor knowledge of
treatment options, fear of stigma, geographical distance, privacy
concerns, or a belief that the individual can address their alcohol
problems without professional help [7].

With approximately 90% of Australians now owning a
smartphone [8], development of app interventions offers the
potential to overcome many of these barriers. Although hundreds
of apps claim to help people reduce alcohol use, very few have
been evaluated. A systematic review of studies completed by
the end of 2019 identified only 12 trials of alcohol reduction
apps designed for adults [9]. Only 5 of these studies were
randomized controlled trials (RCTs), of which only 2
demonstrated efficacy. The clarity of these findings is limited
because of the disparate interventions used by different apps
(including normative feedback, self-monitoring,
psychoeducation, action planning, goal setting, problem-solving
skills, and identifying or managing triggers and cravings) that
target various mechanisms, although broadly speaking, most of
them aimed to strengthen “reflective” cognitive processes used
to control behavior.

According to the “incentive-sensitization” model [10], repeated
use of addictive drugs sensitizes the neural reward system,
strengthening the attention-grabbing and motivational properties
of alcohol and its associated cues [11] (such as physical and
social contexts, sights, sounds, scents), leading to “attentional
bias” [12] toward these cues and cue-induced craving [13]. This
also leads to the development of “approach bias” (the automatic,
impulsive action tendency to approach alcohol-related cues)

[12]. Craving [14,15], approach bias [16], and attention bias
[17] have all been found to predict heavy alcohol use or relapse.
Since alcohol-related cues are ubiquitous and nearly impossible
to avoid, in Australia (like many other countries), the craving
and cognitive bias that can be elicited by these cues pose a
serious challenge for people seeking to reduce or cease their
drinking.

Alcohol approach bias can be reduced, or even reversed, through
a form of computerized “brain training” known as approach
bias modification (ApBM) [18-21]. In ApBM, individuals are
repeatedly presented with alcohol-related images, to which they
must make an “avoidance” movement (eg, “pushing away”
images using a joystick), and nonalcohol-related images, to
which they must make an “approach movement” (eg, “pulling”
the image toward oneself using a joystick). This trains
individuals to automatically “avoid” alcohol-related cues.
Several RCTs have shown that, when delivered as an adjunctive
intervention during residential treatment for alcohol use
disorders (AUD), 4 to 12 sessions of ApBM (typically lasting
10-15 minutes per session) can reduce likelihood of
posttreatment relapse [18-20,22,23].

Although residential treatment settings are appropriate for people
with severe AUD [24], there is a much larger population of
people with less severe alcohol use problems that adversely
impact health and quality of life [25,26] who want to reduce or
cease drinking. Smartphone-delivered ApBM may be
particularly advantageous for this broader population. Using a
smartphone, people could complete ApBM training sessions at
times and in places that are most convenient for them (eg, at
times or in situations where they are vulnerable to experiencing
heightened craving). Generalization of training effects may be
enhanced by completing ApBM in naturalistic environments
rather than in clinical settings.

Thus far, we are aware of only 2 previous studies examining
ApBM smartphone apps. In the United Kingdom, Crane et al
[27] tested apps containing various combinations of 5 different
modules (including an ApBM module) among people drinking
at hazardous levels. Despite initially reporting that combining
ApBM with normative feedback reduced participants’ weekly
alcohol consumption [27], they later reported a lack of evidence
for efficacy after re-analyzing outcomes with a larger sample
[28]. In the Netherlands, Laurens et al [29] tested an ApBM app
with people who were concerned about, or wished to reduce,
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their drinking. Over a 3-week training period, weekly alcohol
consumption declined by a mean of 7.2 standard drinks, relative
to pretraining [29]. Participant feedback was generally positive,
though participants noted the monotony and repetitiveness of
the ApBM training, suggesting that game-like features could
make it more engaging. Participants also noted the lack of
personalization (participants were all trained using the same
standardized set of beverage images and participants).

In our research on treatment seekers for AUD [19,22,30], we
have observed that participants tend to drink a limited range of
beverages. Thus, use of a standard image set of beverages for
all participants reduces the relevance of the training to
individuals (eg, being repeatedly trained to avoid images of
beer may have little impact for someone who only drinks wine).
Since approach bias is the product of associative learning [31],
it is likely to be specific to stimuli resembling the drinks
frequently consumed by an individual. Designing ApBM tasks
where individuals can use their own “personalized” images is
therefore likely to be more engaging and more “potent” at
reducing approach bias. Personalization can be easily
implemented in smartphones by allowing participants to
incorporate their own photos of the beverages they most wish
to “avoid.”

It is not only the “avoidance” stimuli that could be personalized.
In almost all alcohol ApBM research to date
[18-20,22,23,27,29,30], participants have been systematically
trained to approach nonalcoholic beverages. However, these
images are likely to be monotonous and of relatively little
personal relevance to patients [29]. Recently, we have begun
exploring the use of images representing positive, personal goals
or personally preferred healthy sources of pleasure (eg, images
symbolizing friends, family, social connection, pets, exercise,
financial gain) as “approach” stimuli in ApBM training for
substance use disorders [32,33]. This responds to
recommendations that these should align with patients’ goals
for behavioral change or offer alternative strategies to manage
cravings [34-37]. In this way, personalized ApBM can
simultaneously be used to weaken motivations to drink and
reinforce positive goals, which may further increase its overall
therapeutic benefit. In a smartphone app, people could use their
own photographs of friends, family, or hobbies as approach
stimuli, making the positive “approach” stimuli highly tailored
to the individual’s motives for reducing their alcohol use.
Including gamified aspects in the task may also improve
engagement even further, enhancing completion rates and
thereby further enhancing efficacy.

Drawing on the aforementioned body of research, we recently
developed “SWiPE,” a novel, world-first, personalized alcohol
ApBM app. We aimed to test its feasibility, acceptability, and
preliminary effectiveness in an open-label, single-group pilot
study in people reporting hazardous alcohol use (ie, a score of
8 or more on the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test
[AUDIT], a commonly used AUD screening tool [38]) recruited
from the general community. In addition, we collected data
regarding drinking, alcohol craving, and alcohol dependence
severity outcomes following training, to inform the design of a
future RCT of this app. As previously stated in the published
protocol [33], we hypothesized that:

1. We would recruit at least 500 participants within 6 months
of launching the app and that at least 60% of participants
would complete 8 sessions of ABM, supporting its
feasibility.

2. Mean ratings of SWiPE would be greater than 3 on the
“functionality,” “aesthetics,” and “app subjective quality”
subscales of the user version of the Mobile Acceptability
Rating Scale (uMARS) [39], demonstrating adequate
acceptability.

3. There would be statistically significant decreases in number
of standard drinks per week, number of days on which
alcohol was used in the past 7 days, alcohol craving, and
Severity of Dependence Scale (SDS) [40] scores at the end
of the 4-week intervention, relative to pretraining scores,
suggesting its potential effectiveness.

4. There would be “dose-response” relationships, whereby
the degree of reduction between the pretraining and 4-week
assessments in measures of alcohol consumption, craving,
and dependence severity will be related to the number of
ApBM sessions completed over this period (ie, more
sessions will be associated with larger reductions),
consistent with positive changes being related to
engagement with ApBM training.

We also explored participants’ reaction time (RT) and error rate
data from their ApBM sessions to inform further refinement of
the technical parameters of the app.

Methods

Design
This was a single-group, open-label, feasibility study. Analyses
of drinking, craving, and dependence severity used a repeated
measures design.

Participants
Participants were recruited from across Australia using
advertisements on Facebook that directed them to a screening
questionnaire hosted on Qualtrics. In addition, online and radio
promotions referred participants to a website that contained a
brief lay description of ApBM and a link to the screening
questionnaire. Participants were required to be aged ≥18 years,
have an AUDIT score of at least 8, own a recently updated (ie,
within the past year) Android or Apple iOS smartphone with
an Australian phone number, and express a desire to reduce or
cease their drinking.

Measures

Demographic Information
Participants entered their age, gender, and postcode of residence
in an online survey hosted on Qualtrics.

Alcohol Problem Severity
The AUDIT was included in the baseline survey to measure the
severity of alcohol use and related problems during the past
year [38]. The SDS was used to measure severity of
psychological dependence in the past month [41], with wording
slightly modified to enhance its relevance to alcohol, as
recommended by Gossop et al [40].
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Alcohol Craving
The frequency scale of the Craving Experience Questionnaire
(CEQ-F) [42] was used to measure past-week frequency of
alcohol cravings. The CEQ-F is a 10-item scale, with each item
rated on a scale of 0 to 10. The scale can further be broken down
into 3 subscales: “intensity,” “imagery,” and “intrusiveness.”
In addition to the CEQ-F, we also utilized a single-item visual
analogue scale (VAS) to measure current intensity of alcohol
craving immediately before and after each ABM session.
Participants were asked “How strongly are you craving alcohol
right now?” with a line displayed below the question and a slider
that they could place between ends anchored with the words
“not at all” on the left end and “extremely” on the right.
Participants’ placement of the slider was converted to a number
ranging from 0 to 100.

Alcohol Consumption
At baseline, participants were asked to estimate the number of
days on which they consumed alcohol in the past 28 days. In
addition, they were asked to use a calendar chart to enter the
number of standard drinks consumed on each of the past 7 days,
to allow calculation of the total amount of alcohol consumed,
and number of days on which any alcohol was consumed in the
past week. To maximize accuracy of self-report, an infographic
showing how much wine, beer, or spirits corresponds to 1
standard drink (which, in Australia, is defined as 10 g or 12.7
mL of pure alcohol) was displayed with the calendar chart, and
this infographic contained a link to the Australian Government’s
Department of Health standard drinks guide [43]. This 7-day
drinking assessment was repeated at weekly intervals over the
course of the intervention to gather complete drinking data for
each week of the 4-week intervention period. At 28 days after
the end of the 4-week intervention period, participants were
again asked to complete the alcohol consumption calendar chart,
estimating the number of days on which they consumed alcohol
in the past 28 days and the number of standard drinks consumed
on each day in the past week.

App Acceptability
At the end of the 4-week intervention, participants completed
the “functionality,” “aesthetics,” and ”app subjective quality“
subscales of the uMARS [39]. Individual items of the uMARS
range from 1 to 5, with 1 corresponding to very negative, 3
corresponding to neutral/indifferent, and 5 corresponding to
very positive assessments, and scores for each subscale are
calculated from the mean of individual item scores.

Intervention
Prior to commencing the intervention, participants were
prompted to select 6 alcohol-related images that represent the
drinks they most frequently consume. Participants could either
take photographs using their phone or select images from a
library of 72 alcohol-related images chosen to represent a broad
range of alcoholic beverages and brands commonly consumed
in Australia. Participants were then prompted to “choose 6
images that represent your goals and motivations for reducing
drinking. These could be images of family, friends, pets,
hobbies, etc. but must not contain alcoholic beverages.” Again,
participants could either use photographs from their phone or
select images from a library of 72 images representing a range
of healthy activities, positive goals, and sources of pleasure
(including family or friends enjoying time together; financial
success; employment; exercise, sports, and recreational
activities; healthy foods; pets; travel and holidays), which did
not contain any depiction of alcohol. Images included in the
alcohol and positive image libraries were selected in consultation
with a focus group of people with lived experience of treatment
for alcohol use problems (see the protocol [33] for further details
of consumer input into the development of the app). It should
be noted that if participants used their own photographs, these
images were not uploaded to a SWiPE server. To maintain their
privacy, images were stored only on the participant’s phone,
and the SWiPE app only used these files locally while the
participant was completing a training session.

After selecting their 12 images, participants were presented with
instructions for the ApBM task. Images were displayed with a
white “frame” around them, which was in either landscape or
portrait orientation. When the frame was in landscape
orientation, the participant was required to swipe downward
(ie, toward themself), which caused the image to expand as if
the participant had “pulled” the image “toward” themself. When
the frame was in portrait orientation, the participant was
instructed to swipe upward (ie, away from themself), which
caused the image to shrink until it disappeared as if they had
“pushed” it “away.” If the participant swiped in the wrong
direction, a red “X” was displayed to inform them that they
made an error. Additional technical details regarding image
display (including image size, swipe movement criterion, rate
of image size change after a swipe response, and interstimulus
interval) are reported in the Australian New Zealand Clinical
Trials Registry [44]. See Figure 1 for an example of the app’s
display during the ApBM task.
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Figure 1. Example of the approach bias modification (ApBM) training task, with approach (left) and avoid (right) stimuli pictured. The user’s score
is displayed above each image, and their progress through the ApBM task is displayed in the bar along the bottom of each display.

Following the display of the instructions, participants completed
10 practice trials (including 5 images in portrait frames and 5
images in landscape frames, in random order) to familiarize
them with the task before commencing the first session of
ApBM. Each session consisted of 156 trials, comprised of 13
presentations of each image. For each alcohol image, 12 of the
13 presentations were framed in portrait orientation, and 1
presentation was framed in landscape orientation. This was
reversed for positive images, whereby 12 of the 13 presentations
of each positive image were framed in landscape orientation,
while 1 presentation was framed in portrait orientation. Thus,
participants were supposed to push away 92.3% of alcohol
images and pull 92.3% of positive images toward themselves.
If participants made the incorrect response, they were informed
that it was an error, but the trial was not repeated.

To increase engagement and encourage participants to respond
both quickly and accurately, the task was gamified with a
scoring system. Each time the participant swiped an image in
the correct direction, they were awarded 10 points. Additionally,
they scored “bonus points” for correct responses if their response
was fast enough. They received 30 bonus points (yielding a
total of 40 points for that trial) if they swiped correctly and
within 500 ms of image onset, 20 bonus points (ie, 30 points
total) if they swiped correctly within 501 to 1000 ms, and 10
bonus points (ie, 20 points total) if they responded correctly
within 1001 to 1500 ms. Correct responses that were slower
than 1500 ms following image onset earned only 10 points. If
they swiped an image incorrectly (ie, swiped down for portrait
or swiped up for landscape), they lost 100 points regardless of
their RT. Participants’ scores were displayed on the screen as
they performed the task. Upon completion of the task, the final
point score was displayed. On the second and subsequent
sessions, each participant’s previous session score and the score
of their highest-scoring session were displayed prior to
commencing the task, to encourage them to beat their previous
score.

Procedure
Individuals interested in participating in the study were directed
by social media and online advertising to an online survey

hosted by Qualtrics. Study information was displayed along
with the option to provide consent to participate. Those who
agreed to participate proceeded to a survey that screened for
eligibility and collected additional information, including alcohol
problem severity and craving (ie, demographic questionnaire,
the screening question confirming whether they wished to reduce
or cease drinking, AUDIT, SDS, and CEQ-F). Those screened
as eligible were required to provide their mobile phone number
in order to receive a link via SMS to download SWiPE from
the Apple or Google Play Store. Upon first opening SWiPE,
they were prompted to provide information about their
past-month and past-week alcohol use. Participants were then
prompted to select their alcohol-related and positive images and
then proceeded to the first session of ApBM. Each session of
ApBM was immediately preceded and followed by a VAS
craving rating. If a participant’s postsession VAS score was 90
or above after any session, contact details for a national
addiction helpline service were displayed.

Participants were prompted by app notifications to complete a
minimum of 2 ApBM sessions each week for 4 weeks. In
addition, every 7 days, participants were prompted to report the
number of standard drinks consumed on each day of the past
week. At the end of the 4-week training protocol, participants
were prompted to complete a second online survey that included
the CEQ-F, SDS, and uMARS. Participants who completed this
posttraining survey were given the option to provide their
contact details to be in a draw to win 1 of 10 supermarket gift
vouchers valued at Aus $100. At 4 weeks after completing
training, participants were prompted to complete a final 1-month
follow-up questionnaire that assessed past-month and past-week
alcohol consumption. Participants were required to complete
the follow-up within 48 hours of the prompt being sent for data
to be treated as valid. This study was approved by the Monash
University Human Research Ethics Committee (project number:
21393).

Statistical Analysis
The primary outcomes regarding feasibility were the number
of sessions completed and the proportion of participants who
completed 8 sessions of ApBM within 4 weeks of commencing
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using the app. The primary outcome for alcohol use was the
number of days of alcohol use in the past 7 days (primary time
point 4 weeks after commencing the app). Secondary outcomes
included uMARS scores (to assess acceptability); number of
participants recruited (to assess feasibility); additional
alcohol-related outcomes including number of days of alcohol
use in the past 28 days, total standard drinks consumed in the
past 7 days, SDS score, CEQ-F (and subscale) scores, and
single-item craving VAS ratings; and session metrics including
trial error rates, RTs, and session durations.

Feasibility and acceptability outcomes, as well as session
metrics, were assessed using descriptive data. Changes in
alcohol consumption, craving, and SDS scores were analyzed
using paired samples t tests (in which 2 time points were
compared) or repeated measures analyses of variance
(RMANOVA) in which 3 or more time points were compared
in the same model. To assess possible sources of outcome bias,
we conducted analyses comparing characteristics of participants
who provided versus those who did not provide outcome data
posttraining or at follow-up. These were conducted using
independent samples t tests for continuous variables (ordinal
variables such as days of alcohol use in the past week were
treated as continuous since all had at least 8 categories) or

Pearson chi-square for categorical variables. To analyze whether
number of ApBM sessions moderates the effect of time on
past-week drinking and alcohol craving outcomes, we conducted
RMANOVA analyses with number of sessions included as a
covariate and tested the interaction between number of sessions
and time. Descriptive data were analyzed using SPSS version
27 and Microsoft Excel, and inferential analyses were conducted
in SPSS version 27. Assuming similar effect sizes for
alcohol-related outcomes as that reported by Laurens et al [29]
(ie, a 0.36 SD reduction in number of standard drinks per week
between pre- and posttraining assessments), we calculated that
119 participants would provide 90% power to detect significant
changes using α=.05. As such, we anticipated that the target
sample size of 500 would provide ample statistical power to
detect main effects of the expected magnitude, even with
substantially higher rates of loss to follow-up than anticipated.

Results

Recruitment
Recruitment was open for 6 months (August 29, 2020 to
February 28, 2021), and during this time, we recruited 1309
participants who met the eligibility criteria, downloaded SWiPE,
and commenced at least 1 session of ApBM (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Recruitment and participation flow chart. ApBM: approach bias modification; AUDIT: Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test.
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Sample Characteristics
Demographic characteristics of the sample are shown in Table
1. The mean age was slightly older, and the sample had a higher
proportion of female participants than typical samples recruited
from Australian alcohol treatment settings [19,45]. The

distribution of the sample between metropolitan, regional, and
remote areas corresponded approximately to the Australian
general population (of whom 72% live in major cities, 18% in
inner regional areas, 8.2% in outer regional areas, 1.2% in
remote areas, and 0.8% in very remote areas [46]).

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the sample at baseline (n=1309).

ValuesCharacteristics

18-75Age (years), range

47.0 (10.0)Age (years), mean (SD)

Gender, n (%)

758 (57.9)Female

538 (41.1)Male

13 (1.0)Other

State/territorya, n (%)

44 (3.4)Australian Capital Territory

357 (27.4)New South Wales

40 (3.1)Northern Territory

274 (21.0)Queensland

89 (6.8)South Australia

49 (3.8)Tasmania

311 (23.8)Victoria

141 (10.8)Western Australia

Remoteness categoryb, n (%)

864 (66.4)Major city

293 (22.5)Inner regional

128 (9.8)Outer regional

10 (0.8)Remote

6 (0.5)Very remote

Phone type, n (%)

498 (38.0)Android

811 (62.0)iPhone

aData regarding state/territory were missing for 4 participants, and percentages are therefore calculated with a denominator of 1305.
bThe Australian Bureau of Statistics classifies areas of Australia as “major cities,” “inner regional,” “outer regional,” “remote,” and “very remote” and
publishes information regarding which postcodes are located in which remoteness category [46]. Postcode data were missing for 8 participants, and
remoteness category percentages were therefore calculated with a denominator of 1301.

The sample’s alcohol use and related characteristics at baseline
are shown in Table 2. Despite being recruited from the general
community, with the large majority of participants not being in
treatment, several indicators suggested high severity of alcohol
use and AUD. Both mean AUDIT and SDS scores were above
cut-offs that indicate likely dependence (AUDIT >20 [47]; SDS
>3 [48]). Indeed, 59.4% (778/1309) of participants scored at

least 20 on the AUDIT, and 98.2% (1284/1309) scored at least
3 on the SDS. Participants’ mean alcohol consumption in the
week prior to commencing ApBM was nearly 4 times higher
than the 10 standard drink per week limit recommended by the
National Health and Medical Research Council for minimizing
long-term risk of alcohol-related disease [49].
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Table 2. Alcohol use, dependence, treatment, and craving at baseline (n=1309).

ValuesVariable

0-7Number of drinking days (past week), range

5.3 (1.9)Number of drinking days (past week), mean (SD)

0-28Number of drinking days (past 28 days), range

20.7 (6.7)Number of drinking days (past 28 days), mean (SD)

0-221Number of standard drinks (past week), range

37.4 (24.2)Number of standard drinks (past week), mean (SD)

8-40AUDITa score, range

21.2 (6.5)AUDIT score, mean (SD)

0-15SDSb scorec, range

7.9 (3.0)SDS score, mean (SD)

0.2-9.9CEQ-Fd scorec, range

4.4 (2.0)CEQ-F score, mean (SD)

Currently accessing treatment for AUDe, n (%)

117 (8.9)Yes

1192 (91.1)No

Alcohol goal, n (%)

1102 (84.2)Reduce drinking

207 (15.8)Cease drinking completely

aAUDIT: Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test.
bSDS: Severity of Dependence Scale.
cDue to missing data, SDS and CEQ-F score statistics come from 1307 participants.
dCEQ-F: Craving Experience Questionnaire frequency scale.
eAUD: alcohol use disorder.

Feasibility
The target sample size of 500 participants was recruited within
the first 26 days, 7 times faster than anticipated by our
hypothesis of 500 recruits within 6 months. Participants
completed between 1 and 27 sessions (median 5, IQR 2-9).
Participants completed 98.6% (7632/7744) of sessions that were
commenced (ie, only 1.4% of sessions that were commenced
were not completed), indicating that participants were able to
complete sessions without disruption. However, contrary to our
hypothesis that at least 60% would complete the 8 sessions, this
was only the case for 31.2% (409/1309) of participants.

Participants’ mean number of errors per session was 3.9 (ie,
2.5% of the 156 trials per session), although this was highly
skewed (SD 5.5), with the median number of errors per session
being 2.25 (1.4% of trials); 95.0% (1244/1309) of participants
averaged less than 11.5 errors per session (ie, an average error
rate of less than 7.4 of the 156 trials delivered per session).

Analysis of RTs was conducted, excluding participants with
average RTs over 3 seconds as these data are likely to be
polluted by trials where the participant was distracted from the
task for long periods of time (eg, left the phone unattended part
way through the session) or repeatedly distracted over many
trials. This resulted in exclusion of data for 0.8% (11/1309) of

the participants for alcohol trials and 1.4% (18/1309) of the
participants for positive trials. The mean of the participants’
average RT was 816.3 (SD 173.3) ms for alcohol trials and
849.3 (SD 203.2) ms for positive images. Examining RTs
averaged over both alcohol and positive trials for participants
with valid data for both categories (n=1282), only 1 participant
(0.1%) achieved a mean RT within the highest reward category
(RT<500 ms), 1099 (85.7%) averaged an RT in the
second-highest reward category (500<RT<1000), 272 (21.2%)
averaged an RT within the third reward category
(1000<RT<1500), and 10 (0.8%) had an average RT in the range
that did not yield reward points (RT>1500).

Acceptability
Mean uMARS scores were 4.4 (SD 0.5) for functionality, 4.2
(SD 0.5) for aesthetics, and 3.4 (SD 0.8) for subjective quality.
Thus, mean scores were above 3 for all subscales, suggesting
generally positive assessments of SWiPE’s acceptability among
participants who completed posttraining ratings. Indeed, of 429
participants completing uMARS ratings, 417 (97.2%) gave
scores greater than 3 on the functionality subscale, 414 (96.5%)
gave scores greater than 3 on the aesthetics subscale, and 293
(68.3%) gave scores greater than 3 on the subjective quality
subscale.
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Preliminary Effectiveness

Past-Week Drinking Days
Mean number of past-week drinking days at baseline and in
each of weeks 1 through 4 among those with complete data for
all time points (n=359) is shown in Figure 3. Tests of
within-subjects contrasts showed a significant linear effect of

time (F1,358=57.39; P<.001; η2
p=0.14), indicating that drinking

days tended to decrease over time. The quadratic effect of time

was also significant (F1,358=18.86; P<.001; η2
p=0.05), consistent

with the smaller week-to-week reductions in drinking days with
increasing time apparent in Figure 3. Bonferroni-adjusted
pairwise comparisons between weeks showed that drinking days
were significantly lower in all weeks of the intervention than
they were at baseline (all P<.001). Additionally, mean drinking
days in week 3 (P=.002) and week 4 (P=.01) were lower than

in week 1 of training. As week 4 was the primary outcome time
point, a supplementary paired samples t test was conducted
comparing baseline (mean 5.1, SD 2.0 days) to week 4 (mean
4.2, SD 2.3 days) in all participants who provided data at both
of these time points (n=455). This 18% reduction in weekly
drinking days confirmed a robust reduction in the frequency of
use (t454=7.87; P<.001; Cohen d=0.37). In addition, 9.7%
(44/455) of participants reported no alcohol days in the final
week of training. Paired t tests conducted with participants in
the “likely alcohol-dependent” range based on AUDIT score
(>20) and who were not receiving treatment indicated that
drinking days reduced significantly between baseline (n=207;
mean 5.3, SD 1.9) and week 4 (mean 4.4, SD 2.2; t206=5.82;
P<.001; Cohen d=0.40) and between baseline (n=112; mean
5.4, SD 1.8) and the 1-month follow-up (mean 3.9, SD 2.7;
t111=5.94; P<.001; Cohen d=0.56).

Figure 3. Mean past-week days of alcohol use at baseline and during each week of the intervention for participants with complete data for all 5 time
points (n=359) and the 252 who completed the 1-month follow-up. Error bars show 95% CIs of the mean.

Past-Week Standard Drinks
Mean number of past-week standard drinks at baseline and in
each week of the intervention among those with complete data
is shown in Figure 4. Tests of within-subjects contrasts showed
a significant linear effect of time (F1,358=64.91; P<.001;

η2
p=0.15), indicating that alcohol consumption tended to

decrease over time. The quadratic effect of time was also

significant (F1,358=30.8; P<.001; η2
p=0.08), consistent with a

deceleration in change over time. Bonferroni-adjusted pairwise
comparisons between weeks showed that the number of standard
drinks consumed was significantly lower in all weeks of the
intervention than at baseline (all P<.001). Additionally, mean
standard drinks in week 3 (P=.03) and week 4 (P=.03) were

lower than in week 1 of training. A supplementary paired
samples t test comparing baseline (mean 32.8, SD 22.1 standard
drinks) to week 4 (mean 24.7, SD 20.1 standard drinks) in
participants who provided data at both of these time points
confirmed a robust decrease in weekly alcohol consumption by
an average of 25% (t454=8.58; P<.001; Cohen d=0.40). Among
participants in the likely alcohol-dependent range (ie, AUDIT
score >20) who were not currently receiving treatment, paired
t tests indicated that standard drinks reduced significantly
between baseline (n=207; mean 41.7, SD 24.2) and week 4
(mean 30.8, SD 22.1; t206=6.79; P<.001; Cohen d=0.47) and
between baseline (n=111; mean 39.0, SD 18.8) and the 1-month
follow-up (mean 30.2, SD 23.4; t110=3.80; P<.001; Cohen
d=0.36).
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Figure 4. Mean number of past-week standard drinks at baseline and during each week of the intervention for participants with complete data for all
5 time points (n=359) and the 252 who completed the 1-month follow-up. Error bars show 95% CIs of the mean.

Additional Secondary Alcohol-Related Outcomes
Among participants with complete data for drinking days over
the 4-week intervention period (n=359), mean past-month
drinking days declined from 20.4 (SD 6.6) to 17.2 (SD 8.1;
t358=8.84; P<.001; Cohen d=0.47). Participants who completed
the SDS at both time points showed a reduction in mean scores

from 7.7 (SD 3.0) to 6.0 (SD 3.2; t435=12.44; P<.001; Cohen
d=0.60; see Figure 5). Mean CEQ-F total scores declined
significantly from 4.5 (SD 2.0) to 2.8 (SD 1.8; t435=19.4;
P<.001; Cohen d=0.93; see Figure 6). Reductions were also
significant for all CEQ-F subscales (intensity: t435=23.2; P<.001;
Cohen d=1.11; imagery: t435=15.3; P<.001; Cohen d=0.73;
intrusiveness: t435=11.1; P<.001; Cohen d=0.53).

Figure 5. Mean Severity of Dependence Scale (SDS) scores at baseline and posttraining in participants with complete data at both time points (n=436).
Error bars show 95% CIs of the mean.
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Figure 6. Mean Craving Experience Questionnaire – Frequency Scale (CEQ-F) scores at baseline and posttraining for participants with complete data
for both time points who completed 1 to 5 sessions (n=50) and those who completed 6 or more sessions (n=386): (A) total, (B) intensity subscale, (C)
intrusiveness subscale, (D) imagery subscale. Error bars show 95% CIs of the mean.

Further evidence for declines in craving come from the
single-item craving VAS that was administered before and after
each session. Analysis of these ratings across the first 8 sessions
among 380 participants with complete data, with session (1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8) and timing (presession vs postsession) as
separate within-subjects factors, showed main effects for both
factors, as well as a significant interaction. Figure 7 suggests
that the significant linear effect of session (F1,379=10.41; P=.001;

η2
p=0.03) results from a slight tendency for craving ratings to

decline in later sessions, relative to earlier ones. There was also
a significant quadratic effect of session (F1,379=5.54; P=.02;

η2
p=0.01), perhaps reflecting the tendency for craving ratings

to increase over the first few sessions, before then declining.

As is highly evident in Figure 7, the strong effect of timing

(F1,379=295.93; P<.001; η2
p=0.44) reflects mean craving ratings

being lower posttraining relative to pretraining across all
sessions. This effect of timing significantly interacted with the

linear effect of session (F1,379=27.07; P<.001; η2
p=0.07).

Separate analyses of presession and postsession ratings
suggested that this interaction was due to the linear effect of
session being larger for presession ratings (F1,418=21.16; P<.001;

η2
p=0.05) than for postsession ratings (F1,379=4.23; P=.04;

η2
p=0.01), likely due to a combination of presession craving

declining over time and floor effects for the even lower
postsession ratings.
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Figure 7. Mean craving visual analogue scale (VAS) ratings before and after each of the first 8 sessions of training among participants with complete
data for all sessions (n=380). Error bars show 95% CIs of the mean.

Moderation of Posttraining Outcomes by Number of
Completed Sessions
To test whether changes between baseline and week
4/posttraining past-week alcohol use and cravings were
associated with the number of sessions completed, we conducted
additional RMANOVA analyses in which the interaction term
between time (baseline vs week 4/posttraining) and sessions
completed was included in the model. Tests of the interaction
term indicated that number of sessions completed did not
significantly moderate the effect of time on number of past-week

drinking days (F1,453=1.33; P=.25; η2
p=0.003) or past-week

standard drinks (F1,453=1.23; P=.27; η2
p=0.003). However, it

significantly moderated CEQ-F total (F1,434=8.97; P=.003;

η2
p=0.02). To better understand this interaction, we classified

participants based on whether they completed 1 to 5 or ≥6
sessions (since 5 sessions was the median number completed
in the whole sample and 6 sessions is a typical intervention in
residential alcohol treatment settings) and tested a RMANOVA
with this binary categorization of sessions completed as a
between-groups factor. This showed a significant interaction
between completion of 6 sessions and time (F1,434=4.32; P=.04;

η2
p=0.01), which is depicted in Figure 6. Analyses of CEQ-F

subscales suggested this interaction was present for the imagery

(F1,434=6.02; P=.01; η2
p=0.01) and intrusiveness: (F1,434=9.91;

P=.002; η2
p=0.02) subscales but was not significant for the

intensity subscale (F1,434=2.70; P=.10; η2
p=0.006).

Alcohol Use at Follow-up
The 1-month follow-up survey was completed by 254
participants at 28 to 30 days after the end of the 4-week
intervention period (252 of whom provided data regarding
past-week and past-month drinking days and 251 of whom
provided data regarding past-week standard drinks). Mean

drinking days at follow-up were 3.9 (SD 2.5) in the past week
and 15.9 (SD 8.8) across the previous 4 weeks. Mean standard
drinks consumed in the past week were 23.9 (SD 20.7). Of the
254 participants, 26 participants (10.4%) reported no alcohol
use in the past week, and 19 (7.5%) reported no alcohol use in
the past month. All alcohol consumption outcomes represented
significant reductions relative to baseline (past-week drinking
days: t251=8.07; P<.001; Cohen d=0.51; past-month drinking
days: t251=8.45; P<.001; Cohen d=0.53; past-week standard
drinks: t250=5.86; P<.001; Cohen d=0.37). Interestingly, for
participants with complete week 4 and follow-up data, past-week
(t227=3.38; P<.001; Cohen d=0.22) and past-month drinking
days (t198=4.69; P<.001; Cohen d=0.33) were also lower at
follow-up than in week 4, suggesting continued improvements
in the month following the end of the intervention, although
number of past-week standard drinks was not reduced between
these time points (t227=–0.14; P=.89; Cohen d=–0.009). The
mean numbers of past-month drinking days before, during, and
after the intervention among those with complete data for each
time point (n=199) are shown in Figure 8. Tests of
within-subjects contrasts showed a significant and strong linear

effect of time (F1,198=66.12; P<.001; η2
p=0.25), indicating that

drinking days decreased during and after training. The quadratic
effect of time was also significant (F1,198=4.73; P=.031;

η2
p=0.023). Bonferroni-adjusted pairwise comparisons between

the 3 time points showed that drinking days were significantly
lower during and after training, compared with baseline, and
that drinking days also significantly decreased during training
compared with after training (all P<.001; see Figure 8). The
reductions between baseline and follow-up in past-week drinking

days (F1,250=0.59; P=.44; η2
p=0.002), past-month drinking days

(F1,250=0.01; P=.91; η2
p<0.001), or past-week standard drinks

(F1,249=0.43; P=.51; η2
p=0.002) were not significantly

moderated by number of sessions completed.
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Figure 8. Mean past-month days of alcohol use in the 28 days before, during, and after the intervention for participants with complete data for all 3
time points (n=199). Error bars show 95% CIs of the mean, and horizontal bars display significant Bonferroni-adjusted pairwise comparisons.

Differences Between Posttraining Assessment
Completers and Those Lost to Follow-up
Participants (455/1309, 34.8%) completed week 4 assessments
of past-week alcohol use within the app, and 33.4% (437/1309)
responded to the invitation to complete posttraining
questionnaires (SDS, CEQ-F, and uMARS) in the online survey.
Participants who completed week 4 alcohol use assessments
within the app had a significantly higher mean age than those
who did not (49.0 years vs 45.9 years; t1307=–5.42; P<.001) and
had completed a substantially higher mean number of ApBM
sessions (9.7 vs 3.8; t1307=–33.96; P<.001). These participants
generally showed less severe alcohol use in terms of mean
AUDIT scores (20.4 vs 21.6; t1307=3.37; P<.001), SDS scores
(7.6 vs 8.0; t1306=2.40; P=.02), past-week drinking days (5.1 vs
5.4; t1307=3.71; P<.001), and past-week standard drinks (32.8
vs 39.8; t1307=4.98; P<.001). In addition, those who provided
4-week outcome data within the app were more likely to use an

Android phone (197/455, 43.3% vs 301/854, 35.2%; χ2
1=8.18;

P=.004). Participants who completed week 4 alcohol use
assessments within the app did not significantly differ from
noncompleters in terms of gender, remoteness, past-month
drinking days, CEQ-F scores, proportion who wanted to reduce
versus cease drinking, or proportion currently attending
treatment for AUD (data not shown). Comparisons of those
who completed the online questionnaires to those who did not
generally revealed the same pattern in terms of which differences
were significant, with the exception that SDS score and phone
type did not significantly differ in this comparison (data not
shown).

Comparisons of those who completed the 1-month follow-up
revealed a similar pattern, in that they had an older mean age
(47.6 years vs 46.2 years; t1307=–2.08; P=.04), had completed

a substantially higher mean number of ApBM sessions (10.3
vs. 4.8; t1307=–22.26; P<.001), and tended to drink fewer
standard drinks in the week before baseline (32.2 vs 38.6;
t1307=3.81; P<.001). They were also more likely than those lost
to follow-up to use an Android phone (118/254, 46.5% vs

380/1055, 36.0%; χ2
1=9.46; P=.002). However, they did not

differ significantly from those lost to follow-up in terms of
gender; remoteness category; whether they wanted to reduce or
cease drinking; whether or not they were in treatment at
baseline; baseline AUDIT, SDS, or CEQ-F total score; or
past-week or past-month drinking days (data not shown).

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study is the first to examine the feasibility, acceptability,
and effectiveness of a personalized, gamified ApBM smartphone
app. We found support for the preliminary effectiveness of
SWiPE, where participants significantly reduced their standard
drinks, drinking days, cravings, and dependence severity at the
end of the 4-week training period. Reductions in drinking days
and standard drinks not only were maintained during the month
after training but also slightly improved even further over time.
The results also supported SWiPE’s acceptability, with large
majorities of participants providing “positive” scores on the
uMARS. Feasibility of SWiPE’s potential for implementation,
either in further trials or practice, was strongly supported by
the fact that we reached our target sample size within 1 month
of commencing recruitment. However, only 31.2% of the sample
completed the recommended minimum of 8 sessions. We discuss
these findings in the context of the broader literature in the
following sections.
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Feasibility
Hypothesis 1 was partially accepted in that we exceeded our
recruitment target within 26 days, supporting the feasibility of
smartphone-delivered ApBM. Laurens et al [29] reported similar
findings, recruiting their sample within 13 days, while Crane
et al [27] achieved their recruitment target in less than 2 months.
These findings highlight the widespread demand for alcohol
reduction apps and the eagerness for people drinking at
hazardous levels to try novel approaches such as ApBM. We
also found strong evidence for the feasibility of the task itself,
with participants completing 98.6% of the sessions they
commenced, with a median error rate of 1.4%, which suggests
that the task was not overly burdensome, fatiguing, or difficult.
However, hypothesis 1 was partially rejected in that fewer than
60% completed the recommended 8 sessions, suggesting the
intended “training dose” was not feasible for a large majority
of participants in its current form (ie, without additional features
or incentives).

Acceptability
Hypothesis 2, which concerned SWiPE’s acceptability, was
accepted in that mean scores on the uMARS subscales were
above 3, indicating “good” for the Functionality and Aesthetics
subscales and “acceptable” for the Subjective Quality subscale.
Laurens et al [29] reported that users rated their ApBM
smartphone app—“Breindebaas”—as moderately satisfactory
on the Client Satisfaction Questionnaire (mean score of 20.9
out of 30); their users criticized the lack of personalization and
game elements in the task. Interestingly, free-text user feedback
from our posttest completers praised the options for
personalization of stimuli in the ApBM task (particularly the
option to use photos from one’s phone library to represent
positive values or goals, such as family, friends, and holiday
destinations). Given the overall high performance of participants,
with most (86%) having mean RTs within the second-highest
reward category (501-1000 ms), making the task more
challenging may even increase engagement further, though
dynamically adjusting to the individual participant’s
performance may be optimal, and, in this regard, we recommend
further exploration of adaptive difficulty paradigms in the future
development of gamified ApBM smartphone applications.
Nonetheless, based on the uMARS findings and free-text
comments, we would recommend that future studies include
options for personalization of stimuli and engaging gamification
paradigms in order to increase acceptability of ApBM
smartphone apps.

Preliminary Effectiveness
Hypothesis 3 was accepted as there were significant reductions
in standard drinks, drinking days, craving, and severity of
dependence. The reductions in frequency and quantity of alcohol
consumption are consistent with those reported for the
Breindebaas app by Laurens et al [29], where participants were
encouraged to complete 2 ApBM sessions for 3 weeks leading
to an almost identical effect size for reductions in past-week
standard drinks. Taken together, these findings suggest that
smartphone-delivered ApBM holds promise. However, since
controlled trials of delivering ApBM online have found
equivalent reductions in active ApBM when compared with

sham training and the only prior RCT of an alcohol-reduction
app that included ApBM reported null findings [28], it remains
necessary to establish the efficacy of smartphone-delivered
ApBM in RCTs. This is a particularly worthwhile investment
given the greater convenience, flexibility, and accessibility (eg,
notification reminders and immediacy of access) that can be
offered via smartphones relative to web-based platforms (eg,
via a PC or laptop).

Hypothesis 4 was partially accepted. Although there was no
clear association between “training dose” (number of sessions
completed) and the degree to which participants’ alcohol use
was reduced, SWiPE was associated with a reduction in craving,
both in the short-term (ie, immediately after a session) and over
the duration of the training program. Additionally, it was notable
that the effect size (Cohen d) for change in craving between
baseline and week 4 was much larger than for other outcomes.
Interestingly, we also observed a significant moderation effect
of number of training sessions on reductions in total CEQ-F
score as well as the imagery and intrusiveness subscales. The
imagery subscale requires participants to imagine alcohol’s
taste, smell, sensation, and how they would picture it, and the
intrusiveness scale requires them to reflect on how difficult it
is to avoid thinking about alcohol (eg, “how often was it hard
to think about anything else”). This is perhaps unsurprising
given that SWiPE requires the user to repeatedly view the drinks
that they personally regularly consume and practice avoiding
them. However, it is important to acknowledge that greater
craving reductions in heavier users of SWiPE could also reflect
a greater motivation or commitment to reducing one’s alcohol
use rather than the “dose” of ApBM itself. Nonetheless, this
observed association combined with the significant reduction
in VAS craving scores immediately after each session and over
time suggests SWiPE may be effective at reducing craving. We
also observed significant reductions in participants’ severity of
alcohol dependence, which is encouraging given the high
proportion in the dependent range on the SDS (98%) and
AUDIT (60%) on study entry, despite our intention to recruit
participants in the hazardous or harmful drinking range.

Limitations
These promising results on the preliminary effectiveness and
acceptability of SWiPE must be interpreted in the context of
the study design and limitations. Although we exceeded our
recruitment target, only 33.4% completed the posttraining
assessment, and 19.4% completed the 1-month survey. High
attrition rates are common in mobile health (mHealth)
intervention research, particularly in the absence of monetary
incentivization for follow-up completion. The app included
prompts (app notifications) to remind participants to complete
assessments, yet the rate of participants providing primary
outcome data in our study was similar to the 27% in the study
by Crane et al [27] and 38% in the study by Laurens et al [29].
As such, it is important to acknowledge the potential attrition
bias and overinflation of positive outcomes. It is possible that
those who completed follow-ups were more committed to reduce
their alcohol use and therefore both engaged more with SWiPE
(which we observed) and achieved greater reductions in alcohol
consumption, craving, and dependence severity. For similar
reasons, the acceptability ratings of the task may be biased
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toward painting a more positive picture (ie, participants who
had a positive assessment of the app may have been more likely
to remain engaged enough in the study to complete the
posttraining acceptability questionnaire). The lower number of
training sessions among those who did not complete the
posttraining follow-up suggests the outcomes reported may not
be entirely representative of the larger population who engaged
in SWiPE. Future studies could reduce the risk of bias posed
by high attrition rates by offering incentives for completing
follow-ups and engaging in more assertive attempts to contact
participants whose follow-ups are overdue. The observed
reductions in alcohol consumption, severity of dependence, and
craving could also be attributed in part to the Hawthorne effect
[50], where participants may have reported reductions in alcohol
consumption because of their awareness of being observed in
the context of a research study [51]. However, we expect that
the absence of personally identifiable data and the anonymity
afforded by online self-report methods increased the likelihood
of accurate reporting [52].

Another limitation is the reliance on self-reported consumption
data, which is always likely to have some degree of inaccuracy
(eg, due to poor recall). However self-reported alcohol use is
the gold standard in mHealth interventions and alcohol
intervention research more broadly [53]. In-person biometric
measures to confirm self-report were beyond the scope of the
current study given its national focus. We modelled the
assessments closely on the computerized 7-day timeline
follow-back assessment used by Simons et al [54], which
showed good concordance with other measures of alcohol use,
and our visual display of standard drink equivalents within the
app, when reporting consumption, may have improved the
accuracy.

Despite the aforementioned limitations, the study findings
advance the ApBM literature by being the first ApBM study to
personalize the “avoid” images by using those representing
participants’ preferred alcoholic beverages and brands and also
the first to personalize the “approach” images to reflect
personally meaningful or goal-related behaviors (eg, family,
hobbies). Although the positive findings could reflect a potential
“dual-target” approach (ie, dampening alcohol associations and

reinforcing positive ones), future research would benefit from
exploring the extent of reduced alcohol approach bias and
increased approach bias to positive cues and the degree to which
these changes account for reduced alcohol use.

Conclusion
Evidence of SWiPE’s feasibility, high acceptability ratings, and
multiple indicators of its preliminary effectiveness in terms of
reduced alcohol consumption, frequency and quantity,
dependence score, and craving are encouraging and suggest an
RCT is now warranted. When using SWiPE, consumption
(drinking days and standard drinks) decreased significantly. As
such, SWiPE may be a useful public health tool given the large
number of people drinking at risky levels and in line with the
prevention paradox [51,55] where the majority of alcohol-related
harm can be attributed to this population (owing to the sheer
number of them). Nonetheless, this should not detract from the
finding that SWiPE could also be a useful intervention for those
with more severe alcohol problems (given that significant
reductions were reported among those in the likely-dependent
range who were not in treatment when using SWiPE).
Establishing its efficacy is a critical next step, as its low cost,
ease of implementation, high accessibility, and scalability mean
SWiPE could address a significant gap between the demand for
treatment and the availability of addiction treatment services
[6]. Although we aimed to recruit a sample of individuals
drinking at hazardous levels, results (on both the AUDIT and
SDS) indicated that the majority of the sample were
alcohol-dependent, further demonstrating the critical need for
treatment interventions that are available outside of treatment
services (particularly given that only 8.9% were currently
accessing treatment). Importantly, SWiPE extends
neuroscience-informed interventions beyond the laboratory and
treatment service environment, ensuring ApBM is an accessible,
easy-to-use tool for the broader community. SWiPE has the
potential to deliver a “just-in-time” intervention during periods
of heightened vulnerability (ie, events, days, and times
associated with drinking), by reducing the impulsive
subconscious drivers of drinking and enabling people to instead
make more conscious, goal-aligned decisions around their
alcohol use.
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Abstract

Background: Digital health devices, such as health and well-being smartphone apps, could offer an accessible and cost-effective
way to deliver health and well-being interventions. A key component of the effectiveness of health and well-being apps is user
engagement. However, engagement with health and well-being apps is typically poor. Previous studies have identified a list of
factors that could influence engagement; however, most of these studies were conducted on a particular population or for an app
targeting a particular behavior. An understanding of the factors that influence engagement with a wide range of health and
well-being apps can inform the design and the development of more engaging apps in general.

Objective: The aim of this study is to explore user experiences of and reasons for engaging and not engaging with a wide range
of health and well-being apps.

Methods: A sample of adults in the United Kingdom (N=17) interested in using a health or well-being app participated in a
semistructured interview to explore experiences of engaging and not engaging with these apps. Participants were recruited via
social media platforms. Data were analyzed with the framework approach, informed by the Capability, Opportunity,
Motivation–Behaviour (COM-B) model and the Theoretical Domains Framework, which are 2 widely used frameworks that
incorporate a comprehensive set of behavioral influences.

Results: Factors that influence the capability of participants included available user guidance, statistical and health information,
reduced cognitive load, well-designed reminders, self-monitoring features, features that help establish a routine, features that
offer a safety net, and stepping-stone app characteristics. Tailoring, peer support, and embedded professional support were
identified as important factors that enhance user opportunities for engagement with health and well-being apps. Feedback, rewards,
encouragement, goal setting, action planning, self-confidence, and commitment were judged to be the motivation factors that
affect engagement with health and well-being apps.

Conclusions: Multiple factors were identified across all components of the COM-B model that may be valuable for the
development of more engaging health and well-being apps. Engagement appears to be influenced primarily by features that
provide user guidance, promote minimal cognitive load, support self-monitoring (capability), provide embedded social support
(opportunity), and provide goal setting with action planning (motivation). This research provides recommendations for policy
makers, industry, health care providers, and app developers for increasing effective engagement.
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Introduction

Background
Smoking, physical inactivity, inadequate diet, and excessive
alcohol consumption are the main risk factors for
noncommunicable diseases that are responsible for >56.9 million
deaths worldwide [1]. People with mental health problems often
have poor physical health and vice versa [2,3]. A range of
interventions has been developed to reduce the burden of ill
health. The integration of multimedia technologies within the
health care domain has led to the development of interventions
that are delivered digitally via mobile phones, wearable devices,
and smartphone apps. Smartphone apps are constantly available
to the user and therefore act as portable tools for the delivery
of easily accessible health and well-being interventions [4].
There is early evidence of the effectiveness of apps for physical
inactivity [5-8], weight loss [7,9,10], alcohol reduction in
nondependent drinkers [11], and mental health promotion [12].
Health apps are also considered a cost-effective solution [7,13]
and have the potential to increase access for hard-to-reach
populations that are resistant or unable to seek face-to-face
support, for instance, because of stigma or geographical barriers
[14].

Engagement is a necessary component for the effectiveness of
a health or well-being app. Engagement with health and
well-being apps can be defined as “(1) the extent (e.g. amount,
frequency, duration, depth) of usage and (2) a subjective
experience characterised by attention, interest and affect” [15].
However, it has been argued that measuring effective
engagement is more important than simply the time spent on
an app and the frequency of use [16]. Yardley et al [16] define
effective engagement with a smartphone app as involving 2
components: the first is the intensity of engagement that is
necessary for achieving desired outcomes, with sustained app
engagement over a period of weeks, months, or even years
(referred to as microengagement). However, microengagement
alone is not sufficient for behavior change [16]. The Yardley
et al [16] model also emphasizes engagement with the broader
behavior change process and goals (ie, macroengagement),
which is considered separate from, although intimately linked
with, microengagement. On the basis of this distinction of
microengagement and macroengagement with health and
well-being apps, some factors may relate more to the former or
the latter, with microengagement influencing macroengagement
and vice versa. For example, engagement may be affected by
common contextual factors, such as personal (eg, their interest),
environmental (eg, where the engagement occurs and the
individual’s lifestyle), or social context (eg, family or culture).
Owing to the complexity of engagement, researchers recognize
that it is difficult to define what constitutes good or sufficient
engagement. Some individuals may require a longer period of

engagement with an app than others for the desired behavior
change to occur.

Despite the promise of health apps, engagement tends to be
poor [17,18]. For example, a mobile consumer report found that
for medical, health, and fitness apps, only 20% of users use the
app 1 day after installation and only 8% after 7 days of
installation [19]. A panel-based analysis systematically
examined use patterns in 93 mental health apps and found that
the median app retention rates at 15 and 30 days of installation
were 3.9% and 3.3%, respectively [18].

There is growing literature on the factors influencing
engagement with health and well-being smartphone apps. In
our recent review of 41 studies, we identified 26 factors that
are important for the uptake of and engagement with such apps
[20]. In addition to a wide range of behavior change techniques
(eg, self-monitoring and goal setting) [21,22], several other
factors were identified as influential, including the role of health
care professionals in the promotion and recommendation of
health apps [23] and embedded professional support [24]. The
latter was found to be particularly important for certain
behaviors (ie, alcohol reduction, suicide prevention, anxiety,
and self-harm), with stand-alone apps considered insufficient
by users and clinicians [14]. In an assessment of 93 mental
health apps, daily minutes of engagement were higher for apps
that included peer support (median 35.1, IQR not applicable;
n=2) and coping strategies such as mindfulness and meditation
(median 21.5, IQR 15) compared with apps that incorporated
self-monitoring or psychoeducational features (median range
3.53-8.32) [18]. Few qualitative studies have been undertaken
to explore the factors that affect engagement with health and
well-being apps. These undertaken studies have focused on
specific populations or behaviors. Existing studies have focused
on weight loss behaviors and alcohol reduction and have found
that the specific content of health information messages [17,22],
personalization of app content [25], and the user’s demographics
[22] are some of the factors deemed to be important for
engagement with weight loss and alcohol reduction apps.
Findings from these studies highlight that the specific context
in which apps are developed and used will influence user
engagement. To date, most studies have investigated the features
of health apps that are desirable by a certain population, and
little is known about the factors deemed important for
engagement with a wider range of health and well-being apps
[20]. These studies suggest that the context in which apps are
developed and used might often be behavior or population
specific. Therefore, this research intends to address this gap by
exploring the views on the big 4 public health priority behaviors
related to prevention (smoking, alcohol consumption, physical
activity, and diet) and mental health. The findings from this
study may inform future app development to improve user
engagement with apps that target health promotion. The findings
may also be particularly useful for stakeholders in public health
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to inform the development of interventions to promote
engagement with evidence-based health and well-being apps,
for example, directly contributing to the long-term plan of
England’s National Health Service to become digital first.

Theoretical Framework
The Capability, Opportunity, Motivation–Behaviour (COM-B)
model [26] provides a broad framework for understanding the
factors influencing user engagement. According to the COM-B
model, behavior (eg, app uptake and engagement) arises from
the interaction between the individual’s physical (eg, app skills)
and psychological (eg, knowledge of using an app) capability,

physical (eg, features of the app) and social (eg,
recommendations for an app) opportunity, and automatic (eg,
feedback received from an app) and reflective (eg, user’s
self-confidence in using an app) motivation. The Theoretical
Domains Framework (TDF) [27] is a synthesis of 33 theories
and 128 psychological constructs and includes 14 domains that
can be mapped under the 3 main components of the COM-B
model. Taken together, the COM-B and TDF provide a detailed
theoretical framework that allows the careful consideration of
factors influencing engagement with health and well-being apps
(Figure 1 [20]).

Figure 1. A visual representation of how the Theoretical Domains Framework can be mapped onto the components of the Capability, Opportunity,
Motivation–Behaviour model [20]. COM-B: Capability, Opportunity, Motivation–Behaviour; TDF: Theoretical Domains Framework.

Aim
We aim to investigate people’s experiences and reasons for
engaging or not engaging with health and well-being apps using
qualitative interviews and map the identified factors onto the
COM-B model and the TDF.

Methods

Study Design
This qualitative study used semistructured interviews and was
designed and reported in line with the COREQ (Consolidated
Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research) checklist
(Multimedia Appendix 1) [28]. The study protocol was
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preregistered on the Open Science Framework [29]. This study
was part of a larger project investigating both the uptake of and
engagement with health and well-being apps, and the findings
on uptake are published elsewhere [30].

Ethical approval was obtained from the Faculty of Medicine
and Health Sciences Ethics Committee at the University of East
Anglia (reference number 201819–089).

Participants and Recruitment
Participants were recruited through social media. Recruitment
through Facebook is known to be an effective way to reach
adults interested in health and well-being apps [31]. It is fast
and cost-effective and has been found to provide better
representation and improved participant selection compared
with traditional recruitment methods [31]. Eligible participants
for this study (1) were aged ≥18 years, (2) were able to give
consent, (3) owned a smartphone, (4) would consider using a
smartphone app to change their behavior in the future, and (5)
could travel for an interview. Purposive sampling was used to
ensure the diversity of the sample (age, gender, ethnicity,
educational level, and employment) [32]. Invitations for
interview were sent to 38 participants, of whom 14 (37%)
individuals did not respond, and 6 (16%) subsequently canceled
for personal reasons, leaving a total of 18 individuals. The
recruitment and interviews took place in batches of 3 or 4, and
the recruitment was stopped when data saturation was reached.

Measures
To determine eligibility and describe the sample, data were
collected on (1) age; (2) gender; (3) ethnicity, which was
measured using the Office for National Statistics’ index; (4)
level of education; (5) employment status; (6) whether they had
ever used a health or well-being app; (7) whether they currently
use a health or well-being app; (8) the last time they downloaded
an app; and (9) frequency of app use.

Procedure
The participants read the information sheet available on the
web. Those who expressed interest in participating were required
to fill a web-based screening questionnaire to assess their
eligibility (Multimedia Appendix 2). The questionnaire was
hosted by the Jisc Online Surveys (JISC) software. Participants
meeting the inclusion criteria received a comprehensive
participant information sheet via email and were invited for an
interview during which written consent was obtained.
Participants received a US $27.50 (UK £20) gift voucher for
their participation.

The interviews were conducted by a female researcher (DS)
between July 2019 and August 2019. The interviews took place
face-to-face in Norwich, England, at the University of East
Anglia (17/18, 94%) or at the participant’s home (1/17, 6%). A
participant was not included in this study because they had no
previous experience of using health or well-being apps. No one
else was present during the interviews. The interviews lasted
between 26 and 63 minutes. Semistructured interview techniques
were used to elicit data on participants’experiences of and views
on engagement with health and well-being apps. The final topic
guide was informed by feedback from key stakeholders,

including patient and public involvement representatives and
domain experts from Public Health England. A think-aloud task
(reported elsewhere [30]) was followed by several questions
regarding participants’ experiences of engagement with apps
(see Multimedia Appendix 3 for the topic guide).

Data Analysis
The interviews were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim.
A framework analysis approach was applied to analyze the data.
This followed the stages of familiarization, identification of the
thematic framework, indexing, charting, mapping, and
interpretation [33]. For pragmatic reasons, a second author (OP)
independently coded 3 randomly selected transcripts
(representing approximately 15% of the transcripts). The
deductive framework was based on the TDF. Through repeated
discussions between the first and second authors, the deductive
thematic framework was refined iteratively, and discrepancies
were resolved through discussions with another author (FN).
DS completed indexing using QSR NVivo 12 and charting.
During charting, responses were clustered based on the thematic
framework. This was followed by mapping and interpretation,
during which the data were examined to identify patterns. To
increase the trustworthiness of the findings, peer debriefing by
the University College London Tobacco and Alcohol Research
Group, which has extensive experience in the application of the
COM-B model and TDF in health research, was used to ensure
the accuracy of data interpretation and data analysis. Peer
debriefing is a form of analytical triangulation in which
researchers who are not directly involved in the study are
prompted to provide input and critical opinions on various
aspects of a project [34]. The use of the TDF in the deductive
framework analysis approach was particularly useful for coding
the results under several factors, which may otherwise have
been overlooked. It was expected to explore a large number of
factors because the TDF has 14 constructs, as opposed to other
well-known methods. However, researchers were aware that
the findings would not be coded under all available constructs.
The constructs under which no findings were coded were
omitted from the Results section.

External Validity
Member checking was conducted to ensure the trustworthiness
of the results and further minimize researcher bias [35]. After
the interview, participants were told that the researchers might
contact them to share the findings and ask their views on the
findings. Of the 18 participants, 6 (30%) randomly selected
participants were contacted and invited to provide feedback on
the summary of the findings and the conclusion. The purpose
was to investigate whether participants agreed with the
interpretation of the results and whether they felt that their
opinions were captured and appropriately presented. Incentives
were not offered for their input. Of the 6 participants who were
approached, 2 (33%) participants responded and indicated that
they agreed with the interpretation.

Reflexivity
DS, a PhD candidate, conducted the interviews after receiving
extensive training in qualitative research methodology and kept
field notes and a research journal during data collection. There
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was no prior relationship established between DS and the
participants. The coauthors had experience in mixed methods
research and the application of the COM-B model and the TDF.
Efforts to establish a good rapport with the participants were
made throughout the study. The interviews were individually
adapted to the flow of discussion made by each participant.
Most participants (15/18, 83%) stated that they wished to find
out more about the findings of the research. DS also shared her
research interests with the participants after the interview.

Results

Participant Characteristics
A total of 18 adults (mean age 43, SD 14 years; range 21-68
years) were recruited, of whom 9 (50%) were female, 14 (78%)
were White British, 13 (72%) were employed full time, and 8
(44%) had a college degree or higher. Of the 18 participants,
11 (61%) participants reported currently using at least one health

or well-being app at the time of the interview. Of the 18
participants, 3 (17%) participants expressed their intention to
change 1 behavior, and all the other participants were interested
in changing >1 behavior (eg, losing weight, being more active,
and managing their mood). Of the 18 participants, 1 (6%)
participant had never used health apps before and did not wish
to express their views on engagement; therefore, the findings
of this paper are based on the views and experiences of the
remaining 17 participants about their engagement with health
and well-being apps (Multimedia Appendix 4).

Factors Influencing Engagement With Health and
Well-Being Apps
An overview of the factors mapped under the constructs of the
TDF and components of the COM-B can be found in Table 1.
All relevant data were coded under 71% (10/14) of the
constructs of the TDF. There were no data that could not be
coded under any of the constructs of the TDF.
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Table 1. Perception of factors influencing engagement with health apps.

DescriptionCOM-Ba model component,

TDFb construct, and factors

Psychological capability

Knowledge

Instructions on how to effectively use a health appUser guidance

A visual or numerical summary of progress or quantification of the behaviorStatistical information

Educational information related to health and well-being aspectsHealth information

Memory, attention, and decision processes

The app is not too time-consuming, is easy to use, and requires minimal inputReduced cognitive load

Preferably customizable notification-type messagesReminders

Behavior regulation

The ability of the app to support self-regulation of the target behaviorSelf-monitoring

The ability to support routine or habit formationRoutines

Retaining the app for a potential upcoming event in the futureSafety netting

App as a first step in the behavior change processStepping-stone

Physical opportunity

Environmental resources

Innovative features, adaptability, and interactive and 2-way communication between the app and userTailoring

Social opportunity

Social influences

Including social interaction with users with similar needs within the app or within their community; a choice to
connect to social media platforms, competitions, and challenges with others or with themselves

Peer support

Possibility to contact health professionals and practitioners within the appSocial support (practical)

Reflective motivation

Beliefs about capabilities

Perceived capability to change one’s behavior using an appSelf-confidence

Goals

Establishing what the user would like to achieveGoal setting

Establishing how the user would like to achieve set goalsAction planning

Beliefs about consequences

The level of commitment while engaging with an app to change the behavior and achieve set goalsCommitment

Automatic motivation

Reinforcement

Feedback regarding the user’s performanceFeedback

Tangible (eg, objects and discounts) and intangible (eg, badges and certificates) rewards in response to the user’s
effort and gamification elements

Rewards

Additional ways to provide reinforcement (eg, encouraging messages)Encouragement

Emotions

Triggered by the included user guidance, statistical information, additional health information, embedded profes-
sional support, community networking possibilities, tracking features, and rewards

Positive emotions

Triggered by lack of user guidance, invasive push notifications, cognitive overload, and unrevealed in-app costsNegative emotions

Triggered by remindersMixed emotions

aCOM-B: Capability, Opportunity, Motivation–Behaviour.
bTDF: Theoretical Domains Framework.
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Capability to Engage With Health and Well-Being Apps

Knowledge

Many participants perceived their knowledge on how to use an
app and the embedded statistical and health information as an
important influence on their engagement with an app. We
inferred this from the desire that many people reported for clear
user guidance and, in some cases, for help on how to increase
their capability to perform a behavior (eg, demonstration of the
behavior). A participant explained that they had stopped using
an app in the past owing to “insufficient guidance on how to
use it” (Participant 8):

So this is where I start getting, well why are you
asking me these questions if you’re not going to let
me carry on with it and that’s where I start getting
confused, going back, not really understanding where
I need to go from here. [Participant 15]

Furthermore, the importance of statistical information about
their progress and achievements was reported by most
participants:

It’s nice to see your progress on a graph and it’s just
very clear. It’s a single screen, you have icons for all
the activities that you’ve done during the day.
[Participant 6]

In addition, most participants expressed the need for relevant
and comprehensive health information:

Knowledge is key. [Participant 14]

Several participants stated that having embedded educational
articles would help them to build knowledge and understand
and manage their behavior better. Not getting enough health
information was reported as the main reason for a participant
to look for a different app:

It’s got to have the information that I want and have
it easily accessible. [Participant 2]

Memory, Attention, and Decision Processes

Participants perceived reduced cognitive load and customizable
notification-type reminders as factors that positively affect their
capability to engage with an app. All participants described
favoring apps with reduced cognitive load. This included apps
with limited complexity, less data input, and a limited number
of available features to choose from.

A participant suggested that an app should apply a multilevel
approach with “a light version of an app and then enhanced”
(Participant 15). They described that an app might have a simple
version for basic users with no registration and minimum data
input and a more advanced version with all features available
for power users.

Several participants expressed that a time-consuming app would
be immediately deleted:

A mood tracker is something I probably wouldn’t use
because it looks like it would require a lot of data of
me putting in and typing it on to stuff. [Participant 7]

Although push notifications were considered more or less
annoying, many participants described reminders as being

particularly useful. A participant described that not being
reminded to engage with an app led him to disengage:

Because I wasn’t reminded, I stopped using it. And I
think that’s really important. [Participant 1]

However, a few participants who reported not finding
notifications useful stated that they would immediately turn the
reminders off or delete the app:

I’m sure there are many apps I’ve deleted because of
reminders. [Participant 7]

Others have suggested that reminders might cause harm. For
example, a participant described uninstalling a smoking
cessation app as the reminders periodically reminded them about
their addiction, thus serving as a prompt that induced cigarette
cravings. However, 12% (2/17) of participants proposed that
opting in to receive reminders would be desirable instead of
opting out. In addition, a participant suggested that human-like
reminders in the form of SMS text messages would be less likely
ignored and would create the perception of a human touch within
the app:

I think text messages would work better because I
don’t ignore my text messages and my WhatsApp
messages because there’s real people connected to
those, you know? ... if I could think of an ideal it
would be a text message that kind of asked you a
question and you replied and it felt like it was a
human being. [Participant 6]

Behavior Regulation

Participants perceived that self-monitoring, established routines,
and safety netting and stepping-stone characteristics of the app
would enhance their engagement with the app.

All described self-monitoring features as important in behavior
regulation, even when there is no particular goal set or when
achieving the goal shows a delay:

Monitoring, really because the goal is probably going
to go a bit by the wayside because work has been too
busy and life has changed and lots of stuff has
happened this year. So I’m behind my goal but I still
use it as a monitor. [Participant 17]

Some participants reported that a daily routine of using an app
would make engagement with it more accessible and continuous.
Of the 17 participants, 2 (12%) participants described how using
a weight management app for a week was necessary for them
to get into a routine and helped them stay engaged after that.
However, one of them explained that it was difficult to use the
app in the beginning, although after a few days, it got easier.

A number of participants explained that they perceived physical
activity apps as stepping-stones to physical activity services,
with the app acting as an intermediate tool in behavior change.
Of the 17 participants, 2 (12%) participants described that an
app helped them to get enough experience and practice home
workouts that boosted their confidence to eventually sign up
for a gym membership:
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You can just literally do it at home [fitness app] until
you feel I suppose a bit more confident to go out and
join [the gym]. [Participant 10]

Many of the participants described apps as a safety netting tool
(eg, relapse prevention). Several participants reported a tendency
to reengage with a weight management app periodically and
when necessary to regulate their weight, for example, before or
after a holiday season or an important upcoming event because
the app had helped them achieve their goals in the past:

I think I have periodically come back to it and thought
“no it worked before, it’ll work again.” [Participant
13]

Opportunity to Engage With Health and Well-Being
Apps

Environmental Resources

Participants perceived that tailoring the technology was a factor
that would influence sustained engagement. Many participants
expressed the need for features that would create a better
physical opportunity to engage with an app and a more
personalized experience during the engagement. Many
participants described seeking to engage with apps that provide
2-way communication, which can adapt to the person’s needs
based on how they interact with such tools. Several participants
mentioned the inclusion of innovative features. These features
comprised embedded artificial intelligence (AI) to receive
health-related advice and tailored content; facial recognition;
and recognition of nonverbal cues for better outcomes in
physical activity, for example, correcting posture; and using the
phone’s camera to provide nutritional data of cooked food:

If it’s smart, as well. Has it got a little bit of artificial
intelligence built into the background? Is it using my
data? Is it saying “do you know what? Actually,
you’ve done really well this week, you’ve used the
app this amount of times. How are you feeling?”
[Participant 2]

A participant described that the lack of novelty of an app would
lead them to disengage with it. In contrast, another reported the
opposite—they would feel put off if they would need to learn
new features:

It’s no good downloading an app and then six months
later looking at that app and it’s still the same, that
would stop me. [Participant 14]

If something’s working we want it to stay as it is, we
don’t want it to change, and even if there are
improvements to it, if it’s new it can kind of put people
off in a way. [Participant 13]

Syncing with wearables or other additional devices was
described as desirable by many.

Social Influences

Peer support and social support (practical) were perceived by
participants as factors that may sustain engagement with an app.
Several participants perceived networking within a web-based
community as necessary peer support. Some described that
sharing and exchanging experiences with others would

encourage and motivate them in their journey. Others suggested
anonymity for users and moderation of discussions to avoid
“misinformation” (Participant 12):

I like the idea that it’s round the clock support,
because so very often with mental health issues it’s
kind of 2 o’clock in the morning that they are the
worst, and that is when you need to talk to somebody,
and the idea of having a community who you don’t
have to explain how you’re feeling sounds really
good. [Participant 11]

Embedded social media to share their progress with others was
reported as a useful feature only by a few participants who were
using physical activity or weight management apps. However,
a couple of participants highlighted that this feature should be
optional. Physical activity and weight management app users
also described challenges and competitions as motivating and
fun:

There’s challenges, which will help you with your
weight loss, your fruit and vegetable intake, the
exercise challenges that you can do, either with
yourself or your friends, which are good for
motivation. [Participant 15]

All participants expressed their preference for an app that would
offer built-in professional support, such as health practitioners,
coaches, and dieticians (for social support and practical
support). A participant with an existing medical condition
described the need for health practitioner support within an app.
In addition, 12% (2/17) of participants described that built-in
support would help with accountability, and 6% (1/17) of
participants indicated that they would be willing to pay to access
an app with in-built support. Another participant commented
that the embedded professional support was the best feature of
a mental health app they were using:

Yeah if you could sort of talk to a healthcare
professional in that app I think that would be better,
because then they would have the up to date I suppose
treatments and methods so that you know you’re not
going on old information. [Participant 10]

I: If you would need to say just one thing that is the
best in the app, what would that be? P: The support.
[Participant 11]

Motivation to Engage With Health and Well-Being Apps

Beliefs About Capabilities

Apps were perceived by several participants as useful tools to
enhance their self-confidence in changing their behavior. A
participant described that the community networking
opportunities further helped her self-confidence and motivated
her to use the app:

The app made me feel more confident in doing it, even
it was just basic home exercises. [Participant 7]

Goals

Goal setting and action planning were perceived as key factors
for sustained engagement and motivators of behavior change.
Goal setting was reported as being valuable by all participants
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in addressing behavior change; however, half of the participants
described the need for action planning features to help them
achieve their set goals:

I’d want something which was a bit more than press
one button every day to say you haven’t smoked; it
was great for the first 10 minutes of using the app
because I got all this information about “wow
thousands of pounds and the health benefits,” and
then after that it was literally just press this button to
say you haven’t smoked, and that wasn’t really
enough for me. [Participant 13]

Beliefs About Consequences

Several participants expressed that their level of commitment
to achieve their goal shaped the level of engagement with the
app they used:

The app, the initial—the main reason you’re on that
app is to get your result of what you want to achieve,
what you want to do to help you stay on track.
[Participant 9]

Reinforcement

Many participants perceived feedback, rewards, and
encouragement as automatic motivational factors that may
sustain engagement with an app. A number of participants
expressed that they needed continuous feedback to reinforce
their continuous use:

I think an app that might give you feedback, a
notification, that would keep me entertained and
would keep my level of focus and wanting to continue
with it. [Participant 3]

Intangible rewards (ie, badges and certificates) were described
as another form of reinforcement by several participants for
motivating them and as “nice” (Participant 14) or something
to “show off” (Participant 5). However, some other participants
described intangible rewards as irrelevant. They reported that
the tangible rewards they received in the past, including cinema
tickets, lower insurance premiums, and loyalty points that can
be exchanged for objects or a free water bottle, provided better
motivation to engage with the app than intangible ones. In
addition, a few participants expressed the need for
encouragement in the form of motivational messages:

In this context, so badges, you earn nine of 24 badges
so far. For me a little bit irrelevant actually, what are
you going to do with it, there’s other reasons why
you’re quitting, not to get the badges. [Participant 16]

Emotions

Participants expressed positive emotions regarding available
user guidance, statistical information, additional health
information, embedded professional support, the possibility for
community networking, self-monitoring features, and rewards.
However, negative emotions were expressed for the lack of user
guidance, invasive push notifications, and cognitive overload.
Finally, feedback on reminders was person-dependent and
triggered mixed feelings across participants.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study applied the COM-B and the TDF to explore users’
views about factors that influence engagement with health and
well-being apps. We found that knowledge, such as user
guidance and statistical information; memory, attention, and
decision processes, such as reduced cognitive load;
environmental resources, expressed by the tailored technology;
and social influences, referred to as peer and professional
support, are the most important factors for participants’
engagement.

Many factors identified in this study are consistent with those
in previous literature. Previous research has found that
engagement with health apps is greatly influenced by factors
affecting users’ capabilities, including different types of
knowledge (user guidance, statistical information, and health
information) [20,36], reduced cognitive load, reminders, and
self-monitoring features [20,22,37]. These factors could be
targeted during app development updates of existing apps to
improve user engagement. In line with previous findings,
reminders were not found to be universally useful [20]. A
possible explanation is that reminders may be
behavior-dependent and person-dependent. Some participants
reported that they had stopped engaging with a health app
because they were not reminded to continue using it, whereas
others tended to ignore or delete the apps that sent reminders.
This research is the first to identify a novel factor, the perception
of certain apps as stepping-stones to more intensive behavior
change. For example, a home-based workout app or a walking
app could seek to provide enough self-efficacy and competence
for an individual to join a gym or start using a running app. An
explicit stepping-stone approach could be a useful addition for
apps targeting behaviors that are harder to achieve because of
negative emotions, such as embarrassment, shame, or pressure,
including those targeting sedentary behavior. This novel finding
shows that sustained engagement is not always necessary to
support desired health and well-being outcomes through
additional behavior change activities.

Engagement is further influenced by the users’ physical
opportunities, such as tailored technology, and social
opportunities and peer support, including community
networking, embedded social media and social competitions,
and professional support [20,24,25,37]. Some users would want
the app to be based on machine learning opportunities and on
2-way interaction with users. The adaptable nature of an app
and the provision and level of AI included may also play a key
role in engagement. These factors may be harder to include once
an app is developed; therefore, it might be important to consider
these aspects during the development process. Indeed, such
tailored technology may be the most important aspect to
consider. For example, although there may be financial
considerations precluding the provision of personal, professional
support within an app, this service may be developed using AI.
These forms of technological personalized models in health
behaviors such as nutrition or smoking, including machine
learning models, have been suggested to aid the process of
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making decisions about diet and food [38]. However, AI has
not yet been found in diet monitoring apps [39]. A randomized
controlled trial found that participants allocated to an advanced
version of a smoking cessation app with an AI chatbot had 107%
higher engagement with the app and over twice the odds of
being abstinent at 1-month follow-up compared with participants
using the standard version of the app [40]. Furthermore, timely
AI-based behavior change support received just in time may
further increase behavior change. Although unguided
interventions can be effective, having professional support
within an app tends to increase effective engagement [16].
Simple interventions that do not require professional support
can be more widely disseminated and are more cost-effective
than those with embedded professional support [16].

Users’ reflective motivation, including beliefs in their
capabilities (self-confidence), consequences (commitment), and
goals (goal setting and action planning), is essential for
engagement. Although the first 2 factors are harder to address
because they are within-person factors, the latter can be easily
implemented as features of the app. A possible way to increase
self-confidence and commitment is perhaps to address these
within the app by using quizzes or articles [41], (eg, for
commitment, “How to stay on track to achieve your goal?”) or
check-in messages using AI [40].

Emotions are considered as automatic motivation factors and
are a powerful driver of behaviors that affect adherence, for
example, engagement with a health app [42]. It is noteworthy
that we did not identify emotions directly influencing
engagement, or we failed to identify them. However, we found
evidence that the other factors affected participants’ emotions.
Appealing features, such as statistical and health information,
embedded peer and professional support, and tracking features
and rewards, triggered positive emotions. In contrast, a lack of
user guidance, invasive notifications, and cognitive load
triggered negative emotions. A better understanding of how the
presence or absence of specific features affect participants’
emotions may be useful for the development of new apps or the
refinement of existing apps, which, consequently, may lead to
better engagement with health apps.

Strengths and Limitations
A strength of this study is the methodology used. First, to assure
that the research was as relevant and meaningful as possible,
the study protocol was developed with policy maker and patient
and public involvement representatives in the design of the topic
guide. Second, the research was further informed by
well-established theoretical models; the COM-B and the TDF
and peer debriefing were used to help data interpretation and
data analysis [34]. Third, the purposive sampling technique
allowed the recruitment of a diverse sample regarding gender,
educational level, and employment status. Finally, member
checking was conducted, which is a technique used to establish
the credibility of the findings by sending a brief summary of
the findings to randomly selected participants [35].

This study has several limitations. The recruitment of a sample
of participants with more diverse demographics might have
identified additional factors that are important for engagement.
Several participants were not using health or well-being apps

at the time of the interviews and had not downloaded any health
and well-being apps during the 6 months before the interview.
This may have led to limitations associated with the challenges
of retrospective recall. Although the research aimed to recruit
a heterogenous sample to capture a wide with big 4 public health
priority behaviors related to prevention (smoking, alcohol
consumption, physical activity, and diet) and mental health
apps, a homogenous sample may have allowed for a more
in-depth understanding of engagement with apps for specific
behaviors. The study only included participants who considered
using a smartphone app to change their behavior in the future.
Including participants who have used health and well-being
apps in the past but are less receptive to using them now may
have provided additional perspectives on factors influencing
app engagement. The findings may be influenced by the
intention-behavior gap, with participants reporting on factors
perceived as important for changing their behavior through an
app. However, this does not mean that they would act on their
intention. An example of this is the finding that many
participants wanted access to a web-based community. Although
web-based communities typically suffer from the 90-9-1
principle, whereby the content in web-based communities is
generated by 1% of the members, with 9% editing or modifying
it and 90% being passive observers [43], this may not be the
case with a closed community built to support behavior change,
where individuals are seeking support from each other. In
addition, the meaning of the term engagement was not explicitly
defined during the interview when individuals shared their
experiences and views of engagement. Their interpretation of
engagement is likely a mixture of microengagement and
macroengagement, and a distinction between these 2 levels of
engagement was not considered when interpreting the findings.
Finally, of the 6 participants who were contacted, only 2 (33%)
responded to the request for external validation. Therefore, it
is not clear whether the other participants disregarded our
request or disagreed with our interpretation.

Implications and Future Research
This research provides insight for stakeholders in public health,
policy makers, and developers of apps that target disease
prevention and health promotion. Our findings may also be used
to inform the development of interventions aiming to promote
engagement with evidence-based health and well-being apps.
In the United Kingdom, this aligns with the priorities of the
National Health Service’s long-term plan (ie, digital first).

Our main finding is centered around providing the necessary
support for increased engagement with health apps. We found
that embedded professional support may have a substantial
impact on engagement, although it may not be beneficial for
all health behaviors. Embedded social support may be
particularly important for some behaviors that are more likely
to be complex and require intensive support to maintain
engagement. These behaviors are the ones that require
reassurance, guidance, or emotional support [16], such as apps
targeting substance misuse or those developed to improve mental
health. Although it is not always feasible to develop an app with
embedded professional support, there might be different ways
outside of the app to address this need. For instance, there may
be a way to provide support within community-based care to
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assist with the uptake of health apps and with the progress of
or potential barriers to engagement. Another way to mitigate
the absence of embedded professional support is to investigate
the potential efficacy of advanced computational techniques,
such as AI, to mimic the support provided by health care
professionals (eg, in the form of chatbots or other types of
conversational agents). There is an urgent need for more
research on the optimal type (eg, technology-mediated or
blended) and timing of support needed within various health
and well-being smartphone apps.

To better meet users’ needs, the design of apps would ideally
be informed by a user-centered and iterative development
process, supported by mixed methods research, including
in-depth interviews. As app engagement is generally greater in
those with higher socioeconomic status [44], involving
individuals with lower socioeconomic status is particularly
important [16]. Furthermore, people who are directly affected
by the digital divide or digital exclusion and who may struggle
to benefit from health apps due to lack of skills or low digital
literacy could be targeted by offering app-use tutoring. Although

this may require investment or relocation of resources within
community health care settings, it may increase the reach of
health apps and lead to a greater public health benefit.
Furthermore, we noted a possible tension between users wanting
the app to be easy to use (which may be facilitated by providing
user guidance) but at the same time not too time-consuming.
As the provision of user guidance helps individuals with limited
technological skills, we believe that such features should still
be prioritized. Undoubtedly, finding the balance between
producing an app with all features necessary for behavior change
to occur and ensuring that the app is intuitive enough will pose
a challenge for app developers.

In addition, more experimental research would help us to better
understand the effects and potential interactions among the
engagement factors identified in this study, including usability
(ease of use), reminders, embedded support, rewards, and goal
management. Textbox 1 provides a summary of considerations
to help app developers and commissioners design interventions
to increase effective engagement. These factors are structured
around COM-B and TDF.

Textbox 1. Considerations for policy makers, industry, health care providers, and app developers for maximizing engagement with health and well-being
smartphone apps.

Capability, Opportunity, Motivation–Behaviour model components and considerations for policy makers, health app portal providers, and
app developers

Capability

• Provide user guidance on how to use an app, visual or numerical summary of progress, and evidence-based additional health information related
to the behavior targeted by the app

• Minimize the time required to use the app where possible

• Provide customizable reminders that users could opt out from

• Provide the option to self-monitor features

• Promote safety netting and relapse prevention features such as the possibility to restart or reengage with the app later

• Promote a routine for engagement with an app, for example, highlighting the role that routine may play in the effectiveness of an app

Opportunity

• Collaborate with interaction design experts and end users to enhance the aesthetics of apps

• Provide the possibility for community networking within the app and linking to social media as an optional feature to share progress where
appropriate

• Offer the possibility for social competition and challenges where appropriate

• Consider the provision of embedded professional support and, if this is not feasible, providing offline one-to-one support with the uptake of and
the engagement with health apps; this may improve motivational factors, such as commitment, self-confidence, and perceived competence of
engaging with a health app

• We advise that exploration be made for where engagement enhancement could be made with appropriate and proportionate machine learning,
artificial intelligence, or other forms of learning systems.

Motivation

• Develop a time-efficient app that would require as much engagement as is required to achieve the desired outcome; this might be different for
different behaviors

• Include reinforcement in the form of feedback, encouraging messages, and rewards

• Offer intangible rewards, such as certificates or badges

• Offer tangible rewards that can be converted to discount in other places (eg, health insurance providers, pharmacies, or sports parks)

• Include goal setting and action planning features on how to achieve set goals (when applicable)

• Take into account the user’s emotions about certain features by involving users in the development and update of health apps as the lack of some
features could provoke strong negative emotions such as disappointment and might lead to rapid disengagement
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Conclusions
People perceive their capability to engage with an app as an
important influence on their sustained engagement with it. This
perception was inferred from people’s desire for apps to contain

clear user guidance, require less cognitive load, and support
easy self-monitoring. Tailored technology and peer and
professional support may influence users’opportunity to engage
with an app, and goal setting with action planning may play a
key role in the motivation to engage with an app.
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Abstract

Background: Human-centered design (HCD) approaches to health care strive to support the development of innovative, effective,
and person-centered solutions for health care. Although their use is increasing, there is no integral overview describing the details
of HCD methods in health innovations.

Objective: This review aims to explore the current practices of HCD approaches for the development of health innovations,
with the aim of providing an overview of the applied methods for participatory and HCD processes and highlighting their
shortcomings for further research.

Methods: A narrative review of health research was conducted based on systematic electronic searches in the PubMed, CINAHL,
Embase, Cochrane Library, Web of Science, PsycINFO, and Sociological Abstracts (2000-2020) databases using keywords related
to human-centered design, design thinking (DT), and user-centered design (UCD). Abstracts and full-text articles were screened
by 2 reviewers independently based on predefined inclusion criteria. Data extraction focused on the methodology used throughout
the research process, the choice of methods in different phases of the innovation cycle, and the level of engagement of end users.

Results: This review summarizes the application of HCD practices across various areas of health innovation. All approaches
prioritized the user’s needs and the participatory and iterative nature of the design process. The design processes comprised
several design cycles during which multiple qualitative and quantitative methods were used in combination with specific design
methods. HCD- and DT-based research primarily targeted understanding the research context and defining the problem, whereas
UCD-based work focused mainly on the direct generation of solutions. Although UCD approaches involved end users primarily
as testers and informants, HCD and DT approaches involved end users most often as design partners.

Conclusions: We have provided an overview of the currently applied methodologies and HCD guidelines to assist health care
professionals and design researchers in their methodological choices. HCD-based techniques are challenging to evaluate using
traditional biomedical research methods. Previously proposed reporting guidelines are a step forward but would require a level
of detail that is incompatible with the current publishing landscape. Hence, further development is needed in this area. Special
focus should be placed on the congruence between the chosen methods, design strategy, and achievable outcomes. Furthermore,
power dimensions, agency, and intersectionality need to be considered in co-design sessions with multiple stakeholders, especially
when including vulnerable groups.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2021;9(12):e28102)   doi:10.2196/28102
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Introduction

Background
Health systems are experiencing a progressive imbalance
between available resources and increasing needs. The world
population is growing, and the incidence of chronic diseases is
rising; however, the funds allocated to health care are limited
[1,2]. The need to provide optimized, individualized, and
person-centered care is growing. Addressing these competing
needs and complex problems requires novel and creative
approaches for the development of health care solutions. Design
approaches to health care promise to aid the development of
innovative, effective, and person-centered solutions to health
challenges, supporting the realization of a future for health care
that is preventative, personalized, and participatory in nature
[3,4]. Different medical disciplines are increasingly applying
human-centered design (HCD) to a range of complex questions,
from process optimization to product design and social
innovation [5-7]. HCD is often described as an iterative,
collaborative, and people-centered approach for designing
products, services, and systems and is argued to be particularly
well-suited for solving complex challenges [8]. In recent years,
a growing number of health care professionals have applied
HCD to develop person-centered health care solutions in
collaboration with patients [9]. For example, the Department
of Obstetrics and Gynecology at Mayo Clinic used HCD to
develop a new prenatal care model designed to demedicalize a
healthy pregnancy experience [10]. By enabling women to
meaningfully participate in the process through the use of
self-measurement tools, their levels of engagement, sense of
control, confidence, and reassurance significantly increased.
Another example is the nurse-led quality improvement project
at Kaiser Permanente Northern California. HCD principles were
used for a patient-centered approach to improve inpatient pain
management. The experiences of frontline nurses, patients, and
managers were collected, evaluated, and applied to improve the
care experience of patients and the work experience of care
providers [11].

However, the application of HCD beyond the design sector and
its adoption in health research is still in its infancy [4,12]. The
number of HCD studies that describe a full project cycle is
limited, and even fewer publications focus on the evaluation of
research projects that use HCD [13]. A recent scoping review
on the application of HCD in global health provided a first
overview of its application and health outcomes in public health.
The review concluded that increased methodological rigor in
the application and reporting of HCD is needed to allow for
more acceptance and integration of design practices into research
and development [13,14]. However, currently, there is no
integral collection of HCD approaches and methods used in the
development of health innovations. We performed this review
to fill this gap.

HCD evolved from the collaborative design movement and
covers a range of overlapping collaborative processes and
techniques such as, and not limited to, participatory design,
ethnography, cocreation, contextual design, co-design, and
empathic design. These processes share several principles: the

active involvement of users, an iterative design process, and
the organization of multidisciplinary teamwork [15-17]. The
term HCD, as a collaborative multimethod approach, is often
used interchangeably with terms such as design thinking (DT)
or user-centered design (UCD) because of their similar design
philosophies. DT is an approach that prioritizes developing
empathy for users, working in collaborative multidisciplinary
teams, and using an iterative process with rapid prototyping
techniques for potential solutions [18]. Similarly, UCD, although
deeply rooted in human-computer interactions, is described as
both a philosophy and a set of methods in which end users
actively influence and are involved in the design process [13].
As these principles are akin to those of HCD, this review
includes both DT and UCD as variations that apply HCD
principles to further explore their similarities and differences.

Objective
In this review, we systematically explore the following question:
how is HCD, and the closely related approaches of DT and
UCD, applied in the development of innovations for health
research? We specifically focus on the applied research
methodologies and design methods used throughout the study.
We investigate the level of engagement of end users during the
HCD design processes. As a result, we provide an overview of
the current application practices of HCD in health research and
a practice-oriented collection of the used design methods to aid
future researchers in their choice of methodology.

Methods

Overview
A total of 2 librarians, 1 from medical sciences and 1 from social
sciences, assisted with the development of a search strategy and
the selection of the appropriate databases. Our research included
health research related to biomedical, nursing, and allied health
and public health sciences. We performed multiple test runs to
optimize the search strategy before the first search in July 2019.
A final search was performed in August 2020 to update the
included publications. The protocol for this review can be found
in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Search Strategy
We performed electronic searches in the following databases:
PubMed, CINAHL, Embase, Cochrane Library, Web of Science,
PsycINFO, and Sociological Abstracts. Gray literature searches
were not included. We searched for studies in the English
language that were published between 2000 and 2020. For
medical databases, the following terms were used:
Human-centered OR Human-centred OR User-centered OR
User-centred AND Design OR approach OR Design thinking.
For nonmedical databases, the following search terms were
added: Health OR Medic OR Clinic. The exact search algorithms
per database can be found in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Eligibility Criteria
We included health research studies that applied HCD, UCD,
or DT; focused on the development process of a health
innovation; and provided a detailed description of the design
process, which included the applied process steps or phases,
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the applied design methods per process step or phase, and a
description of the involved design team and end users. We
excluded studies if they did not focus on the design process and
did not provide a detailed description of the design processes
and the HCD, DT, or UCD methods used in the study. No
specific criteria were formulated related to the end user
population.

We conceptualized a health innovation as it is applied within
the context of health research according to the World Health
Organization concept of “Health innovation identifies new or
improved health policies, systems, products and technologies,
and services and delivery methods that improve people’s health
and wellbeing.”

Screening and Data Extraction
We downloaded relevant papers on the Endnote bibliographic
software (Clarivate Analytics) and removed duplicates. We then
uploaded the Endnote database with the remaining papers on
Rayyan, a web application that supports the initial screening of
publication titles and abstracts [19]. A total of 2 reviewers
independently screened the titles and abstracts for inclusion
eligibility and subsequently screened the full-text articles
independently for inclusion. We resolved disagreements through
discussions. To determine the level of agreement, both Cohen
κ value and the percentage of agreement were calculated.

Data Retrieval and Analysis
We conducted a stepwise analysis of the included publications,
focusing on (1) study characteristics, including design phases
and methods, (2) level of end user involvement, and (3) quality
assessment.

Study Characteristics
We extracted the following data from each article: year of
publication, first author, title of the study, aim of the study, end
user of the innovation, type of innovation, study design, design
approach, design approach reference, design process phases,
applied research and design methods, and the design-based
problem-solving strategy.

For the classification of the applied qualitative and quantitative
research and design methods, research methods were defined
as “methods traditionally used within scientific research,
oriented towards understanding” and design methods were
defined as “methods not traditionally used with scientific
research, oriented towards action or solution creation for defined
problems” [20,21]. These distinctions were made based on the
discussions between the authors. To define the design-based
problem-solving strategy, we used the categories of
problem-focused strategy (PFS) versus solution-focused strategy
(SFS). Studies that use a PFS aim to define or reframe the
problem before formulating possible solutions. Studies that use
an SFS approach focus on the development of a predefined
solution, investing little time in defining or reframing the
problem [22].

Level of Involvement of the End User
To define the level of engagement of the end user, we adopted
a modified framework proposed by Druin [23], which was
originally used to categorize the participating role of children
in a design process. The participating roles were users, testers,
informants, or design partners, with increased levels of
involvement for each role. Users help researchers and designers
understand the problem context and user needs. The role of
testers builds upon this role by including end users as part of
the initial or functional prototype testing. In the role of
informants, end users are involved during various stages of the
design process, and they contribute to idea generation and
provide feedback on the initial and functional prototypes. In the
role of design partners, end users are considered equal partners
of the design team and are involved at all stages of the design
process and fully included during the decision-making processes.

Quality Assessment
We assessed the quality of reporting and analysis of the study
designs using the Mixed Methods Appraisal Tool (MMAT),
which allows for the appraisal of studies for literature reviews
that include qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods studies
[24]. As most HCD studies apply a multimethod approach, we
considered this tool fit for purpose. The MMAT contains 2
general screening questions and 5 study design–specific criteria
for assessing quantitative and qualitative studies. For mixed
methods studies, we applied both sets of criteria, in addition to
5 specific mixed methods criteria. The scores per item could
vary between yes (criterion is met), no (criterion is not met),
and can’t tell (paper did not report appropriate information to
rate this criterion).

One of the authors first performed the data retrieval and
conducted the stepwise analysis described above. Subsequently,
both authors reviewed and discussed the results.

Results

Overview
In the following sections, we have provided an overview of the
literature search results and the study characteristics of the
included studies. Subsequently, several aspects of the studies
have been highlighted, including the applied design theories,
guidelines, strategies, and design process steps. Furthermore,
we evaluated the applied research and design methods and the
role in which end users were involved throughout the studies.

Our literature search identified 7560 records. Of the 7560 papers,
after the removal of 4072 (53.86%) duplicates and exclusions
on the basis of abstract for 3097 (40.97%) papers and full text
for 309 (4.09%) papers, 82 (1.08%) articles were included in
the final analysis (Figure 1). Interrater agreement on the
inclusion and exclusion of the studies was 96%, with Cohen
κ=0.81.
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Figure 1. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flowchart of the screening process.

Study Characteristics
Of the 82 included papers, 68 (83%) were published between
2015 and 2020. Most studies originated from the United States
(34/82, 41%), the Netherlands (7/82, 9%), the United Kingdom
(6/82, 7%), and Canada (6/82, 7%). Most studies focused on
patients as the end users and developed health innovations with

a focus on improving patient care. The most common type of
study design was a mixed methods strategy (47/82, 57%), that
is, a combination of qualitative, quantitative, and design
methods. Of the 82 studies, 33 (40%) combined only qualitative
methods with design methods. A detailed overview of the study
characteristics is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the included studies.

Study designDesign ap-
proach

Innovation typeEnd user populationTitleCountryAuthor

Mixed methodsUser-centered
system develop-
ment

Web-based systemPatients who experience
depression

Development of a user-cen-
tered health information
service system for depres-
sive symptom management

KoreaBae et al [25]

Mixed methodsUCDaPain self-manage-
ment app

Children and adolescents
who have recently under-
gone any type of day
surgery

ICanCope PostOp: user-
centered design of a smart-
phone-based app for self-
management of postopera-
tive pain in children and
adolescents

CanadaBirnie et al [26]

Mixed methodsUCDSerious gameSeniorsUser-centered design of seri-
ous games for older adults

NorwayBrox et al [27]

following 3 years of experi-
ence with exergames for se-
niors: a study design

Mixed methodsUser-centered
product design

Foam cosmesis for
prosthetic limbs

People with lower limb
absence

Rethinking the foam cosme-
sis for people with lower
limb absence

United King-
dom

Cairns et al [28]

QualitativeUCDSleep improvement
technology

Older people with sleep
or wake pattern distur-
bance

A user-centered design pro-
cess to develop technology
to improve sleep quality in
residential care homes

United King-
dom

Carey-Smith et
al [29]

QualitativeUCDExergames for chil-
dren with motor
problems

Children with motor coor-
dination problems

FroggyBobby: an exergame
to support children with
motor problems practicing
motor coordination exercises

MexicoCaro et al [30]

during therapeutic interven-
tions

Mixed methodsHCDbClinical shared deci-
sion support system

HIV clinical care
providers

A clinical decision support
system for integrating tuber-
culosis and HIV care in

KenyaCatalani et al
[31]

Kenya: a human-centered
design approach

QualitativeHCDNonclinical
workspaces

Hospital staffCreating the optimal
workspace for hospital staff
using human centered de-
sign

New ZealandCawood et al
[32]

QualitativeUCDPatient expertise lo-
cator for web-based
health communities

Survivors of breast can-
cer

Bringing the field into focus:
user-centered design of a
patient expertise locator

United StatesCivan-Hartzler
et al [33]

Mixed methodsUser-centered,
iterative design

Patient experiences
assessment app

Mexican-American
women

Development of an ecologi-
cal momentary assessment
mobile app for a low-litera-

United StatesConnelly et al
[34]

cy, Mexican American pop-
ulation to collect disordered
eating behaviors

Mixed methodsUCDLaparoscopic
surgery training box

Surgeons and gastroen-
terologists

Feasibility of adapting the
fundamentals of laparoscop-
ic surgery trainer box to en-
doscopic skills training tool

CanadaCrespin et al
[35]

Mixed methodsUCDHealthy eating appParents of children with
weight management
problems

Targeting parents for child-
hood weight management:
development of a theory-
driven and user-centered
healthy eating app

United King-
dom

Curtis et al [36]

Mixed methodsUCDPersonal health
tracking app

Patients with a lung
transplant

User-centered design and
interactive health technolo-
gies for patients

United StatesDabbs de Vito
et al [37]
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Study designDesign ap-
proach

Innovation typeEnd user populationTitleCountryAuthor

Mixed methodsHCDeHealth solution for
weight loss treat-
ment

Patients undergoing
weight loss treatment

Human-centered methods in
the design of an eHealth so-
lution for patients undergo-
ing weight loss treatment

NorwayDas and
Svanaes [38]

Mixed methodsUser-centered,
iterative design

Mobile app for
COPD self-manage-
ment

People with COPDcRecommendations for devel-
oping support tools with
people suffering from
chronic obstructive pul-
monary disease: co-design
and pilot testing of a mobile
health prototype

United King-
dom

Davies et al
[39]

Mixed methodsHCDe-home solution for
monitoring and con-
sulting

Home care nurses, gener-
al practitioners, and
pharmacists

Development of ehome, a
mobile instrument for report-
ing, monitoring, and consult-
ing drug-related problems in
home care: human-centered
design study

The Nether-
lands

Dijkstra et al
[40]

QualitativeHCDPhysical decision-
making aids

Parents and children who
are dealing with asthma
management in a lower
income environment

Using a human-centered de-
sign approach for collabora-
tive decision-making in pedi-
atric asthma care

United StatesEberhart et al
[41]

QualitativeUCDEye-tracking deviceSurgeons who perform
kidney tumor cryoabla-
tions

Improvement of design of a
surgical interface using an
eye tracking device

TurkeyErol Barkana
and Açik [42]

QualitativeHCDConversation frame-
work

Patients receiving prena-
tal care

Development of a frame-
work and tool to facilitate
cost-of-care conversations
with patients during prenatal
care

United StatesErwin et al [43]

Mixed methodsHCDmHealth app to in-
form clinical deci-
sion-making

Community health care
workers

Building quality mHealthd

for low resource settings

South AfricaEttinger et al
[44]

Mixed methodsDTeWeb-based toolkitStudents with autismUsing design thinking to en-
gage autistic students in
participatory design of an
online toolkit to help with
transition into higher educa-
tion

United King-
dom

Fabri et al [45]

Mixed methodsHCDPersonal health
record system

Individuals at risk for
metabolic syndrome

Human-centered design of
a personal health record
system for metabolic syn-
drome management based
on the ISO 9241-210:2010
standard

ColombiaFarinango et al
[46]

QualitativeHCDNeonatal incubatorsInfants, medical practi-
tioners, and family mem-
bers

The design of neonatal incu-
bators: a systems-oriented,
human-centered approach

United StatesFerris and Shep-
ley [47]

QualitativeHCDHealth screening
tool

Women receiving health
screening in primary care

Primary care women’s
health screening: a case
study of a community en-
gaged human centered de-
sign approach to enhancing
the screening process

United StatesFoley et al [48]

QualitativeUCDMobile app for med-
ical and psychiatric
self-management

Middle-aged and older
adults with serious men-
tal illnesses

Adapting a psychosocial in-
tervention for smartphone
delivery to middle-aged and
older adults with serious
mental illness

United StatesFortuna et al
[49]
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Study designDesign ap-
proach

Innovation typeEnd user populationTitleCountryAuthor

QualitativeUCDTablet-based deci-
sion support tool

People diagnosed with
fragile X syndrome and
clinicians

A digital decision support
tool to enhance decisional
capacity for clinical trial
consent: design and develop-
ment

United StatesFurberg et al
[50]

Mixed methodsUCDApp for speech
sound disorder thera-
py

Children with speech-
language pathology

User-centered app design for
speech sound disorders inter-
ventions with tablet comput-
ers

SloveniaGačnik et al
[51]

Mixed methodsUCDDecision guide
(physical)

Older adults and their in-
formal caregivers

Development of a decision
guide to support the elderly
in decision making about
location of care: an iterative,
user-centered design

CanadaGarvelink et al
[52]

QualitativeUCDInteractive websiteSeniors with loss of au-
tonomy

Deciding how to stay inde-
pendent at home in later
years: development and ac-
ceptability testing of an infor-
mative web-based module

CanadaGarvelink et al
[53]

Mixed methodsUCDClinical decision and
workflow support
tool (digital)

Clinicians caring for pa-
tients with cirrhosis

Descriptive usability study
of CirrODS: clinical deci-
sion and workflow support
tool for management of pa-
tients with cirrhosis

United StatesGarvin et al
[54]

Mixed methodsUCDGait training appPeople with Parkinson
disease

Design and development of
a gait training system for
Parkinson’s disease

FranceGarzo et al [55]

QualitativeUCDMobile app for asth-
ma self-management

People with asthmaA user-centered, learning
asthma smartphone applica-
tion for patients and
providers

United StatesGaynor et al
[56]

Mixed methodsUCDWeb-based interven-
tion for postabortion
care support

Women who underwent
an abortion

Feasibility and acceptability
of a mobile technology inter-
vention to support post

abortion care (The FACTSf

study phase II) after surgical
abortion: user-centered de-
sign

CanadaGill et al [57]

QualitativeUCDmHealth solutionYoung adults who have
been diagnosed with
multiple sclerosis

More stamina, a gamified
mHealth solution for per-
sons with multiple sclerosis:
research through design

SpainGiunti et al [58]

Mixed methodsUser-centered
approach

Text-entry method
for mobile devices

Motor-disabled persons
who experience text-en-
try difficulties when us-
ing mobile devices

Improving accessibility of
mobile devices with Easy-
Write

PortugalGodinho et al
[59]

Mixed methodsUCDEducational material
for mobile mental
health apps

Older veteransDevelopment and refine-
ment of educational materi-
als to help older veterans use

VAg mental health mobile
apps

United StatesGould et al [60]

QualitativeUCDEmergency depart-
ment tracking board

Emergency department
physicians

Tracking care in the emer-
gency department

United StatesGreen et al [61]

Mixed methodsUCDmHealth screening
solution

People at risk for colorec-
tal cancer aged ≥50 years

Creating an mHealth app for
colorectal cancer screening:
user-centered design ap-
proach

United StatesGriffin et al
[62]
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Study designDesign ap-
proach

Innovation typeEnd user populationTitleCountryAuthor

Mixed methodsUCDData visualizationPatients with heart failure
and health care providers
for patients with heart
failure

Leveraging patient-reported
outcomes using data visual-
ization

United StatesGrossman et al
[63]

Mixed methodsUCDWeb-based cogni-
tive assessment tool

Patients with unipolar
and bipolar disorder

The internet-based cognitive
assessment tool: system de-
sign and feasibility study

DenmarkHafiz et al [64]

QualitativeUCDDigital solution for
psychological thera-
py

People who fear harm
from others

How inclusive, user-cen-
tered design research can
improve psychological ther-
apies for psychosis: develop-
ment of SlowMo

United King-
dom

Hardy et al [65]

Mixed methodsHCDMobile app for fall
risk detection

Older adults with fall riskHuman-centered design
study: enhancing the usabili-
ty of a mobile phone app in
an integrated falls risk detec-
tion system for use by older
adult users

IrelandHarte, R. [66]

Mixed methodsHCDPatient dashboardPatients following
prostate cancer treatment

Design and feasibility of in-

tegrating personalized PROh

dashboards into prostate
cancer care

United StatesHartlzer et al
[67]

N/AiUCDMobile app for ado-
lescents

Adolescents with lupusDevelopment of a smart-
phone app for adolescents
with lupus: a collaborative
meeting-based methodology
inclusive of a wide range of
stakeholders

CanadaHerschman et al
[68]

QualitativeUCDPatient record sum-
mary review

CliniciansDevelopment of a cognitive
framework of patient record
summary review in the for-
mative phase of user-cen-
tered design

United StatesHorsky and
Ramelson [69]

Mixed methodsUCDSMS text messagingPregnant womenDevelopment and design of
an intervention to improve
physical activity in pregnant
women using Text4baby

United StatesHuberty et al
[70]

Mixed methodsHCDAdvance care plan-
ning decision sup-
port video

Patients who are prepar-
ing for major surgery

An advance care plan deci-
sion support video before
major surgery: a patient- and
family-centered approach

United StatesIsenberg et al
[71]

Mixed methodsUCDWeb-based interface
for self-monitoring
of exercise

Older adults with COPDDesigning and testing a
web-based interface for self-
monitoring of exercise and
symptoms for older adults
with COPD

United StatesJohnston et al
[72]

Mixed methodsHCDBalance assessment
tool

Older adults with fall riskExamining usage to ensure
utility: co-design of a tool
for fall prevention

FranceLan Hing Ting
et al [73]

Mixed methodsUCDDrug–drug interac-
tion alert system

PhysiciansUser-centered design im-
proves the usability of drug-
drug interaction alerts: exper-
imental comparison of inter-
faces

ArgentinaLuna et al [74]

QualitativeUCDPersonal assistive
bathing device

Patients with stroke and
hemiplegia

A new design approach of
user-centered design on a
personal assistive bathing
device for hemiplegia

TaiwanMa, Wu and
Chang [75]
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Study designDesign ap-
proach

Innovation typeEnd user populationTitleCountryAuthor

QualitativeUCDMobile app for drug
information

People with visual impair-
ment

Design and development of
a mobile app of drug infor-
mation for people with visu-
al impairment

ColombiaMadrigal-Ca-
david et al [76]

Mixed methodsUCDWeb-based interven-
tion

Parents of children with
type 1 diabetes

Iterative development of a
web-based intervention for
families of young children
with type 1 diabetes: DIPPer
academy

United StatesMarker and
Monzon [77]

Mixed methodsDTInteractive SMS text
messaging app

Patients with low income
and chronic medical con-
ditions

A two-way interactive text
messaging application for
low-income patients with
chronic medical conditions:
design-thinking develop-
ment approach

United StatesMarko-Holguin
et al [78]

QualitativeUCDBrain-computer inter-
face

People with brain injuryA qualitative study adopting
a user-centered approach to
design and validate a brain
computer interface for cogni-
tive rehabilitation for people
with brain injury

IrelandMartin et al
[79]

QualitativeHCDAssistive service
robot

People with disabilitiesA human-oriented frame-
work for developing assis-
tive service robots

IrelandMcGinn et al
[80]

QualitativeUCDWeb-based educa-
tional platform for
patients

Patients who recover
from major cancer
surgery

Designing for impact: identi-
fying stakeholder-driven in-
terventions to support recov-
ery after major cancer
surgery

United StatesMcMullen et al
[81]

Mixed methodsUCDElectronic clinical
decision support

Emergency department
physicians

Patient-centered decision
support: formative usability
evaluation of integrated
clinical decision support
with a patient decision aid
for minor head injury in the
emergency department

United StatesMelnick et al
[82]

Mixed methodsHCDWeb-based social
network

People with metabolic
syndrome

Human-centered develop-
ment of an online social
network for metabolic syn-
drome management

ColombiaNunez-Nava et
al [83]

QualitativeHCDIntervention to re-
duce schistosomiasis
transmission

School-aged childrenCommunity co-designed
schistosomiasis control inter-
ventions for school-aged
children in Zanzibar

TanzaniaPerson et al
[84]

QualitativeDTMobile app for new-
ly diagnosed patients
with type 2 diabetes

People with newly diag-
nosed type 2 diabetes

Development and testing of
a mobile application to sup-
port diabetes self-manage-
ment for people with newly
diagnosed type 2 diabetes: a
design thinking case study

DenmarkPetersen, and
Hempler [85]

QualitativeHCDDashboard to dis-
play PROs

Patient with rheumatoid
arthritis

Am I OK? using human
centered design to empower
rheumatoid arthritis patients
through patient reported
outcomes

United StatesRagouzeos et al
[86]
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Study designDesign ap-
proach

Innovation typeEnd user populationTitleCountryAuthor

QualitativeUCDComputerized clini-
cal decision support
system

Emergency department
physicians

Computerized clinical deci-
sion support system for
emergency department–initi-
ated buprenorphine for opi-
oid use disorder: user-cen-
tered design

United StatesRay et al [87]

Mixed methodsUCDTele-rehabilitation
platform

Patients with phantom
limb pain

Design and development of
a telerehabilitation platform
for patients with phantom
limb pain: a user-centered
approach

The Nether-
lands

Rothgangel et al
[88]

Mixed methodsHCDAlternative ultra-
sound gel

Local clinicians who use
point of care ultrasound

Alternative ultrasound gel
for a sustainable ultrasound
program: application of hu-
man centered design

CongoSalmon et al
[89]

Mixed methodsUCDDigital cognitive aid
for intraoperative
crisis management

AnesthesiologistsA digital cognitive aid for
anesthesia to support intraop-
erative crisis management:
results of the user-centered
design process

GermanySchild et al [90]

Mixed methodsUCDMobile interface for
medication manage-
ment

People who use medica-
tion

User-centered design of a
mobile medication manage-
ment

GermanySedlmayr et al
[91]

QualitativeDTEffective vaccine
safety communica-
tion

Parents and babiesA design thinking approach
to effective vaccine safety
communication

GermanySeeber et al
[92]

QualitativeHCDAsthma essential kitSchool-aged children and
their parents who deal
with asthma management

Applying human-centered
design to the development
of an asthma essentials kit
for school aged children and
their parents

United StatesSonney et al
[93]

Mixed methodsUCDPatients’ experi-
ences assessment
app

Middle-aged women with
obesity

Context-sensitive ecologic
momentary assessment: ap-
plication of user-centered
design for improving user
satisfaction and engagement
during self-report

United StatesSrinivas et al
[94]

QualitativeUCDA new method for
goal setting

Physiotherapists and pa-
tients

The development of a pa-
tient-specific method for
physiotherapy goal setting:
a user-centered design

The Nether-
lands

Stevens et al
[95]

Mixed methodsUCDWeb-based vision
screening tool

Parents of preschool-
aged children with ambly-
opia

User-centered development
of a web-based preschool
vision screening tool

United StatesTaylor et al [96]

Mixed methodsUCDICT-supported can-
cer rehabilitation
program

Health care professionals
and survivors of lung
cancer

Cocreation of an ICTj-sup-
ported cancer rehabilitation
application for resected lung
cancer survivors: design and
evaluation

The Nether-
lands

Timmerman et
al [97]

N/AUCDDecision support
tool

Prospective parentsCreation of a decision sup-
port tool for expectant par-
ents facing threatened
periviable delivery: applica-
tion of a user-centered de-
sign approach

United StatesTucker Ed-
monds et al [98]
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Study designDesign ap-
proach

Innovation typeEnd user populationTitleCountryAuthor

QualitativeUCDMobile monitoring
and feedback tool

People with chronic dis-
ease

The development of a mo-
bile monitoring and feed-
back tool to stimulate physi-
cal activity of people with a
chronic disease in primary
care: a user-centered design

The Nether-
lands

van der Weegen
et al [99]

QualitativeHCDNovel programs to
reduce inequities in
infant mortality rates

Citizens of Castlemont
neighborhood

Human-centered design as
an approach for place-based
innovation in public health:
a case study from Oakland,
California

United StatesVechakul et al
[100]

Mixed methodsUser-centered
development
process

Mobile interface for
a monitoring system

Older adultsUser-centered development
and testing of a monitoring
system that provides feed-
back regarding physical
functioning to elderly people

The Nether-
lands

Vermeulen et al
[101]

Mixed methodsUCDSmoking cessation
app

People with serious men-
tal illnesses who smoke

User-centered design of
learn to quit, a smoking ces-
sation smartphone app for
people with serious mental
illness

United StatesVilardaga et al
[102]

QualitativeUCDApp for improve-
ment of treatment
allocation for depres-
sion

People with depressive
symptoms

Development of a mobile
clinical prediction tool to
estimate future depression
severity and guide treatment
in primary care: user-cen-
tered design

AustraliaWachtler et al
[103]

Mixed methodsUCDWeb-based commu-
nity platform

Frail older adultsDevelopment and testing of
an online community care
platform for frail older
adults in The Netherlands: a
user-centered design

The Nether-
lands

Willard et al
[104]

Mixed methodsUCDDecision aid website
for young women
with cancer

Women survivors of can-
cer

The Pathways fertility
preservation decision aid
website for women with
cancer: development and
field testing

United StatesWoodard et al
[105]

QualitativeUCDWeb-based coping
resource

Parents of young children
with type 1 diabetes

A web-based coping inter-
vention by and for parents
of very young children with
type 1 diabetes: user-cen-
tered design

United StatesWysocki et al
[106]

aUCD: user-centered design.
bHCD: human-centered design.
cCOPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
dmHealth: mobile health.
eDT: design thinking.
fFACTS: factors affecting combination trial success.
gVA: veterans affairs.
hPRO: patient-reported outcome.
iN/A: not applicable.
jICT: information and communication technology.

Design Theories and Methodologies
This review explores the various applications of HCD
approaches, including HCD, UCD, and DT. Of the 82 studies,
HCD was used in 21 (26%) studies, whereas 4 (4%) studies

applied a DT approach. Most (57/82, 70%) used a UCD
approach. All approaches prioritized the users’ needs and the
participatory and iterative nature of the design process. Some
HCD definitions included a focus on a multiple stakeholder or
system perspective, whereas some UCD definitions aimed at
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increasing usability or user friendliness of the solution. These
design approaches are generally characterized by the use of
different standards or models.

A total of 3 standards or models were frequently mentioned in
the studies and used as references. These models overlap in
their attempt to classify the distinct phases of the design process
but operationalize the steps differently. The UCD ISO Standard
9241-210 for HCD of interactive systems encompasses a 5-phase
design process including (1) understanding and specifying the
context of use, (2) specifying user requirements, (3) producing

design solutions, (4) evaluating design against requirements,
and (5) delivering design solutions that meet user requirements.
The HCD IDEO Field Guide to Human-Centered Design and
the Hasso Plattner Institute (HPI) School of Design Thinking
models are characterized by different versions of a similar
3-phase design process: (1) inspiration, (2) ideation, and (3)
implementation. Studies that applied DT worked with a
multiphase approach that included versions of the following
phases: (1) empathizing with stakeholders, (2) defining the
problem, (3) generating ideas for solutions, (4) prototyping the
solutions, and (5) testing the solutions. In Figure 2, we have

Figure 2. Illustration of human-centered design processes. HCD: human-centered design; HPI: Hasso Plattner Institute; UCD: user-centered design.

illustrated how the different approaches to the HCD process
align.

Of the 82 articles identified, 57 (70%) applied a UCD approach,
21 (26%) used HCD, and 4 (5%) used DT. In 17% (14/82) of
the studies, the concepts of HCD and UCD were referred to
interchangeably; of these 14 studies, 9 (64%) studies referred
to the use of the ISO 9241-210 standard. In the 5% (4/82) of
studies that applied DT, the concept was used interchangeably
with HCD in all cases. These studies referred to the IDEO Field
Guide to Human-Centered Design or the HPI School of Design
Thinking Guide as standards. For clarity, we have continued to
report the results of the HCD and DT studies and UCD studies
separately in this review.

Design Strategies and Methods
Of the 82 studies, 74 (90%) applied an SFS versus 8 (10%)
applied a PFS to drive the design process. Thus, most design
studies focused on directly generating solutions or developing
a specific predefined solution. Only a minority used

design-based methods to define the problem and selectively
gather information before proceeding to solution development.
Of the 74 studies that applied an SFS, 55 (74%) applied the
UCD approach. Of the 8 studies that applied a PFS, 6 (75%)
applied an HCD and DT approach. Overall, HCD and DT
appears to be the preferred approach for problem-driven
strategies, whereas UCD is generally applied for solution-driven
strategies.

The design processes comprised several design cycles during
which multiple qualitative and quantitative methods were used
in combination with specific design methods. Of the 82 studies,
47 (57%) applied a mixed methods approach, and 33 (40%)
applied qualitative methodology. A synthesis of the methods
used in the different phases of the included studies is presented
in Table 2 (details about the described design methods can be
found in Multimedia Appendix 3). The first design
phase—understanding the context—was often characterized by
the use of a limited range of design-based methods. During the
second and third phases—problem specification and idea
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generation—a broader range of design methods was used in
different studies. In the fourth phase—testing of solutions—the
range of design methods was reduced again. Some design-based
methods were applied in multiple phases of the process, for
example, personas, intervention mapping, or the Wizard of Oz
technique; however, most were uniquely used in a single phase.

Overall, qualitative methods or mixed methods were mostly
used in the first and last phases of the design process to

understand user needs or to evaluate user experiences. In the
first phase of the process, qualitative methods such as interviews
and observations as well as literature reviews were commonly
used to understand the problem context. In later stages, the use
of methods diverges based on the type of foreseen solution, for
example, digital or nondigital solutions. Quantitative methods
were used to either support qualitative findings during the first
phase of the process or as an evaluation instrument in the later
design phases.
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Table 2. Meta-analysis of applied research and design methods.

Design methodsQuantitative methodsQualitative methodsDesign phase

Surveys (not specified)Understanding the context •• StorytellingLiterature review
• •Observations Metaphors

•• PersonasExpert meetings
• •Delphi technique Experience mapping
• Diary studies

Specify the problem or user need ••• Participatory workshopContext assessmentsFocus groups
• ••Interviews PersonasNeeds assessments

••• Use case scenariosSurveys (not specified)Delphi technique
• •Contextual inquiry Decision matrix

•• MoSCoWa methodObservations
• Critical incident technique • House of quality analysis

• Goal, question, metric approach
• Roleplay
• User journey mapping
• Intervention mapping
• System mapping
• Low functional prototype
• Use case diagram

Generate ideas and design solutions ••• BrainstormUsability surveysObservations
• ••Interviews Round Robin Concept IdeationFeasibility surveys

••• VotingSurveys (not specified)Focus groups
• •Literature review Round table discussions

• Sketching
• Visual mind maps
• Idea or concept voting
• Storyboarding
• User narratives
• Use case scenarios
• Low functional prototyping
• High functional prototyping
• Intervention mapping
• Heuristic evaluation
• Task analysis
• SWOTb or competitor analysis
• User journey map
• Wizard of Oz method
• Card sorting
• Weekly sprints
• Think-aloud techniques

Test solutions ••• Low functional prototypingUsability surveysInterviews
• ••Observations High functional prototypingFeasibility surveys

••• RoleplayViability assessmentsFocus groups
• ••EMAc Story boardingEMA

• •Surveys (not specified) Card sorting
• Simulations
• Intervention mapping
• Cognitive walkthrough
• Brainstorm (general)
• Heuristic evaluation
• Workflow evaluation
• Participatory workshop
• Wizard of Oz method
• Value versus effort matrix
• Think-aloud techniques

aMoSCoW: must have, should have, could have, won’t have.
bSWOT: strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.
cEMA: ecological momentary assessment.
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End User Involvement
In 6 studies (UCD 5/6, 83%; HCD and DT 1/6, 17%), the end
users were actively involved as users, that is, as information
sources but not as active participants in the design process. In
27 (UCD 21/27, 78%; HCD and DT 6/27, 22%) studies, the end
users participated as testers; that is, they were involved in the
first and last phases of the design process as testers of the
developed solutions. In 28 (UCD 22/28, 79%; HCT and DT
6/28, 21%) studies, the end users were involved as informants.

Here, end users were involved in various phases of the process
and asked for input on the design prototypes, such as sketches
and low-fidelity prototypes. Participation as design partners,
that is, as contributors to all phases and being involved in the
decision-making process, was identified in 21 (UCD 9/21, 43%;
HCD and DT 12/21, 57%) studies (Figure 3). Although UCD
approaches involved end users primarily in the role of tester
(21/57, 37%) and informant (22/57, 39%), HCD and DT
approaches involved end users as design partners in 48% (12/57)
of the studies.

Figure 3. Levels of end user involvement during human-centered design processes.

Quality Assessment of the Studies
Using the MMAT, 16% (13/82) of the included studies met ≥1
MMAT reporting criteria, based on the study type. The
remaining studies had to be rated as unclear on all MMAT
reporting criteria. An overview of the quality assessment results
can be found in Multimedia Appendix 4 [25-106]. The biggest
limitation to the quality assessment was the lack of uniformity
in reporting and the broad extent of the design studies that
needed to be captured in limited words for publication. In fact,
most studies used multiple research and design cycles and
generally offered limited details about the applied methodology.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this review, we explored how different HCD approaches,
including DT and UCD, were applied for the development of
innovations in health research. Overall, the concepts of HCD
and DT, and HCD and UCD, were used interchangeably in 22%
(18/82) of the included studies. This applied to all studies that
referred to HCD and DT; however, UCD was defined as a
standalone entity in 84% (48/57) of the papers that used this
approach. Most of the studies using HCD and UCD

interchangeably referred to the ISO 9241-210 standard. This
aligns with the theoretical framework pursued by the studies,
that is, a problem-driven versus a solution-driven strategy. DT-
and HCD-based studies commonly engaged in understanding
the underlying problem and focused on a broad range of health,
social, or medical topics. They often included a focus on human
values and a multistakeholder or systems perspective. Instead,
UCD-based approaches focused primarily on the direct
identification of a solution and were mostly used in health
technology innovation. They often focused on human factors
to increase the usability or user friendliness of the solution. The
limitations of this functional approach in promoting human
interests have been previously described as a potential
shortcoming of UCD [107].

It has been reported that designers who use a problem-driven
design strategy produce solutions with the best balance between
quality and creativity [22]. However, in this review, 90% (74/82)
of the included studies used a solution-driven strategy. Although
the evaluation of solutions can be used to further define the
design problem, this was not an objective of the included studies.
Their solution-driven approach generally focused on generating
a large number of ideas and solutions, potentially leaving the
initial design problem ill-defined and ignoring the relationships
between various stakeholders. However, health care innovation
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could significantly benefit from problem-driven design
processes, especially from the perspective of resource efficiency.
Innovation in health care is characterized by a development or
implementation cost trade-off. Therefore, it is critical that the
most impactful innovations be prioritized based on a critical
understanding of the underlying problem [108].

HCD in health research is often perceived as a single unitary
method, as emphasized by the reference to a single practitioner
guideline in the included studies. However, in this review, we
found that the application of HCD entails a wide array of design
methods and techniques that can be used selectively and that
are dependent on the specific design case. Design methods
diverge from the traditional methods of academic research as
they are primarily oriented toward action or solution of defined
problems rather than toward theory and hypotheses building.
To date, little is known about their effectiveness according to
evidence-based medical standards. The creation of a new
product, system, or service to improve health might be
considered an outcome from a design perspective but would
not be considered a health outcome from a scientific perspective
[13,14]. In the literature, a scientific method is described as a
strategy to understand the nature of a phenomenon, whereas a
design method is a strategy to invent things of value. According
to this distinction, science is analytical and design is constructive
and it is therefore difficult to assess both methods according to
the same standard [20]. However, according to Frey and Dym
[109], many of the validation techniques found in medicine can
be used for the validation of design methods. For example,
where medicine uses animal models and clinical trials to test
medical treatments, detailed simulations and controlled field
experiments of design methods could be developed for the
explicit purpose of evaluating design methodologies [109].

This logical, empirical approach toward the evaluation of design
methods fits well with, for example, the field of engineering
design, which is based on mathematical modeling, as it is most
appropriate for closed, objective problems that can lead to binary
(yes or no) answers. However, HCD approaches often address
open, complex problems that involve both objective and
subjective elements without a single correct answer. For design
methods addressing open, complex problems, a relativist
validation approach that gradually builds confidence in the
usefulness of the methods can be considered a more appropriate
paradigm [110]. A relativist approach to design claims no
absolute objectivity for methods or models; however, it assumes
that a valid method or model is only one of the many possible
ways of measuring or describing a real situation. In a relativist
approach to design methods, validity becomes a matter of
practical use and contextual functionality rather than formal
and universal accuracy. The validity of design methods becomes
a contextual, semiformal, and conversational process, because
establishing models of usefulness is a conversational matter
[111]. It is important to note that a relativist approach toward
the evaluation of design methods does not antagonize the logical,
empirical approach toward the evaluation of scientific research
methods used in HCD processes.

There is an ongoing demand for the development of a design
science with systematic and formalized design methods that
adhere to the values of the empirical scientific method:

objectivity, rationality, and universalism [112,113]. Scientific
design methods have been developed in engineering and
computer science; however, there is limited evidence that the
systematic use of design practices leads to measurable and
reproducible results in health research [112]. Design researchers
themselves still debate whether design conforms to a scientific
activity or represents an academic discipline with a rigorous
culture of its own [20,113]. As a result, critical appraisal and
best practice selections of design methods in health research
remain challenging.

In this review, the diverse reporting formats challenged our
ability to assess the quality of the studies from an
evidence-based perspective. Although initial guidelines have
been proposed to improve the reporting of design studies in
health research, this is still an area that is in development [14].
The guidelines by Bazzano et al [14] represent the first detailed
overview of reporting items for health research that includes
design approaches. Although we acknowledge that this reporting
guideline is an important first step toward improving
transparency, evaluability, and wider dissemination of design
approaches in health research, it is, however, debatable whether
the application of these guidelines is feasible in the context of
health research manuscripts. The level of detail that the Bazzano
[14] guidelines propose implies that the design research
component should be reported as a standalone article, separate
from the connected empirical studies. Most of the design studies
included in this review offered limited details about their
multimethod design cycles, possibly because of the word count
limits that most scientific journals apply. It would be almost
impossible to describe a multimethod design process in adequate
detail and also effectively report on the research and design
outcomes in a single manuscript. Applying the Bazzano [14]
guidelines with rigor is likely to result in the reporting of
separate design cycles across multiple manuscripts, and essential
findings for the design process might appear fragmented or be
lost among reports that are published separately.

However, it could be argued that the separate publication of
multiple waves of data collection in design research is preferable
for both researchers and reviewers to support the validity,
reliability, and reproducibility of design-based health research.
Rather than aiming for complex integrated manuscripts, multiple
publications would allow researchers to report in more detail
on both their methods and findings and also allow for easier
critical appraisal and quality assessment by reviewers. In
addition to traditional research articles, innovative publication
formats such as registered reports could be used to submit design
research protocols and results that are judged on their
methodological robustness rather than the potential novelty of
the findings [114]. We recommend registering the design
research protocols in a research registry to address the issue of
potential fragmented data publication. This would allow for
systematic referencing to previous design activities, even when
their results have not been published.

The active engagement of stakeholders is one of the key
principles of the HCD approach. Stakeholders can be defined
as “individuals, organizations or communities that have a direct
interest in the process and outcomes of a project, research or
policy endeavor” [115]. In health care innovation, the
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engagement of diverse stakeholders is essential to the
development of a shared agenda for responsible innovation and
for the cocreation of social value [116]. However, a
multistakeholder innovation process brings about several
challenges. HCD practitioners acknowledge the challenge of
equitably including the experience and expertise of all
participants in the design process. Although the importance of
creative interdisciplinary collaborations between various
disciplines in health care is increasing, it is still a relatively new
and complex phenomenon [117]. Each stakeholder brings their
own motivations, attitudes, priorities, and incentives to the
process, and such differences will influence the cocreative space
and interpersonal interactions. HCD practitioners should
critically reflect on the participatory methods that they intend
to apply, considering the possible contribution of each
participant in the design process to facilitate the effective use
of their expertise and experiences [16]. This is particularly
important when working with vulnerable patient groups or health
care professionals with limited time to participate in co-design
sessions [118].

An earlier study suggested that HCD processes can rely too
much on anecdotal evidence of key stakeholders who might not
fully understand what they want and need [31]. However, a
more strategic application of HCD aims to identify themes that
describe people’s deeper needs and values rather than their
wishes and desires and uses those themes to inform the creation
of innovative strategies and solutions [119]. Field studies with
the use of qualitative methods, such as observations, to study
key stakeholders and their activities in their own environments
could offer a valid alternative [120].

In addition, it is essential for HCD practitioners to take power
dimensions and the agency of different stakeholders into
account, especially during co-design sessions. To achieve
inclusive design processes, intersectional aspects should be
considered for stakeholder engagement and methodological
choices, such as gender identity, class, sexuality, geography,
age, and disability and ability [121,122]. Reflective project
planning aids and frameworks for involving patients and the
public in research and design projects should be used to
guarantee meaningful engagement of stakeholders and facilitate
democratic design processes [123,124].

Study Limitations
At present, MMAT is the most comprehensive tool available
for appraising multimethod studies [125]. Although the MMAT
is a tool that allows for the critical appraisal of most common
types of study designs, the tool seems less appropriate for HCD,
DT, and UCD because of the inclusion of multiple research and
design cycles and the often-limited word space to describe the
applied methodologies and methodological choices in detail.
To our knowledge, there is no appropriate tool available for the
critical appraisal of design studies in health research.

In this review, we have only reviewed articles that described
the complete development processes of a health innovation.
This criterion might have limited the inclusion of studies that
describe the complete process through multiple publications.
For example, in a few studies, the authors referred to future
studies in which they expressed the intention to test a designed

solution in a randomized controlled trial. Those studies were
not included in this review. Furthermore, no selection criteria
for the end user populations were applied. This might have
influenced the choice for the use of particular design methods,
as design researchers need to take intersectional aspects into
account, as mentioned in the Discussion. Although this was not
the main objective of this review, future research could focus
on the application of design methods and their suitability for
specific stakeholder populations in health care.

In addition, our search strategy was limited to scientific
databases related to biomedical, nursing, and allied health and
public health sciences, and gray literature was not included.
Disciplines that publish design research related to health systems
outside this scope were not considered in our searches. Finally,
the existence of different design methods and models with
principles related to HCD and the interchangeable use of these
terms in the literature made it challenging to scope and perform
a fully systematic search.

Conclusions
A wide variety of design practices and methods such as HCD,
DT, and UCD are increasingly being applied in health research.
In our analysis, HCD- and DT-based projects tended to primarily
follow integrated and problem-driven approaches, whereas
UCD-based projects engaged in more functional and
solution-driven approaches. Most of these design studies used
mixed methods approaches, combined qualitative and
quantitative research with design methods, and frequently
referred to the following 3 design guides: the IDEO Field Guide
to Human-Centered Design, the HPI School of Design Thinking
Guide, and the ISO Standard 9241-210.

The increasing use of design-based approaches such as HCD
and DT and UCD in health research subjects them to evaluation
according to traditional biomedical standards. However, the
analytic approach of the scientific method versus the
constructive approach of the design method impedes the
assessment of both methods according to the same standard. To
address the validation of design methods, a relativist validation
approach that gradually builds confidence in the usefulness of
methods could be considered a more appropriate paradigm for
design methods, particularly those that are concerned with
subjective elements of the design process.

Specific standards for reporting HCD practices in health and
biomedical research have been developed in recent years.
However, these reporting standards remain challenging to apply
for single design research papers because of the extensiveness
of multimethod design processes in combination with customary
word limits in biomedical publications. Separate publications
detailing the multiple waves of data collection in design research
might be preferable for both researchers and reviewers to support
the validity, reliability, and reproducibility of design-based
health research. In addition, innovative publication formats such
as registered reports could be used to submit design research
protocols and results that are judged on their methodological
robustness rather than the potential novelty of the findings.
Furthermore, future research on HCD approaches in health
should focus on the development of an HCD practitioner
guideline for stakeholder engagement that takes stakeholder
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roles, experiences, expertise, agency, and power dimensions into account.
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Abstract

Background: Physical and mental health benefits can be attained from persistent, long-term performance of mindfulness
meditation with a mobile meditation app, but in general, few mobile health app users persistently engage at a level necessary to
attain the corresponding health benefits. Anchoring or pairing meditation with a mobile app to an existing daily routine can
establish an unconsciously initiated meditation routine that may improve meditation persistence.

Objective: The purpose of this study was to test the use of either personalized anchors or fixed anchors for establishing a
persistent meditation app routine with the mobile app, Calm.

Methods: We conducted a randomized controlled trial and randomly assigned participants to one of 3 study groups: (1) a
personalized anchor (PA) group, (2) fixed anchor (FA) group, or (3) control group that did not use the anchoring strategy. All
participants received app-delivered reminder messages to meditate for at least 10 minutes a day using the Calm app for an 8-week
intervention period, and app usage data continued to be collected for an additional 8-week follow-up period to measure meditation
persistence. Baseline, week 8, and week 16 surveys were administered to assess demographics, socioeconomic status, and changes
in self-reported habit strength.

Results: A total of 101 participants across the 3 study groups were included in the final analysis: (1) PA (n=56), (2) FA (n=49),
and (3) control group (n=62). Participants were predominantly White (83/101, 82.2%), female (77/101, 76.2%), and college
educated (ie, bachelor’s or graduate degree; 82/101, 81.2%). The FA group had a significantly higher average odds of daily
meditation during the intervention (1.14 odds ratio [OR]; 95% CI 1.02-1.33; P=.04), and all participants experienced a linear
decline in their odds of daily meditation during the 8-week intervention (0.96 OR; 95% CI 0.95-0.96; P<.001). Importantly, the
FA group showed a significantly smaller decline in the linear trend of their odds of daily meditation during the 8-week follow-up
(their daily trend increased by 1.04 OR from their trend during the intervention; 95% CI 1.01-1.06; P=.03). Additionally, those
who more frequently adhered to their anchoring strategy during the intervention typically used anchors that occurred in the
morning and showed a significantly smaller decline in their odds of daily meditation during the 8-week follow-up period (1.13
OR; 95% CI 1.02-1.35; P=.007).

Conclusions: The FA group had more persistent meditation with the app, but participants in the FA or PA groups who more
frequently adhered to their anchoring strategy during the intervention had the most persistent meditation routines, and almost all
of these high anchorers used morning anchors. These findings suggest that the anchoring strategy can create persistent meditation
routines with a mobile app. However, future studies should combine anchoring with additional intervention tools (eg, incentives)
to help more participants successfully establish an anchored meditation routine.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT04378530; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04378530

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2021;9(12):e32794)   doi:10.2196/32794
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Introduction

Mindfulness meditation is an evidence-based health behavior
regimen that can produce a wide range of physical and mental
health benefits, such as reduced blood pressure and decreased
symptoms of anxiety, depression, and insomnia [1-3]. However,
similar to other health behaviors, such as physical activity, the
benefits of mindfulness meditation are primarily experienced
after persistent, long-term performance [4-7]. Research has
shown that increases in meditation frequency, duration, and
long-term performance are all associated with greater health
benefits among both clinical and general populations of adults
[8-10]. Additionally, many of the proposed mechanisms for the
benefits of meditation include biological changes, such as
altering brain morphology, which happen over time through
persistent meditation performance [11,12].

A diverse set of barriers exist to persistently performing
mindfulness meditation, including structural (eg, financial and
access-related)-, social (eg, stigma and peer-support)-, and
individual (eg, impatience and motivation)-level factors. These
multifaceted barriers have been shown to inhibit persistent
mindfulness meditation practices and the persistent performance
of other health-promoting behaviors [13-16], and thus novel
behavioral interventions are still needed to help individuals
attain the benefits from the long-term performance of healthy
behaviors.

Mindfulness meditation has been successfully adapted for
mobile phone apps, which helps to address several of the
common structural and social barriers to persistent meditation.
Mindfulness meditation apps are easily accessible, scalable,
and cost-effective, improving individuals’ access to meditation
instruction and education [17,18]. Numerous commercial
meditation apps are available to the public, and to date, the 2
leading apps are Headspace and Calm with 65 and 200 million
downloads, respectively [3,19,20]. Although access to these
popular apps is not free (roughly US $70 for an annual
subscription), the cost is significantly lower than that of
in-person, guided meditations. Additionally, employers are
increasingly providing free access to meditation apps to their
employees to help them improve their mental health and
workplace productivity [18].

Interventions using commercial meditation apps have proven
to be feasible and have demonstrated small- to medium-sized
effects in reducing symptoms of depression and anxiety and
increasing life satisfaction and positive affect [17,21]. Despite
the accessibility and popularity of commercial meditation apps,
app-based meditation persistence rates are low [22-24]. For
example, a recent review found that adherence to app-based
meditation interventions can be as low as 24% [25], and in the
real world (ie, not in a research study), only 2% of health app
users persistently engage at a level necessary to attain the
corresponding health benefits [25-27].

Although mindfulness meditation apps have addressed several
important structural and social barriers, the low persistence
among app users might result from a lack of successful strategies
for overcoming common individual-level barriers (eg,
impatience and motivation) to persistent meditation. Behavioral
economics and psychology research has demonstrated that
individual-level barriers are significant determinants of
nonpersistent (ie, only short-term) health behavior change, even
after structural and social barriers have been overcome
[13,28-30]. This has also been documented in the mobile health
app literature: despite the popularity and ability of meditation
apps to improve mental health, sustained engagement among
mobile health app subscribers is low [4,24,25,31]. Moreover,
a recent systematic review and meta-analysis of mental health
app interventions reported app participation consistently
decreased over time [4]. Therefore, novel strategies are needed
to address individual-level barriers and help individuals increase
and maintain their use of mindfulness meditation apps.

One strategy for overcoming individual-level barriers to
mindfulness meditation app use may be the development of a
meditation routine. Psychology research has shown that
behaviors consistently performed in response to the same
contextual (or environmental) cue become routinized, meaning
they are completed with little or no cognitive effort [32,33].
One successful strategy for establishing a new routine is
anchoring or pairing the new behavior to an existing routine
that is already executed with very little cognitive effort [34-36].
For example, one might pair his or her daily meditation with
their existing routine of an afternoon walk in order to routinize
an afternoon meditation practice. Existing anchoring
interventions have successfully established these reflexive or
automatic routines for smoking cessation [37] and medication
adherence [38,39]. However, the success of anchoring
interventions has so far been limited to simple behaviors, such
as drinking water or taking medications. Additionally, anchoring
has largely only been effective for participants with high initial
intrinsic motivation [40-44], so it is still unknown whether
anchoring can help an individual successfully establish a
persistent meditation app routine.

Furthermore, there are important design considerations in
anchoring interventions that have not been rigorously tested in
the literature, such as how to optimally select a participant’s
anchor. Research has shown that personalization is an important
component to many other health interventions [45-51]; however,
the theory of contextually cued routines is new for most people,
so it may be difficult for participants to identify their own (ie,
personalized) existing routine that can serve as an effective
anchor for a new meditation routine. It has also been shown
that daily routines most frequently occur in the morning [44,52],
and recent research on circadian rhythms has suggested that
routinization may be easier in the morning [53]. Thus, the
purpose of this study was to test the efficacy of using a
personalized anchor versus having an anchor assigned in the
morning (ie, fixed) for successfully establishing a persistent
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meditation app routine using the mobile app Calm. These 2
intervention groups (ie, personalized vs fixed anchors) received
app-delivered reminder messages of their anchoring strategy
for an 8-week period, and the persistence of the meditation
routine over the subsequent 8 weeks was compared between
these 2 groups and a control group that did not use the anchoring
strategy for daily meditation. We hypothesized that the
personalized anchor group would be the most persistent over
the 8-week follow-up period and that both intervention groups
would have significantly greater meditation persistence relative
to the control group.

Methods

Recruitment
A randomized controlled trial was conducted between July 2020
and March 2021 with an 8-week intervention period, an 8-week
follow-up period, and survey assessments at baseline, week 8,
and week 16. The Institutional Review Board at Arizona State
University approved this study (STUDY00011788), and all
participants provided consent electronically prior to participating
in the survey. This study design was preregistered on
ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT04378530) and was funded by Arizona
State University. The CONSORT file is available in Multimedia
Appendix 1.

Study recruitment took place from July 2020 to August 2020.
Participants were paying subscribers to the Calm app who were
identified as not having already formed a daily meditation
routine. Specifically, subscribers were eligible if they had
subscribed to the Calm app after January 2020, had not
completed a meditation session with the app in the past 30 days,
and did not report practicing meditation with or without the app
for more than 60 minutes in 1 month over the past 6 months.
Additionally, new subscribers were eligible if they could read
and understand English, were willing to be randomized, and
were between 18 and 60 years old (see Textbox 1 for a full list
of study eligibility criteria). Eligible subscribers were identified
by Calm and invited to participate in the study via email. The
email contained a brief overview of the study and a link to a
short eligibility survey, and Qualtrics software was used to
verify that participants satisfied all remaining study eligibility
criteria. Eligible participants were then automatically directed
to read and electronically sign an informed consent document
in Qualtrics. Consenting participants were then contacted by
the research team via email to complete the baseline
questionnaire in Qualtrics. Once they completed the
questionnaire, participants were randomized to 1 of 3 study
groups using a predetermined allocation list generated on
Randomizer.org by a researcher not involved in the participant
assignment. Participants were then assigned to a study group
based on the allocation list and the order in which they were
enrolled in the study.

Textbox 1. Eligibility criteria.

Inclusion criteria

• 18-60 years of age

• Purchased Calm after January 2020

• Inactive: have not used app in the past 30 days

• Own an iOS/Android smartphone

• Own home internet or unlimited data plan

• Able to read and understand English

• Willing to be randomized

Exclusion criteria

• Report practicing mindfulness meditation >60 min in 1 month within the last 6 months

• Any meditation sessions with app in the past last 30 days

• Currently reside outside the USA

Intervention
Participants were randomized into a personalized anchor (PA)
group, fixed anchor (FA) group, or control group (CG).
Participants in this study used their own paid Calm accounts to
access the app during the study. After completing the baseline
survey, participants were sent a link to watch an instructional
video that provided information about the benefits of meditating
10 minutes per day and study group–specific instructions on
how to participate in the study. For those in the PA group, the
video instructed participants to select an existing routine to
which they would anchor their 10 minutes of daily meditation
practice. The PA group’s instructional video emphasized the

importance of selecting a consistently occurring daily routine
that could reliably be followed by 10 or more minutes of
meditation and provided clear examples of such existing routines
(eg, “After I finish my coffee in the afternoon” or “After I finish
breakfast in the morning”). For those in the FA group,
participants were instructed to use a fixed anchor provided by
the research team to which they would anchor their 10 minutes
of daily meditation practice. The anchor provided was the
following: “After I finish in the bathroom (brushing teeth,
removing mouth guard, etc.) in the morning, I will meditate for
at least 10 minutes.” Participants in the CG were given
information about the mental health benefits of meditating for
at least 10 minutes per day and instructed to complete 10
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minutes of daily meditation but were not given any instruction
on how or when to meditate. Participants were blinded to the
other intervention protocols and did not know what intervention
component was the focus of this study. To verify participants’
comprehension of their study group–specific instructions,
participants completed a 3-question comprehension quiz in
Qualtrics and were given unlimited chances to answer each
question correctly. Once all questions were correctly answered,
participants were emailed with a start date for their intervention
and they were provided with a written copy of the study
instructions.

During the 8-week intervention period, all participants received
a daily app–delivered reminder message (ie, push notification)
to either meditate for at least 10 minutes or to meditate for at
least 10 minutes using their anchor. Messages were randomly
delivered at either 8 AM, 1 PM, or 6 PM (ie, a 33.3% chance
of receiving the daily message at 1 of the 3 possible times), with
adjustments made for participants’ time zone. The message
content was also randomized with a 50% chance of receiving
1 of 2 message types. The first message type included study
group–specific reminders reinforcing participants’use of either
their personalized or fixed anchors, or reminding the control
group to meditate. The second message type was evenly
randomized between reminders to use 3 motivational tools in
the Calm app: mood check-ins, the meditation activity tracker,
or the in-app daily reminder tool. The success of each type,
timing, and sequence of daily supports was evaluated based on
both participants’ daily app usage data and ecological
momentary assessments collected via SMS text messages once
per evening (8 PM) during the 8-week intervention. The results
from this microrandomized trial on the effectiveness of different
daily reminder messages are not reported in this paper, and it
is important to note that this microrandomized trial study design
meant that each message type, timing, and sequence were
randomly delivered across all study groups; thus, the sequence
of messages would not bias our analysis of the overall study
group differences in meditation persistence during this study.

Participants were initially instructed to use their anchors (PA
and FA groups) and meditate for 10 minutes per day (all groups)
for 8 weeks. After 8 weeks, participants were emailed a
postintervention survey to complete and were encouraged to
continue meditating but were not given further instructions.
Participants were emailed again at the end of the 8-week
follow-up period and given a final questionnaire to complete.

Surveys
The baseline, postintervention, and final questionnaires were
all completed in Qualtrics. Participants were asked to respond
using “A little bit,” “Neutral,” “Quite a bit,” or “A lot” to the
following 3 questions about the COVID-19 pandemic: “To what
extent do you feel the COVID-19 pandemic has affected your
mental health?”, “To what extent do you feel the COVID-19
pandemic has affected your physical health?”, and “To what
extent do you feel the COVID-19 pandemic has affected your
stress?” Participants also completed the Self-Report Behavioral
Automaticity Index (SRBAI) on each survey to assess the
strength of their meditation habit (ie, self-reported habit strength)
[54]. The SRBAI contains 4 items scored on a 5-point Likert

scale from 1 “Strongly disagree” to 5 “Strongly agree” in
response to statements like “Daily meditation is something I do
automatically,” where a higher sum of item scores indicates a
stronger habit. The SRBAI has a Cronbach’s α of ≥.81 and was
designed using discriminant content validity while preserving
strong predictive validity [54]. Each survey also asked
participants to rate their overall health as either “Poor,” “Fair,”
“Good,” “Very Good,” or “Excellent.” On the baseline survey,
participants answered questions on their demographic and
socioeconomic characteristics.

Outcomes
The primary outcome measure for this study was a binary
measure of any daily meditation over the 16-week study, which
was derived from participants’ Calm app usage data provided
by the Calm analytics team. Specifically, we used minute-level
data on the time of day and duration of meditation sessions with
the Calm app to construct an indicator variable equal to 1 if a
participant completed any minutes of meditation on a given
day, and 0 otherwise. To study how our intervention impacted
meditation persistence, we examined how the odds of
performing any daily meditation changed over time both during
and after the intervention. The app usage data were also used
to construct an indicator variable equal to 1 if a participant
completed any minutes of meditation within 1 hour of the typical
time that their personalized anchor was reported to occur (this
typical time was collected when the PA group selected their
anchor) or when the fixed anchor was expected to occur (8 AM).
This measure of temporally consistent meditation was used to
study participants’ adherence to their anchoring strategy during
and after the intervention. The secondary outcome of interest
was the change in SRBAI between the study groups.

Statistical Analysis
A total sample size of 150 participants (study group sizes of
50) was targeted based on our available resources, and our
expected statistical power was informed by prior interventions
using the Calm app [3,55,56]. Assuming a
small-to-medium-effect size of 0.20, study group sizes of 50
yielded a statistical power of 1–β =.76 for detecting study group
x day–level differences in linear models of our repeated daily
outcome (any meditation minutes) over the 16-week study at
α=.05 (calculated using GLIMMPSE [57]).

Participants’ demographic, socioeconomic, and health
characteristics were compared across the 3 study groups to
confirm that the randomization was effective using the
Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric tests of equality (Table 1).

The primary outcome measuring the odds of any daily
meditation was analyzed using panel logistic regression models
with participant-level random effects. Aggregate study group
differences in the primary outcome were estimated using
separate indicator variables for the PA and FA groups, where
the CG was the omitted reference group, and differences in the
primary outcome over time were estimated using interaction
terms between each study group indicator variable and a daily
time trend. Two modeling approaches for the daily time trend
were used: (1) a single linear time trend over the full 16-week
study and (2) a piecewise linear trend with a breakpoint after
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the 8-week intervention (ie, daily reminder messages) being
withdrawn. The same panel logistic model with random effects
was estimated for an outcome variable indicating whether
participants performed any minutes of meditation within 1 hour

of the expected time of their anchor (referred to as “anchored
meditations”). These models were estimated as intention-to-treat
analyses that used daily Calm app data for all participants who
were retained in the study.

Table 1. Participant characteristics by study group.

Two-sided P valueaPersonalized anchor, n (%)

(N=37)

Fixed anchor, n (%)

(N=27)

Control, n (%)

(N=37)

Characteristic

.213 (8.11)1 (3.70)0 (0.00)Black

.841 (2.70)1 (3.70)2 (5.41)Asian/Arab

.3228 (75.68)22 (81.48)33 (89.19)White

.541 (2.70)1 (3.70)0 (0.00)Bi- or multiracial

.472 (5.41)0 (0.00)2 (5.41)Race: nonresponse

.384 (10.81)6 (22.22)8 (21.62)Male

.6130 (81.08)19 (70.37)28 (75.68)Female

.203 (8.11)1 (3.70)0 (0.00)Less than 20 kb

.156 (16.22)1 (3.70)2 (5.41)21-40 kb

.807 (18.92)5 (18.52)5 (13.51)41-60 kb

.691 (2.70)2 (7.41)2 (5.41)61-80 kb

.011 (2.70)8 (29.63)8 (21.62)81-100 kb

.5317 (45.95)10 (37.04)19 (51.35)More than 100 kb

.0517 (45.95)12 (44.44)26 (70.27)Married

.083 (8.11)6 (22.22)2 (5.41)Partnered

.1517 (45.95)9 (33.33)9 (24.32)Single/divorced/widowed

.1115 (40.54)15 (55.56)24 (64.86)Graduate degree

.1412 (32.43)10 (37.04)6 (16.22)Bachelor's degree

.1410 (27.03)2 (7.41)7 (18.92)Less than a bachelor’s

.021 (2.70)4 (14.81)0 (0.00)Poor health

.859 (24.32)6 (22.22)7 (18.92)Fair health

.9313 (35.14)10 (37.04)12 (32.43)Good health

.1712 (32.43)4 (14.81)13 (35.14)Very good health

.120 (0.00)3 (11.11)4 (10.81)Excellent health

.9411 (29.73)9 (33.33)11 (29.73)Currently with depression

.6627 (77.14)20 (74.07)30 (83.33)COVID-19 stress

.6124 (68.57)21 (77.78)24 (66.67)COVID-19 mental health

.6912 (34.29)12 (44.44)15 (41.67)COVID-19 physical health

aTwo-sided P values are presented for Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric tests of equality for each measure of participants’ characteristics across the 3 study
groups.
bIncome in US $.

In subgroup analyses, participants were split into high- and
low-meditation subgroups based on their total number of days
with any meditation during the 8-week intervention. The
high-meditation subgroup was defined as those participants who
meditated on 14 (the median number of days) or more of the
intervention days. All other participants were placed in the
low-meditation subgroup. These subgroups were created to test

whether the success of the anchoring strategy differed based on
the total number of meditations performed during the
intervention. Participants in the PA and FA groups were also
split according to the number of intervention days that they
potentially meditated with the Calm app using their anchor
during the intervention. Participants from the PA and FA groups
were classified as high anchorers if they completed 12 (the
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median number of days using one’s anchor) or more meditations
within 1 hour of the expected time of their anchor. All other
participants in the PA and FA groups were considered low
anchorers, and the CG did not use the anchoring strategy and
so were not classified as either high or low anchorers. These
additional subgroups were created to examine how the success
of the anchoring strategy varied based on the number of
anchored meditations during the intervention.

Study group differences in the SRBAI between the baseline and
postintervention survey were analyzed using analysis of variance
(ANOVA), and pairwise comparisons between the PA and FA
groups and the CG used were analyzed with the t test. All

statistical analyses were performed using Stata/MP (StataCorp)
16.1 for Windows. (Microsoft Corp).

Results

A total of 2217 Calm subscribers were emailed to participate
in this study. Among those who completed the eligibility survey
and were identified as eligible, 167 provided informed consent,
completed the baseline survey, and were randomized into 1 of
the 3 study groups: (1) the PA group (n=56), (2) the FA group
(n=49), or the CG (n=62). Figure 1 is a flow diagram outlining
participant enrollment, randomization, and retention.

Figure 1. Study flow diagram of participant enrollment and randomization.

After a few participants asked to withdraw (n=3), a total of 101
participants completed at least 1 postintervention survey (either
week 8 or week 16) and were included in the final analysis. Due
to the different attrition rates across study groups, the final
analytical sample was not balanced in size across groups,
limiting the statistical power of our analyses. However, Table
1 shows that the study groups were still balanced on most of
the observed participant characteristics. Participants were
predominantly White (83/101, 82.2%), female (77/101, 76.2%),
college educated (ie, bachelor’s or graduate degree; 82/101,
81.2%), and earned $81,000 per year and above (63/101, 62.4%).
Additionally, only 26.7% (27/101) of participants reported
“Poor” or “Fair” health, 76.2% (77/101) reported that
COVID-19 has affected their stress either “Quite a bit” or “A
lot,” and 68.3% (69/101) reported that COVID-19 has affected
their mental health either “Quite a bit” or “A lot.” Importantly,
there were few statistically significant differences between study
groups at baseline (see Table 1). The only observable differences
between study groups were in terms of marital status and the
percent reporting “poor” health, where the 2 treatment groups
(PA and FA) were less likely to be married and more likely to
report poor health than was the control group. Given these
differences across study groups, we included covariates for each
of these characteristics in additional regression models presented
in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Table 2 displays the study group differences in the daily odds
of any meditation (our primary outcome). Specifically, Table
2 shows the exponentiated coefficients from panel logistic
regression models estimated with participant-level random
effects predicting the primary outcome among the full sample
(column 1) and separately estimated among the high-meditation
subgroup (column 2). The FA group had a significantly higher
average odds of daily meditation during the intervention (1.14
odds ratio [OR]; 95% CI 1.02-1.33; P=.04), and all participants
experienced a significant linear decline in their odds of daily
meditation during the 8-week intervention (0.96 OR; 95% CI
0.95-0.96; P<.001). Additionally, the FA group showed a
significantly smaller decline in the linear trend of their odds of
daily meditation during the 8-week follow-up period (their daily
trend increased by 1.04 OR from their trend during the
intervention; 95% CI 1.01-1.06; P=.03 during the follow-up).
A separate model was estimated that also included measures of
participants’ race, gender, education, marital status, health status,
and an identifier for self-reporting being depressed, and these
results are presented in Multimedia Appendix 2 and do not
significantly differ from the model without these additional
participant characteristics. To visualize these study group
differences in our primary outcome, Figure 2 displays both the
raw and predicted daily probability of any minutes of meditation
for each study group based on the coefficient estimates from
the full analytic sample shown in column 1 of Table 2.
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Table 2. Treatment effects on the odds of daily meditation.

High-meditation subgroup,

OR (95% CI)

All participants,

ORa (95% CI)

Independent variables:

1.081 (1.021-1.310)**1.139 (1.019-1.326)**Fixed anchor

1.062 (0.884-1.276)1.012 (0.270-3.860)Personalized anchor

0.964 (0.957-0.970)***0.960 (0.956-0.964)***Days in study

1.001 (0.999-1.003)0.989 (0.977-1.000)Fixed anchor × days

0.987 (0.974-1.000) *0.993 (0.976-1.002)Personalized anchor × days

0.985 (0.969-1.000) *0.992 (0.978-1.006)Days postintervention

1.005 (0.978-1.032)1.035 (1.013-1.057) ***Fixed anchor × postintervention days

0.985 (0.975-1.000)*1.013 (0.990-1.036)Personalized anchor × postintervention days

571211,312Participant-day observations, nb

51101Participants, nb

aOR: odds ratio.
bData in this row are expressed as integers and not odds ratio and CI.
*P<.10.
**P<.05.
***P<.01.

Figure 2. Daily percent of participants who performed any minutes of meditation.

To examine if the anchoring strategy was more successful for
more frequent meditators, the raw and predicted daily probability
of any minutes of meditation among the high-meditation
subgroup (n=51) in each study group was determined (Figure
3). The corresponding regression results in Table 2 show that
among the high-meditation subgroup, the FA group still had a
significantly higher average odds of daily meditation during the

intervention (1.08 OR; 95% CI 1.02-1.31; P=.03), and all
participants experienced a significant linear decline in their odds
of daily meditation during the 8-week intervention (0.96 OR;
95% CI 0.96-0.97; P<.001). However, there was no statistically
significant difference between study groups in the decline of
daily odds of meditation during the 8-week follow-up among
the high-meditation subgroup.
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Figure 3. Daily percent of participants in the high-meditation subgroup who performed any minutes of meditation.

To visualize how the anchoring strategy impacted meditation
persistence, Figure 4 plots the average daily percent of
participants who completed any minutes of meditation within
1 hour of the expected time of their anchor (ie, anchored
meditations) among the high anchorers (n=19) and separately
among the low anchorers (n=45). The high-anchorer subgroup
was composed of 13 participants from the FA group and 6
participants from the PA group, which demonstrates the relative
success of using the fixed morning anchor versus allowing

participants to select their own anchor. Additionally, 4 out of
the 6 high anchorers from the PA group selected a morning
anchor that occurred between 7 AM and 9 AM, which further
suggests that morning anchors are the most likely to be
successful. The trends in Figure 4 show that most participants
(ie, the low anchorers) did not use their anchoring strategy
beyond the first 4 weeks of the intervention but that anchored
meditations remained fairly persistent among the high anchorers.

Figure 4. Daily percent of participants who performed any minutes of anchored meditation.

The stronger persistence in anchored meditations among the
high anchorers was tested empirically and is shown in Table 3,
which displays the panel logistic regression results from models
predicting the odds of any minutes of meditation for the low
anchorers and those in the CG or the odds of any anchored
meditations among the high anchorers. This split outcome
variable provided a more conservative test of the differences in
meditation persistence between the high anchorers versus the
low anchorers or the CG because all nonanchored meditations

were not considered as evidence of meditation persistence for
the high anchorers. The high anchorers had a significantly higher
average odds of daily meditation during the intervention (34.68
OR; 95% CI 5.70-210.80; P=.008), and all participants
experienced a significant linear decline in their odds of daily
meditation during the 8-week intervention (0.96 OR; 95% CI
0.96-0.97; P<.001). Importantly, the high anchorers showed a
significantly smaller decline in the linear trend of their odds of
daily meditation during the 8-week follow-up period (their daily
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trend increased by 1.13 OR from their trend during the
intervention; 95% CI 1.02-1.35; P=.007 during the follow-up).
A separate model was estimated for this split outcome that also
included measures of participants’ race, gender, education,
marital status, health status, and an identifier for self-reporting

being depressed, and these results are presented in Multimedia
Appendix 2 and do not significantly differ from the model
without these additional participant characteristics. Figure 5
displays the raw and predicted probability of this split outcome
for high anchorers, low anchorers, and the CG.

Table 3. Effect of successfully anchoring on the odds of daily meditation.

Piecewise linear trend, OR (95% CI)Linear time trend, ORa (95% CI)Independent variables

0.793 (0.264-2.388)0.613 (0.206-1.824)<12 anchored meditations

34.675 (5.704-210.796)***28.079 (4.773-165.201) ***≥12 anchored meditations

0.964 (0.957-0.971)***0.960 (0.956-0.964)***Days in study

0.987 (0.977-1.002)0.998 (0.993-1.004)<12 anchored meditations × days

0.994 (0.979-1.009)1.002 (0.994-1.010)≥12 anchored meditations × days

0.992 (0.978-1.006)—bDays postintervention

1.067 (0.990-1.145)—<12 anchored meditations × postintervention days

1.129 (1.019-1.351)***—≥12 anchored meditations × postintervention days

11,31211,312Participant-day observations, nc

101101Participants, nc

aOR: odds ratio.
bNot included in the model.
cData in this row are expressed as integers and not odds ratio and CI.
*P<.10.
**P<.05.
***P<.01.

Figure 5. Daily percent of participants who performed any minutes of meditation or any minutes of anchored meditations.

Figure 6 displays the average self-reported meditation habit
strength, our secondary outcome, among the 3 study groups on
the baseline and week 8 surveys. There was no statistically
significant difference in self-reported habit strength between
the study groups at baseline. Participants in the FA group

reported a significantly higher increase in self-reported habit
strength between baseline and week 8 than did the CG (4.56
greater SRBAI increase; 95% CI 1.46-7.66; P<.001), while the
differences between the FA and PA groups and PA and CG
were not statistically significant.
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Figure 6. Average Self-Reported Behavioral Automaticity Index. SRBAI: Self-Reported Behavioral Automaticity Index.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study tested the efficacy of using either PAs or FAs for
establishing a persistent meditation app routine with the mobile
app, Calm. Although the results found that all study groups (ie,
PA, FA, and CG) experienced an equal decline in their daily
odds of performing any minutes of meditation with the Calm
app during the 8-week intervention, the FA group was
significantly more persistent (ie, smaller daily decline in the
odds of any meditation) during the 8-week follow-up period.
Subgroup analyses revealed that performing a larger number of
meditations during the intervention was not sufficient for
displaying meditation persistence. Instead, the participants who
were high anchorers during the intervention (ie, equal to or
above the median number of meditations performed within 1
hour of the expected time of their anchor) showed the most
persistent meditation routines during the follow-up period. These
findings indicate that the anchoring strategy can create persistent
meditation routines for some participants but that additional
intervention tools are likely needed to help more participants
successfully adhere to their anchored meditation routine.

The results in Table 2 and Figure 3 show that simply performing
meditation on more days of the intervention was not associated
with higher meditation persistence among any of the 3 study
groups. Specifically, Figure 3 shows that despite high meditators
(ie, participants who meditated on 14—the median number of
days—or more of the intervention days) having an average daily
probability of meditating roughly equal to 80% at the start of
the study, the average high meditator in any of the 3 study
groups displayed a steady decline in their daily probability of
meditating. This observation stands in contrast to the expected
role that high behavioral performance should have on behavioral
persistence according to standard microeconomic theory of habit
formation [58,59]. As high-meditators’ level of meditation
performance did not sufficiently increase their marginal utility
for continuing their meditation behavior, the results suggest that

meditation needs to be performed for a longer duration of time
(ie, more days with any meditation) in order to form a persistent
routine or that alternative theories of habit formation may be
more appropriate for understanding persistent meditation
routines.

Additionally, the results show that high anchorers were
significantly more persistent in their daily meditation, and these
findings were estimated using only the anchored meditations
to measure persistence among the high-anchorer subgroup. In
other words, high anchorers were not just more likely to meditate
at any time of day, but this subgroup was more likely to meditate
at a time that corresponded to their anchor than the control group
or the low anchorers were to meditate at any time of day. This
observation supports the theory that contextually cueing
behaviors is one method for creating a persistent meditation
routine [32,33]. As fewer than half (19/64, 30%) of the
participants in either the FA or PA groups were high anchorers,
these results also suggest that setting an anchoring strategy and
receiving app-delivered reminder messages are not sufficient
for helping all participants adhere to their anchoring strategy.
Importantly, almost all of the high anchorers were participants
who either selected a morning anchor or were given the fixed
morning anchor, which indicates that meditating in the morning
might be an important strategy for establishing persistent
meditation routines and warrants further research.

The results from the SRBAI (ie, self-reported habit strength)
show that those in the FA group experienced the largest increase
in habit strength. However, there was an increase in self-reported
habit strength among all study groups, including the CG.
Additionally, self-reported habit strength increased on average
for all study groups despite the clear decline in daily meditation
performance observed in the objective app usage data. These
trends highlight a potential limitation of this self-report habit
strength measure: since habitual behaviors are theorized to be
unconsciously initiated, individuals should not be able to recall
their experience performing the behavior (in this case
meditation). Thus, this measure may be capturing participants’
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perceived self-efficacy or fluency for meditation [60], which
suggests that simply being involved in a study and receiving
information on the benefits of meditating daily for 10 or more
minutes might have boosted participants’ feeling of behavioral
competence or self-efficacy for meditation. Therefore, although
this self-reported habit strength was significantly greater among
the FA participants who anchored meditation in the morning,
these results should be interpreted with caution.

Prior Work
This study contributes to the existing literature testing anchoring
interventions for health behaviors, which has already
demonstrated the success of anchoring for establishing persistent
smoking cessation routines [37,61] and medication adherence
routines [38,39]. However, the anchoring approach has been
less effective in other settings, such as demonstrating limited
efficacy for improving diets [40,62,63], which suggests that the
success of anchoring may vary depending on the behavioral
complexity of the targeted new routine. Our study shows that
anchoring can help to improve the persistence of meditation
with a mobile app for some participants, but the success of
anchoring was not universally experienced by all participants,
and further research is needed to determine whether anchoring
can be more effectively implemented to establish persistent
meditation routines with a mobile app.

It is important to note that our design of the anchoring
intervention was targeted toward establishing “instigation”
habits as opposed to “execution” habits for daily meditation
[64]. In other words, the suggested anchors were all chosen to
help initiate meditation with the Calm app as opposed to helping
participants continue to perform a given meditation session.
This was because we hypothesized that continuing to perform
a given meditation session is a relatively easier action since
meditation is generally a passive behavior and most of the
meditations with the app are timed, so users do not need to
self-monitor the clock and their time meditating. Future studies
should test the efficacy of anchoring interventions that target
the execution component of daily meditation, which may help
us understand how anchoring can be successfully applied to
complex behaviors like daily meditation.

Finally, this study demonstrates that an 8-week intervention
was not sufficiently long for even the high anchorers to form a
meditation routine. Existing research has suggested that it takes

anywhere from 18 to 254 days to successfully form a new
routine [65], so our results help to increase the lower bound on
this range for meditation routines. Additional research is needed
to generate a more precise estimate of the average number of
days of behavioral performance for successfully routinizing
meditation with a mobile app.

Limitations
Although this was the first study to use personalized or fixed
anchors for establishing a persistent meditation app routine with
a consumer-based app (ie, Calm) and there were no unexpected
events, there were still a number of limitations. First, we had a
homogeneous, small sample size limiting the generalizability
of our findings, particularly to other racial groups and people
of different socioeconomic status. Second, our study targeted
dormant users of Calm who had paid for an annual subscription
but had not recently used the app, which again limits the
generalizability of our results for other types of app users. Third,
the daily app–delivered reminder messages appeared to be an
ineffective method of boosting most participants’ attention to
and use of the anchoring strategy, so it is difficult to know
whether a longer duration of intervention or increased
intervention supports are necessary to increase adherence to the
anchoring strategy and more rigorously test the efficacy of this
intervention approach for establishing behavioral routines.
Finally, a significant degree of study attrition from either
withdrawals or missing survey data occurred during the
intervention, which limited the statistical power of our analyses.

Conclusions

This study tested the efficacy of using either personalized or
fixed anchors for establishing a persistent meditation app routine
with the mobile app Calm. Participants given the FA of
meditating in the morning were slightly more persistent during
the 8-week follow-up period. Additionally, the participants who
more frequently used their anchor during the intervention
showed the most persistent meditation routines during the
follow-up period, and almost all of these high anchorers were
using morning anchors. Our findings suggest that using the
anchoring strategy can create persistent morning meditation
routines. However, future studies should combine anchoring
with additional intervention tools (eg, incentives) to help more
participants successfully establish an anchored meditation
routine.
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CG: control group
FA: fixed anchor
OR: odds ratio
PA: personalized anchor
SRBAI: Self-Report Behavioral Automaticity Index
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Abstract

Background: Obesity is a major public health issue. Combining exercise training, nutrition, and therapeutic education in
metabolic rehabilitation (MR) is recommended for obesity management. However, evidence from randomized controlled studies
is lacking. In addition, MR is associated with poor patient adherence. Mobile health devices improve access to MR components.

Objective: The aim of this study is to compare the changes in body composition, anthropometric parameters, exercise capacity,
and quality of life (QOL) within 12 weeks of patients in the telerehabilitation (TR) program to those of usual care patients with
obesity.

Methods: This was a parallel-design randomized controlled study. In total, 50 patients with obesity (BMI>30 kg/m²) were
included in a TR group (TRG) or a usual care group (UCG) for 12 weeks. Patients underwent biometric impedance analyses,
metabolic exercise tests, actimetry, and QOL and satisfaction questionnaires. The primary outcome was the change in fat mass
at 12 weeks from baseline. Secondary outcomes were changes in body weight, metabolic parameters, exercise capacity, QOL,
patients’ adhesion, and satisfaction.

Results: A total of 49 patients completed the study. No significant group × time interaction was found for fat mass (TRG: mean
1.7 kg, SD 2.6 kg; UCG: mean 1.2 kg, SD 2.4 kg; P=.48). Compared with the UCG, TRG patients tended to significantly improve
their waist to hip ratios (TRG: −0.01 kg, SD 0.04; UCG: +0.01 kg, SD 0.06; P=.07) and improved QOL physical impact (TRG:
+21.8, SD 43.6; UCG: −1.2, SD 15.4; P=.005). Significant time effects were observed for body composition, 6-minute walk test
distance, exercise metabolism, sedentary time, and QOL. Adherence (95%) and satisfaction in the TRG were good.

Conclusions: In adults with obesity, the TR program was not superior to usual care for improving body composition. However,
TR was able to deliver full multidisciplinary rehabilitation to patients with obesity and improve some health outcomes. Given
the patients’ adherence and satisfaction, pragmatic programs should consider mobile health devices to improve access to MR.
Further studies are warranted to further establish the benefits that TR has over usual care.
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Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03396666; http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03396666

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2021;9(12):e28242)   doi:10.2196/28242
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Introduction

Background
Obesity is a chronic disease defined by a BMI of >30 kg/m² in
the context of increased fat mass (FM). It is currently a highly
prevalent disorder and a major public health issue [1]. It is
associated with increased morbidity and mortality [2], including
metabolic comorbidities, disabilities, and impaired quality of
life (QOL). The metabolic risk is worst in cases of FM increase
and when abdominal visceral fat predominates [3]. Thus, waist
circumference (WC)—a marker of intraabdominal fat [4]—and
the waist to hip ratio (WHR) better predict metabolic (ie, insulin
sensitivity and lipid profile) and cardiovascular complications
than BMI [5].

Obesity results in an imbalance between energy intake and
energy expenditure [6,7]. Creating a negative energy balance
can induce or maintain weight loss in patients with obesity [8].
Thus, physical activity (PA) and nutrition interventions are the
cornerstones of obesity treatment, improving weight, WC, FM,
and health outcomes [9]. Aerobic training alone induces
significant weight loss in individuals with obesity. Specifically,
light to moderate intensity corresponding to the intensity of the
maximum lipid oxidation (LIPOXmax) individually determined
in patients [10] has demonstrated significant weight, WC and
FM reduction [8], as well as benefits on body composition and
biological parameters (cholesterol and blood glucose) [11].
However, the most efficient strategy in obesity combines
exercise training with nutrition interventions and therapeutic
education [12,13] in a multidimensional metabolic rehabilitation
(MR) for at least 12 weeks [14,15]. Although scientific societies
recommend MR for patients with obesity [16], the benefits of
such interventions remain to be compared with usual care alone.

However, the delivery of MR in the clinical field is a complex
issue, and population-based trials have shown poor patient
adherence (large dropout rates [17] and poor attendance [18]).
This large underutilization of MR [19] is also because of the
financial cost of such programs [20]. In the field of pulmonary
rehabilitation, a widely developed domain, such barriers limiting
the access to and delivery of rehabilitation have been
well-described [21]. Thus, trials testing the effects of MR versus
usual care—even if positive—would have limited clinical
relevance because it is poorly applicable in patients with obesity.

The barriers of access to MR can be waived by recent
technological innovations in the field of mobile devices. Mobile
health (mHealth) facilities (smartphone-based educational apps,
web-based tools, SMS text messaging, PDA physiological status
monitoring, and connected captors) improved the delivery of
the components of rehabilitation when taken individually [22].
In patients with obesity, a 10-week web-based exercise program
has shown a significant effect on patients’ FM [23]. In addition,

mHealth nutrition management or therapeutic education had
significant effects on body weight (BW) and BMI in obesity
[24,25]. Thus, because mHealth facilities deliver full MR, a
telerehabilitation (TR) program could be more efficient than
usual care in patients with obesity. In addition, this pragmatic
research approach based on affordable tools could provide
evidence for real-world MR.

Objectives
Therefore, we developed a mobile TR solution for patients with
obesity and used it in a blended multidisciplinary MR combining
exercise training at LIPOXmax intensity, nutritional
intervention, and educational tools. The aim of this randomized
controlled study is to compare the changes in body composition,
anthropometric parameters, exercise capacity, and QOL within
12 weeks of the TR program versus usual care in patients with
obesity. In addition, feasibility, patients’ adherence satisfaction,
and effects of this TR were assessed in the TR group (TRG).

Methods

Study Population
Adults aged 25-65 years with a BMI of ≥30 kg/m² were eligible
for participation. The main exclusion criteria were participants
with a contraindication for exercise training (such as unstable
cardiovascular disease or musculoskeletal problems).

Study Design
This was a 12-week, prospective, parallel-group, randomized
controlled trial. Individuals were recruited from consultations
of the Physiology Department of the University Hospital of
Montpellier (France) and from the general population with
media advertisements. After a screening period of 12 months,
interested patients were contacted by email or phone and were
registered on the Aviitam health platform. They were scheduled
for half-day baseline assessments. All participants provided
written informed consent. The study was conducted in
accordance with the CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of
Reporting Trials) ethical guidelines and the CONSORT of
Electronic and mHealth Applications and Online Telehealth
checklist [26]. The study was approved by the ethics committee
(CPP Nord-Ouest IV, France; ClinicalTrials.gov identifier:
NCT03396666).

Patients were admitted to the Physiology Department of the
University Hospital of Montpellier (France) between January
2018 and November 2018. Baseline assessments included
physical examination, bioimpedance, blood test, effort
calorimetry, 6-minute walk test (6MWT), and
self-questionnaires. Once baseline assessments were completed,
participants were randomized to either a 12-week TR program
or usual care. The randomization sequence was
computer-generated using random blocks in an order unknown
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to investigators. The list was established by a statistician and
was only accessible by the personnel in charge of randomization.
Although participants could not be blinded to their treatment,
both programs were presented as active interventions.

All tests and evaluations of the study were performed at the
same place for each group under the same conditions and with
the same devices. All assessments made at baseline were
realized at the end of follow-up by technicians blinded to group
allocation.

Intervention and Control Groups
Patients from both groups had a specialized medical consultation
with cardiopulmonary exercise testing and prescription of an
adapted PA program at an intensity that elicited maximal lipid
oxidation (called LIPOXmax). The patients in the usual care
group (UCG) were advised to carry out their sessions
independently, focusing on endurance PA sessions such as brisk
walking, cycling, or swimming. Moreover, these patients
received a booklet with different exercises and tips on PA and
nutrition management. All patients were registered on the
Aviitam website before and during the trial. Aviitam is a highly
secure health record that allows the centralization, protection,
and sharing of medical data with doctors. No restrictive diet
was prescribed in either group.

The TR program is a multicomponent intervention available on
smartphones (Figure 1) and the website (Figure 2). Patients
received a package containing a smartphone (Archos with
Android operating system) on which the TR Telemouv app was

installed. A pedometer (Care Trackfit) and a heart rate monitor
(Polar H7) were connected to the smartphone via Bluetooth.
The patients received secure access codes for the app and
website. They were trained in the use of the program and
connected objects by a technician and received an instruction
booklet to guide their first steps in the TR program. Telemouv
solution contains 3 components: PA, nutritional, and educational
programs. After 1 week, a PA teacher went to the patients’
homes to install a connected bicycle ergometer (Care Fitness)
and performed the first supervised session. The exercise training
program included endurance sessions, muscle reinforcement,
and posture and balance exercises. Regarding endurance
exercises, patients were advised to increase the volume and
intensity of the sessions to reach the weekly goal of 150 minutes,
with a minimum of 3 sessions per week, which could combine
sessions on the connected cycloergometer and walking sessions.
Wearing a connected heart rate monitor was recommended
during endurance sessions to reach the target heart rate
(corresponding to LIPOXmax). For muscle strengthening,
balance, and posture exercises, patients had access to video
sessions and were sent to the mobile solution throughout the
program. Moreover, patients could track their daily step counts
to reach their individualized goals. Nutrition management tools
included hunger and satiety questionnaires and a 24-hour food
intake questionnaire. Moreover, patients received daily
educational content about illness, nutrition, and the benefits of
PA. Patients with TRG had 2 teleconsultations at 1 and 2
months. In addition, doctors also had access to a secure website
with access to patient data from the TRG.

Figure 1. Telerehabilitation mobile app.
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Figure 2. Telerehabilitation website.

Outcomes
The primary outcome was the modification of the amount of
FM, expressed in kilograms between baseline and 12-week
follow-up in the TRG versus those in the UCG.

The main secondary outcomes were changes from baseline in
body composition indexes (fat-free mass [FFM], muscular mass,
and mass muscular index), anthropometric parameters (weight,
BMI, WC, and WHR), and metabolism during exercise
(maximal fat oxidation [MFO] and power at LIPOXmax and at
crossover). Other outcomes were changes from baseline in PA
and sedentary levels, exercise capacity, biological parameters,
and self-assessment QOL questionnaires. The usability of the
solution and satisfaction with the TR program were also
assessed.

Measures
Body composition; weight; height; and waist, hip, and neck
circumferences were measured after 12 hours of fasting.

Bioelectrical Impedance Analyses
Participants’ body composition was assessed by bioimpedance
analysis with a 6 terminal impedance plethysmograph
(Biacorpus RX4000 software, BodyComp 8.4). This device
measures the total resistance of the body to an alternating
electric current of 50 kHz [27,28]. Body FM and FFM were
calculated for each segment of the body according to the

manufacturer’s database-derived disclosed equations and total
water with published equations using the classical cylindrical
model and Hanai mixture theory [29]. FM, FFM, and muscular
mass were expressed in kilograms and as a percentage of total
body mass. Muscle mass index was calculated as muscular
mass/height² and expressed in kg/m².

Anthropometric Parameters
Height was measured to the nearest 0.5 cm using a standardized
height gauge. BMI was calculated as weight (kg)/height² (m).
Neck, chest, waist, and hip circumference measurements were
obtained using standardized procedures. WHR was then
calculated.

Metabolic Exercise Test
The participants performed an exercise test on an
electromagnetically braked cycle ergometer (Ergoline Bosch
500, Ergoline) connected to a breath-by-breath device
(COSMED Quark cardiopulmonary exercise testing, COSMED)
for gas exchange measurements. The theoretical maximal
aerobic power (Wmax th) was calculated for all patients using
Wasserman equations [30]. After a fasting period of 12 hours,
participants underwent a standardized submaximal exercise test
[31] consisting of five 6-minute submaximal steady-state
workloads (set at 30%, 40%, 50%, and 60% of Wmax th), with
a calculation of carbohydrate and lipid oxidation rates from gas
exchange measurements at steady state at the 5th to 6th minute
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of every step according to the nonprotein respiratory quotient
technique [32]. Fat oxidation rates were calculated using the
following equation:

Fat (mg/min) = −1.7012 × VCO2 + 1.6946 × VO2

(gas volume expressed in mL/min)

where, VCO2 is carbon dioxide output and VO2 is oxygen
uptake.

After smoothing the curves, we calculated 2 parameters
representative of the balance between fat and carbohydrate
oxidation: the crossover point, which is the point at which
carbohydrate becomes the predominant fuel representing more
than 70% of the total energy [33] and the LIPOXmax point,
where lipid oxidation reaches a maximum. The MFO rate is
defined as the highest observed use of fat as an energy source
during oxidative metabolism and is expressed in mg/min.

6MWT Overview
The 6MWT was performed at the hospital on a plane surface
in a 30-m–long covered corridor marked every 2 minutes. The
tests were conducted according to the recommendations of the
American Thoracic Society [34]. Heart rate and oxyhemoglobin
saturation were recorded every minute, and dyspnea scores were
measured on a Borg scale at the end of the test. The total
distance was then recorded.

Questionnaires
QOL was assessed with a questionnaire for the general
population (36-item short form survey, SF-36) and one specific
to the population of patients with obesity (echelle qualité de
vie, obésité et diététique [EQVOD]). The PA level was assessed
using the Voorrips questionnaire (modified Baecke
questionnaire). The questionnaire scored the past year’s
household activities, sports activities, and other physically active
leisure time activities and gave an overall PA score. The
participants were asked to describe the type of activity, hours
per week spent on it, and the period of the year in which the
activity was normally performed. All activities were classified
according to posture and movement. This questionnaire provides
a reliable and valid method for classifying the activity level of
older participants as high, medium, or low. With this method,
normal participants with scores <9.4 are classified as having
low PA.

The SF-36 is a generic self-reported measure of health-related
QOL comprising 36 questions across 8 domains (physical
functioning, role-physical, bodily pain, general health, vitality,
social functioning, role-emotional, and mental health). Answers
to each question are rated on a Likert-type scale and summed
to produce a raw score that is transformed to a scale of 0 to 100,
with higher scores indicating a better QOL [35]. SF-36 subscales
were computed to generate 2 summary measures: the physical
component summary and the mental component summary.
EQVOD is a French, validated scale specific to obesity, derived
from the Impact of Weight on QOL questionnaire and its short
version Impact of Weight on QOL-Lite [36]. The EQVOD
questionnaire was adapted to the sociocultural factors of obesity
and its dietetic treatment in France. It is easy to self-administer.

Usability was evaluated with the System Usability Scale (SUS)
[37]. It is a 10-item questionnaire with 5 response options for
the respondents. An SUS score of >68 would be considered
above average, and anything <68 is below average.

Blood Test
A venous blood sample was obtained in the fasting state to
measure the lipid profile, plasma glucose, insulinemia, and
C-reactive protein.

Actigraphy
Participants wore a GT3X accelerometer (ActiGraph) on the
nondominant wrist, programmed to collect data from the vertical
axis in 15-second epochs and initialized using a normal filter
(AGNorm). Accelerometers were worn for 7 days during all
waking hours and removed for sleeping and during water-based
activities. The minimum wearing criteria was ≥4 days, with ≥8
hours of wearing time each day [38]. In addition to the daily
steps, daily sedentary time in minutes and daily time spent in
moderate to very vigorous activity were extracted from actimetry
according to the manufacturer’s specifications using the
Freedson cutoff and the software (Actilife) provided by the
company.

Power Calculations and Statistical Analysis
The calculation of the number needed to treat is based on a
hypothesis supported by the literature [8]. We expect a
difference between the 2 arms of 1 kg of fat loss with a common
SD of 1 kg. For an α threshold of .05 and a study power of 90%,
the study included 22 patients in each group. Considering a
possible 10% dropout rate, the study will need to include 25
patients by randomized arm to demonstrate an effect.

The baseline characteristics of the 2 groups were compared
using the independent 1-tailed t test or Mann-Whitney U test
according to the data distribution. The intra- and intergroup
kinetics of changes for the variables under intervention were
analyzed with linear mixed effects models including a time
effect, a group effect, and the interaction between these effects
as a fixed factor and a subject effect as a random factor, using
the nmle package in R. In case of significant interaction effect,
false discovery rate–adjusted post hoc tests were performed.
Linear mixed effects assumptions were tested before each test.
Per-group analysis of the effect of the intervention was
performed in the TRG group using paired t tests. The effect size
was also calculated using Cohen d. Spearman rank order or
Pearson correlations, depending on the data distribution, were
used to determine associations between continuous variables.
The data were analyzed using R software (R 4.0.3; R Foundation
for Statistical Computing) and plotted using Prism Software.
Statistical significance was set at P<.05.

Results

Patients
Of the 140 screened patients, 50 were included in the study and
underwent randomization. A total of 49 patients completed the
study (Figure 3). One patient in the TRG discontinued the trial
before the endpoint without a postbaseline assessment. The
baseline characteristics of both groups were not statistically
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different for any of the parameters assessed (Table 1). All
severities were represented, as class I, II, and III obesity
represented 44% (22/50), 36% (18/50), and 20% (10/50) of
patients, respectively. A total of 90% (45/50) of patients had a

low PA level, as defined by a Voorrips score of <9.4. None of
the patients were currently medically treated for obesity. A total
of 8 patients had diabetes, and 7 were treated for dyslipidemia.

Figure 3. Study participant flowchart.

Table 1. Characteristics of participants.

P valueControl group (n=25)Intervention group (n=25)Characteristic

.7812 (48)11 (44)Male, n (%)

.4753.3 (11.3)51.2 (10.8)Age (years), mean (SD)

.231 (4)5 (20)Active smoker, n (%)

.376.4 (3.0)5.7 (3.0)Voorrips score, mean (SD)

.165.1 (1.1)5.2 (1.1)Total blood cholesterol (mmol/L), mean (SD)

.265.9 (1.1)7.3 (3.0)Fasting blood glucose (mmol/L), mean (SD)

.5143.6 (18.1)44.8 (10.6)Fat mass (kg), mean (SD)

.78104.4 (14.9)105.7 (18.1)Body weight (kg), mean (SD)

.7436.82 (5.0)36.2 (4.2)BMI (kg/m²), mean (SD)

.21120.4 (14.1)120.1 (11.5)Waist circumference (cm), mean (SD)

.050.97 (0.10)0.96 (0.07)Waist to hip ratio, mean (SD)

.77514.8 (69.9)511 (69.6)6-minute walk test distance (m), mean (SD)

.8736.04 (10.3)34.9 (11.6)LIPOXmaxa (W), mean (SD)

aLIPOXmax: maximum lipid oxidation.

Effects of TR on Primary and Secondary Outcomes
No significant group or group × time interaction was found for
the FM (Figure 2; Table 2). However, there was a significant
time effect (P<.001), meaning that although not different
between groups, an improvement in FM occurred in both study
groups. An FM decrease was observed in the TRG (−1.7 kg,
SD 2.6 kg; −4%, SD 6.2%) and in the in the UCG (−1.2 kg, SD
2.4 kg; −3%, SD 6.6%), with 48% (12/25) of patients improving

the FM of >5% of initial values (Figure 4). Similarly, significant
time effects, with no group × time interactions were observed
for the FFM (%), muscle mass, 6MWT distance, crossover
point, and power at the LIPOXmax and psychosocial component
of the EQVOD (Table 2). Significant differences for a group ×
time interaction were found for the WHR (P=.07; Figure 5) and
for the physical impact component of the EQVOD (P=.005;
Figure 6), which was significantly increased in the TRG.
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Table 2. Changes in primary and secondary outcomes between baseline and 12-week follow-up.

P value (between group)Control groupIntervention groupOutcome

InteractionTimeGroupFollow-up,
mean (SD)

Baseline, mean
(SD)

Follow-up,
mean (SD)

Baseline, mean
(SD)

.48<.001.9443.18 (13.18)a43.56 (12.19)43.18 (10.79)a44.80 (10.56)Fat mass (kg)

.41<.001.8641 (8.78)a41.88 (8.46)41.11 (7.50)a44.80 (10.56)Fat mass (%)

.45.05.9561.77 (12.03)60.85 (11.75)62.09 (14.08)60.92 (13.35)Fat-free mass (kg)

.52<.001.8459 (8.78)58.12 (8.46)58.79 (7.52)57.52 (7.17)Fat-free mass (%)

.18.02.8527.98 (7.07)27.33 (7.07)28.23 (8.12)26.99 (7.78)Muscle mass (kg)

.26.02.399.75 (1.95)9.49 (1.83)9.49 (1.70)a9.10 (1.71)Muscle mass index (kg/m²)

.41.84.89104.89 (16.69)104.41 (14.86)105.26 (19)105.72 (18.06)Body weight (kg)

.41.82.5436.98 (5.72)36.82 (5.00)36.02 (4.40)36.22 (4.15)BMI (kg/m²)

.07.56.280.99 (0.11)0.97 (0.10)0.95 (0.08)0.96 (0.07)Waist to hip ratio

.75.03.90526 (67)515 (70)526 (71)511(70)6-minute walk test distance (m)

.33.002.9171.16 (21.73)66.48 (23.97)72.96 (22.60)63.96 (20.69)Crossover point

.64<.001.6750.88 (18.10)46.48 (14.21)49.21 (16.52)44.00 (17.16)Power at crossover (W)

.90.02.7538.12 (13.31)36.04 (10.33)36.88 (11.51)34.92 (11.59)Power at LIPOXmaxb (W)

.20.14.46303.9 (102.0)301.5 (109.1)298.4 (81.5)270.5 (95.3)MFOc (mg/min)

.47.52.7011.20 (3.45)11.23 (3.64)11.21 (3.11)10.61 (4.08)MFO (mg/min/kg FFMd)

.13.92.4843.71 (12.89)43.74 (11.97)48.29 (10.06)44.44 (12.43)SF-36e mental component

.34.08.2645.49 (10.18)43.96 (9.23)45.90 (8.46)47.92 (7.31)SF-36 physical component

.005.004.4672 (16)72 (16)72 (16)a64 (17)EQVODf physical impact

.17.01.1866 (22)64 (21)75 (21)68 (19)EQVOD psychosocial

aP<.05 between baseline and follow-up (within group).
bLIPOXmax: maximum lipid oxidation.
cMFO: maximal fat oxidation.
dFFM: fat-free mass.
eSF-36: 36-item short form survey.
fEQVOD: echelle qualité de vie, obésité et diététique.
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Figure 4. Relative change in fat mass after 12 weeks. TRG: telerehabilitation group; UCG: usual care group.

Figure 5. Waist to hip ratio change after 12 weeks (absolute). TRG: telerehabilitation group; UCG: usual care group.

Figure 6. EQVOD scale scores for physical impact changes after 12 weeks (absolute). EQVOD: echelle qualité de vie, obésité et diététique; TRG:
telerehabilitation group; UCG: usual care group.

Effect and Feasibility of the TR in Users
TR patients who completed the 12-week intervention performed
an average of 30.5 (SD 16.7) sessions of PA and connected
283.5 (SD 193.4) times to the app and the website throughout
the study. The SUS score averaged 65.3 (SD 15.02). A score
of >68, indicating good usability of the system, was found in

46% (11/24) of patients. Only 1 patient found the program with
poor usability, with an SUS score of <39. In the TRG, per-group
analyses showed an improvement in body composition, exercise
metabolism, and health-related QOL after the intervention. The
FM (−1.7 kg, SD 2.6 kg; P=.004), FFM (+1.2%, SD 1.9%;
P=.005), muscle mass (+0.9 kg, SD 2.0 kg; P=.03), crossover
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point (+8.6, SD 14.0; P=.006), power at the crossover point and
LIPOXmax (+5.8 W, SD 9.4 W, P=.006 and +2.48, SD 5.2 W,
P=.03, respectively), SF-36 mental component (+3.53, SD 7.19;
P=.04), and EQVOD physical and psychosocial components

(+9.4, SD 14.1, P=.005 and +6.4, SD 11.7, P=.02, respectively)
showed statistically significant improvements. Effect sizes
ranged from small to moderate according to Cohen d (Table 3).

Table 3. Changes in parameters in the telerehabilitation group (paired t test and Cohen d).

MagnitudeEffect size
(Cohen d)

P valueDifference (n=25),
mean (SD)

T12 (n=25),
mean (SD)

T0 (n=25),
mean (SD)

Parameter

Small−0.65.004−1.70 (2.60)43.17 (10.79)44.80 (10.56)Fat mass (kg)

Moderate−0.67.003−1.31 (1.94)41.11 (7.50)42.48 (7.17)Fat mass (%)

Moderate0.35.100.86 (2.42)62.09 (14.08)60.92 (13.35)Fat-free mass (kg)

Moderate0.64.0051.21 (1.89)58.79 (7.52)57.52 (7.17)Fat-free mass (%)

Small0.48.030.94 (1.97)28.23 (8.12)26.99 (7.78)Muscle mass (kg)

Small0.49.030.30 (0.61)9.49 (1.70)9.10 (1.71)Muscle mass index (kg/m²)

Small−0.30.16−0.85 (2.82)105.26 (19.00)105.72 (18.06)Body weight (kg)

Small−0.31.15−0.31 (1.02)36.02 (4.40)36.22 (4.15)BMI (kg/m²)

Small−0.24.25−0.01 (0.04)0.95 (0.08)0.96 (0.07)Waist to hip ratio

Small0.38.0813.88 (36.44)526.46 (70.79)511.00 (69.58)6-minute walk test distance (m)

Moderate0.61.0068.58 (14.02)72.96 (22.60)63.96 (20.69)Crossover point

Moderate0.61.0065.79 (9.43)49.21 (16.52)44.00 (17.16)Power at crossover point (W)

Small0.46.032.38 (5.15)36.88 (11.51)34.92 (11.59)Power at LIPOXmaxa (W)

Small0.35.1025.88 (73.12)298.38 (81.45)270.48 (95.25)Maximal fat oxidation (mg/min)

Small0.49.043.53 (7.19)48.29 (10.06)44.44 (12.43)SF-36b mental component

Small−0.21.36−1.44 (6.76)45.90 (8.46)47.92 (7.31)SF-36 physical component

Moderate0.67.0059.44 (14.11)72.25 (16.11)63.70 (17.45)EQVODc physical impact

Moderate0.54.026.35 (11.66)75.28 (21.30)67.94 (19.32)EQVOD psychosocial

aLIPOXmax: maximum lipid oxidation.
bSF-36: 36-item short form survey.
cEQVOD: echelle qualité de vie, obésité et diététique.

Baseline and Intervention-Induced Change
Correlations in Parameters
At baseline, univariate correlations between parameters were
found in all patients with obesity. FM was correlated with BMI
(r=0.850; P<.001). FFM and muscle mass were correlated with
the crossover point (r=0.509, P<.001 and r=0.507, P<.001,
respectively), LIPOXmax (r=0.495, P<.001 and r=0.469,
P<.001, respectively), and MFO (r=0.365, P=.009 and r=0.34,
P=.02, respectively). The 6MWT distance was correlated with
muscle mass (r=0.316; P=.03), LIPOXmax (r=0.275; P=.05),
and the SF-36 physical impact (r=0.301; P=.05). EQVOD’s
psychosocial score was correlated with FM (r=−0.338; P=.02)
and WHR (r=0.281; P=.05). In addition, at the end of the
12-week trial, the change in BW was correlated with relative
changes in FM (%) and FFM (%) in the TRG and UCG (TRG:
r=0.598, P<.001 and r=0.670, P<.001, respectively; UCG:
r=0.616, P=.01 and r=0.426, P=.04, respectively). In the whole
population (N=49), BW change was inversely correlated with
the 6MWT distance (r=−0.281; P=.05). In contrast, the number
of training sessions and changes in WHR or FM (P=.56 and
P=.26, respectively) and the number of connections and changes

in WHR or FM (P=.86 and P=.69, respectively) were not
significantly correlated.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study was one of the first to propose the use of a mobile
TR program using mHealth devices to deliver full MR in
patients with obesity. Although our study did not show
significant additional benefits versus usual care regarding the
primary outcome (FM), there was a significant advantage
regarding the domain of QOL and tendency for the WHR. In
addition, per-group analysis indicated that the significant time
effects on body composition, exercise capacity, PA behavior,
and QOL were mainly because of the TRG. These effects
occurred while the TR solution’s adherence and usability were
good during the 12-week trial duration.

Comparison of the Effects of TR Versus Usual Care
in Patients With Obesity
Scientific societies have recommended that patients with obesity
should benefit from a multidisciplinary program including
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exercise, diet, and cognitive behavioral therapy [16]. However,
this recommendation was not based on randomized controlled
trial evidence, except for one study [39]. In patients with obesity,
rehabilitation improvements in BW, exercise capacity, and
comorbidities have not been compared with those of a control
group [40-42]. Thus, our randomized controlled trial fills a gap
in scientific knowledge regarding obesity treatment. Although
our study did not show significant improvement in FM—the
primary outcome of the study—with TR versus usual care,
numerous observations have to be underlined. Among the
secondary outcomes, we observed a significant time × group
effect for the physical impact domain of the EQVOD. This
result is in line with the improvement of SF-36–assessed QOL
previously reported in patients with obesity by MR [43],
particularly after 12 weeks [44]. There was also a tendency for
the WHR in favor of the TRG versus UCG (P=.07), which is
consistent with previous reports of the effect on WC induced
by multidisciplinary rehabilitation [45] or 12-week exercise
training [46]. This effect of the TR would be clinically relevant,
given the critical role of the visceral fat accumulation in the
patients’ comorbidities [3,47]. As power calculation was
performed on the basis of expected change in FM, further studies
are required to confirm the effect of the TR on these secondary
outcomes. Nonetheless, the mixed model showed significant
time effects for most of the secondary outcomes (FM [kg, %],
FFM [%], muscle mass [kg], muscle mass index, 6MWT
distance [m], crossover point, intensity at the LIPOXmax,
sedentary time [%], SF-36, and EQVOD), which requires
per-group analyses to complete the interpretation.

Effects in the UCG
Detailed, structured PA counseling in daily life was provided
to the UCG patients in line with the guidelines for obesity [48].
The intensity of the endurance exercises was set at LIPOXmax,
an individual intensity determined on the metabolic exercise
test, but there was no supervision. Therefore, UCG patients did
not benefit from the metabolic effects reported after 8-12 weeks
of supervised training at LIPOXmax intensity [8,49]. Similarly,
patients also benefited from nutrition counseling through the
Aviitam platform registration, but the nutritional intervention
was not supervised. Thus, the metabolic effects were logically
not significant and close to those reported in previous UCGs in
obesity [50]. Altogether, this means that although optimized
standard care with specific assessments, prescription, and
counseling was provided to the UCG patients, its short-term
impact on the patients’ metabolism was limited.

Effects in the TRG
In contrast, patients in the TRG showed significant
improvements in body composition (FM), exercise capacity
(6MWT distance), exercise metabolism (intensity at the
crossover point and LIPOXmax), health-related QOL (SF-36
and EQVOD), biological parameters (total and low-density
lipoprotein cholesterol), and sedentary time in each group
analysis (Multimedia Appendices 1 and 2). All these parameters
constitute classical outcomes that are improved by
multidisciplinary MR. The results showed internal validity
because physiological correlations were found between study
parameters at baseline (FFM and exercise metabolism, 6 MWT

distance and muscle mass, LIPOXmax, and SF-36), and after
12 weeks. The magnitude of the BW loss after 3 months in the
TRG (−2.82%, SD 2.81%) appeared to be limited. However,
this is in line with the 6% BW loss after 12 months of
nonsurgical clinical obesity services [17,39]. In addition, clinical
benefits have been reported in randomized controlled trials
reporting weight loss of ≤3%, when mediated by physical
exercise [51], particularly regarding body composition [52].
Training combined with diet induced a 5.1% reduction in FM
[53], and the 4% (SD 6%) FM decrease in our TRG was
consistent with previous studies. The effect size for FM loss
was medium (Cohen d>0.50) and reached 5% or more in 48%
(12/25) of patients in the TRG. These effects appear to be
particularly relevant, as FM loss appears to be the best predictor
of physical functioning improvement during weight loss in
patients with obesity [13]. In addition, FM loss has been
associated with the improvement of systemic inflammation and
lipid profiles [47,54]. The decrease in total and low-density
lipoprotein cholesterol (Multimedia Appendix 2) in the TRG
supports the clinical relevance of FM loss in the TRG. The
absolute and relative increase in intensity at the crossover point
was +17% (SD 27%), less than previously reported [49], but
Cohen d was 0.644, which indicates a medium improvement
exercise metabolism in patients with obesity. In addition, given
that the minimally clinically important difference has been
estimated from 2 to 4 points of the SF-36 physical component
summary or mental component summary [55,56], 25% to 35%
and 5% to 10% of the patients with obesity in the TRG
experienced clinically significant improvements in the physical
and mental components of QOL, respectively. Altogether, results
in patients with obesity of the TRG support mild to medium
effects of multidisciplinary TR, with benefits being clinically
in a significant, relevant proportion of patients.

mHealth to Foster Adherence to MR in Patients With
Obesity
TR has been studied in several conditions such as stroke [57],
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [58], cardiac diseases
[59,60], diabetes [61], or neurodegenerative diseases [62]. To
the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to test a TR
solution in a population of patients with obesity. Current
mHealth interventions for obesity have been limited to
self-management, self-monitoring, PA, or nutrition or education
alone [63]. A meta-analysis of mHealth in obesity has shown
heterogeneous evidence of health outcomes [25]. However,
establishing the impact of mHealth-based MR was not the aim
of our study. In accordance with previous studies, our strategy
was to develop an mHealth device to improve access to MR in
patients with obesity. Attendance and dropout represent a critical
issue in rehabilitation because previous studies have shown that
the highest clinical benefits were seen in participants or patients
with obesity with the highest attendance [64,65]. Accordingly,
we found that the adherence of the 12-week program reached
95% in the TRG, with only 1 dropout. This is largely above the
dropout rate reported in mHealth studies [66]. Dropout rates
usually range from 43% to 62% over 6-24 months during
multidisciplinary rehabilitation for patients with obesity [17].
This high attendance in the TRG was in line with the SUS score
showing that the solution was acceptable to the patients. Thus,
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our study showed that our TR solution succeeded in overcoming
some of the barriers to face-to-face rehabilitation and appeared
to be a relevant tool to deliver MR in patients with obesity.

Study Limitations
One limitation of the study was the lack of sufficient objective
monitoring of the intervention in the TRG. Patients experienced
difficulties, mainly secondary to connectivity defects with
Bluetooth, to use heart rate monitors, pedometers, and cycle
ergometers. Therefore, too few data were collected to monitor
the intervention correctly. However, our study was a pragmatic
trial, and all analyses were intention-to-treat analyses, which
means that the impact of these missing data on the results was
limited. Nonetheless, monitoring the intervention would have
allowed for a better understanding of the effects of the TRG in
patients with obesity, particularly in terms of the patients’
phenotype in response to the intervention. In addition, the
information technology firm that codeveloped the TR solution
with our team did not have the opportunity to implement push
notifications and provide pertinent feedback to patients. Finally,
it is probable that patients need a longer and more stimulant
intervention. Therefore, long-term intervention and the addition

of human support, for example via videoconferencing, could
address these limitations and improve the outcomes of TR
programs. Altogether, the development of a TR solution remains
an issue that must be addressed from the global perspective of
our mHealth project.

Conclusions
In adults with obesity, our TR program was able to deliver full
MR but did not demonstrate superiority to the usual care on
body composition. Over a period of 12 weeks, it induced effects
on most rehabilitation outcomes in patients with obesity (body
composition, total cholesterol, and lipid oxidation during
exercise). These effects were not significantly superior to those
induced in our UCG. However, the excellent patient adherence
to the TR constitutes an answer to the challenge of patient
adherence to face-to-face rehabilitation programs. Pragmatic
MR programs should consider mHealth devices to deliver
interventions. In parallel to the continuous development of
technological solutions, large-scale and long-term studies are
needed to translate these technological promises into fully
efficient interventions in the clinical field.
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Abstract

Background: Completion rates among adolescents who initiate the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine 3-dose series are
low. SMS text message vaccine reminders are effective, but less is known about the best types for HPV series completion or the
ability to assess and target vaccine decision-making stage.

Objective: The aim of this study is to compare the effectiveness of HPV vaccine series completion in minority adolescents who
received precision and educational versus conventional SMS text message reminders.

Methods: Enrolled parents of adolescents aged 9-17 years who received the first HPV vaccine dose at 1 of the 4 academic-affiliated
community health clinics in New York City were randomized 1:1 to 1 of the 2 parallel, unblinded arms: precision SMS text
messages (which included stage-targeted educational information, next dose due date, and site-specific walk-in hours) or
conventional SMS text messages without educational information. Randomization was stratified according to gender, age, and
language. The primary outcome was series completion within 12 months. In post hoc analysis, enrollees were compared with
concurrent nonenrollees and historical controls.

Results: Overall, 956 parents were enrolled in the study. The precision (475 families) and conventional (481 families) SMS
text message arms had similarly high series completion rates (344/475, 72.4% vs 364/481, 75.7%). A total of 42 days after the
first dose, two-thirds of families, not initially in the preparation stage, moved to preparation or vaccinated stage. Those in either
SMS text message arm had significantly higher completion rates than nonenrollees (708/1503, 47.1% vs 679/1503, 45.17%;
P<.001). Even after removing those needing only 2 HPV doses, adolescents receiving any SMS text messages had higher
completion rates than historical controls (337/2823, 11.93% vs 981/2823, 34.75%; P<.001). A population-wide effect was seen
from 2014 to 2016, above historical trends.

Conclusions: SMS text message reminders led to timely HPV vaccine series completion in a low-income, urban, minority study
population and also led to population-wide effects. Educational information did not provide an added benefit to this population.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT02236273; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02236273

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2021;9(12):e26356)   doi:10.2196/26356
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Introduction

Background
Adolescents, particularly minority adolescents, are not
adequately protected against human papillomavirus (HPV) and
its potential sequelae, including cancer and genital warts.
Despite the highly efficacious vaccine being recommended for
all adolescents, completion rates among those who initiate the
series are low [1]. Nationwide, only 71.5% of adolescents aged
13-17 years initiate the HPV vaccine series, and half (54.2%)
have received all needed doses [1]. Adherence to the
recommended HPV vaccine dosing schedule is also exceedingly
low; one study found that of 9- to-16-year-olds who had initiated
HPV vaccination, only 28% completed the then-recommended
3-dose series within 1 year [2]. Caregiver-decided vaccination
delays can significantly contribute to the spread of infectious
diseases in adolescents [3]. This is a particularly salient factor
to counter for HPV vaccination, as HPV infection not only
carries short-term infection risk but also long-term chronic
disease risk.

Health information technology interventions that link
communication technologies, such as SMS text messaging, with
electronic health record data offer low-cost, scalable
opportunities to foster vaccination and other preventive care
behaviors [4]. Currently, there is a growing body of work
supporting the feasibility, acceptability, and efficacy of eHealth
and mobile health (mHealth) technologies [5,6], particularly
within the realm of adolescent and child health promotion [7,8].

Studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of mHealth SMS
text message interventions on vaccination coverage and
timeliness at levels in line with other forms of reminder or recall,
particularly in low-income populations for whom other forms
of reminder recall have been less successful [9-13]. SMS text
message reminders have been found to increase HPV vaccine
uptake in various populations, particularly in the adolescent
cohort [11,14-21]. However, their effect has not been as robust
as needed. One potential advantage of SMS text message
interventions, which has not been well investigated, is the ability
to provide precision messages. Such tailored messages may
promote increased engagement with SMS text message
reminders and, in turn, positively impact HPV vaccination
completion rates.

Objectives
In this study, we compare the impact of precision SMS text
message on HPV vaccine series completion (tailored vaccine
health literacy–promoting information targeted to the family’s
stage of vaccine decision-making) with conventional SMS text
message reminders in a pragmatic randomized trial. The
transtheoretical model of behavior change guided the tailoring
of SMS text messages.

Methods

Overview
This trial was conducted in 4 community health clinics affiliated
with the New York-Presbyterian Hospital Ambulatory Care
Network and Columbia University between December 2014
and December 2017. These practices provide care for primarily
publicly insured Latino patients. The Vaccines for Children
program provides free vaccines for nearly all the patients at the
study sites, and all the study sites allow walk-ins for second and
third HPV vaccine doses without an appointment. All
vaccinations given at the study sites are documented in the New
York-Presbyterian Hospital immunization registry, which
extracts information about vaccinations directly from the
provider order entry module of the electronic health record,
making data accurate for HPV vaccines administered at clinical
sites. The registry also synchronizes data with the New York
Citywide Immunization Registry (CIR), which is a
population-based registry. The New York City Public Health
Law requires documentation for all vaccinations administered
to those aged ≤18 years old be submitted to CIR [22], which
captures >85% of vaccines administered in New York City and
93% of vaccines from the Vaccines for Children program.

Recruitment followed a 2-pronged enrollment process. First,
nurses at the study sites provided families with a recruitment
card and information sheet. Families interested in being
contacted could put a cell phone number on the card, which was
then left for the research assistants. Those who did not want to
be contacted could also indicate this as such. Of the 547 families
from whom a recruitment card was collected, only 9 (1.6%)
indicated that they wished not to be contacted. Permission was
received to contact the families of all adolescents who received
their first HPV vaccine dose at one of the study sites during the
enrollment period for whom a card was not left or for whom
the nurse did not have time to give a card to assess eligibility
and interest.

Parents or legal guardians involved in the study had to meet the
following eligibility criteria: (1) have a child aged between 9
and 17 years who received their first HPV vaccine at study
clinics, (2) own a cell phone with SMS text message capabilities,
(3) have English or Spanish literacy, (4) plan to remain in New
York City for the next 12 months, and (5) have not been
previously contacted to enroll with a different child. Children
down to 9 years were included as the vaccine was licensed down
to those aged 9 years. There was no compensation for enrollment
in the study.

After each enrollment, the project coordinator used an adaptive
electronic randomization algorithm to parallel randomize all
participants with a 1:1 allocation ratio stratified by (1) clinic
site, (2) adolescent’s gender, (3) adolescent age group (9-14
years vs 15-17 years), and (4) parental language. The scheme
was adaptive in that the assignment of each family was to the
arm that would keep the allocation ratios in the 4 strata the
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family belonged to (site, sex, age, and language) closer to 1:1.
The statistician and analyst were blinded to the arm assignments.

We designed the messages (precision and conventional) using
information gathered during our previous studies, the relevant
literature, and expertise in SMS text messaging, HPV
vaccination, adolescent medicine, health literacy, and the
community. Messages were then pretested with 20 parents
iteratively until no new message changes were made. Parents

participating in this pretest received a round trip New York City
Metrocard.

For families receiving precision SMS text message reminders,
an automated, in-house SMS text messaging software program
first used a short cascade of questions based on the
transtheoretical model to assess the family’s stage of
decision-making regarding vaccination (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Transtheoretical model stage allocation in the day 21 message. HPV: human papillomavirus.

This was sent on day 21 after administration of the first HPV
vaccine dose. On the basis of the person’s response, the platform
automatically placed them into the correct stage and proceeded
to send educational information targeted at that stage of
decision-making. Parents who were in the precontemplation
stage were unaware that their adolescents needed a second
vaccination or when it was due. Those in contemplation knew
their child or adolescent needed a dose but might still have had
questions such as vaccine efficacy, side effects, and safety.
Finally, those in preparation were planning to have their
adolescents continue the vaccination series but might not have
known where or when to access care. The program was
monitored by the project coordinator.

Parents in each stage received different messages (Figure 2).
For example, messages for parents in precontemplation first

notified them that their adolescents were in need of subsequent
doses and why those doses were needed, whereas messages for
parents in the contemplation stage provided information needed
to answer any remaining questions they might have had
regarding vaccination. For some messages were responsive to
user input, such that parents were able to self-tailor the content
by texting back indicators for which items they wanted more
information about. For those in the preparation stage, the
messages provided information regarding where and when to
walk-in for vaccination. Parents in the other 2 stages also
received information regarding where and when to walk-in for
vaccination. Families also had 2 additional instances, on days
33 and 40, where their current stage was assessed, if they were
not already in the preparation stage. On the basis of responses
to these messages, families could switch into a different stage
track of messages.
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Figure 2. Precision and conventional arm SMS text message examples. HPV: human papillomavirus.

Conventional SMS Text Message Reminders
Parents not randomized to the precision text message arm
received conventional text reminders notifying them when the
next dose was due. These messages did not include vaccine
health literacy–promoting information and were similar to those
used in our previous adolescent studies (Figure 2).

Message Frequency
Informational messages for both arms began on day 28. This
was designed so that, if a family reacted to the message and
came in to be vaccinated, it would not be before the 28-day
minimal required interval between the first and second dose;
the intervention began before the HPV recommendation changed
from 3 to 2 doses for younger populations [23]. Subsequent
messages were sent on days 35, 42, 49, and 56 post vaccination
for both study arms. These dates were chosen because of their
proximity to the initial vaccination date; the second dose was
due on day 56 (counting from the day the first dose was
administered). We selected reminder message send dates at the
time they were due and included an additional 1 week (63 days),
2 weeks (70 days), 4 weeks (84 days), and 6 weeks (98 days)
overdue reminders. This series of 5 messages (days 28, 35, 42,
49, and 56) was selected based on the protocol from our previous
trial in which a median of 5 messages was needed for a family
to bring a child in for vaccination and was well tolerated by
parents with very few stop requests [10]. Booster messages were
also sent on days 63, 70, 84, and 98 post vaccination. Once or
if an adolescent received the second dose, parents began
receiving their next set of messages 28 days before the due date
of the next dose, and then followed the same timing as with the
second dose messages (days 28, 21, 14, 7, and 0 before the third
dose).

Messages were sent in English or Spanish, based on parent
preference. On the basis of our previous study [24], which

identified parental preferences, messages were designed to
include the child’s name and stating that it was being sent on
behalf of the clinic. The recipient of the messages was the
parent, rather than the child, based on previous preferences
elicited in this population. Families stopped receiving messages
on their original schedule when the required dose was abstracted
from the hospital’s immunization registry, which included
synchronized data from the CIR, as described earlier.

In October 2016, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices
recommended a change to 2 doses of the HPV vaccine series
(0 and 6 months) for those children or adolescents who start the
series under the age of 15 years. There was no change in those
who started the series when they were aged ≥15 years. In
response, the following alterations were made: parents of
adolescents <15 years when first vaccinated, who were already
enrolled, and had not yet received their second dose, received
an SMS text message update informing them that their child
now only needed 2 doses 6 months apart and that we would text
them when the second dose was due. These parents then received
an updated series of messages consistent with the new 2-dose
recommendation in terms of both phrasing and timing. Parents
of adolescents who either initiated the series (1) at the age of
≥15 years or (2) at <than 15 years but had already received their
second dose less than 6 months after the first, stayed on the
original protocol because the adolescent was still in need of 3
doses. Any parents of already-enrolled adolescents who were
aged <15 years when first vaccinated and received their second
dose at least 5 months after their first were considered to have
completed the series under the new recommendations. These
parents received an SMS text message letting them know that,
because their child’s second shot was at least 5 months after
the first, they had now completed the series.
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Measures and Analysis
On the basis of previous baseline data, 50.9% (245/481) of
patients in the conventional group were expected to receive 3
doses in 12 months. With a sample size of 956, we were
powered at 80% to detect a 9% difference in completion rate
(the primary outcome) between arms to be statistically
significant at P=.05. The primary outcome measure was timely
HPV vaccine series completion within 12 months
(operationalized as the receipt of 2 or 3 doses, based on age and
enrollment date, and accounting for the 2016 CDC guideline
change). Vaccine completion was extracted from local vaccine
sources.

HPV vaccine completion rates were compared for all adolescents
of participant parents at the end of a 12-month observation
period starting at the receipt of their first HPV vaccine dose.
All primary analyses were conducted on an intention-to-treat
basis. Completion rates in the 2 randomized groups were
compared using 2-tailed chi-squared tests at a significance level
of P<.05. Multiple logistic regressions were performed to assess
any potential differences in receipt among demographic groups.

Chi-square tests were conducted as a post hoc analysis to
compare both intervention arms with concurrent nonenrollees
(n=1503) who received their first vaccine dose during the study
period, as well as with historical controls (n=2823; first dose
administered 2011-2013). Intervention-arm adolescents who
received 2 doses per the new guideline were removed to achieve
comparability for the historical analysis. This study was

approved by the Columbia University Irving Medical Center
Institutional Review Board. Personalized Reminders for
Immunization Using Short Messaging is registered with
ClinicalTrials.gov with identifier NCT02236273.

Role of the Funding Source
The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality funder of the
study had no role in the study design, data collection, data
analysis, data interpretation, or writing of the report.

Results

Overview
In total, we screened 1593 adolescents who received their first
HPV vaccine dose at the study sites. The majority (1454/1593,
91.3%) were able to be contacted. Of the contacted patients,
only 2% (29/1454) of families did not have a cell phone with
SMS text messaging, and 11.1% (161/1454) of were excluded
based on other exclusion criteria. Of the eligible families, most
(956/1264, 75.63%) were enrolled (Figure 3).

The arms were well-balanced; 481 families were randomized
to the usual care arm and 475 to the intervention arm. Most of
the adolescents in the enrolled families were aged ≤14 years
(880/956, 92.1%). Half of them (478/956, 50%) were female,
and most of them (903/956, 94.5%) were publicly insured.
Two-thirds (614/956, 64.2%) of parents/caregivers were
primarily Spanish speaking, and 59.9% (573/956) had a high
school education or less (Table 1).

Figure 3. Study enrollment.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the study participants.

P valueConventional message arm
(n=481), n (%)

Precision message arm
(n=475), n (%)

Total (n=956), n (%)Characteristics

.95Age (years)

443 (92.1)437 (92)880 (92)<14

38 (7.9)38 (8)76 (8)15-17

.56Sex

236 (49.1)242 (51)478 (50)Female

.88Language

310 (64.5)304 (64)614 (64.2)Spanish

.90Site

117 (24.3)121 (25.5)238 (24.9)Clinic 1

125 (26)114 (24)239 (25)Clinic 2

149 (31)147 (30.9)296 (31)Clinic 3

90 (18.7)93 (19.6)183 (19.1)Clinic 4

.30Insurance

458 (95.2)445 (93.7)903 (94.5)Public

.64Parental education

105 (21.9)114 (24)219 (22.9)<High school

184 (38.3)170 (35.8)354 (37.1)Finished high school

191 (39.8)191 (40.2)382 (40)>High school

Movement Through Stages
Overall, 12,000 messages were sent. Of those randomized to
the intervention arm, 1 family received their second dose early,
and therefore, did not receive second dose messages; a second
family requested to stop the program before the messages
started. This left 473 of the 475 families randomized to the
intervention arm eligible to receive messages. Most families
(428/473, 90.5%) in the precision reminder arm received the
day 21 message. There were technical issues for 45 families
(45/473, 9.5%), as some messages were undelivered because
of user service disruption. Of those who received the messages,
two-thirds (288/428, 67.3%) of families responded to
stage-assessment messages: 52.6% (225/428) were in
preparation, 10.3% (44/428) contemplation, and 4.4% (19/428)
precontemplation. The remaining families including the 32.7%
(140/428) who did not respond and 10.5% (45/428) for whom
there were technical difficulties remained in precontemplation.

On day 33, there were 215 families randomized to the precision
arm that was either not in preparation or had not yet been
vaccinated. Of those, 60% (129/215) responded to either day
33 or 40 messages, 54.4% (117/215) were automatically
switched to preparation, 3.7% (8/215) remained in
precontemplation, and 1.4% (3/215) moved into contemplation.
The remaining stayed in the stage they had been in previously.

By day 42, 72.7% (344/473) of the intervention families were
in preparation, with 47.6% (225/473) being there at day 21, and
an additional 25.2% (119/473) who moved there through
prompts. An additional 34 who had not been in preparation at
the beginning of the study had already been vaccinated by day

42, resulting in 79.7% (377/473) either being in preparation or
already vaccinated by day 42. Overall, 13.5% (64/473) of
families did not respond to the stage questions.

The movement was similar for the third dose. Overall, 336
families randomized to the precision message arm needed a
third dose of the vaccine, including those for whom a third dose
was needed based on the year and age at first dose. We received
replies from half (181/336, 53.9%) of the participants. Of those
who were not in the preparation stage at the beginning of the
third dose cycle, half were able to be moved into preparation
within 2 weeks before the next dose was due.

Receipt of HPV Vaccination
Of those receiving SMS text messages, Spanish-speaking parents
(adjusted rate ratio 1.17, 95% CI 1.08-1.27) had an increased
rate of timely completion; ≥15 years old had a decreased
completion rate (adjusted rate ratio 0.95, 95% CI 0.93-0.98).
No differences existed in terms of sex, education, or insurance.

Overall, both the precision SMS text message (344/473, 72.7%)
and conventional (364/481, 75.7%) arms had very high timely
series completion rates within 12 months, which did not
significantly differ (P=.25). We found a significant difference
in completion rate for those who responded to the first day 21
intervention messages (n=291) versus those who did not respond
(n=153; 219/291, 75.3% vs 100/153, 65.4%; P=.04).

In a post hoc analysis, those in either SMS text message arm
had a significantly higher completion rate than the nonenrollees.
In addition, even after removing those who only needed 2 doses
to complete the series, those in the SMS text messaging arms
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had higher rates than the historical controls (n=2823). Enrollees
were more likely to speak Spanish (614/917, 66.9% vs 830/1444,
57.5%; P<.001) and were more likely to have a child aged <15
years (880/956, 92.1% vs 1300/1503, 86.49%; P<.001) than
nonenrollees, but there were no differences in the percentage
of children enrolled who were male (479/956, 50.1% vs
795/1503, 52.9%; P=.19). In the enrollee comparison to

historical controls, those enrolled versus historical controls were
less likely to be male (479/956, 50.1% vs 1749/2823, 62%;
P<.001). There was no difference in the percentage of
participants who spoke Spanish (614/917, 66.9% vs 1788/2754,
64.9%; P=.35). Ultimately, a population-wide effect on HPV
vaccination series completion was seen during the years of the
study 2014-2016, above historical trends (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Human papillomavirus vaccine series completion within 12 months of initiation by year of initiation.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, the addition of educational information in SMS
text messages targeted to the stage of caregiver vaccine
decision-making did not provide additional benefits in this
low-income, urban, minority population. However, those
receiving SMS text message reminders had more timely series
completion than historical controls and nonenrollees. SMS text
messaging also led to population-level effects that far exceeded
historical trends, illustrating the potential impact of such
reminders if implemented. Although ad hoc analyses, the very
large differences in completion between enrollees and
nonenrollees as well as historical controls adds further support.
Together, our findings suggest that SMS text message reminders
could be used to increase the likelihood that caregivers will
follow through with HPV vaccination series completion and
could also be used to combat vaccination delay.

Of those in the intervention group, more individuals who
responded to any message on day 21 received the required doses
than those who did not. However, in this study population,
education information in the SMS text messages did not provide
additional benefits over conventional SMS text messages
without educational information. Studies have shown that
prolonged exposure to similarly themed messages may lead to
reactance or active resistance against the health behavior the
health message advocates [25,26]. In addition, for parents with
an unfavorable attitude toward vaccines, educational

interventions have been found to reduce the intention to
vaccinate [27]. For the subset of our patient population who
failed to interact with the SMS text messages, additional
educational messages may have acted as a mental deterrent to
bringing in their children for subsequent doses. It is possible
that for certain populations, changing to a different modality is
needed. These messages were based on formative work and
pretesting with patients and their families, which is critical in
the development of mHealth interventions [28-31]; however,
future work should also potentially include an intentional
exploration with the target populations of unintended impacts
of messages.

Despite this finding, our study demonstrates how SMS text
message reminders could interrupt a common pathway to
vaccination delay and vaccine series incompletion. Vaccination
delay, particularly for HPV vaccination, is often studied as an
active decision by caregivers [32]; however, given the increase
in timeliness and the lack of impact of targeted vaccine-readiness
information shows that delay is often not an active decision but
rather a circumstantial effect based on other factors (eg,
forgetfulness) that can be mitigated with timely reminders. SMS
text message reminders work as a call to action and help prompt
caregivers that would otherwise vaccinate their children but
may fail to bring their child back for vaccination because of
other factors. Further research could be conducted to explore
the benefit of this technology for direct youth use, as an
increasing number of health interventions are targeted at
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adolescent self-use to encourage increases in their health
autonomy [33].

In this study, we also demonstrated the ability to use SMS text
messages to assess a family’s stage of vaccine decision-making
and move them along the stages of the transtheoretical model.
Most families (409/473, 86.5%) responded to at least 1 message
prompt, and two-thirds of families who were not in preparation
at the first assessment were either in preparation or vaccinated
by 42 days after the first dose. Similarly, half of the families of
adolescents who needed 3 doses who were not in preparation
at the first assessment for that dose were either in preparation
or vaccinated by the time the third dose was due. Although
ultimately such an in-depth, precision intervention may not have
been needed for this population, it does lay the foundation for
using SMS text messaging both to assess a person’s stage of
decision-making and to intervene to move them through to a
possible behavior change. Several SMS text messaging
interventions that have targeted stages of change have been
tested and found to be effective in encouraging health behavior
change, namely with physical activity [34-36], smoking
cessation [37,38], and diabetes care management [39]. However,
many of these studies were conducted internationally, and none
have addressed HPV vaccine uptake. Our study contributes to
the growing body of knowledge on SMS text messages targeted
to the stage of change and presents a novel understanding of
SMS text message efficacy in increasing HPV vaccination
completion in adolescents. These findings may be particularly
applicable given the increased levels of vaccine hesitancy in
caregivers in the wake of acute COVID-19 activity. Although
app-based interventions offer a number of benefits, they require
users to have higher levels of technological literacy than SMS
text message–based interventions. SMS text messages are preset
on mobile phones and require virtually no instruction for use
when receiving messages outside general literacy. The results
of this study, along with prior vaccine SMS text message
reminder research, underscore the sustained role SMS text
messaging can still play in providing a digital precision SMS
text message health approach to behavioral interventions, even
in the modern mobile use landscape.

During this study, the CDC changed their recommendations for
the number of doses of HPV vaccine needed by adolescents
who initiated the series before the age of 15 years. An
unintended benefit of this study was the demonstration of the
ability of SMS text messages to facilitate rapid communication
with families to inform them of the CDC schedule changes.
Such ability extends the possibilities for health care providers
to notify families when they need them to either take or not take
a certain action. If sites had to call families to tell them not to
come in, it would have required extensive personnel time.
Conversely, it would have been frustrating to families if they
had not been notified and had showed up too early. This
real-time notification can be beneficial for both health care

providers and public health practitioners. Investigating
modalities and best practices of remote pediatric clinic
communication with caregivers is particularly needed as we
rethink health care communication and adolescent care in the
wake of the height of the COVID-19 pandemic [40,41].

Limitations
Our study has several limitations. This study took place in a
single medical system that serves a primarily low-income,
Latino, urban community, who may be particularly sensitive to
SMS text message interventions. These findings may not be
generalizable to other settings. Recommendations also changed
during the intervention period. Most of the study population
received the first dose before the new CDC guidelines were
implemented, when 3 doses were needed. However, these were
accounted for in the analyses. In addition, vaccine administration
has been underreported. However, all administered vaccines
are documented in the electronic health record, including
synchronization with the New York CIR, which has an excellent
capture rate. Therefore, underreporting of vaccinations is likely
low; underreporting would also have affected the intervention
and usual care groups similarly.

Conclusions
Despite these aspects of the study, our findings lend strength
to the growing body of evidence showing that mHealth or
eHealth interventions such as SMS text message reminders can
be used to tangibly promote child and adolescent health [40],
particularly in the realm of HPV vaccination, in which outcomes
are consistently substandard to national goals. We also
demonstrate the efficacy of SMS text message reminders in a
low-income, tight knit, and connected minority community,
which helps answer the call to improve upon digital approaches
that “address disparities in access to care related to race and
ethnicity, socioeconomic status” [40]. SMS text message
reminders function as an accessible, easy-to-use, low-cost
remote intervention that can be rapidly deployed, although
information detailing the economic impact and
cost-effectiveness of these interventions should be evaluated in
future studies.

SMS text message reminders led to timely HPV vaccine series
completion in our study population, which led to
population-wide effects. Although education information did
not provide added benefit in this very responsive population,
we also demonstrated the feasibility of using SMS text messages
to both identify a family’s stage of vaccine decision-making,
move them further down the pathway to behavior change, and
possibly decrease HPV vaccine delay. In the face of health
information changes, SMS text messages also helped facilitate
real-time and remote communication of these changes to
caregivers, which is needed in our post pandemic clinical
pediatric landscape.
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Abstract

Background: Various kinds of breast reconstruction (BR) options, including implants and autologous, and surgery techniques,
including traditional and endoscope assisted, can be used to perform surgery. All options have their own advantages and
disadvantages. Women decide on an option depending on the values and preferences they emphasize. Lacking knowledge about
BR or having decision difficulties during the treatment decision process makes women experience more decision regret,
psychological distress, and poor body image. Delivering decision support with a values clarification exercise using eHealth
approaches would be beneficial for patient outcomes.

Objective: This study aims to examine the effects of a decision support app on decision-making quality and psychological
morbidity for women considering BR surgery.

Methods: This randomized controlled trial included women who were over 20 years of age and were newly diagnosed with
breast cancer and candidates for mastectomy. Women having an option for breast conservation were excluded. After being referred
from the outpatient physician, the women provided consent and completed the baseline assessment. Women allocated to the
control group (CG) received usual care and were provided with a pamphlet with information about types of surgery and the
advantages and disadvantages of different surgery types. Women allocated to the intervention group (IG) were given the same
pamphlet and guided to use the Pink Journey app to support their decision. Then they were also prompted to discuss the opinions
with their significant others. Finally, the decision-making process of using the app was printed out for women that they could
take home. Decision conflict, anxiety, and depression were measured at baseline. At 1 week after the intervention (T1) and at 1
month (T2), 8 months (T3), and 12 months (T4) after surgery, the women completed decision conflict, decision regret, anxiety,
depression, and body image scales. An intention-to-treat analysis was performed.

Results: From February 2018 to July 2019, 96 women were randomly assigned to the CG (n=48) or the IG (n=48). Results
revealed that body image distress declined significantly for the IG but increased for the CG. The interaction of time and group
also reached significance, indicating a significant decrease in body image distress from baseline in the IG compared with the CG
after the 12th month (T4) follow-up (β=–2.25, standard error=1.01, P=.027). However, there was no significant difference in
decision conflict (P=.21-.87), decision regret (P=.44-.55), anxiety (P=.26-.33), and depression (P=.20-.75), indicating that the
decrease in these outcomes in the IG was not greater than those in the CG.

Conclusions: Although we found no effect on decision conflict, decision regret, anxiety, and depression, a decision aid that
combines surgery information and values clarification can help women reduce their body image distress.
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Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT04190992; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04190992

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2021;9(12):e31092)   doi:10.2196/31092
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Introduction

Breast cancer is the most prevalent cancer type in the world [1].
It is also the most common cancer among females in Taiwan
[2]. Although breast conservative surgery (BCS) is now a
standard treatment for early stage breast cancer, mastectomy
rates in women eligible for BCS are increasing, with reports
indicating that 35.5%-40% of women with breast cancer undergo
mastectomy [3,4]. For women undergoing mastectomy, the
change in appearance can lead to various types of psychological
adjustment problems, including body image discomfort,
psychological distress, anxiety, and depression [5-7]. Breast
reconstruction (BR) has now become an option for women to
restore their appearance. One cohort study revealed that the
rates of BR increased from 11.6% in 1998 to 36.4% in 2011
(P<.001 for trend) [4].

BR can be performed immediately after a mastectomy or delayed
according to each woman’s preferred timing after all required
treatments have been completed [8]. Furthermore, various kinds
of BR options (including implants and autologous) and surgical
techniques (including traditional and endoscope assisted) can
be used to perform the surgery [9]. All options have their own
advantages and disadvantages. Women decide on an option
depending on the values and preferences they emphasize [10].
Because of a new diagnosis and the nature of complex medical
treatments involved, women feel stressed when making
decisions related to surgery. Although a recent review study
revealed that women are satisfied with their new breasts and
reported low regret after receiving BR surgery [11], many felt
surprised and perceived the reconstructed breasts to be unnatural,
unreal, and unequal, and that the outcome was different from
their original expectations before surgery [12,13]. Indeed, some
women also reported high levels of decision regret after
undergoing BR [14]. One recent study reported that patients
undergoing BR preferred only a mastectomy that reflected a
discordance with preferences [15]. Other studies documented
the idea that if women lack BR knowledge or have decision
difficulties during their treatment decision process, they
experience more decision regret, psychological distress, and
poor body image [16-18]. Helping women to make appropriate
decision in accordance with their own values would be beneficial
for their psychological well-being after surgery.

According to the Ottawa Decision Support Framework (ODSF),
decision support needs to cover the provision of
treatment/disease information, clarification of personal values,
and assessment of support resources [19]. Furthermore, the
decision aid (DA) following ODSF to support a treatment
decision has to be validated to be helpful in improving
knowledge, decreasing decision conflict, and increasing the
consistency between the chosen option and personal values [20].
However, studies examining the effects of decision aid on

helping women make BR surgery decision remain limited [21].
These studies found that the effect of intervention on decision
conflict may occur within a short period, but the effect on
decision regret may be delayed and occur much longer after an
intervention. The effect of decision aid on other psychological
indicators such as anxiety, depression, and body image was rare
and needs to be further explored [21].

Computer-based DAs, including CD-ROM, computerized
multimedia programs, and websites, were validated to perform
better than paper-based DAs due to their potential for wide use
by patients [22]. A recent review also documented that using
electronically delivered decision support with a values
clarification exercise would be beneficial to patient outcomes
[23]. Given that smartphone devices and downloaded apps are
more convenient than other devices with or without an internet
connection [24], the aim of this study is to examine the effects
of a decision support app on decision-related outcomes and
psychological indicators including body image, depression, and
anxiety for women considering BR surgery.

Methods

Study Design
This 1:1 randomized controlled parallel-arm trial with permuted
block randomization that compares pamphlet + app with
pamphlet alone was performed in Taiwan. The protocol was
registered with ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT04190992), and the
process of app development was published previously [25].
This study was approved by the Institution Review Board of
National Cheng Kung University (B-ER-106-072) and was
performed in accordance with the ethical principles of the
Declaration of Helsinki. None of the data collected contained
identifiable information; data were kept locked in the office of
the first author (S-YF).

Participants
Women were eligible for participation if they were (1) 20 years
of age or older, (2) newly diagnosed with breast cancer and
candidates for mastectomy, and (3) able to read and speak
Taiwanese or Mandarin. Women were excluded if they had an
option for BCS, reconstruction following a lumpectomy,
reported active psychiatric illness, or severe cognitive illnesses
that would prevent full participation. They were enrolled from
February 2018 to July 2019 and completed their last follow-up
in February 2021.

Randomization, Blinding, and Procedure
Women were referred to the study by an outpatient physician.
After signing informed consent, women completed the baseline
assessment. Consenting women were randomized using online
automated randomization software (Create a Randomization
List [26]) to determine group allocation. Permutated block
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randomization (allocation ratio 1:1) was performed to maintain
equal sample sizes. An independent research assistant generated
the allocation sequence and prepared 136 numbered, opaque,
sealed envelopes with assignments to be equally distributed
between the 2 study groups. The researcher (S-YF) opened 1
envelope for each participant in the order in which she received
a message or call from the interviewer (PJ-L) indicating that
the participants were ready for randomization. The participants
were not blinded to their allocation. At 1 week after intervention
(T1) and at 1 month (T2), 8 months (T3), and 12 months (T4)
after surgery, the women completed a follow-up questionnaire
during their routine clinic visits.

Intervention Versus Usual Care
Women allocated to the control group (CG) received usual care
from health care providers. They were also provided with a

pamphlet with information about types of surgery, including
mastectomy, implant-based BR, and autologous BR, and the
advantages and disadvantages of different surgery types. Women
allocated to the intervention group (IG) were given the same
pamphlet and were further guided to use the Pink Journey app
to support their decision [25]. Women first saw a video that is
compatible with the content of the pamphlet and available in 2
languages (Chinese and Taiwanese), with selection depending
on participant’s preference (Figure 1). Next, they were coached
on how to use a values calcification exercise that elicited them
to think about 10 possible factors that they were concerned
about and to rank their concerns. They were then also prompted
to discuss the opinions with their significant others. Finally, the
decision-making process of using the app was printed out for
women that they could take home. Detailed information about
the Pink Journey app was published elsewhere [25].

Figure 1. Two languages of the education video.

Instruments
Baseline data collection (T0) included demographic data and
clinical data from the medical records of the patients. The
following 5 instruments using a paper format were also
administered at T0-T4 (ie, at baseline, 1 week, and 1, 8, and 12
months).

The Decision Conflict Scale (DCS) with 16 items developed
by O’Connor [27] assesses the perception of uncertainty in
information, values, or support for surgery options. The items
were summed, divided by 16, and multiplied by 25. According
to the user manual, scores below 25 were associated with more
certainty of their decision; scores exceeding 37.5 indicated a
greater feeling of uncertainty about their decision. This scale
was also validated for Chinese women with surgery decisions
related to breast cancer [28]. The Cronbach α coefficient for
this scale in this study was .93.

The understanding of medical information was evaluated using
the subscale of Involvement in the BR Decision-Making Process

scale. This subscale with 6 items assesses perception of medical
information about surgery and provides us information about
women’s understanding of BR. The scale uses a 5-point Likert
scale (1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree), where the
higher the score, the greater the amount of information women
believed they had obtained. This scale had good construct
validity and good internal and test–retest reliability [18]. The
Cronbach α coefficient for this scale in this study was .88.

The Decision Regret Scale (DRS) contains 5 items that assess
distress or remorse after a surgery decision. The items were
summed, divided by 5, and then multiplied by 25. This scale
was also validated for Chinese women with surgery decisions
related to breast cancer [28]. The Cronbach α coefficient for
this scale in this study was .90.

The Body Image Scale (BIS) with 10 items was developed by
Hopwood et al [29]. The scale uses a 4-point Likert scale (0=not
at all to 3=very much), with total scores ranging from 0 to 30.
Higher scores indicate greater body image distress. This scale
has been widely used in numerous countries and in many
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languages in samples of patients with cancer [5]. The Cronbach
α coefficient for this scale in this study was .92.

The Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) includes
14 items, of which 7 measure anxiety and 7 measure depression.
All items are scored using a 0-3-point scale, with higher scores
indicating more depressive symptoms. Cut-off scores are 8 and
11 to categorize the severity of anxiety and depressive
symptoms, respectively. Values of over 8 indicate possible
anxiety and depression, whereas values of 11 or above indicate
probable anxiety and depression. The Chinese version of the
scale has been widely used with good reliability and validity
for women with breast cancer [5].

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to describe baseline and
background demographic data. The chi-square test for
categorical variables and independent t test for continuous
variables were used to examine homogeneity between groups
and assess covariates. An intention-to-treat analysis was
conducted using a mixed effects model analysis using SPSS
(version 24; IBM, Inc.) with significance set at P<.05. A mixed
effects model that included the study group, a categorical
indicator of time, and the interaction between groups and times
was generated after controlling for covariates (with a significant
interaction indicating that compared with the CG, the
intervention effects change over time). An autoregressive
covariance structure analyzed changes among the time points
and residual maximum likelihood to estimate the fixed effects.

Missing data were not imputed due to low attrition rate 16/96
(17%), but restricted maximum likelihood estimation was used
for data management.

Results

Study Flow and Participant Characteristics
A total of 104 women were referred by a physician and
completed the baseline questionnaires. Eight women dropped
out after the pretest because they were rejected for surgery
(n=1); scheduled for delayed (n=1), prophylactic (n=2),
oncoplastic BR (n=3); or had a psychiatric disease (n=1; Figure
2). The remaining 96 women then were randomly assigned to
either the CG or the IG. At T4, 72 women had provided
complete data for each time point.

Among these women, 25 received neoadjuvant chemotherapy
before surgery. A total of 38/96 (40%) women received
chemotherapy, and 19/96 (20%) received radiotherapy following
surgery. At baseline, there were no between-group differences
in terms of demographic (Table 1) and disease-/treatment-related
(Table 2) characteristics except that the women in the IG were
younger than those in the CG (P=.01). In addition, women in
both groups had similar preoperative appearance satisfaction
(P=.15), anxiety (P=.09), and depression (P=.09) scores. Given
the significant difference in age at diagnosis (P=.01) between
women in the 2 groups, age may have played a role in BR
decision and body image concerns, so the mixed effects analyses
were adjusted for this variable.
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Figure 2. CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) diagram showing the flow of participants through each stage of the randomized
controlled trial.
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the participants (N=96).

P valueaControl group (n=48)Intervention group (n=48)Total (N=96)Characteristic

.011Age (years)

50.92 (7.77)46.71 (8.19)48.81 (8.22)Mean (SD)

32-6827-7127-71Range

Age groups (years), n (%)

9 (19)19 (40)28 (29)≤44

35 (73)26 (54)61 (64)45-64

4 (8)3 (6)7 (7)≥65

.66BMI (kg/m2)

22.83 (3.46)22.53 (3.09)22.68 (3.27)Mean (SD)

18.83-36.5717.31-30.6717.31-36.57Range

.32Education level (years), n (%)

12 (25)5 (10)17 (18)<9

14 (29)12 (25)26 (27)9-12

22 (46)31 (65)53 (55)≧13

.2538 (79)33 (69)71 (74)Relationship status (% partner), n (%)

.6632 (66)34 (71)66 (69)Employment status (% employed), n (%)

.297Monthly household income (US $), n (%)

12 (25)7 (15)19 (20)Lower class (<1000)

16 (33)11 (23)27 (28)Middle class (1001-1666)

10 (21)14 (29)24 (25)Middle high (1667-3333)

6 (13)12 (25)18 (19)High (>3333)

4 (8)4 (8)8 (8)Unknown

.2738 (79)42 (88)80 (83)Private insurance, n (%)

aStatistical significance.
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Table 2. Disease-related characteristics of the participants after surgery (N=96).

P valueControl group (n=48)Intervention group (n=48)Total (N=96)Characteristics

.63Tumor size (cm), n (%)

6 (13)5 (10)11 (11)<1

27 (46)22 (46)49 (51)1-3

9 (19)12 (25)21 (22)>3

6 (13)9 (19)15 (16)Missing

.54Breast cancer stage, n (%)

22 (46)23 (48)45 (47)0-I

19 (40)15 (31)34 (35)II-III

7 (15)10 (21)17 (18)Missing

.96Neoadjuvant chemotherapy, n (%)

13 (27)12 (25)25 (26)Yes

30 (63)27 (56)57 (59)No

5 (10)9 (19)14 (15)Missing

.73Chemotherapy, n (%)

21 (44)17 (35)38 (40)Yes

18 (38)22 (46)40 (42)No

9 (19)9 (19)18 (19)Missing

.80Radiotherapy, n (%)

9 (19)10 (21)19 (20)Yes

30 (63)29 (60)59 (61)No

9 (19)9 (19)18 (19)Missing

.59Surgical location, n (%)

38 (79)32 (67)70 (73)Unilateral

6 (14)7 (15)13 (14)Bilateral

4 (8)9 (19)13 (14)Missing

.55Lymphadenectomy, n (%)

35 (73)33 (69)68 (71)Sentinel lymph node biopsy

9 (19)6 (13)15 (16)Axillary lymph node dissection

4 (8)9 (19)13 (14)Missing

Active therapy 1 month after surgery, n (%)

.258 (17)4 (8)12 (13)Chemotherapy

.291 (2)3 (6)4 (4)Radiation therapy

Active therapy 8 months after surgery, n (%)

.341 (2)0 (0)1 (1)Chemotherapy

.162 (4)0 (0)2 (2)Radiation therapy

Active therapy 12 months after surgery, n (%)

.162 (4)0 (0)2 (2)Chemotherapy

.321 (2)0 (0)1 (1)Radiation therapy

Self-evaluation on body appearance, mean (SD)

.864.17 (2.73)4.27 (2.89)4.22 (2.80)The difference in appearance between reality and ide-
ality (range 0-10)

.505.71 (2.55)5.35 (2.61)5.53 (2.58)The importance of appearance in life (range 0-10)
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Decision-Making Quality
Table 3 summarizes the findings of decision-making quality
outcomes. Overall, this sample reported an average of DCS
score that was higher than the cut-off of 37.5. However, decision
conflict declined significantly after the 1-week follow-up for
both groups. Furthermore, the interaction of time and group did
not reach significance (β=–2.79, standard error [SE]=3.72,
P=.46), indicating that the decreasing of DCS score in the IG
was not greater than that in the CG (Table 3).

The amount of medical information related to BR at 1 week
after consultation did not differ between the IG and CG (P=.13),
which indicates that women in both groups perceived a similar
understanding level related to medical information, whether
using just a pamphlet or combined with app.

Decision regret did not differ between groups at 1 month
(P=.51), 8 months (P=.66), or 12 months (P=.61), and the
interaction of time and group also did not reach significance
(P=.44-.55).

Table 3. Between-group differences using the mixed effect model of decision-making quality.

P value95% CIStandard errorβP valueControl group,
mean (SD)

Intervention group,
mean (SD)

Outcome measure

T0 (Baseline)a

Decision Conflict Scale (0-100)

.2542.90 (21.52)38.28 (17.22)Total

.5351.39 (26.71)48.26 (21.54)Informed

.2756.94 (27.52)51.22 (23.19)Values

.2231.25 (24.40)25.52 (20.80)Support

.4441.67 (28.71)37.67 (20.56)Uncertainty

.3435.68 (25.78)31.12 (20.20)Effective decision

T1 (1-week postconsultation)b

Decision Conflict Scale (0-100)

.46–4.61 to 10.193.722.79.6720.87 (16.65)19.35 (15.68)Total

.71–11.44 to 7.874.86–1.79.3221.43 (21.00)17.05 (19.44)Informed

.87–9.93 to 11.735.450.90.3524.80 (24.45)20.45 (18.10)Values

.24–4.06 to 15.805.005.87.9414.09 (16.20)14.39 (18.71)Support

.21–3.72 to 17.045.226.66.5023.81 (20.71)26.70 (19.07)Uncertainty

.60–7.22 to 12.404.942.59.6020.39 (16.51)18.47 (16.34)Effective decision

.1321.76 (4.19)20.25 (4.91)Amount of medical information

T2 (1 week after consultation)c

.5121.95 (18.00)19.52 (15.53)Decision Regret Scale (0-100)

T3 (8 months after surgery)d

.55–7.84 to 14.605.703.38.6619.63 (20.83)21.84 (23.38)Decision Regret Scale (0-100)

T4 (12 months after surgery)e

.44–5.66 to 13.044.733.69.6119.25 (7.45)21.63 (23.95)Decision Regret Scale (0-100)

an=48 in the intervention and control group, respectively.
bn=44 and 42 in the intervention and control group, respectively.
cn=42 and 41 in the intervention and control group, respectively.
dn=38 and 40 in the intervention and control group, respectively.
en=40 in the intervention and control group, respectively.

Psychological Indicators

Body Image and Appearance Satisfaction
Table 4 summarizes the findings of psychological outcomes.
Body image distress declined significantly over time for both
groups. The interaction of time and group also reached

significance, indicating a significant decrease in body image
distress from the baseline in the IG compared with the CG after
the 12-month (T4) follow-up (β=–2.25, SE=1.01, P=.027).

There was also a tendency toward an improvement in appearance
satisfaction over time in both groups. The interaction of time
and group reached significance from T3 (β=1.15, SE=0.57,
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P=.045) to T4 (β=1.17, SE=0.54, P=.031), which indicated that
the improvement in appearance satisfaction from baseline in

the IG compared with the CG was significant after the 8-month
follow-up (P=.031-.045).

Table 4. Between-group differences using the mixed effect model of psychological distress.

P value95% CIStandard errorβP valueControl group,
mean (SD)

Intervention group,
mean (SD)

Outcome measure

T0 (Baseline)a

HADSb (0-21)

.099.98 (4.66)8.38 (4.55)Anxiety

.097.48 (3.85)6.12 (3.76)Depression

.156.08 (2.08)5.46 (2.16)Body satisfaction (0-10)

T2 (1 month after surgery)c

HADS (0-21)

.256–0.90 to 3.371.091.23.825.85 (3.84)5.64 (4.33)Anxiety

.370–1.11 to 2.981.040.93.745.93 (4.08)5.64 (3.52)Depression

.447–0.70 to 1.570.580.44.896.71 (2.33)6.64 (1.76)Body satisfaction (0-10)

.936.49 (6.09)6.38 (5.55)Body Image Distress (0-30)

T3 (8 months after surgery)d

HADS (0-21)

.334–0.99 to 2.900.990.96.804.88 (3.72)4.66 (3.68)Anxiety

.202–0.66 to 3.110.961.23.775.03 (3.82)5.29 (4.13)Depression

.045 e0.25 to 2.270.571.15.546.78 (2.38)7.08 (1.94)Body satisfaction (0-10)

.490–3.52 to 1.691.32–0.91.546.93 (6.15)6.08 (6.02)Body Image Distress (0-30)

T4 (12 months after surgery)f

HADS (0-21)

.273–0.68 to 2.390.780.86.444.88 (3.52)4.25 (3.70)Anxiety

.752–1.27 to 1.760.770.24.255.03 (3.71)4.03 (3.93)Depression

.031 e0.11 to 2.240.541.17.417.03 (2.20)7.98 (1.46)Body satisfaction (0-10)

.027–4.24 to –0.261.01–2.25.057.11 (1.12)4.35 (0.69)Body Image Distress (0-30)

an=48 in each group.
bHADS: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale.
cn=42 and 41 in the intervention and control group, respectively.
dn=38 and 40 in the intervention and control group, respectively.
eStatistical significance.
fn=40 and 40 in the intervention and control group, respectively.

Anxiety and Depression
The HADS anxiety scores 1 (P=.82), 8 (P=.80), and 12 months
(P=.44) after surgery did not differ between groups. The HADS
depression scores 1 (P=.74), 8 (P=.77), and 12 months (P=.25)
after surgery also did not differ between groups. There was a
tendency toward a decrease in depression and anxiety over time
in both groups. However, the interaction of time and group did
not reach significance (Table 4).

Choice of Surgery
Choice of surgery differed between the IG and CG. Overall,
56% (27/48) and 46% (22/48) opted for mastectomy plus
immediate reconstruction in the IG and CG, respectively
(P=.05). Moreover, a majority selected implanted-based BR,
which did not differ between groups (Table 5).
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Table 5. Comparison of surgical decision between groups.

P valueControl group (n=48)Intervention group (n=48)Total (n=96)Decision

.048 aBreast reconstruction

22 (46)27 (56)49 (51)Yes, n (%)

22 (46)14 (29)36 (38)No, n (%)

4 (8)7 (15)11 (11)Missing, n (%)

.160Breast reconstruction type

20/22 (91)26/27 (96)46/49 (94)Implant based, n/N (%)

2/22 (9)1/27 (4)3/49 (6)Autologous, n/N (%)

aStatistical significance.

Discussion

Decision-Making Quality
This study evaluated the effects of app-based DA on women’s
decision quality and postoperative psychological morbidity
regarding BR. Women who received the app-based DA reported
a similar decline in decision conflict 1 week after consultation
compared with women only receiving standard care with a
pamphlet. This result is consistent with a study using an
interactive web-based training program [30], but is in contrast
to previous studies that revealed that breast cancer treatment
DA reduced decision conflict to higher levels compared with a
standard booklet after consultation [31-33]. In Luan et al’s study
[33], only postconsultation score was compared, and it was not
clear whether the decreasing level of decision conflict between
baseline and postconsultation was significant. In Sherman et
al’s study [32], decision conflict was measured 1 month after
baseline, so women who completed surgery or not may bias
this outcome. In Lam et al’s study [31], women in the CG only
received standard information without a take-home booklet,
which is different from our study, as we provided a take-home
pamphlet also to the CG. Low statistical power may exist due
to small differences in the treatments designed in our study
compared with those in Lam et al’s study [31]. Manne et al’s
study [30] was similar to our study by providing a pamphlet to
the CG, and it revealed no significant change in decision conflict
over a short period. The amount of medical information women
received was not significant between groups in our study, which
suggests that improving knowledge about BR may decrease
women’s decision conflict over a short period, but its long-term
effects should be examined.

There was no difference in decision regret 1, 8, and 12 months
after surgery between the 2 groups. Previous studies have
revealed lower regret in the IG; however, these studies only
measured 1 period and without a follow-up for over 6 months
[32,33]. Lam et al’ study [31] revealed decreased decision regret
4 and 10 months after surgery. This may be because most
participants in their study also had the option to undergo BCS
[31]. By contrast, in our study, mastectomy was necessary and
there was no option to choose BCS, and this may have
contributed to the nonsignificant result in this study.

Psychological Distress
There was no significant difference in appearance satisfaction
and body image distress 1 month after surgery between the IG
and CG. However, at both 8 and 12 months after surgery,
women in the CG reported significantly better appearance and
lower body image distress. A limited number of studies
examined the effect of DA on body image distress. Using
BREAST-Q assessment, Politi et al [34] found that satisfaction
with breasts score in the DA group was slightly higher than that
in the CG. Luan et al [33] reported that sum scores of sexual
well-being satisfaction, satisfaction with breasts, outcome, and
care in the DA group were more likely to be higher than those
in the CG; however, no statistical significance was revealed in
the aforesaid studies. These studies evaluated patients’ feedback
only over a short period, but our study highlights the importance
of accessing both short- and long-term impacts of BR surgery
on body image distress. Our study is the first to demonstrate
significantly lower body image distress among women in the
IG compared with the CG 12 months after surgery. Supporting
our hypothesis, adding a values clarification exercise in DA
may have helped women to create more realistic expectations
about outcomes after BR, decreasing the sense of loss and
reducing their body image distress.

Our analysis demonstrated that providing information using a
paper or digital format in combination with values clarification
did not increase anxiety for either group. This result is consistent
with studies with a similar design that provided a pamphlet to
the CG with short [30] and long follow-ups [33]. No significant
difference between groups regarding depression was also
consistent with a recent study [33]. Body image distress is
associated with depression. In our study, body image distress
significantly improved in the IG compared with the CG at the
12-month follow-up, suggesting that continuous follow-up to
clarify the effect of DA is necessary.

Given the characteristics of universal national health insurance
and the convenient geographical environment in Taiwan, losing
women to follow-ups is usually because they tend to search for
a second opinion in other hospitals. Although the attrition rate
is not higher (17%), we do acknowledge that this was a pilot
randomized controlled trial and a relatively small sample size
may underestimate the effects of this study. Second, because
breast surgeons are generally familiar with only 1 surgical
technique, inclusion of a single breast surgeon in 1 medical
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center limits this study’s generalization. Lastly, our study used
an amount of medical information to evaluate women’s
perception of their understanding of BR knowledge and only
assessed it 1 week after intervention without a preintervention
assessment. This limited us from comparing the changes in
knowledge between groups.

Conclusions
This was the first trial to examine the long-term effects of an
app-based DA on both decision-making quality and
psychological morbidity for women only having the option for
mastectomy. It demonstrates that DA designed with values
clarification exercises can reduce similar decision conflict and
depression without increasing anxiety over time compared with
only receiving a pamphlet. It also further supports that using

values clarification exercises can help women reduce their body
image distress and increase body appearance satisfaction.
Because low monitors who were highly anxious about detailed
information had a greater likelihood of experiencing regret [14],
future DA trials should also consider monitoring coping style
and DA design that could be tailored to each women’s needs.
In addition, DA with a value clarification exercise that considers
personal value and shows an effect on body image distress
supports the utilization of personalized treatments, such as
nanomedicine and immune therapy. These therapies specify
women’s tumor characteristics to increase therapeutic effect
but with fewer side effects, empathizing that precision care for
women with breast cancer will become a trend in the future
[35-37].
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Abstract

Background: Language barriers in medical encounters pose risks for interactions with patients, their care, and their outcomes.
Because human translators, the gold standard for mitigating language barriers, can be cost- and time-intensive, mechanical
alternatives such as language translation apps (LTA) have gained in popularity. However, adequate training for physicians in
using LTAs remains elusive.

Objective: A proof-of-concept pilot study was designed to evaluate the use of a speech-to-speech LTA in a specific simulated
physician-patient situation, particularly its perceived usability, helpfulness, and meaningfulness, and to assess the teaching unit
overall.

Methods: Students engaged in a 90-min simulation with a standardized patient (SP) and the LTA iTranslate Converse. Thereafter,
they rated the LTA with six items—helpful, intuitive, informative, accurate, recommendable, and applicable—on a 7-point Likert
scale ranging from 1 (don’t agree at all) to 7 (completely agree) and could provide free-text responses for four items: general
impression of the LTA, the LTA’s benefits, the LTA’s risks, and suggestions for improvement. Students also assessed the teaching
unit on a 6-point scale from 1 (excellent) to 6 (insufficient). Data were evaluated quantitatively with mean (SD) values and
qualitatively in thematic content analysis.

Results: Of 111 students in the course, 76 (68.5%) participated (59.2% women, age 20.7 years, SD 3.3 years). Values for the
LTA’s being helpful (mean 3.45, SD 1.79), recommendable (mean 3.33, SD 1.65) and applicable (mean 3.57, SD 1.85) were
centered around the average of 3.5. The items intuitive (mean 4.57, SD 1.74) and informative (mean 4.53, SD 1.95) were above
average. The only below-average item concerned its accuracy (mean 2.38, SD 1.36). Students rated the teaching unit as being
excellent (mean 1.2, SD 0.54) but wanted practical training with an SP plus a simulated human translator first. Free-text responses
revealed several concerns about translation errors that could jeopardize diagnostic decisions. Students feared that patient-physician
communication mediated by the LTA could decrease empathy and raised concerns regarding data protection and technical
reliability. Nevertheless, they appreciated the LTA’s cost-effectiveness and usefulness as the best option when the gold standard
is unavailable. They also reported wanting more medical-specific vocabulary and images to convey all information necessary for
medical communication.
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Conclusions: This study revealed the feasibility of using a speech-to-speech LTA in an undergraduate medical course. Although
human translators remain the gold standard, LTAs could be valuable alternatives. Students appreciated the simulated teaching
and recognized the LTA’s potential benefits and risks for use in real-world clinical settings. To optimize patients’ and health care
professionals’ experiences with LTAs, future investigations should examine specific design options for training interventions
and consider the legal aspects of human-machine interaction in health care settings.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2021;9(12):e31559)   doi:10.2196/31559

KEYWORDS

undergraduate medical students; translation app; simulation; physician-patient communication; mHealth; mobile applications;
digital health; app development; language translation; translation apps

Introduction

Communication with patients ranks among the most important
tasks for physicians and is thus an integral aspect of medical
training [1-3]. Many institutional bodies and national catalogues
of learning objectives have even designated communication
with patients as a core competency [4-8]. However, several
circumstances (eg, reduced consciousness and high emotionality)
can impair communication with patients [9,10]; of them,
language barriers can especially put timely, sufficient medical
care at risk [11,12]. In nonmedical contexts, internet- and
app-based digital translation services have become widely used
to overcome such language barriers.

Albeit to a lesser extent than in the general public, the use of
such translation services, particularly language translation apps
(LTA), has gained traction in medical settings. Owing to
increased globalization, migration, and refugee resettlement
during the 21st century, patients often cannot speak the language
spoken where they receive medical treatment and may thus be
at risk of receiving less effective health care [13-15]. In
response, human translators have been shown to benefit health
care delivery in numerous ways; hence, various attempts have
been made to train medical students or physicians to act as
translators [16-20]. Although human translators are currently
the gold standard for obtaining information from patients,
obtaining their informed consent, and delivering negative news
to them [10,21,22], such services may not always be available
owing to timing and financial limitations. In such cases, digital
technology such as LTAs seem to offer the second-best option
[10,23,24]. LTAs generally function in one of three ways: text
to text (ie, translation of a word or sentence from text into new
text), text to speech (ie, translation of text from a tappable
dictionary into voice output), and speech to speech (ie,
translation of spoken sentences into voice output) [25].

In any case, LTAs are doubtlessly preferable to ad hoc
alternatives such as relying on relatives, who may be too
emotionally involved and thus prone to potentially fatal
translation errors, or staff members who speak the same
language as the patient, which would violate patient
confidentiality and data security and could precipitate
misunderstandings due to a lack of clinical and medical
knowledge [21,26-29]. Nonetheless, guidelines applicable to
communication via human translators may also be relevant
when using LTAs, including ensuring direct communication,
maintaining eye contact, talking to the person instead of the

device, and using simple, clear, and sufficiently audible language
[30,31].

In emergency medicine, studies have shown that using LTAs
can overcome language barriers [32,33]. In particular,
participants in those studies reported greater satisfaction with
the more domain-specific app QuickSpeak than the generic
Google Translate, although in both cases, they were worried
about the inaccuracy of the translations [10,34-40]. Other studies
have involved investigating the use of LTAs in clinical settings
and shown their usefulness in simple communicational situations
[34,41,42].

LTAs designed for clinical application often require the use of
simple sentences. As a case in point, by using a text-to-speech
app that simplified open-ended questions into closed-ended
ones, Narang et al [33] found good user satisfaction and
improvements in communication with patients with limited
English proficiency. At the same time, inaccuracy in machine
translation has been documented in various LTAs [40,42-44]
and could precipitate misdiagnoses, incorrect prescriptions, and
general mistreatment [45,46]. In sum, using LTAs in
physician-patient communication demands caution, and
physicians need to be trained in the adequate professional use
of such apps [34,47].

Against that background, we conducted a proof-of-concept pilot
study to examine the use of a speech-to-speech LTA in an
undergraduate medical course, particularly its perceived
usability, helpfulness, and meaningfulness in a simulated
specific physician-patient situation, and to assess the teaching
unit overall. Because the setting was simulated, we did not
account for legal aspects (eg, data security) that would apply in
clinical settings.

Methods

Setting and Participants
The proof-of-concept study was conducted in the Medical
Faculty at the University of Tuebingen, Germany, between April
and June 2019 in a medical communication course designed for
the second preclinical year of medical school. Whereas
participation in the course was mandatory, participation in the
study was voluntarily, and 111 medical students were invited
to participate. All participating students gave their written
informed consent to participate, and data were collected
anonymously.
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Teaching Unit and Study Procedure
The teaching unit in this study was a 90-min seminar within the
medical communication course taught by experienced instructors
at the Department of Psychosomatic Medicine and
Psychotherapy. All students had previously attended a lecture
on the general aspects of physician-patient communication and
how to inquire into and document a patient’s medical history.
They had also completed a repeat session on specifically
assessing the history of present illness (HPI) in which they had
practiced with a standardized patient (SP) presenting with
chronic back pain.

The seminar on the LTA began with an introductory lecture on
handling language-nonconcordant patients. Students also
received information on how to work with human translators,
including common pitfalls to avoid, and organizational
background information specific to Tuebingen University
Hospital (eg, how to request and pay human translators).
Afterward, during the encounter with the SP, one medical
student per 10-student group acted as the attending physician.

The interaction was followed by a feedback session on general
communication strategies and the overall management of the
situation. The session ended with an interactive discussion on
the usage of an LTA in physician-patient communication and
appropriate medical strategies in the management of this patient
case.

Standardized Patient
The SP was a 20-year-old male from Syria who spoke Arabic,
a foreign language chosen owing to its relative frequency among
patients in German hospitals and the low probability that
participating students would understand or speak it. The SP was
a young traveler who had experienced acute-onset nausea and
vertigo hours before, which had worsened when he presented
at the emergency department at 3 AM. Although the patient
could not speak German or English, the attending physician’s
task was nevertheless to obtain some basic information about
the patient and his HPI using the LTA. Full instructions are
provided in Textboxes 1 and 2.

Textbox 1. Instruction for students acting as the attending physician.

Setting:

Emergency department, 3 AM.

You are the attending physician on your 4th night shift this week.

Case:

A 20-year-old male presents with acute-onset vertigo and nausea. The highly experienced on-duty nurse tells you, with slight exasperation, that the
patient can communicate in Arabic only and that all attempts to gather basic information thus far have been futile. More important, the patient is in
obvious distress (e.g. restlessly turning on the stretcher and clutching a kidney dish), and time seems of the essence. Knowing that no other staff on
the ward can translate Arabic, you consider the option to request a professional translator. However, you are also aware that procuring a translator
won’t be easy at 3 a.m. As an alternative, you remember that one of your colleagues had introduced you to a language translation app, and you decide
that now is the time to try it. After all, what do you have to lose?

Task:

Take the patient’s HPI using the app on the iPhone. You have 10 min.

Textbox 2. Instruction for the standardized patients.

Setting:

Emergency department, 3 AM.

You are _______________ (insert name), a 20-year-old from Syria who has been travelling across Europe with a friend for several weeks. Although
you do not speak any German or English, you have managed quite well thus far.

This evening, you experienced a sudden onset of nausea and vertigo. You haven’t been drinking alcohol or taken any drugs. The vertigo is rotational,
similar to being on a merry-go-round, not a sailboat, and you feel the constant urge to vomit, even though you have not vomited thus far. Although
lying on your back initially helped, your posture no longer affects your symptoms, and turning your head rapidly especially worsens your vertigo.
You have never experienced a comparable condition, and you are unaware of any family history of vertigo.

You are usually an open-minded, easy-going person who loves to travel. You are in Europe for the first time, and so far, you have had lots of fun and
appreciated all of the impressions made and opportunities encountered on your journey. Currently, however, you feel rather unwell and slightly scared
because you can’t judge the seriousness of your situation, and it doesn’t help that you don’t understand what people are saying. On the plus side, you
very much like the young doctor taking care of you. You appreciate their effort to communicate with you on an app and thus try your best to communicate
given the circumstances.

Remember that you speak Arabic exclusively. Only respond to whatever the app translates for you, even if you know that the original question in
German was somewhat different. Please use simple sentences and only respond to what you’ve been asked (e.g. don’t add information).

If you’re asked any question not listed in these instructions, then please improvise. Remember, the session is part of a medical communication course
in the second year of medical school. The simulation does not focus on the medical content as much as the general communication techniques and
the specific situation of communicating via the app.

The encounter will last approximately 10 min.
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LTA: iTranslate Converse
The app used, iTranslate Converse available for Android,
Windows, and Mac, was chosen for its benefits identified by
Khander et al [48] that we considered important for our
simulation—that is, a wide range of available languages, ease
of navigation and a high score (2.5/2.7) for “application
comprehensiveness.” It has also been shown to produce
translations of similar quality to that of human translators, at
least with simple sentences [35]. Preliminary tests for usability
were also conducted by 2 authors (AHW and SZ).

The LTA was downloaded to an iPhone 7 device from the
faculty’s IT Department; the phone was not connected to the
hospital’s Wi-Fi, had no SIM card but had its languages preset
to German and Arabic. The app was downloaded using Wi-Fi,
accessed with the Apple ID of one author (AHW), and the
connection was terminated immediately afterward because the
LTA can be run offline.

Before students commenced the SP encounter, they were allotted
time to become familiar with how the LTA worked. To translate
speech, the student, either as the attending physician or patient,
had to tap and hold a button while speaking, and releasing the
button generated an audio translation. The system recognized
the language spoken and automatically switched between the
2 preset languages.

Questionnaire
We developed a questionnaire with reference to the literature,
models (eg, Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of
Technology) and ratings by expert panels [10,49-51]. Before
the first seminar, the questionnaire had undergone cognitive
pretesting by using the so-called “think aloud” method, in which
the respondent concurrently verbalizes thoughts when
responding to questionnaire items [52,53]. Consequently, minor
adaptions to the questionnaire were made, and it was
administered after the teaching unit but before the interactive
discussion. The questionnaire collected demographic
information (ie, age and gender) and ratings of the use of the
LTA, the latter with 6 items on a 7-point Likert scale ranging
from 1 (don’t agree at all) to 7 (completely agree). The 6 items
were (1) helpful (ie, able to support the task), (2) intuitive (ie,
easy to use), (3) informative (ie, able to gather all necessary
information), (4) accurate (ie, able to provide correct
translations), (5) recommendable (ie, advisable for use by
patients and clinical staff), and (6) applicable (ie, likely to be
employed for personal use). Following those items,
complementary free-text responses were requested for four
additional items: (7) general impression of the LTA, (8) the
LTA’s benefits, (9) the LTA’s risks, and (10) suggestions for
improvement. These questions were added to obtain a deeper
insight into students’ considerations.

Teaching Unit Evaluation
Students anonymously evaluated the teaching unit on a secure
platform for teaching assessment used by the faculty members

for all courses at the university’s medical school. The grading
system used in German schools (1=excellent, 6=insufficient)
was employed.

Respondents and Nonrespondents
At the beginning of the study, a questionnaire was placed on
each medical student’s desk. Students who answered and
submitted the questionnaire were considered respondents,
whereas those who left the questionnaire unanswered or did not
submit it were considered nonrespondents.

Statistical Analysis
A sample size calculation was conducted with a 95% CI,
population proportion of 50%, and a population size of 120,
which resulted in a sample size of 92 respondents. The data
were evaluated both quantitatively and qualitatively.
Quantitative statistical analyses were performed with SPSS for
Windows (version 25.0) under the assumption that the variables
followed a normal distribution. First, for reliability analysis,
the Cronbach α for internal consistency was computed to assess
the 6 items in the quantitative part of the questionnaire (ie, Items
1-6). The internal consistency was satisfactory (α=.86), and
reliability could not be improved by deleting items [54].
Corrected item–total correlations for all 6 items ranged between
.45 and .81, and mean (SD) values were calculated. The final
4 items addressed in free-text responses (ie, Items 7-10) were
evaluated in thematic content analysis using Microsoft Excel
as coding software [55]. Themes in the data set were identified,
analyzed, and documented. During content analysis, the
reviewers familiarized themselves with the data and developed
codes. After themes were sought, examined, and specified,
results of the analysis were interpreted.

Ethics
Ethics approval for the study was obtained by the local ethics
committee (No. 443/2018BO2).

Data Availability Statement
Full data are available on reasonable request by the
corresponding author.

Results

Demographic Information
Of the 111 students in the course, 76 (68.5%) participated in
the study. Most were women (n=45, 59.2%), and all were from
17 to 40 years of age (mean 20.66 years, SD 3.26 years).

Rating of the LTA
The mean rating across the first 6 items (ie, items 1-6) was only
slightly above average (mean 3.64, SD 1.36). For the individual
items, ratings for helpful, recommendable, and applicable were
average. Students rated the LTA’s being intuitive and
informative as slightly above average (mean 4.52, SD 1.95) but
its accuracy as rather below average (mean 2.38, SD 1.36).
Table 1 reports the individual ratings of the 6 dimensions.
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Table 1. Items regarding features of the language translation app.

Rating (1=don’t agree at all, 7=completely agree), mean (SD)Dimension

3.45 (1.79)(1) Helpful

4.57 (1.74)(2) Intuitive

4.52 (1.95)(3) Informative

2.38 (1.36)(4) Accurate

3.33 (1.65)(5) Recommendable

3.57 (1.85)(6) Applicable

Analysis of Free-Text Responses
Regarding items 6-10, most general impressions regarding the
LTA contained largely critical comments about its accuracy.
The students noticed, especially following comments from the
SP and bilingual classmates, the possibility of severe translation
errors, especially in translations from Arabic to German.
Students also reported that the LTA largely failed to compute
long, complex, or open-ended questions, and students instead
suggested using close-ended questions to “get to the point.”
Many students reported worrying that planning and
administering misguided follow-up or unnecessary interventions
owing to linguistic misunderstandings could harm patients.
Students additionally raised concerns about the technical
challenges that LTAs can present (eg, poor connectivity or
updates).

Regarding the LTA’s benefits, students considered the app very
useful for emergency situations and other brief conversations.
Beyond that, they envisioned using the LTA more in hospital
contexts than in ambulatory ones. A particularly positive aspect
mentioned was that the LTA allows creating transcripts of
dialogues, albeit only in its paid upgraded version. Another
advantage was the LTA’s cost-effectiveness relative to human
translators and its potential use in translating uncommon
languages and dialects not always known by hospitals’ human
translators.

Concerning the LTA’s risks, students emphasized not only
concerns about inaccuracy and its consequences but also the
risk of fragmented, ineffective physician-patient communication.
By using the LTA as an intermediary, many students
experienced increased distance between themselves and the SP
and added that the LTA needlessly prolonged the task of taking
the SP’s medical history. Students also reported worrying about
losing empathy for patients and their symptoms by using the
LTA. In particular, to assess mental distress or psychological
comorbidities, they expressed doubts that the LTA would
transmit the interpersonal information correctly. Furthermore,
students were concerned that they would accidentally make
offensive or politically incorrect statements to patients owing
to the LTA’s mistranslation. Other feedback focused on the
extent to which the LTA guaranteed data confidentiality and
whether machines such as LTAs would soon replace human
interpreters.

Finally, regarding suggestions for improving the LTA, students
generally aligned with their risk assessments by expressing a
desire for more accurate translations. Considering the context

of application, however, they contemplated the usefulness of
predefined questions as a means to simplify the taking of
medical history. Along similar lines, students wished for
specialized terms adapted to the medical context and a “greater
and more diverse vocabulary” both to prevent misunderstandings
and to plan more precise interventions. Other students proposed
adding pictures or predefined snapshots of difficult situations
to improve the LTA’s translation accuracy and ease of use. A
final suggestion was for the LTA to reproduce the voice of the
respective speaker to make taking the medical history more
realistic.

Teaching Unit Evaluation
Analysis of the free-text responses in the evaluation of the
teaching unit revealed that students were interested in the topic
and generally liked the idea of including an app in the course’s
instruction. They also appreciated the possibility of practicing
with the LTA with an SP in a controlled environment and
receiving feedback from multiple sources afterward. At the
same time, they underscored the topic’s lack of connection to
other learning content and demanded a better introduction to
the topic, including practice with an SP along with a simulated
human translator first. On the whole, students quantitatively
rated the teaching unit in the official teaching evaluation system
as excellent (mean 1.2, SD 0.54).

Discussion

Our proof-of-concept pilot study was designed to gain insight
into the use of an LTA in a simulated setting in undergraduate
medical education.

Principal Findings
Tested as part of an undergraduate medical curriculum, the LTA
was perceived by medical students as being generally useful
for the task of taking a HPI during acute care. Students
appreciated the teaching unit taught in the seminar, even if they
had only general interest in the topic and favored using the gold
standard of human translators instead, which corroborates with
other published findings [56].

When comparing human variants in translation, the role of the
translator demands consideration. Ideally, a translator should
act as a “conduit” transferring information neutrally from one
party to the other [57,58]. However, depending on the
circumstances, additional roles—managers, advocates, cultural
mediators, or even co-therapists, to name a few—may equally
need to be filled [59,60], none of which LTA can. Despite this
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limitation, it does guarantee the basic function demanded of a
translator—pure information exchange—and students should
be made aware of its possibilities.

Although generally appreciative of the teaching unit, students
complained that the challenge of using LTAs can be better
confronted with more training, especially simulated training in
communication with the aid of a human translator. Such training
could easily be accommodated by the educational approach of
spiral curriculum design [61].

Students’ overall satisfaction with the LTA was high, however,
as previous findings have also shown [47]. In particular, medical
students considered the LTA easy to handle, possibly owing to
its user-friendly interface and the fact that the students’ age
group is highly familiar with using mobile apps in their
day-to-day lives. Nevertheless, the results suggest that students
need to be trained in the professional application of LTAs, as
recently stressed [47]. Students also acknowledged the potential
of acquiring the necessary information with the LTA,
information that they could not have obtained without the app,
or at least not as rapidly, which confirms a known effect of
using LTAs [62]. Even so, the students could readily specify
the potential difficulties and pitfalls of using an LTA in
real-world practice. In general, students feared that using an
LTA to communicate with patients would threaten the
physician’s empathy, which is another known phenomenon of
the replacement of human translators [63]. They were also
concerned that translation errors could result in maltreatment
or misdiagnosis, among other dangerous mistakes, that would
jeopardize the patient’s health and life. Their concern echoes
findings from other research groups [10,27,35,40].

At the same time, our intended meaning of errors needs
clarification. So-called “noncatastrophic errors” such as incorrect
grammar or awkward translations may be tolerable, whereas
critical mistranslations may not only cause confusion but also
create the potential for serious harm [40,64]. Students need to
be aware of such problems and need to be equipped with
strategies to minimize them. After all, professional human
translators are as liable to commit translation errors that become
medical errors [29]. Similarly, an LTA’s disadvantage may be
its inflexibility compared to the flexibility that human interaction
offers. With a human translator, at least one person can
understand both languages and may be able to detect mismatches
between speech and reactions and can adapt to cultural
differences and communication-related concerns, whereas
machines can accomplish neither task. Nevertheless, as Freyne
et al [62] have shown, with repeated use of an LTA, health care
professionals cultivate confidence in its translation abilities,
possibly because they adapt their way of speaking to
accommodate the possibilities and limitations of the app’s
functionality. To aid that process, some students wished for
predefined sentences or images as a means to minimize
misunderstandings. On that topic, the choice of Arabic as the
SP’s language might have aggravated the problem in our study
because especially rare or non-European languages are prone
to translation errors [38,65]. Indeed, more specific apps such
as Quick Talk have been shown to be more helpful in emergency
medicine settings than Google Translate [10]. Additionally,
when used with native speakers on both ends, LTAs can usually

produce the correct meaning, even if the translation is not
completely accurate [10]. An ideal solution might be a mix of
preset questions as options supplemented with images and the
additional function of free-text entry.

The reluctance to trust the LTA’s accuracy was also reflected
by the fact that whereas all ratings for the 6 items correlated
with each other, no intercorrelation emerged between the
students’ rating of the LTA’s helpfulness and their assessment
of its accuracy, which indicates that the students appreciated
using an LTA for collecting the medical history of
language-nonconcordant patients but were partly deterred by
its technical restrictions.

Limitations
Our study had several limitations. First, it was conducted during
only one semester with medical students from only one faculty
in Germany. Those constraints upon the sample and the study
limit the generalizability of the findings. Second, only one LTA
was used in the study, meaning that the findings might not be
applicable for other LTAs. Third, we tested only one language,
Arabic, chosen as a compromise between a language
encountered often enough amongst patients in hospitals in
Germany and a language with little risk of being known by
many students, which would have jeopardized their learning
experience. Because students participated in the study on a
voluntary basis, we cannot exclude selection bias; however,
given the number of respondents and their age and gender
distribution, the sample can be considered to represent the
student population at Tuebingen Medical Faculty in general.
Finally, the study was designed as a self-report paper-and-pencil
survey with quantitative and open-ended questions. Self-report
surveys are generally open to bias, and responses to the items
were analyzed in accordance with the level of data available.
Consequently, there was no need to compute moderator or
between-group analyses.

Despite those limitations, we strongly believe that the pilot
study offers valuable insight into the use of a speech-to-speech
LTA that offers the possibility of speaking freely, in an
undergraduate medical curriculum. Those initial data show that
such an LTA can be helpful in obtaining the HPIs of patients
in simulated acute care settings. It remains unclear whether this
app could be reliably integrated into actual patient care where
other additional aspects (eg, data protection and legal liability)
would have to be considered.

Comparison With Prior Work
To the best of our knowledge, this study was the first to examine
an LTA in undergraduate medical education, which offers the
possibility of speaking freely and thus approximates a normal
conversation without language barriers. Findings concerning
the evaluation of the LTA used were primarily in line with
published results. However, they additionally showed that
students need training in the use of LTAs, which confirms the
recently identified need among physicians to be properly
prepared for using LTAs.
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Conclusions
Our proof-of-concept study revealed that using a
speech-to-speech LTA in an undergraduate medical class is
feasible. Students primarily benefitted from the feedback from
multiple sources as part of the simulation, as well as from
becoming familiar with the general possibilities and potential
drawbacks of using LTAs.

Although human translators remain the gold standard and are
preferred by patients and health care professionals, LTAs might
pose a valuable alternative to less favorable options (eg, relying
on bystanders and family members) or a valuable addition to
the off-the-cuff approach because they do not present the
obstacles that human translators often do (eg, timing, cost, and
inflexibility) [10,21,26,33,56,66]. Students liked the idea of
studying the topic as part of their simulated teaching. However,

they also recognized the risks of using such an LTA in clinical
settings with real patients.

The COVID-19 pandemic has altered health care in diverse
ways, including by increasing the acceptability of telemedical
health care solutions. Further investigations should examine
changes in the usage and acceptability of LTAs and how training
interventions can be designed to optimize patients’ and health
care professionals’ experiences with LTAs. At the same time,
legal concerns (eg, data security) need to be addressed in future
LTA training courses because they are essential to consider
when LTAs are intended for use in clinical practice. As a next
step, we propose the development of a full-scale training course
for undergraduate medical students that addresses
communication with language-nonconcordant patients, including
algorithms and strategies for using LTAs and the gold standard:
face-to-face or video-based human translation.
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Abstract

Background: The ubiquity of smartphones and mobile devices in the general population presents an unprecedented opportunity
for preventative health. Not surprisingly, the use of electronic health (eHealth) resources accessed through mobile devices in
clinical trials is becoming more prevalent; the selection, screening, and collation of quality eHealth resources is necessary to
clinical trials using these technologies. However, the constant creation and turnover of new eHealth resources can make this task
difficult. Although syntheses of eHealth resources are becoming more common, their methodological and reporting quality require
improvement so as to be more accessible to nonexperts. Further, there continues to be significant variation in quality criteria
employed for assessment, with no clear method for developing the included criteria. There is currently no single existing framework
that addresses all six dimensions of mobile health app quality identified in Agarwal et al’s recent scoping review (ie, basic
descriptions of the design and usage of the resource; technical features and accessibility; health information quality; usability;
evidence of impact; and user engagement and behavior change). In instances where highly systematic tactics are not possible
(due to time constraints, cost, or lack of expertise), there may be value in adopting practical and pragmatic approaches to helping
researchers and clinicians identify and disseminate e-resources.

Objective: The study aimed to create a set of guidelines (ie, a checklist) to aid the members of the Healthy Life Trajectories
Initiative (HeLTI) Canada trial—a preconception randomized controlled clinical trial to prevent child obesity—to assist their
efforts in searching, identifying, screening, and including selected eHealth resources for participant use in the study intervention.

Methods: A framework for searching, screening, and selecting eHealth resources was adapted from the PRISMA (Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses) checklist for systematic and scoping reviews to optimize the rigor,
clarity, and transparency of the process. Details regarding searching, selecting, extracting, and assessing quality of eHealth
resources are described.

Results: This study resulted in the systematic development of a checklist consisting of 12 guiding principles, organized in a
chronological versus priority sequence to aid researchers in searching, screening, and assessing the quality of various eHealth
resources.

Conclusions: The eHealth Resource Checklist will assist researchers in navigating the eHealth resource space by providing a
mechanism to detail their process of developing inclusion criteria, identifying search location, selecting and reviewing evidence,
extracting information, evaluating the quality of the evidence, and synthesizing the extracted evidence. The overarching goal of
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this checklist is to provide researchers or generalists new to the eHealth field with a tool that balances pragmatism with rigor and
that helps standardize the process of searching and critiquing digital material—a particularly important aspect given the recent
explosion of and reliance on eHealth resources. Moreover, this checklist may be useful to other researchers and practitioners
developing similar health interventions.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2021;9(12):e27533)   doi:10.2196/27533

KEYWORDS

eHealth resources; applications; quality assessment; preconception health

Introduction

The ubiquity of smartphones or mobile devices in the general
population represents an unprecedented opportunity to reach
diverse individuals for preventative health. The use of
smartphone apps for the provision of health information,
promotion, and intervention has become widespread [1], even
sparking a new label, “digitized health promotion” [1].
Electronic health (eHealth) interventions or programs use diverse
information and communication technologies (web- or
mobile-based) to improve or facilitate health behaviors. Recent
systematic reviews of trials evaluating eHealth resources in
adolescents and adults observed significant reductions in BMI
and improvements in dietary behaviors, physical activity, and
self-monitoring [2-4]. In addition, eHealth resources (ie, online
web resources or apps) designed to enhance healthy behaviors
are appealing: they are highly accessible and sustainable [5],
can be tailored to specific populations [6,7], and provide
low-cost scalable opportunities for population-wide promotion
of health behaviors [8]. Although most interventions using
eHealth resources are brief and relatively simple, the content
varies greatly and there is a lack of standardized methodology
to rigorously evaluate the quality and effectiveness of eHealth
resources. However, the proliferation of apps for chronic disease
management and prevention poses challenges for clinicians,
policy makers, and patients in understanding which apps are
most likely to provide benefit.

The prevalence of noncommunicable diseases—including
cardiovascular diseases, respiratory diseases, diabetes, and
mental health issues—is on the rise worldwide and preventive
strategies are urgently needed [9]. To address this issue,
the Healthy Life Trajectories Initiative (HeLTI) Canada study
was designed. This randomized controlled trial aims to evaluate
a preconception to early childhood telephone-based public health
intervention with tailored eHealth resources for women and
their partners to optimize growth and development among
children in Canada [10,11]. This clinical trial uses a
Developmental Origins of Health and Disease approach, which
is based on the notion that environmental factors interact with
genes from preconception to early childhood and that this
programming affects a child’s health into adulthood [12]. HeLTI
builds upon the diverse clinical trial research capacity in Canada,
while harmonizing the intervention and outcome measures with
three other international HeLTI trials (in China, India, and South
Africa) to generate evidence that will inform national policy
and decision-making for the improvement of health and
reduction of noncommunicable diseases starting in
preconception [13]. The primary objective of HeLTI Canada is

to determine whether a 4-phase intervention, from preconception
into pregnancy through to infancy and early childhood, can
reduce the rates of child overweight and obesity. Secondary
objectives aim to reduce child Z-score of BMI (zBMI) and
improve zBMI trajectories, cardiometabolic risk factors, health
behaviors (nutrition, physical activity, sedentary behavior, and
sleep), and development and school readiness at the age of 5
years. Maternal and paternal health outcomes and parenting
behaviors are further examined to provide a family-level
evaluation.

In the HeLTI Canada trial, participants in the intervention group
are assigned to an experienced public health nurse who provides
telephone-based collaborative care to support women and their
partners to improve their health, modify their health behaviors,
or improve their parenting skills. Nurses perform a detailed
telephone assessment to identify preconception risk factors or
parenting concerns, develop a structured management plan based
on family preference, and conduct scheduled follow-up calls to
assist the participants in meeting their outlined health goals.
Each woman and their partner will be provided with their own
secure login to a website that includes personalized web-based
eHealth resources based on their specific goals. This selection
of eHealth resources will be curated and customized for the
participant and will be used by the nurses to provide
individual-based care with resources that are convenient and
readily accessible to help them achieve their goals. Given the
growing popularity of smartphones, tablets, and apps [14],
coupled with the noted shift in how individuals consume health
information [15], the inclusion of eHealth resources in the
HeLTI Canada trial allows the public health nurse and
participant to use evidence-based tools to work collaboratively
to address identified health needs.

Working groups were created to identify, evaluate, and
recommend eHealth resources specific to health goals (or
behaviors of focus) that could be used in the HeLTI Canada
intervention. These eHealth resources were meant to be easily
accessible on a smartphone, tablet, or computer, and provide
personalized, innovative, and engaging support to participants
with diverse preventive health needs. The selection, screening,
and collation of quality eHealth resources was a necessary
component to develop and enhance the HeLTI Canada trial
intervention. However, the constant creation and turnover of
new apps can make this task difficult and time-consuming.
Although syntheses of eHealth resources are becoming more
common, their methodological and reporting quality require
improvement so as to be more accessible to nonexperts [16].
Further, there continues to be significant variation in quality
criteria employed for assessment, with no clear method for
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developing the included criteria. Per the recent scoping review
by Agarwal and colleagues [16], there is currently no single
existing framework that addresses all six identified dimensions
of mHealth app quality (ie, basic descriptions of the design and
usage of the resource; technical features and accessibility; health
information quality; usability; evidence of impact; and user
engagement and behavior change). In instances where highly
systematic tactics are not possible (due to time constraints, cost,
or lack of expertise), there is still value in adopting practical
and pragmatic approaches to helping researchers and clinicians
navigate this space. Specifically, guiding principles that
researchers and clinicians could use to select quality eHealth
resources are an identified need [17,18]. As there were no
available guidelines to assist the HeLTI Canada app working
groups in this task, we aimed to address this gap. As such, we
sought to create a set of guidelines (ie, a checklist) to aid
researchers and clinicians in searching, identifying, screening,
and selecting eHealth resources for use in research or clinical
practice. These guidelines were developed through the
experience of HeLTI Canada researchers as they selected
eHealth resources for the trial intervention.

Methods

Overview
To optimize the rigor, clarity, and transparency of the current
guidelines, the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses) checklists for
systematic [19] and scoping [20] reviews were adapted to
provide a framework for screening eHealth resources. Reporting
guidelines outline a minimum set of items to include in research
reports and have been shown to increase methodological
transparency, uptake of research findings, and intervention
fidelity [21].

Selection Criteria of eHealth Resources
In this study, eHealth resources were considered for inclusion
if the following conditions were met: (1) targeted children or
parents influencing behavior change in children; (2) was either
a website or app that provided content on health behaviors
(physical activity, sedentary behaviors, screen use, nutrition,
wellness, healthy weights, active play, healthy habits); (3) had
a minimum quality indicator such as a rating of ≥4 stars if the
resource was an iOS app or ≥10,000 installs if the resources
was an Android app; and (4) was available in English and/or
French.

In addition, eHealth resources were excluded for the following
reasons: (1) they relied solely on data from a paired external
device (ie, wearable technology like a Fitbit, with no option of
manually inputting data; this was to ensure all apps would be
used by all participants without the need to purchase additional
hardware), (2) they were not oriented toward individual users
(ie, if they were directed toward school or gym programs; this
was to ensure open and wide access to the resource), or (3) they
had content focused primarily on the management of specific
health conditions (ie, heart disease; this exclusion criterion was
included to accommodate a universal and more general
population approach).

Information Sources: Locating eHealth Resources
When searching for eHealth resources, multiple information
sources were considered, including the following: (1) the Apple
Store (iOS) and the Google Play Store (Android); (2) literature
reviews of eHealth articles; (3) consultations with eHealth
experts (author PA and Practical Apps [working group],
Women’s Health College, Toronto, Canada), reputable public
organizations and authorities, and government via email; and
(4) recommendations from other experts, including family
doctors, pediatricians in primary care, and child caregivers.

Search Strategy
No date restrictions were placed on the search, which was
completed in August 2018. Using the previously identified
information sources, the following keywords were used to
retrieve e-resources: sleep, physical activity, sedentary
behaviors, screens, screen time, nutrition, children, smartphone
app, online resource, e-resource, eHealth resource, wellness,
weight management, healthy weight, play, activity, fitness,
development, healthy habits, healthy behavior, behavior change,
monitoring, tracking, and health advice. Once retrieved, all
resources were exported and saved in an editable Microsoft
Excel (Microsoft Corp) spreadsheet via Google Docs (Google
LLC) and duplicates were removed manually. Each resource
was assigned a unique identification number.

Process for Selecting Resources
Based on the eligibility criteria, a standardized screening form
(Multimedia Appendix 1) was developed; initially, 10 resources
were selected to pilot test and refine the form (91.3% agreement
across 6 researchers). Next, all selected resources that met the
eligibility were reviewed collectively as a team and a final suite
of eHealth resources was identified for inclusion. All
disagreements in selection were discussed and resolved by
consensus and mediated where necessary.

Methods for Charting and Extracting Data
All eHealth resources were assessed by the 6 reviewers to
determine whether they reported on one or multiple health
behaviors of interest, and whether the eHealth resource was
child- or parent-focused. All data of interest from the eHealth
resources (ie, behavior and population of focus, details about
the resources) were entered into an Excel sheet stored in Google
Docs.

Quality Assessment of eHealth Resources
With the multitude of health apps identified, it was essential to
evaluate the quality of each resource. All eHealth resources
were evaluated by a minimum of two team members
and—depending on the type of eHealth resource
selected—different quality assessment tools were used. When
selecting appropriate tools, it is important to consider the needs
and preferences of the resource user.

Driven by consultations with eHealth experts, Stoyanov and
colleagues’ [22] Mobile App Rating Scale (MARS) was used
to evaluate the quality of the apps. The scale contains 23 items,
each rated on a 5-point scale (where 1=inadequate, 2=poor,
3=acceptable, 4=good, and 5=excellent) and categorized into
three sections: classification, app quality, and satisfaction. The
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classification section is only used for descriptive purposes. The
19-item app quality section rates apps on 4 subscales:
engagement, functionality, aesthetics, and information quality.
The subjective quality section contains 4 items evaluating the
user’s overall satisfaction. The MARS is scored by calculating
the mean scores of the app quality subscales and the total mean
score.

For online web resources, the DISCERN tool was used [23].
DISCERN is a brief questionnaire that provides users with a
valid and reliable way of assessing the quality of written
information on treatment choices for a health problem. The tool
consists of 15 key questions plus an overall quality rating. Each
question represents a separate quality criterion and is rated on
a 5-point scale where 1=no, 2-4=partial, and 5=yes. The rating

scale has been designed to help researchers decide whether the
quality criterion in question is present or has been “fulfilled”
by the eHealth resource.

Reporting the Individual eHealth Resources and Key
Content
The total number of resources identified, selected, screened,
and assessed for inclusion was recorded (Figure 1). Next, the
selected eHealth resources were included in a standardized
extraction form and grouped based on health behavior of focus
(eg, sleep, physical activity, nutrition, weight management,
screen time). Key information about the eHealth resource (type
of resource, health behavior, target audience [child or parent],
type of content or activities offered, science-backed, etc) was
charted.

Figure 1. The eHealth resource selection flow diagram.

Process Refinement and Adoption
Once the initial guidelines were drafted by two members of the
working group (LMV and SC), an example online resource and
an app were pilot tested by 6 reviewers and 1 mediator to ensure
each item or “step” progressed logically and was comprehensive.
Following this refinement process, the checklist was modified
accordingly. Face validity for the guidelines was achieved by
sharing the itemized list with all members of the working group
and modifying it further. The final approach was shared and

adopted by all members of the HeLTI team to assist with their
eHealth resource searching and screening efforts.

Results

Resulting from the previously described steps, a checklist
consisting of 12 guiding principles was systematically
developed—organized in a chronological versus priority
sequence to aid researchers in searching, screening, and
assessing the quality of various eHealth resources in a pragmatic
manner (Table 1).
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Table 1. The eHealth resource checklist.

Present? (✓)Checklist itemItemSection

Objective

Provides an explicit statement of the objectives being addressed concerning the
population and behavior/condition of interest.

1Purpose

Methods

Specific characteristic of the sources of evidence used as eligibility criteria.2Eligibility criteria

Describes information sources (App Store, online searches, expert consultation).
Provides the date the most recent search was conducted.

3Information sources

Describes the search strategy with enough information so that it is reproducible.4Search

States the process for selecting resources.5Selection of evidence sources

Describes the methods of charting data.6Data mapping and/or charting

Describes the evaluation tools to be used to assess the quality of mHealth (eg, MARS)
and eHealth (eg, DISCERN) resources. Note: The needs and preferences of the patient
population, as well as the clinical conditions, should be considered when selecting
an appropriate evaluation tool.

7Evaluation and quality assurance

Results

Provides the number of resources identified, selected, screened, and assessed for in-
clusion/exclusion.

8Selection of sources of evidence

Presents the relevant data that was charted to help address the study’s objectives,
including evidence of effectiveness.

9Results of the individual e-resources

Uses the MARS (mHealth) or DISCERN (eHealth) tool to assess the quality of the
resource.

10Evaluation and quality assurance

Discussion

Summarizes the main findings.11Summary of Evidence

Discusses the limitations of the mHealth/eHealth resource review process.12Limitations

Discussion

Principal Findings
This paper describes the development of a set of guidelines for
pragmatically selecting online resources and apps designed to
support a variety of health behaviors as part of the HeLTI
Canada trial. Using smartphones for health interventions has
the potential to reach many populations, harness the internet’s
access to information, and use the latest behavioral science to
incorporate nudges and reminders to make positive health
decisions the default choice [15,24,25]. However, these novel
opportunities for eHealth resources, coupled with their
exponential proliferation, are not without their challenges [16].
As expertise in the field of eHealth is not always available to
researchers, clinicians, and patients, an evidence-informed
checklist to assist with navigating the identification, selection,
and assessment of such online web resources and apps is needed.
We believe the proposed checklist helps address the gaps
outlined in the recent scoping review by Agarwal and colleagues
[16], providing a pragmatic approach to evaluating apps by
striking a balance between the utilization of standardized quality
criteria and the need to conduct expeditious and cost-effective
reviews.

Limitations
During the process of selecting the eHealth resources for the
HeLTI Canada trial, it was clear a more rigorous method for

searching and selecting mHealth apps was needed. Not
surprisingly, practical challenges and limitations were
encountered. First, the sheer volume of apps and resources
available related to health behaviors (eg, the Apple Store has
just over 300,000 apps available [1] and the Google Play Store
has approximately 325,000 apps [14]), coupled with the
constantly changing content and quick turnover of apps, was a
major challenge. Second, because a full download was required
to assess the app, evaluators required the necessary hardware
on their mobile devices (ie, space and memory) to store the
apps. Third, because some of the apps cost money or required
in-app purchases, it was at times difficult to fully assess the
quality of the app’s contents and features based on the selected
quality assessment tools (unless evaluators already had the
devices downloaded on their personal devices). Fourth, it was
important to ensure that the apps did not endorse private
companies and that the recommended apps would not create
issues for users’ privacy. Lastly, despite the MARS and
DISCERN tools being two of the most widely used eHealth
assessment tools, certain dimensions of quality are not captured,
such as privacy and security, which may be important to users.
Given these limitations, the guidelines and checklist developed
to search, screen, and assess eHealth resources should be
repeated to confirm their rigor and reliability. With this
validation work, we anticipate our checklist and outlined
principles will address an important need highlighted by experts
to effectively classify and evaluate apps suitable for the most
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common health conditions through a reliable and valid
measurement tool [26].

Future Considerations and Next Steps
The use of health apps is led by consumers and the self-tracking
movement (ie, “the quantified self”). However, the quality of
these apps is variable and the evidence to support the
effectiveness of these interventions on public and population
health is limited or unknown. Other quality assessments focus
on understanding the features of apps that may be the catalyst
for behavior change [27,28]. Additionally, each health specialty
or specific health behavior has developed its own methods to
critically appraise eHealth resources [29,30]. Our process
provides a more general method to mitigate some of the
limitations previously identified in the literature, particularly
the large volume of potentially useful apps.

It is contended that many digitized health promotion strategies
focus on individual responsibility for health and fail to recognize
the social, cultural, and political dimensions of digital
technology use. What is particularly noticeable about how
digitized health promotion is employed in most programs is that
most strategies render health even more individualized and draw

attention away from the social determinants of health to a greater
degree than ever before. This is despite the current emphasis
on health promotion policy that seeks to take a broader approach
to alleviate socioeconomic disadvantages and inequities rather
than focusing on individuals’ specific health-related behaviors.
In the specific context of the HeLTI Canada trial, a public health
nurse develops an individualized goal setting plan with each
participant; each participant’s context regarding social
determinants of health is assessed and the participant is provided
with eHealth resources that would work in tandem with their
situation, thus helping to alleviate or overcome equity
limitations.

Conclusions
Much like academics have come together to define checklists
of critical elements for reporting in clinical trials and systematic
reviews, researchers and clinicians planning to use eHealth
resources in health behavior interventions require a standardized
approach to identify, select, and evaluate these resources.
General critical appraisal methods could help researchers from
multiple disciplines select and use eHealth tools in their
research.
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Abstract

Background: Adequately measuring resilience is important to support young people and children who may need to access
resources through social work or educational settings. A widely accepted measure of youth resilience has been developed previously
and has been shown to be suitable for vulnerable youth. While the measure is completed by the young person on paper, it has
been designed to be worked through with a teacher or social worker in case further clarification is required. However, this method
is time consuming and, when faced with large groups of pupils who need assessment, can be overwhelming for schools and
practitioners. This study assesses app software with a built-in avatar that can guide young persons through the assessment and
its interpretation.

Objective: Our primary objective is to compare the reliability and psychometric properties of a mobile software app to a paper
version of the Child and Youth Resilience measure (CYRM-28). Second, this study assesses the use of the CYRM-28 in a Scottish
youth population (aged 11-18 years).

Methods: Following focus groups and discussion with teachers, social workers, and young people, an avatar was developed by
a software company and integrated into an android smartphone app designed to ask questions via the device’s inbuilt text-to-voice
engine. In total, 714 students from 2 schools in North East Scotland completed either a paper version or app version of the
CYRM-28. A cross-sectional design was used, and students completed their allocated version twice, with a 2-week period in
between each testing. All participants could request clarification either from a guidance teacher (paper version) or from the in-built
software glossary (app version).

Results: Test and retest correlations showed that the app version performed better than the paper version of the questionnaire
(paper version: r303=0.81; P<.001; 95% CI 0.77-0.85; app version: r413=0.84; P<.001; 95% CI 0.79-0.89). Fisher r to z transformation
revealed a significant difference in the correlations (Z=–2.97, P<.01). Similarly, Cronbach α in both conditions was very high
(app version: α=.92; paper version: α=.87), suggesting item redundancy. Ordinarily, this would lead to a possible removal of
highly correlated items; however, our primary objective was to compare app delivery methods over a pen-and-paper mode and
was hence beyond the scope of the study. Fisher r to z transformation revealed a significant difference in the correlations (Z=–3.69,
P<.01). A confirmatory factor analysis supported the 3-factor solution (individual, relational, and contextual) and reported a good

model fit (χ2
15=27.6 [n=541], P=.24).

Conclusions: ALEX, an avatar with an integrated voice guide, had higher reliability when measuring resilience than a paper
version with teacher assistance. The CFA reports similar structure using the avatar when compared against the original validation.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2021;9(12):e11055)   doi:10.2196/11055
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Introduction

Resilience
Resilience has traditionally been conceptualized as an individual
difference. For example, early research in the field showed that
some children, even when exposed to a chaotic family life or
early life stressors (eg, bereavement) displayed surprisingly
healthy behaviors; for example, coping ability [1-3]. Indeed, a
child with high levels of resilience will be able to overcome
stressors to achieve a sense of well-being [4]. Furthermore, in
a review, Panter-Brick and Leckman [5] established a pathway
between childhood resilience and adult well-being. However,
as work on resilience has progressed, it has become increasingly
recognized that factors external to the child may also influence
later personal and academic success [1-3]. Luthar, Lyman, and
Crossman [6] categorized subfactors of resilience into three
themes, namely “Attributes of the individual,” “Family
influences,” and “Wider social environments.” Ungar [7,8]
further expanded on these categories to develop a dynamic
concept of resilience that places society at the center of a child’s
ability to develop resilience and coping strategies. Ungar’s
ecological model of resilience is culturally sensitive, and while
it does accept that there are individual differences in coping, it
argues that the environment surrounding the individual is crucial
in providing appropriate resources. For example, while Ungar’s
definition and subsequent measurement includes differential
aspects of the ability to maintain friendships, it also measures
whether the young persons have been provided with the tools
to do so. Ungar [7-9] further suggests that resilience definitions
should reflect both ontological and ecological variability and
states the following:

In the context of exposure to significant adversity,
resilience is both the capacity of individuals to
navigate their way to the psychological, social,
cultural, and physical resources that sustain their
well-being, and their capacity individually and
collectively to negotiate for these resources to be
provided and experienced in culturally meaningful
ways.

In Scotland (the setting for this study), pupils are currently
supported via guidance teachers within the Getting It Right For
Every Child (GIRFEC) framework set by the Government, and
well-being is conceptualized within SHANARRI. SHANARRI
has 8 indicators of well-being: Safe, Healthy, Active, Nurtured,
Achieving, Respected, Responsible, and Included [10,11].
Guidance teachers lead the pastoral support for pupils of all
ages, generally with approximately 200-250 pupils within their
care, and with whom they will have Personal and Social learning
classes each week, along with additional support if required
[12]. It is within this setting that well-being, resilience, and
SHANARRI are measured. While there is a positive perception
among pupils and parents regarding the support offered by
guidance teachers, this is not consistent with a large minority
of parents who argue that the system does not support their child
[13]. The challenge for schools across Scotland is the

government-led initiative in which they are expected to assess
the risks and vulnerability of each child [14]. Clearly, this should
easier to accomplish with an app that can measure resilience
and well-being easily while engaging each pupil. Furthermore,
the system is under strain as funding decreases, with the
education system reducing the number of guidance teachers
[15,16].

Psychometric Measurement Using Apps
Ungar and Liebenberg [17,18] developed a scale of resilience,
which reflected this definition of resilience and was expressed
in 3 factors (individual, relational, and contextual). Sample
items are “I cooperate with people around me” (individual), and
“my caregivers watch me closely” (relational). The questionnaire
is designed to be used as a verbally administered questionnaire,
conducted by a professional within the setting, with responses
measured on a Likert scale from 1 to 7. However, this is
time-consuming and difficult to administer on an individual
basis to large groups of pupils requiring assessment. Further
studies have changed verbal administration of the questionnaire
to a more traditional paper-based version to widen participation
[19]. However, this obviously loses the verbal aspect of the
questionnaire, which, according to Ungar [9], increases
participants’understanding. Therefore, an alternative to personal
administration with each child is to use software that allows
questions to be read if the participant requires it.

This study seeks to address the issue of scalability while
retaining the verbal aspect and reducing the need for competent
reading skills. A further advantage is the benefit of
software-based data collection, which, according to current
research, reduces the chances of incorrect or missing input and
therefore increases validity and reliability [20]. Furthermore,
there is evidence that internal consistency and concurrent
validity are retained when transitioning to an app-based
questionnaire. Importantly, app-based scales have consistently
been shown to have higher completion rates among studies
included in a large-scale meta-analysis [21]. However, it cannot
be assumed that transitioning from a paper version to an app
version will automatically carry over psychometric properties,
though there is growing evidence that the transfer to
computer-based measures does not result in a loss of
psychometric properties [22]. However, this is transference of
psychometric properties is by no means universal; for example,
when transferring pen-and-paper psychometric questionnaires,
Booth-Kewley et al [23] found that a level of disinhibition crept
in to measures regarding such topics as alcohol consumption
and risky sexual behaviors. Therefore, it is still necessary to
validate the development of a software-based app. It is of crucial
importance that this is undertaken when the design of the app
differs from the original scale administration format, as in this
study where an avatar is used to deliver the items. Traditionally,
data collection on the internet was designed to closely resemble
that with paper questionnaires; however, recent studies have
explored nonhuman interaction (Bot) with humans and their
tendency to disclose, with provide evidence that self-disclosure
increases with the use of nonhuman interviewees [24].
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This Study
Our affinity for smartphones has been explained by various
theories ranging from Bowlby’s attachment theory,
addiction-based models, and emotional needs theories [25-27].
Indeed, it has been suggested that even larger portable
technology, such as laptops, can be seen to be an extension of
our identity and selves, given that we store memories through
photographs and access social media on them [28]. For this
study, these identity processes and dynamics are identified as
being drivers in the adolescent relationship with their
technological companions, which may be seen as an extension
of “self” [29]. Furthermore, adolescents have been described
as a population that is difficult to reach for research purposes;
therefore, a smartphone app such as the one tested in this study
should increase usability [30]. It has been proposed that the
interaction of the aforementioned dynamics will encourage
honesty in this population and therefore increase the reliability
of the questionnaire, as reported in other studies exploring issues
of well-being in hard-to-reach populations [31]. “Avatar as a
researcher” is an emerging concept, and previous studies have
shown increased trust and openness, thus increasing the
reliability and confidence in data when discussing sensitive
topics [32]. Identification with avatars and robots occurs with
both humanoid and nonhumanoid avatars. For example, even
computer-driven triangle shapes are perceived to have
intentionality [33,34]. Therefore, it is expected that this study
will see improved reliability, increased completion rates, and
similar psychometric properties retained following validity
analysis, in the app-based delivery. Additionally, this study
aims to validate the use of the CYRM-28 among a Scottish
population.

Methods

App Development
Feedback on a number of avatar designs was gathered from 30
professionals, including social workers, educational
psychologists, and teachers, at the 2015 Pathways to Resilience
Conference. The outcome of the discussions was to avoid
humanoid-like avatars of similar ages to the participants, and
to opt for one that would be considered gender neutral. ALEX
has facial elements that move (eyes and mouth), and uses the
speech-to-text engines of the device that is running the app.
ALEX moves and bounces in response to screen touches. Further
focus groups with young people confirmed that ALEX was
user-friendly, approachable, and liked by a wide range of ages
of both sexes. Participants in the app group were asked to
complete a usability questionnaire following the resilience
questionnaire.

Design
Recruitment was carried out in schools that agreed to take part
in trials. Information sheets were sent to parents electronically
and parents could access a website about the research and agree
to participate via web-based surveys. A cross-sectional design
was used, which aimed at comparing the performances of
pen-and-paper to that of an app-based CYRM-28 scale [17].
Two schools included all of their pupils, and classes were
randomly designated as either app versus paper with age groups

represented in each group. All groups were presented with the
scale twice, with a 2-week retest design. Data collection was
completed in Personal and Social Education (PSE) classes, and
took approximately 10 minutes for the majority of the students.
This was preceded by a short explanation regarding the
administration of the scale and a reminder of their ethical rights.
A guidance teacher and a member of the data collection team
were present during the session. As with the original CYRM-28,
participants could request further information and clarification
from the researcher regarding the item statements (paper
version) or an in-built glossary that could be accessed when the
pupil highlighted a word or phrase. All research took place
during the second term of the academic year (January to March
2017). A third school took part in 1 app-based data collection
during the Summer term (July 2017) under the same conditions
as described above, but further participation was prevented
owing to end-term examination. These data are included only
in the CFA.

Participants
The participants were 714 students from 2 North-East Scotland
coeducational schools, aged 11-17 years (males: n=354, mean
age 14.3 years, SD 2.42 years; females: n=360, mean age 14.6
years, SD 2.37 years). Areas in Scotland are divided into 5 broad
groupings of deprivation (1=most deprived to 5=least deprived)
and are reported with the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation
[35]. School 1 (n=403) includes a high-income area, and the
majority of pupils fall into bands 4 and 5 (relatively high
socioeconomic status [SES] in accordance with the
Government’s deprivation bands). School 2 (n=311) is in an
urban setting classified as a high deprivation area (all pupils are
classed as being in the top 2 levels of deprivation). The final
school draws from a wide range of SES bands. All 3 schools
are comprehensives and therefore mixed-ability schools with
intakes of pupils aged 16-18 years. The schools used
mixed-ability groups, and each of the schools have
approximately similar numbers on the roll.

Materials
The app version ran on Kindle Fires (HD), which were
disconnected from the internet, and other software could not be
accessed. The app presents the questions via the ALEX avatar.
ALEX is gender-neutral and is displayed in diagram 1 below,
along with a typical question. As with the paper version, the
students were required to respond on a 1-7–point Likert scale
(strongly disagree to strongly agree), yielding a possible data
range of 28-196, with a higher score indicating stronger
resilience. The app version has a computerized voice, which is
able to read the question to the participant, and a glossary of
available terms. These had been tested by adolescents who had
trialed the software and had indicated where they thought help
would be required. In the pen-and-paper version, help was given
if requested by the participant at the time, and adults provided
the same answers as given by the predetermined glossary. There
were no reports of pupils asking questions outside of this set.
The scale has previously been found to have good reliability
scores (individual: α=.803; relational: α=.833; contextual:
α=.794), and adequate validity after exploratory and
confirmatory analyses [17]. The project received ethical
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approval from the Liverpool Hope University Ethics board
(S040417 SFREC 001), and students were required to read a
short participation information sheet or screen after a short
verbal reminder of their right to withdraw from the research.
Parents had provided informed consent to their children’s
participation. Demographic information and data regarding the
usability of the app were collected.

Statistical Analysis
For demographic descriptive statistics, only results from time
1 were included. All data met parametric assumptions. Items
in the app condition were grouped and calculated to form 3
factors in accordance with an a priori theory developed by
Liebenberg and Ungar [18]. The first factor (individual) was
composed of 11 items which were further conceptualized as
personal skills, peer support, and social skills. The second factor
of relationships with caregivers included 7 items divided into
physical and psychological care. The final factor was labeled
as contextual and had 3 subfactors (educational, spiritual, and
cultural).

Data from 12 respondents were removed prior to a CFA,
following identification as multivariate outliers using the
Mahalanobis Distance (MD) method. AMOS 24 was used to
complete the CFA using a Maximum Likelihood Model. Files
have been archived on the Open Science Forum [36].

Results

Usability Results
In total, 262 of the pupils took part in the usability questionnaire.
The majority of the participants rated the app as easy to very
easy to use (87.4%), compared to those who rated it hard or
very hard (4.4%). Additionally, users were positive about their
experience regarding interaction with ALEX. However,
participants were moderately negative with the voice that read
the instructions, with 31% stating that it needed to be changed.
They were also encouraged to leave comments regarding
improvements; in this field, the most common suggestion was
to include a game.

Assessment Results
Descriptive statistics for resilience are reported in Table 1. These
data show that males and females reported similar scores and
suggest minor differences in resilience across schools. Resilience
scores decreased with age, with the youngest pupils aged 11
years reporting higher levels (mean 113.05, SD 11.85) than
those aged >16 years (mean 103.50, SD 15.10). Pearson
correlation analysis indicated a significant relationship between
age and resilience (r=0.81; P=.006; 95% CI 0.02-2.73).

Table 1. Summary of the scores for each sample.

95% CIScore, mean (SD)Sample size, n

S2S1S2S1S2bS1a

Paper version

102.17-106.27104.08-110.09104.22 (11.64)107.85 (13.66)12682Total

100.04-106.08103.68-112.24103.06 (10.52)108.06 (12.93)5036Males

102.19-107.84102.20-110.86105.01 (12.38)106.53 (14.41)7645Females

App version

104.01-107.90105.69-109.21105.95 (13.33)107.45 (13.71)183234Total

10354-109.22105.30-110.02106.38 (14.00)107.65 (13.69)97135Males

103.17-108.63104.84-110.29105.90 (12.57)107.57 (13.65)8499Females

aS1: school 1 (deprivation groups 4 and 5).
bS2: school 2 (deprivation groups 1 and 2).

There was no difference between the schools in terms of
resilience (school 1: mean 107.24, SD 12.87; school 2: mean
105.79, SD 13.15; t720=1.38; P=.18). In the paper version, scores
on the CYRM-28 ranged from 63 to 131 (mean 106.98, SD
13.51); however, in the app version, the equivalent results were
56-135 (mean 106.79, SD 13.62). An independent samples t
test was conducted between the 2 conditions and reported no
significant difference (t720=–0.632; P=.53; 95% CI –2.55 to
1.31).

Psychometric Properties
Cronbach α in both conditions was very high (app: α=.92; paper:
α=.87). Fisher r to z transformation revealed a significant

difference in the correlations (Z=–3.69, P<.01). Test-retest
results (Pearson correlation coefficients) were significant in
both conditions, although the app version had higher reliability
(paper version: r303=0.81; P<.001; 95% CI 0.77-0.85; app
version: r413=0.84; P<.001; 95% CI 0.79-0.89). As SPSS was
used to calculate the 95% CIs with a linear regression model,
z scores were used to calculate 95% CIs. Fisher r to z
transformation revealed a significant difference in the
correlations (Z=–2.97, P<.01). Additionally, intraclass
correlation (2,1) estimates and their 95% CIs were calculated
using SPSS (SPSS Inc), the absolute-agreement, single rater
model indicates that the reliability of the app version of the
questionnaire was similar to the paper version (Table 2).
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Table 2. Intraclass correlations in SPSS using an absolute-agreement, single rater model.

F test with a true value of 095% CIIntraclass correlation

Sigdf 2df 1Value

0.00041641611.6890.812-0.8680.842App

0.0007217219.5260.783-0.8340.810Paper

The 3-factor structure of the 28-item CYRM-28, based on the
model confirmed by Liebenberg and Unger [18], was estimated
using a CFA with the Time 1 data set in AMOS 24. A maximum
likelihood estimation CFA model was found to be parsimonious;
however, the significant results on chi-square analysis indicate

that the model did not adequately fit the data (χ2
15=27.6 [n=541],

P=.24). As large sample sizes can increase the likelihood of
significant chi-square results, other indices of model fit are of
particular interest. Table 3 includes a range of fit indices, all of
which are within acceptable parameters.

Table 3. Model fit summary for the app version of CYRM-28a confirmatory factor analysis.

Root mean square error of approximationComparative fit indexGoodness of fitP valueChi-square (df)

0.540.980.94>.0143.8 (17)Original model

0.390.990.98.2427.59 (15)Second model

aCYRM-28: child and youth resilience measure.

Modification indices were examined, and several items were
found to have significant shared error variance, including the
following: relational (physical) and contextual (spiritual);
individual (personal) and individual (peer). An exploration of
the items included in each of these factors for multicollinearity
between the items suggested that no item was so redundant with
another item that it could be dropped (e1-e2, tolerance=1.00,
variance inflation factor=1.00; e4-e8, tolerance=–1.00, variance
inflation factor=1.00). As the shared error variance between all
of these pairs of items was conceptually consistent with the
domain assessed, a final model was respecified to free these
correlated errors. This model was found to fit the data

moderately well, and increased goodness of fit (χ2
15=27.6

[n=541], P=.24); further details of fit can be seen in Table 2.
The final confirmatory factor analytic model of the CYRM-28
indicated that the items were strongly correlated within factors
rather than across factors, this replicates the findings from the
original validity study [18]. Diagram 2 shows the
error-covariances added to improve the model goodness of fit;
each of these were low (r=0.12 and r=–0.15).

Discussion

Principal Findings
The aim of the study was to establish the adequacy of an app
version of a previously validated paper version of a scale to
measure resilience. The app and the paper versions of the scale
presented the text of the items using Likert scales. The paper
version allowed pupils to ask staff for support while in the app
version, this was built into the device. The results indicate that
the app had significantly better reliability in a test-retest analysis
and had significantly higher internal consistency, as measured
with the Cronbach α score. Scores across the demographic
groups between the paper and app versions did not differ,
indicating that the app version matches the paper version on the
CYRM-28 when measuring resilience. Finally, the study
supports the use of the CYRM-28 in a Scottish youth population
[9-16].

Comparison With Prior Work
Ungar [7] previously reported that resilience was not only a
function of the individual, but also that environmental influences
are important. The CFA reflected this understanding of resilience
and further confirmed by Liebenberg and Ungar [17] earlier
reported a 3-factor solution (individual, family relationships,
and contextual). Furthermore, the CYRM-28 was designed to
be used with the support of an adult professional (teacher or
social worker) [18], and while this ensures that young people
have understood the statements, it is not cost-effective and
therefore is of use only to small groups of children who have
been identified as vulnerable. Additionally, the pastoral system
within Scottish schools is increasingly under strain. This study
provides evidence that a sizable percentage of children would
not seek support from their guidance teachers. The purpose of
this study was to develop a low-cost scalable version of the
questionnaire, which depends on an avatar to support
understanding and encourages openness in adolescents. As
discussed by Palmier-Claus [37], the app’s increased reliability,
as evident from its high internal consistency, and in addition,
participants were more likely to provide similar responses across
time periods when using the app version. Previous studies
indicated that the use of the avatar in the app would be a positive
experience, and this has been replicated in this study. The
students who completed the supplementary usability questions
were generally positive about the avatar. It can be assumed that
while app usage was time-limited, the participants were able to
develop a relationship of trust with ALEX and were therefore
open in their responses.

Limitations
This study sought to explore how effective an avatar was in
connecting with young people and collecting data about their
home-lives and feelings. Our findings show that the app
performed well at this level of data collection and a proof of
concept has been met. However, for ethical reasons, it was
decided to test this in a general population of young people,
rather than adolescents who have been identified as vulnerable.
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Furthermore, while it can be argued that resilience is more
observable among people who are facing trauma or difficult
situations, the CYRM-28 has previously been used in general
populations [17,19]. Nonetheless, further research that includes
vulnerable participants would be warranted.

The final version of the app was designed to allow the
participant as well as the professional to access information
about the pupil. While it is important to develop highly reliable
but easy-to-administer assessments, it is important that the
results are of use to the teacher or social worker in helping
support pupils. In this study, the reports were only available to
guidance teachers and were for research purposes only. It is
possible that knowledge of this had an impact on the
participants’ answers. However, both groups (app and paper)
were exposed to this variable. Furthermore, among the usability
questions, pupils were asked about whether they had thought
this knowledge had affected their answer, with the majority
stating that it had not. Additionally, the app will be used in a
setting in which reports will be available to experts such as
teachers, educational psychologists, and social workers. It was
important that this was incorporated in the trial. Parents had
consented to reports being used in future studies about the
usability of reports, and both groups of pupils were informed
of this prior to the study as part of the assent process.

Current studies are exploring how professionals utilize feedback
from an app, but another question not answered here is how the

young people themselves react to instant feedback on an aspect
of their psychological life. Additionally, a discussion on the use
of the app within a broader health and social education setting
should be developed. The authors strongly suggest that the app
would be well-suited in ongoing curricula designed around
assessing and developing aspects of well-being. Education
practitioners and social workers should be involved in
developing good practice in relation to the use of such apps. It
is recommended that this forms part of a conversation between
guidance teachers and young people, rather than the end result
of an assessment. To that end, future research should consider
how assessment apps can enable participants to communicate
with their guidance teachers; this feature is of particular interest,
given the findings of our study on the reluctance of pupils to
approach their teachers.

Conclusions
The app technology utilized in this study has shown strong
reliability and validity in measuring resilience in young adult
populations. Our findings demonstrate the efficacy of moving
the CYRM-28 “gold-standard” measure of resilience to a
web-based app-based platform. The benefits of avatar-led
questioning in relation to young people’s understanding of
resilience are evident; however, future studies should address
how technology can be effectively integrated into existing
practitioner-led support services within schools.
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Abstract

Background: Sharing data from wearable health and activity trackers (wearables) with others may improve the health and
behavioral outcomes of wearable users by generating social support and improving their ability to manage their health. Investigating
individual factors that influence US adults’ willingness to share wearable data with different types of individuals may provide
insights about the population subgroups that are most or least likely to benefit from wearable interventions. Specifically, it is
necessary to identify digital health behaviors potentially associated with willingness to share wearable data given that the use of
and engagement with various technologies may broadly influence web-based health information–sharing behaviors.

Objective: This study aims to identify sociodemographic, health, and digital health behavior correlates of US adults’ willingness
to share wearable data with health care providers and family or friends.

Methods: Data for the analytic sample (N=1300) were obtained from the 2019 Health Information National Trends Survey of
the National Cancer Institute. Digital health behavior measures included frequency of wearable device use, use of smartphones
or tablets to help communicate with providers, use of social networking sites to share health information, and participation in a
web-based health community. Multivariable logistic regression analysis of weighted data examined the associations between
digital health behaviors and willingness to share wearable device data, controlling for sociodemographics and health-related
characteristics.

Results: Most US adults reported willingness to share wearable data with providers (81.86%) and with family or friends (69.51%).
Those who reported higher health self-efficacy (odds ratio [OR] 1.97, 95% CI 1.11-3.51), higher level of trust in providers as a
source of health information (OR 1.98, 95% CI 1.12-3.49), and higher level of physical activity (OR 2.00, 95% CI 1.21-3.31)
had greater odds of willingness to share data with providers. In addition, those with a higher frequency of wearable use (OR 2.15,
95% CI 1.35-3.43) and those who reported use of smartphones or tablets to help communicate with providers (OR 1.99, 95% CI
1.09-3.63) had greater odds of willingness to share data with providers. Only higher level of physical activity was associated with
greater odds of willingness to share wearable data with family or friends (OR 1.70, 95% CI 1.02-2.84). Sociodemographic factors
were not significantly associated with willingness to share wearable data.

Conclusions: The findings of this study suggest that, among US adult wearable users, behavior-related factors, rather than
sociodemographic characteristics, are key drivers of willingness to share health information obtained from wearables with others.
Moreover, behavioral correlates of willingness to share wearable data are unique to the type of recipient (ie, providers vs family
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or friends). Future studies could use these findings to inform the development of interventions that aim to improve the use of
patient-generated data from wearable devices in health care settings.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2021;9(12):e29190)   doi:10.2196/29190

KEYWORDS

mobile health; population health; health communication; survey methodology; mobile apps; devices; online social networking;
mobile phone

Introduction

Background
In 2019, nearly one-quarter of US adults reported using wearable
health and activity trackers (wearables) [1-3], which is
approximately twice the reported use in 2015 [4]. Wearables
are mobile health (mHealth) technologies worn on the body that
can detect, record, and report information about behaviors (eg,
step count and dietary intake) and health indicators (eg, heart
rate and calories burned) [5]. Wearables may improve health
and behavioral outcomes, such as physical activity participation
[1,6] and weight status [7], by prompting users to set health
goals, providing automated personalized feedback about health
and activity data, motivating healthy habit formation, and
encouraging social data sharing and competition [6-9].

Connected devices, such as mHealth apps on smartphones or
computer tablets, enable users to share health information from
wearables with others, such as health care providers and family
or friends. Sharing wearable data may improve the health and
behavioral outcomes of users by generating social support and
improving their ability to manage their health [9-12], increasing
patient–provider engagement, and facilitating individualized
counseling and clinical decision making [12-15]. Studies also
suggest that wearable data sharing among behavioral
intervention participants may increase intervention effectiveness
[16].

When used as a health communication tool, the potential of
wearable technologies to improve health may not be fully
realized without an understanding of the willingness to share
wearable data, particularly with providers. Reasons for not
sharing wearable data with providers include lack of awareness
of the social sharing features of wearables, uncertainty about
the relevance or usefulness of the data to providers, low
expectation of supportive feedback, and concerns about privacy
or control over data shared from the device [12-14]. Past studies
of patient data sharing from various mHealth technologies also
suggest that willingness to share wearable data may vary by
individual characteristics, such as sociodemographics (eg, sex,
age, race, or ethnicity), health-related factors (eg, weight status
or having a chronic condition), and trust [17-19]. However, the
correlates of willingness to share data from wearable health and
activity trackers, specifically, need further examination, as the
characteristics of mHealth users vary by type of device used for
health and behavioral tracking [20].

Following evidence that the use of and engagement with digital
health can influence health and communication behavior
[21-23], digital health behaviors may be additional factors
associated with the willingness to share wearable data. For

example, individuals who use mHealth technologies such as
smartphones or tablets to help communicate with providers may
have greater technology self-efficacy [21], which may influence
their willingness to share health information from wearable
devices. Frequency of wearable use, one aspect of engagement
with mHealth technologies for health and behavioral tracking
[22], could also be a factor associated with willingness to share
data from these devices. Moreover, other digital health
behaviors, such as sharing health information on social
networking sites (SNSs; eg, Facebook) or within web-based
health communities (eg, online cancer support groups), may be
associated with willingness to share wearable data if social
sharing of health information across digital media is broadly
perceived as useful or beneficial [9,11,23]. However, to the best
of our knowledge, such relationships between digital health
behaviors and willingness to share data from wearables have
not been examined in a nationally representative sample of US
adults.

A better understanding of the factors that influence willingness
to share data from wearables could have implications for the
use of patient-generated data in clinical practice [24],
particularly given the growing number of interventions that use
wearable devices to track health and activity [25] and recent
calls for integration and use of these data in interventions
[26,27]. Identifying the sociodemographic, health, and
behavioral correlates of willingness to share data from wearables
could provide insights on the population subgroups that are
most or least likely to engage with, and benefit from, wearable
interventions or multicomponent behavioral interventions that
involve wearable use. In addition, exploring the correlates of
willingness to share wearable data with providers, as well as
with family or friends, may identify different drivers of
willingness to share data with different types of recipients.

Objectives
This study has 2 primary aims to address gaps in the literature.
The first aim is to describe the sociodemographic and
health-related correlates of the reported willingness of wearable
users to share data with health care providers and with family
or friends. The second aim is to investigate the relationship
between different digital health behaviors (ie, use of
smartphones or tablets to help communicate with providers,
frequency of wearable use, sharing health information on SNSs,
and participation in a web-based health community) and the
willingness of users to share wearable data with health care
providers and with family or friends.
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Methods

Sample Population
Data from the 2019 Health Information National Trends Survey
(HINTS) of the National Cancer Institute were analyzed. HINTS
is a nationally representative, probability-based cross-sectional
survey. Self-administered questionnaires were completed by
adult, civilian, noninstitutionalized individuals (N=5438)
between January and April 2019 (Multimedia Appendix 1).
Respondents completed mailed paper questionnaires (paper-only
group) or completed the questionnaire on the web as part of a
push-to-web pilot study. Individuals participating in the web
pilot were randomly assigned to a web-option group (choice of
responding by paper or web) or a web-bonus group (choice of
responding by paper or web, with a US $10 bonus incentive for
responding via web). There were no significant differences in
response rates for the paper-only group (30.2%), the web-option
group (29.6%), and the web-bonus group (31.5%). Additional
information about HINTS data, resources, and methodology
has been described elsewhere [28], and information specific to
HINTS 5 Cycle 3 (2019) can be found in publicly available
methods reports [29].

To be included in the analytic sample, respondents had to report
the use of a wearable device to track their health or activity.
Thus, respondents were included if they selected “yes” (vs “no”)
in response to the item “In the past 12 months, have you used
an electronic wearable device to monitor or track your health
or activity? For example, a Fitbit, Apple Watch, or Garmin
Vivofit.” In addition, respondents must have reported data for
the outcome variables of interest, as described in the following
sections.

Measures

Willingness to Share Wearable Data
Willingness to share wearable data with providers was measured
with the item “Would you be willing to share health data from
your wearable device with your health care provider?” (“yes”
or “no”). Willingness to share wearable data with family or
friends was measured by asking respondents, “Would you be
willing to share health data from your wearable device with
your family or friends?” (“yes” or “no”).

Digital Health Behaviors
To evaluate web-based health information sharing, the reported
use of SNSs to share health information and participate in a
web-based health community were examined. The use of SNSs
was measured with the item “In the past 12 months, have you
used the Internet for any of the following reasons? To share
health information on social networking sites, such as Facebook
or Twitter” (“yes” or “no”). To measure participation in a
web-based health community, respondents were asked: “In the
past 12 months, have you used the Internet for any of the
following reasons? To participate in an online forum or support
group for people with a similar health or medical issue” (“yes”
or “no”).

The use of mHealth technologies to help communicate with
providers was measured with the item “Has your tablet or

smartphone helped you in discussions with your health care
provider?” (“yes” or “no”). Frequency of wearable use was
evaluated by asking respondents: “In the past month, how often
did you use a wearable device to track your health?” Responses
were dichotomized into higher frequency use (“almost every
day” or “every day”) and lower frequency use (“1-2 times per
week,” “less than once per week,” or “did not use a wearable
device in the past month”).

Health-Related Characteristics
Health-related correlates included perceived health status, health
self-efficacy, BMI, multimorbidity, and level of physical
activity. Perceived health status was measured with the item
“In general, would you say your health is...?” Responses were
dichotomized into good health (“excellent,” “very good,” or
“good”) and “fair” or “poor” health. Health self-efficacy was
measured with the item “Overall, how confident are you about
your ability to take good care of your health?” Responses were
dichotomized into higher health self-efficacy (“very confident”
or “completely confident”) and lower health self-efficacy
(“somewhat confident,” “a little confident,” or “not confident
at all”). Self-reported height and weight were used to calculate
and classify BMI [30]; underweight respondents were excluded
from analysis due to low frequency of BMI indicative of
underweight (BMI<18.5) among wearable users (n=13). A
composite multimorbidity variable (0 conditions, 1 condition,
or ≥2 conditions) combined data from items that assessed history
of chronic conditions (“yes” or “no”), including diabetes, heart
disease, lung disease, depression or anxiety, and any cancer
except nonmelanoma skin cancer. On the basis of the Physical
Activity Guidelines for Americans for minutes per week of
moderate-intensity physical activity [31], level of physical
activity was assessed with a discrete numerical response to the
item “On the days that you do any physical activity or exercise
of at least moderate intensity, how long do you typically do
these activities?” Responses were dichotomized as higher level
of physical activity (≥150 minutes per week) versus lower level
of physical activity (<150 minutes per week).

Additional health-related measures included having a regular
health care provider, trust in health information from a
physician, and trust in health information from family or friends.
Having a regular health care provider (“yes” or “no”) was
measured with the item “Not including psychiatrists and other
mental health professionals, is there a particular doctor, nurse,
or other health professional that you see most often?” Trust in
health information from a physician was evaluated with the
item “In general, how much would you trust information about
health or medical topics from each of the following? A doctor.”
Trust in health information from family or friends was evaluated
with the item “In general, how much would you trust
information about health or medical topics from each of the
following? Family or friends.” Response options for both trust
items were dichotomized as higher trust (“a lot”) versus lower
trust (“some,” “a little,” or “not at all”).

Sociodemographic Characteristics
Sociodemographic variables included sex (women and men),
age (18-34, 35-49, 50-64, and ≥65 years), race (White, Black,
and other races, which combined low-frequency responses for
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American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian Indian, Chinese,
Filipino, Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese, other Asian, Native
Hawaiian, Guamanian or Chamorro, Samoan, and other Pacific
Islander), ethnicity (Hispanic and non-Hispanic), education
(high school graduate or less; technical, vocational, or some
college; and college graduate or postgraduate), annual household
income in US dollars (<US $35,000, US $35,000-$49,999, US
$50,000-$74,999, US $75,000-$99,999, and ≥US $100,000),
and geographic area (urban vs rural [32]). Due to the relatively
high proportion of missing data in the annual household income
measure, an imputed variable provided in the data set was used
to avoid losing respondents in the analytic sample.

Statistical Analysis
Frequencies, weighted percentages, and chi-square statistics
were calculated to describe the distribution of US adults who
reported using a wearable device to track health or activity.
Binomial logistic regression analysis was conducted to examine
correlations between individual characteristics
(sociodemographic, health-related, and digital health behavior
variables) and willingness to share wearable data with health
care providers, and correlations between individual
characteristics and willingness to share wearable data with
family or friends. In total, 2 regression models were constructed.

For the model predicting willingness to share wearable data
with providers, all sociodemographic and health-related
variables (excluding trust in health information from family or
friends) were entered first to address the first aim of this study.
Because digital health behaviors were factors of particular
interest, the second aim was addressed by adding digital health
behavior variables stepwise in the following order: frequency
of wearable use, use of mHealth technologies to help
communicate with providers, use of SNSs to share health
information, and participation in a web-based health community.
The order in which variables were added to the model was based
on the extent of supporting literature [21-23] that suggests a
potential association between the respective digital health
behavior and willingness to share wearable data, such that
variables with a greater evidence base were added to the model

first. Pseudo R2 was examined after adding each digital health
behavior variable to the model to determine how much
variability could be explained by each of these key predictor
variables. For the model predicting willingness to share wearable
data with family or friends, covariates were entered using a
similar stepwise approach; however, variables pertaining to
interactions with providers were excluded (ie, use of mHealth
technologies to help communicate with providers, having a
regular health care provider, and trust in health information
from a physician), whereas trust in health information from
family or friends was added.

Statistical analysis was conducted using SAS (version 9.4; SAS
Institute). Complete-case analysis with listwise deletion was

used for the regression models. Group differences by survey
modality (paper-only, web-option, and web-bonus) for the
outcome variables of interest were assessed using the jackknife
replication variance estimation method, applying a final sample
weight and replicate weights created using the Rizzo method
[33]. Because group differences were not significant in our
analysis of outcomes by modality, the full-sample weight was
applied to calculate population estimates for the combined
sample without controlling for group differences by survey
modality. Replicate weights were also used to compute SEs of
estimates using the jackknife replication method for the
combined sample without controlling for group differences by
survey modality.

Results

Sample Population
The analytic sample comprised 1300 wearable users. Analysis
of weighted data showed that women (55.03%) and men
(44.97%) each constituted approximately half of the sample.
The majority were under 50 years of age (64.1%), urban
residents (88.07%), non-Hispanic White (64.69%), and reported
having an education beyond high school (85%). Individuals
with annual household income under US $75,000 comprised
44.02% of the sample, with the remaining 55.98% having an
annual household income of US $75,000 or more (Table 1).
The characteristics of the HINTS analytic sample can be
referenced alongside the characteristics of the analytic sample
of wearable users in Multimedia Appendix 2. Similar to other
health-based surveys, HINTS respondents tend to be female,
older, non-Hispanic White, urban-dwelling, and more educated,
and have a higher annual household income than the general
population [28].

Most individuals reported having a good health status (89.65%),
higher health self-efficacy (77.15%), and a regular health care
provider (64.73%). More individuals reported higher (vs lower)
trust in health information from a physician (75.55%) and lower
(vs higher) trust in health information from family or friends
(90.89%). A majority of individuals had a BMI≥24.9 (69.44%),
and just over half reported having one or more chronic
conditions (53.71%). Approximately half of the individuals
reported a higher (48.54%) versus lower (51.46%) level of
physical activity.

Most individuals included in the analytic sample reported using
their wearables “every day” or “almost every day” (72%). They
were relatively evenly divided on the use of other mHealth
technologies (eg, smartphones and tablets) to help communicate
with providers (47.93% “yes” vs 52.07% “no”). A minority of
individuals reported sharing health information on SNSs
(19.54%) or participating in a web-based health community
(11.95%).
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Table 1. Weighted, unadjusted population estimates for sociodemographic and health-related characteristics of wearable users willing to share data

with providers and with family or friends, HINTS 2019a (N=1300).

Users, n (weighted %, SE)Characteristics

Willing to share data with family

or friends (n=853c)

Willing to share data with

providers (n=1033b)

Wearable users (N=1300)

Sex

310 (44.68, 2.62)387 (44.44, 2.24)486 (44.97, 2.08)Men

527 (55.32, 2.62)630 (55.56, 2.24)787 (55.03, 2.08)Women

Age (years)

211 (36.87, 3.03)234 (36.42, 2.46)272 (33.62, 2.08)18-34

237 (30.62, 2.49)265 (29.82, 2.32)339 (30.48, 1.85)35-49

245 (23.91, 2.3)315 (24.81, 2.11)411 (26.37, 1.88)50-64

152 (8.6, 0.97)205 (8.95, 0.87)257 (9.53, 0.81)≥65

Race and ethnicity

533 (66.04, 2.6)645 (66.21, 2.03)788 (64.69, 1.83)White, non-Hispanic

96 (9.82, 1.92)114 (9.26, 1.54)141 (8.86, 1.19)Black, non-Hispanic

103 (15.93, 1.86)129 (16.29, 1.81)169 (17.66, 1.64)Hispanic

70 (8.21, 1.47)78 (8.24, 1.32)106 (8.79, 1.18)Other race or ethnicity

Education

541 (43.69, 2.63)647 (43.98, 2.41)796 (42.55, 1.97)College graduate or postgraduate

220 (41.83, 3.1)276 (43.38, 2.84)344 (42.45, 2.38)Technical, vocational, or some college

76 (14.48, 2.57)90 (12.64, 2.05)130 (15, 2.07)High school graduate or less

Annual household income (US $)

357 (39.39, 2.76)424 (38.41, 2.17)526 (38.26, 2.25)≥100,000

138 (17.5, 2.1)175 (19.18, 1.94)211 (17.72, 1.56)75,000-99,999

142 (16.33, 2.03)176 (16.02, 1.74)219 (16.18, 1.58)50,000-74,999

96 (13.38, 2.22)105 (12.6, 2.1)142 (13.8, 1.81)35,000-49,999

112 (13.4, 1.85)145 (13.79, 1.82)192 (14.04, 1.77)<35,000

Geographic area

780 (86.07, 2.65)951 (88.25, 2.26)1196 (88.07, 1.91)Urban

73 (13.93, 2.65)82 (11.75, 2.26)104 (11.93, 1.91)Rural

Perceived health status

51 (7.42, 2.1)85 (9.67, 1.85)113 (10.35, 1.65)Poor or fair

793 (92.58d, 2.1)938 (90.33, 1.85)1174 (89.65, 1.65)Good

Health self-efficacy

161 (18.54, 2.33)209 (20.32, 2.17)278 (22.85, 1.97)Lower

683 (81.46e, 2.33)813 (79.68, 2.17)1006 (77.15, 1.97)Higher

Regular health care provider

Not examinedf288 (33.6, 2.74)379 (35.27, 2.28)No

Not examinedf735 (66.4, 2.74)904 (64.73, 2.28)Yes

Trust health information from physician

Not examinedf226 (20.96, 2.24)321 (24.45, 1.9)Lower

Not examinedf794 (79.04g, 2.24)955 (75.55, 1.9)Higher
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Users, n (weighted %, SE)Characteristics

Willing to share data with family

or friends (n=853c)

Willing to share data with

providers (n=1033b)

Wearable users (N=1300)

Trust health information from family or friends

772 (89.55, 2.42)Not examinedh1167 (90.89, 1.64)Lower

66 (10.45, 2.42)Not examinedh89 (9.11, 1.64)Higher

BMI

263 (30.09, 2.39)313 (30.28, 2.34)389 (30.56, 1.92)18.5-24.9 (normal)

321 (40.46, 3.1)374 (39.45, 2.93)472 (38.87, 2.44)25-29.9 (overweight)

244 (29.45, 2.78)318 (30.27, 2.41)395 (30.57, 2.15)≥30 (obese)

Multimorbidity

368 (47.62, 3.02)429 (46.04, 2.83)545 (46.29, 2.3)0 conditions

271 (33.35, 3.02)320 (31.46, 2.6)398 (31.56, 2.31)1 condition

193 (19.03, 2.38)263 (22.5, 2.55)326 (22.15, 2.02)≥2 conditions

Level of physical activity

430 (47.06, 2.81)521 (47.97, 2.53)674 (51.46, 2.18)Lower

408 (52.94j, 2.81)490 (52.03i, 2.53)595 (48.54, 2.18)Higher

aHINTS 2019: Health Information National Trends Survey 5, Cycle 3.
bA total of 18 wearable users had missing data for willingness to share wearable data with providers, therefore the denominator for weighted percentages
in this column is 1282.
cA total of 22 wearable users had missing data for willingness to share wearable data with family or friends, therefore the denominator for weighted
percentages in this column is 1278.
dχ2

1=5.9; P=.02.
eχ2

1=7.2; P=.01.
fProvider-specific variables were not examined in the model predicting willingness to share wearable data with family or friends (see section Statistical
Analysis).
gχ2

1=8.0; P=.007.
hFamily or friend-specific variables were not examined in the model predicting willingness to share wearable data with providers (see section Statistical
Analysis).
iχ2

1=12.5; P<.001.
jχ2

1=7.6; P=.008.

Willingness to Share Wearable Data
A small number of wearable users had missing data regarding
willingness to share wearable data with providers (n=18) and
willingness to share wearable data with family or friends (n=22);
therefore, the analytic sample comprised 1282 respondents for
willingness to share wearable data with providers and 1278
respondents for willingness to share wearable data with family
or friends. A majority of individuals reported that they would
be willing to share wearable data with health care providers
(81.86%) and with family or friends (69.1%). In the bivariate
analyses, willingness to share wearable data with providers was
significantly associated with trust in health information from a
physician and level of physical activity. Willingness to share
wearable data with family or friends was significantly associated
with perceived health status, health self-efficacy, and level of
physical activity (Table 1).

Willingness to share wearable data with providers was also
significantly associated with each of the 4 measured digital

health behaviors: frequency of wearable use, use of mHealth
technologies to help communicate with providers, use of SNSs
to share health information, and participation in a web-based
health community. Only the use of SNSs to share health
information was significantly correlated with reported
willingness to share wearable data with family or friends (Table
2).

Regression analysis showed that individuals who reported higher
(vs lower) health self-efficacy (odds ratio [OR] 1.97, 95% CI
1.11-3.51), higher (vs lower) trust in health information from
a physician (OR 1.98, 95% CI 1.12-3.49), and higher (vs lower)
levels of physical activity (OR 2.00, 95% CI 1.21-3.31) had
significantly greater odds of reported willingness to share
wearable data with providers. Among the digital health
behaviors, higher (vs lower) frequency of wearable use (OR
2.15, 95% CI 1.35-3.43) and use of mHealth technologies to
help communicate with providers (OR 1.99, 95% CI 1.09-3.63)
were significantly associated with willingness to share wearable

data with providers (Table 3). On the basis of pseudo R2 values,
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the model fit improved with the addition of each digital health
behavior variable.

In the regression analysis, only individuals who reported higher
(vs lower) levels of physical activity had higher odds of reported
willingness to share wearable data with family or friends (OR

1.70, 95% CI 1.02-2.84; P=.04). Of the 3 digital health behaviors
included in the model, none were significantly associated with
willingness to share wearable data with family or friends (data
not shown). As in the first model, the model fit improved with
the addition of each digital health behavior variable.

Table 2. Weighted, unadjusted population estimates for digital health behaviors of wearable users willing to share data with providers and with family

or friends, HINTS 2019a (N=1300).

Users, n (weighted %, SE)Characteristic

Willing to share data with fam-

ily or friends (n=853c)

Willing to share data with

providers (n=1033b)

Wearable users (N=1300)

Frequency of wearable use

237 (26.52, 2.42)295 (25.84, 2.02)396 (28, 1.69)Lower

615 (73.48, 2.42)735 (74.16d, 2.02)888 (72, 1.69)Higher

Use of mHealthe technologies to help communicate with providers

Not examinedf482 (47.98, 2.68)635 (52.07, 2.18)No

Not examinedf521 (52.02g, 2.68)617 (47.93, 2.18)Yes

Use social networking sites to share health information

670 (77.57, 2.35)830 (78.51, 2.24)1056 (80.46, 1.75)No

174 (22.43i, 2.35)192 (21.49h, 2.24)229 (19.54, 1.75)Yes

Participating in an online health community

737 (86.7, 2.21)901 (86.52, 2.08)1143 (88.05, 1.58)No

108 (13.3, 2.21)122 (13.48j, 2.08)145 (11.95, 1.58)Yes

aHINTS 2019: Health Information National Trends Survey 5, Cycle 3.
bA total of 18 wearable users had missing data for willingness to share wearable data with providers, therefore the denominator for weighted percentages
in this column is 1282.
cA total of 22 wearable users had missing data for willingness to share wearable data with family or friends, therefore the denominator for weighted
percentages in this column is 1278.
dχ2

1=4.27; P=.04.
emHealth: mobile health.
fProvider-specific variables were not examined in the model predicting willingness to share wearable data with family or friends.
gχ2

1=11.13; P=.002.
hχ2

1=5.55; P=.02.
iχ2

1=5.56; P=.02.
jχ2

1=5.67; P=.02.
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Table 3. Correlates of willingness to share wearable data with providers, weighted, fully adjusted binomial logistic regression model, HINTS 2019a

(n=1070).

P valueORb (95% CI)Characteristic

Sex

ReferenceReferenceMen

.631.13 (0.68-1.89)Women

Age (years)

ReferenceReference18-34

.050.49 (0.25-0.98)35-49

.080.51 (0.24-1.09)50-64

.110.45 (0.17-1.22)≥65

Race and ethnicity

ReferenceReferenceWhite, non-Hispanic

.621.26 (0.50-3.18)Black, non-Hispanic

.090.53 (0.25-1.11)Hispanic

.230.54 (0.20-1.49)Other race or ethnicity

Education

ReferenceReferenceCollege graduate or postgraduate

.871.05 (0.58-1.91)Technical, vocational, or similar college

.420.73 (0.34-1.58)High school graduate or less

Annual household income (US $)

ReferenceReference≥100,000

.201.69 (0.76-3.76)75,000-99,999

.321.38 (0.72-2.64)50,000-74,999

.720.86 (0.37-2.01)35,000-49,999

.301.61 (0.64-4.06)<35,000

Geographic area

ReferenceReferenceUrban

.140.56 (0.25-1.22)Rural

Perceived health status

ReferenceReferencePoor or fair

.940.96 (0.33-2.76)Good

Health self-efficacy

ReferenceReferenceLower

.021.97 (1.11-3.51)Higher

Regular health care provider

ReferenceReferenceNo

.281.40 (0.75-2.61)Yes

Trust in health information from a physician

ReferenceReferenceLower

.021.98 (1.12-3.49)Higher

BMI

ReferenceReference18.5-24.9 (normal)

.991.00 (0.48-2.08)25-29.9 (overweight)
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P valueORb (95% CI)Characteristic

.930.97 (0.46-2.05)≥30 (obese)

Multimorbidity

ReferenceReference0 conditions

.940.98 (0.53-1.83)1 condition

.741.16 (0.49-2.76)≥2 conditions

Level of physical activity

ReferenceReferenceLower

.0082.00 (1.21-3.31)Higher

Frequency of wearable use

ReferenceReferenceLower

.0022.15 (1.35-3.43)Higher

Use of mHealthc technologies to help communicate with providers

ReferenceReferenceNo

.031.99 (1.09-3.63)Yes

Use of SNSsd to share health information

ReferenceReferenceNo

.271.50 (0.72-3.12)Yes

Participation in a web-based health community

ReferenceReferenceNo

.291.64 (0.65-4.15)Yes

aHINTS 2019: Health Information National Trends Survey 5, Cycle 3.
bOR: odds ratio.
cmHealth: mobile health.
dSNS: social networking site.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The purpose of this study was to describe the willingness to
share health information collected on wearable health and
activity trackers with health care providers and family or friends
in a nationally representative sample of US adult wearable users.
The findings of this study suggest that most individuals who
used wearables were willing to share data generated from these
devices with providers (approximately 80%), as well as with
family or friends (approximately 70%); however, willingness
to share this information varied with behavior-related factors.
Health self-efficacy, trust in providers as an information source,
frequency of wearable use, use of other mHealth technologies
to help communicate with providers, and being physically active
appeared to be key factors that influenced willingness to share
wearable data with providers. Being physically active also
appeared to play an important role in willingness to share data
from wearables with family or friends, whereas other factors
such as sociodemographics, health-related characteristics, and
digital health behaviors played a less prominent role.

These findings contribute to the literature by identifying
individual characteristics associated with willingness to share

data from wearable health and activity trackers in the adult
population and distinguishing the correlates of willingness to
share on the basis of the recipient of the data. Interestingly, our
study revealed no differential willingness to share according to
the sociodemographic characteristics of wearable users.
Although the HINTS response rate was relatively low for all
survey modalities (approximately 30%), differences by survey
modality group (paper, web, and web-bonus) were not
significant for the response rate and for the outcome variables
of interest.

Willingness to Share Wearable Data With Health Care
Providers
The findings of this study suggest that willingness to exchange
health- and activity-related information with providers via
mHealth technologies may be increasing. For example, in 2013,
approximately 50% of US adults who used smartphones, tablets,
or other mobile devices reported that they would be “somewhat”
or “very” willing to use these technologies to exchange health
information about lifestyle behaviors with a provider [18].
Similar to the results of this study, Hyde et al [2] found that
approximately 76% of adults reported willingness to share data
from wearable health and activity monitors or fitness trackers
with providers.
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In contrast to prior studies examining willingness or sharing of
data from mHealth technologies, factors such as sex, age, weight
status [17], race and ethnicity [17,34], income [18,19], and
education [18] were not significantly associated with willingness
to share wearable data with providers. In addition, having a
regular health care provider and having a chronic condition,
such as diabetes or hypertension, were not key predictors of
willingness to share wearable data. Past studies of US adults
have found these to be significant correlates of reported data
sharing from electronic medical devices (eg, glucometers and
blood pressure monitors) [19]. Therefore, along with prior
research [20], the findings of this study demonstrate the
importance of examining behavioral predictors and outcomes
of patient-generated data sharing for different types of
technology.

In this study, level of physical activity and health self-efficacy
were significant health-related correlates of willingness to share
wearable data with providers. Previous research has shown that
wearable users tend to be more physically active than the general
population [1]; however, the association between physical
activity and willingness of wearable users to share data with
providers has been unclear to date [2]. Therefore, our study
results contribute to the literature that, among wearable users,
those with higher versus lower levels of physical activity may
be more willing to share their data with providers. Moreover,
although research suggests that using a wearable device may
increase health self-efficacy [21,35], our findings suggest that
users with relatively high versus low health self-efficacy may
be more willing to share their wearable data. Because wearable
users with lower levels of physical activity or lower health
self-efficacy may benefit the most from sharing wearable data
with receptive providers (eg, individualized counseling), future
mHealth intervention studies could include these factors in
intervention design and explore how to overcome these potential
barriers to data sharing. An increasingly acknowledged digital
divide that has arisen from disparate health or behavioral
outcomes among technology users [36] makes such research
particularly important.

The results of this study also showed that trust in health
information from providers is a strong predictor of willingness
to share wearable data with them. Previous studies of US adults
also found an association between trust in providers and
willingness to exchange lifestyle behavior information via
mHealth technologies, such as smartphones or tablets [18]. To
increase willingness to share wearable data among those with
lower levels of trust in providers as information sources, future
mHealth intervention studies could explore ways to build trust
in health information exchange within the
patient–provider–technology relationship.

The second aim of our study was to investigate the relationship
between digital health behaviors and willingness of users to
share wearable data. The study findings showed that those who
reported using their wearables every day or almost every day
were more likely to report willingness to share data with
providers than those who used them less often. Those who
reported using (vs not using) smartphones or tablets to help
communicate with providers were also more likely to report
willingness to share. Consistent with prior research [21,22,25],

these results suggest that greater use and technology
self-efficacy, specifically in the context of health care and the
patient–provider relationship, may increase the intention to
share wearable health information with providers. These may
be important targets for future intervention research focused on
increasing health information exchange with providers via
wearables.

By contrast, using SNSs to share health information and
participating in a web-based health community were not
significantly correlated with willingness to share health
information from wearables with providers. These findings
suggest that health information–sharing behaviors may vary
based on the context (eg, health care setting or online support
group), the audience or recipient (eg, health care providers or
peers), and the technology through which the information is
shared. Because SNSs and web-based health communities may
be helpful to individuals through the visibility, availability,
control, and reach they offer [37,38], future mHealth
intervention studies that aim to improve wearable data sharing
with providers could consider how to incorporate these factors
into the intervention design.

Willingness to Share Wearable Data With Family or
Friends
This study also aimed to explore the correlates of willingness
to share data with family and friends, as there may be different
drivers of willingness to share data based on the recipient of
the information [2]. Controlling for other factors, including
sociodemographics, health-related characteristics, and digital
health behaviors (frequency of wearable use, use of SNSs to
share health information, and participation in a web-based health
community), only higher (vs lower) levels of physical activity
were significantly associated with willingness to share wearable
data with family and friends. As shown by Hyde et al [2], our
findings suggest that there are distinctive drivers of intention
to share health information via wearable health and activity
trackers. However, we contribute to the literature the finding
that physical activity of US adult wearable users appears to be
a particularly important individual factor associated with
willingness to share wearable health information given that
physical activity was a strong predictor of willingness to share
with both providers and family or friends.

One explanation for these findings is that individuals already
engaged in health-promoting behaviors have higher health
self-efficacy and are more willing to share their data because
these data improve their ability to manage their health. Because
social support and health self-efficacy are beneficial outcomes
of sharing wearable health data with family or friends [9-11],
individuals who may need support the most (those with low
levels of physical activity) may be missing these benefits. To
overcome barriers to sharing wearable data, such as lack of
confidence in level of physical activity, mHealth interventions
could be designed to work with participants in web-based health
communities to focus on progress and on generating esteem
support rather than focusing predominantly on social
competition.
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Limitations
One of the limitations of this study is the reliance on
self-reported and cross-sectional data. In addition, our study
was limited by the inability to distinguish between various types
of wearable health and activity trackers, which can vary
considerably in their functionality. Due to limitations of the
data set, we also could not assess other factors that potentially
affect willingness to share wearable data with others, such as
technology self-efficacy or concerns about privacy or data
security.

Conclusions
This study contributes to understanding the willingness of US
adults to share data from wearable health and activity trackers
with health care providers and family or friends. Several
behavior-related factors were independently associated with
willingness to share wearable data with providers, including

level of physical activity, health self-efficacy,
information-related trust in providers, frequency of wearable
use, and use of mHealth technologies to help communicate with
providers. Only level of physical activity was significantly
associated with willingness to share wearable data with family
or friends, controlling for other factors. Future behavioral
surveillance research could assess attitudes associated with
willingness to share wearable data, as well as factors that may
influence these attitudes (eg, concerns about privacy), given the
strong relationship between attitudes and behavioral intention
[39]. In addition, given that attitudes about mHealth technologies
and use of patient-generated data from wearables involve both
patients and providers, researchers could use participatory action
approaches that include these stakeholders in intervention design
and implementation. When used as a communication tool, the
potential of wearables to improve population health may not be
fully realized without attention to these individual and relational
factors.
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Abstract

Background: Physical activity (PA) plays a fundamental role in combating the current obesity epidemic; however, most women
who are overweight or obese are generally physically inactive. Wearable activity tracker interventions can help increase the PA
levels in this population. Supplementing such interventions with behavioral support emails may further improve their effectiveness,
but this remains to be confirmed.

Objective: This study aims to determine if adding behavioral support emails to a wearable activity tracker intervention can
further increase PA levels among women who are overweight or obese in comparison to a wearable activity tracker–only
intervention and a control condition.

Methods: Women with a BMI ≥25 kg/m2 who were not meeting the Canadian PA guidelines for aerobic and strength training
were randomized into 1 of 3 groups. Group 1 received 6 weekly behavioral support emails, a wearable activity tracker, and a
copy of the Canadian PA guidelines. Group 2 received a wearable activity tracker and a copy of the Canadian PA guidelines, and
group 3 (control condition) received a copy of the Canadian PA guidelines. Self-reported data for walking and moderate to
vigorous intensity PA were collected preintervention (week 0; prerandomization), postintervention (7 weeks postrandomization),
and at follow-up (21 weeks postrandomization) and analyzed as metabolic equivalent of task minutes per week. In addition,
potential mechanisms of behavior change (ie, basic psychological needs satisfaction and motivational regulations) were assessed
for within- and between-group differences at all 3 time points. Data were analyzed using nonparametric statistical tests.

Results: A total of 49 women were recruited; data from 47 women (mean age 37.57 years, SD 11.78 years; mean BMI 31.69

kg/m2, SD 5.97 kg/m2) were available for analysis. Group 1 reported a significant increase in walking from preintervention to

postintervention (χ2
2=7.5; P=.02) but not in moderate to vigorous intensity PA (P=.24). Group 1 also reported significant increases

in perceptions of competence from preintervention to follow-up (χ2
2=7.6; P=.02) and relatedness from preintervention to follow-up

(χ2
2=8.7; P=.005). Increases in perceived autonomy were observed for group 2 (χ2

2=7.0) and group 3 (χ2
2=10.6). There were no

significant changes in the motivational regulations within the groups. The difference between the groups was not significant for
any outcome variable.

Conclusions: The results suggest that adding behavioral support emails to a wearable activity tracker intervention may help to
increase time spent walking and perceptions of competence and relatedness for PA among women who are overweight or obese.
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Introduction

Background
According to the World Health Organization, obesity is a major
risk factor for serious conditions, such as diabetes, certain
cancers, and heart diseases [1]. In North America, the prevalence
of people who are overweight or obese is a public health concern
reported to affect approximately 64% and 28% of the population,
respectively [2]. Regular engagement in physical activity (PA)
helps with weight management and can reduce the risk of
developing certain health conditions associated with obesity
[3]. However, large community-based surveys show that only
16% of adults living in Canada meet the current PA guidelines
of 150 minutes of moderate to vigorous intensity aerobic PA
per week [4], with lower rates being observed among women
who are overweight or obese [5]. Therefore, there is a critical
need to promote PA among women living in Canada, especially
those who are overweight or obese, because it could help to
reduce their risk of developing several health conditions, lower
their risk of all-cause mortality, and offer them a better quality
of life [6].

Previous interventions aimed at increasing PA levels among
women who are overweight or obese have shown promising
results [7-11], with many of these interventions being delivered
face-to-face. Advancements in technology provide the
opportunity to build on existing knowledge and develop PA
behavior change interventions that are less time- and
resource-intensive and more accessible for those who face
barriers to attending face-to-face programming (eg, limited
transportation options, rural communities, or anxiety about
attending in person), which may allow more women to increase
their PA levels. Technologies including email and messaging
platforms allow specialists to deliver interventions and share
well-established behavior change techniques with participants
to promote PA, whereas activity tracking devices enable users
to self-monitor their PA behavior and make changes accordingly.
Several studies have shown that providing participants with a
wearable activity tracker to self-monitor their PA behavior is
associated with increases in PA [12,13]. Cadmus-Bertram et al
[11] observed a 62-minute per week increase in moderate to
vigorous intensity PA immediately following a 4-week
intervention that provided women who were overweight or
obese with a wearable activity tracker and an instructional
session. Accordingly, several interventions for which efficacy
has been demonstrated to increase PA levels, now provide
participants with a wearable activity tracker [12,13].

Although wearable activity tracker interventions may help to
increase PA levels initially, researchers have noted a decrease
in PA levels following initial exposure to the device [14-16]
and a lack of evidence regarding the effectiveness of wearable
activity tracker use beyond the initial intervention phase [12].

Moreover, some studies have found that using a wearable
activity tracker may undermine autonomous motivation for PA
and associated processes [17-19]. Specifically, Kerner and
Goodyear [18] found that providing participants with a wearable
activity tracker can decrease basic psychological needs
satisfaction and autonomous motivation for PA. Mendoza et al
[19] found that providing participants with a wearable activity
tracker can increase introjected motivation—a controlled form
of motivation in which people behave to avoid feelings of guilt
or enhance feelings of pride [20]. This is critically important
because autonomous motivation is a significant and robust
predictor of PA behavior and is associated with PA adherence,
whereas controlled motivation is a neutral or negative predictor
of long-term PA engagement [21]. Teaching other effective
strategies that are based on relevant literature may help augment
the short-term benefits of self-monitoring to increase PA by
developing autonomous motivation to ensure that the changes
are sustained over time [22,23]. Accordingly, it is possible that
participants combining a wearable activity tracker with a
theory-based behavioral intervention that targets core predictors
of PA (eg, psychological needs satisfaction, motivation) may
optimize increases in PA levels [24,25].

Harnessing technology to provide self-directed materials
explaining effective behavior change techniques that align with
contemporary theories of health behaviours could help to further
increase and sustain PA levels. Email is a common tool for
delivering self-directed materials within interventions. Not only
is emailing free and familiar to most adult women, it also
provides the opportunity to access the materials when it is
suitable to them. Self-determination theory is a suitable theory
to guide the development of such emails because it provides a
powerful framework for explaining women’s PA behavior
[10,26,27] and has previously been used to develop effective
interventions among women who are overweight or obese
[7-10]. Self-determination theory is a macrotheory of human
motivation, in which motivation exists along a continuum from
amotivation (ie, complete lack of motivation) through controlled
motivation (ie, engagement in behavior for external reasons
including rewards, pride, or guilt) to autonomous motivation
(ie, engagement in behavior for its own sake) [20,27].More
autonomous forms of motivation are more positively associated
with PA behavior, with the most autonomous form (ie, intrinsic
motivation) being the most predictive of long-term PA
adherence [21,26]. The use of motivational and behavior change
techniques within interventions can be used to enhance
autonomous motivation [23] and elicit behavior changes [20]
by fostering perceptions of autonomy, competence, and
relatedness. Interventionists can deliver many of these
techniques to participants over email; for example, they can
provide participants with choices, encourage experimentation,
and teach strategies for goal setting, self-monitoring, and
addressing obstacles.
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In addition, much of the literature examining interventions to
promote PA has focused on increasing moderate to vigorous
intensity PA. Few studies have focused on increasing
low-intensity PA (eg, low-intensity walking) despite the growing
evidence suggesting that it may have significant health benefits
[28,29] and that it is often rated as more enjoyable and more
pleasant in low-active women who are obese [30,31]. Walking,
regardless of intensity, may also be easier to integrate into one’s
everyday routines than other types of PA (eg, by replacing some
driving with walking; going on social walks with a friend,
spouse, or child; taking a lunchtime walk; parking further away
from stores). Thus, interventions aimed at promoting walking
may help increase PA levels in low-active women who are
overweight or obese.

Drawing on self-determination theory [20,27] and previous
research [18,19,32], the aim of this randomized controlled trial
is to determine whether women who received a multicomponent
intervention would increase their PA levels more than women
who received fewer components. The multicomponent
intervention consisted of 6 weekly autonomy-supportive emails
designed to increase perceptions of competence, autonomy, and
relatedness as well as autonomous motivation for walking and
moderate to vigorous intensity PA; a wearable activity tracker
to facilitate self-monitoring; and a paper copy and verbal
explanation of the Canadian PA guidelines to establish a target
for behavior change (group 1) as compared with receiving a
wearable activity tracker to facilitate self-monitoring and a paper
copy and verbal explanation of the Canadian PA guidelines
(group 2) or a paper copy and verbal explanation of the Canadian
PA guidelines only (group 3).

Objective
The aim of this study is to assess changes in PA levels over
time within each group and to determine if there were significant
differences in changes in PA levels between the groups. A
secondary objective is to explore changes in PA-related basic
psychological needs satisfaction and motivational regulations
within and between groups to gain more insight into any
observed changes in PA.

Methods

Study Design
This study was a 3-arm parallel group randomized controlled
trial featuring a 6-week intervention designed to increase PA
levels among low-active women who were overweight or obese.
The study was conducted in Ontario, Canada. The primary
outcome of the trial was PA, and the secondary outcomes were
PA-related basic psychological needs satisfaction and
motivational regulations. Data were collected at preintervention
(prerandomization; week 0), postintervention (week 7), and at
follow-up (week 21) using a combination of self-report
questionnaires and direct measurements. The reporting of this
study is in accordance with the CONSORT 2010 statement [33]
and the CONSORT guidelines for eHealth interventions [34].
This trial was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT03601663)
on July 26, 2018, and was approved by the institutional review
board at the University of Ottawa (H-06-18-437). All

participants provided informed consent digitally through a
web-based form.

Recruitment and Study Sample
A convenience sample of women was recruited between
September 2018 and March 2019 by advertising through social
media (ie, Facebook), web-based boards (ie, Kijiji, Craigslist,
or local classifieds), and posters in publicly accessible areas (ie,
community centers or physician’s offices). Advertisements
encouraged women to contact the research team for further
information and eligibility screening.

Women were eligible if they met the following inclusion criteria:
(1) identified as female; (2) aged 18-65 years; (3) BMI ≥25

kg/m2; (4) could read and write in English; (5) answered no to
the question: Do you have any health concerns that could
prevent you from safely engaging in PA?; (6) were not pregnant
or lactating; (7) reported engaging in <150 minutes of moderate
to vigorous intensity PA and strength or resistance training (eg,
free weights, weight machines, resistance bands, and exercises
using body weight) <2 times per week; (8) had access to internet
and an active email account; (9) had not used a wearable activity
tracking device in the past 12 months; and (10) lived <50 km
from the University of Ottawa.

Data Collection
Eligible participants were informed about all relevant aspects
of the study before enrolling and then the digital consent was
obtained. After providing consent, they were directed to a
web-based platform (ie, SurveyMonkey) to complete the
baseline questionnaires. The questionnaires were designed to
collect sociodemographic information, health status,
self-reported PA, basic psychological needs satisfaction for PA,
and motivational regulations for PA. Once participants
completed the questionnaires, they were invited to meet with
the first author at the location of their preference, either their
home or the University of Ottawa, to measure their height,
weight, body mass, and body composition. After the
measurements were taken and recorded, the first author opened
an opaque envelope revealing the participants’group allocation.
Subsequent questionnaires were completed on the web by
participants at postintervention (week 7) and at follow-up (week
21).

Randomization
The randomization sequence was generated by an independent
researcher using permuted blocks of 3 and 6 using a web-based
randomization software program (Sealed Envelope Ltd, 2017).
It was not possible to blind participants or the researchers
because of the nature of the intervention and their role in
delivering the intervention, respectively.

Intervention Groups

Group 1
Participants randomized to group 1 received a paper copy and
brief verbal explanation of the Canadian PA guidelines for adults
aged 18-64 years. They also received a Polar A300 activity
monitor with a charging cable and access to the Polar Flow web
and smartphone apps for the duration of the 6-week intervention.
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All materials were provided when they met with the first author
for the baseline assessment. They were instructed to wear the
device on their wrist daily during waking hours for the 6-week
intervention period, except when swimming or bathing,
beginning the day following the baseline assessment. The first
author provided instructions on how to navigate the device and
assisted participants in syncing the device with their smartphone
and/or computer so that they could review their PA data in
greater detail.

In addition, during the 6-week intervention, participants received
standardized emails from the first author on a weekly basis. The
emails featured established motivational and behavior change
techniques that align with self-determination theory and were
written in a noncontrolling language [23,35] to enhance
perceptions of autonomy (ie, perceived control over one’s
actions), competence (ie, perceived mastery of tasks and skills),
and relatedness (ie, perceived belonging and connection to
others) and in turn enhance autonomous motivation for PA
[36,37]. Key techniques included goal setting, action planning,
contingency planning, and self-monitoring. Other recurring
themes throughout the emails included learning from trial and
error, focusing on making small changes, choosing enjoyable
activities, and aligning plans with personal beliefs and values.
A detailed overview of the contents and techniques included in
the emails is provided in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Group 2
Participants randomized to group 2 received a paper copy and
brief verbal explanation of the Canadian PA guidelines for adults
aged 18-64 years and a Polar A300 activity monitor when they
met with the first author at week 0. Group 2 was a comparison
arm for testing if the combined intervention group 1 received
was more effective than providing people with a wearable
activity tracker alone, as few studies have isolated the effect of
this component [38,39]. After completing the questionnaires at
follow-up, group 2 participants were provided with a copy of
the weekly emails to thank them for their participation in the
study.

Group 3
Participants randomized to group 3 received a paper copy and
brief verbal explanation of the Canadian PA guidelines for adults
aged 18-64 years when they met with the first author at week
0 but no further treatment as group 3 represented the control
condition. After completing the questionnaires at follow-up,
group 3 participants were provided with a copy of the weekly
emails to thank them for their participation in the study.

Sample Size Determination
A priori, the target sample size was estimated using G*Power
[40] to ensure sufficient power for the primary outcome of the
total metabolic equivalent of task (MET)-minutes per week of
PA. Using a mixed repeated-measures analysis of variance with
3 groups and 3 repeated measures, the target sample size was
36 participants, assuming an effect size of 0.25, α of .05, power
of 0.80, and a correlation coefficient of among repeated
measures of 0.50. These assumptions were made based on
findings from a meta-analysis of pedometer-based PA

interventions [41] and other interventions with overlapping
features developed to promote PA in similar populations [11,42].

Measures

Sociodemographic and Health Characteristics
Sociodemographic and health information were collected from
participants before the intervention. Sociodemographic measures
included age, marital status, race, highest level of education
attained, number of children and their age, annual household
income, and employment status. Health measures included
self-reported history of chronic diseases, smoking history, and
self-rated health. Self-rated health was measured using the first
question of the 36-item Short Form Health Survey [43], which
asks, “In general, how would you say your health is?” and
provides 5 response categories: (1) excellent, (2) very good, (3)
good, (4) fair, and (5) poor. Self-reported health was reassessed
postintervention.

Anthropometrics
The height (m), body mass (kg), body composition, and waist
circumference (cm) of the participants were measured
preintervention and postintervention without shoes and with
light clothes. Body mass and composition were measured using
a hospital-grade body weight scale (TBF 300A, Tanita
Corporation of America Inc). Height was measured using a
portable wall-mounted height rod (HR-200, Tanita Corporation
of America Inc). Waist circumference was measured over
participants’ clothing with a measuring tape midway between
the 10th rib and the top of the iliac crest. Before the
measurements, participants were asked to refrain from the
following: (1) drinking alcohol or engaging in moderate to
vigorous intensity PA for 12 hours before meeting with the first
author, (2) eating or drinking for 3 hours before the meeting,
and (3) eating excessively or restrictively within 24 hours of the
meeting [44].

PA Behavior
PA behavior (primary outcome) was assessed at all 3 time points
using the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ)
Short Form. Participants were asked to report the number of
days and average duration over the past week that they engaged
in sedentary behaviors, walking, and moderate to vigorous
intensity PA. The number of days was multiplied by the average
duration to estimate the number of minutes per week for each
category. Scores for vigorous, moderate, and walking activities
were multiplied by 8.0, 4.0, and 3.3, respectively, to calculate
the total number of MET minutes per week, which reflects the
amount of energy expended in each category throughout the
week. The scores for moderate and vigorous intensity PA were
then summed to calculate moderate to vigorous intensity PA.
Both moderate to vigorous intensity PA and walking MET
minutes per week were analyzed as outcome variables. Scores
on the IPAQ Short Form have demonstrated good reliability
and validity for use in adult populations [45].

PA-Related Basic Psychological Needs Satisfaction
Basic psychological needs satisfaction in relation to PA
(secondary outcome) was measured at all 3 time points using
the Psychological Need Satisfaction in Exercise (PNSE) scale
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[46]. The PNSE scale consists of 18 statements that were used
to calculate 3 subscale scores, which measure perceived
autonomy, competence, and relatedness for exercise. All items
were rated using a 6-point Likert scale ranging from (1) false
to (6) true, wherein lower scores represent less needs
satisfaction. For this study, the scale was modified by replacing
the word exercise with physical activity. Internal reliability
coefficients for each subscale of the PNSE in this study are
presented in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Motivational Regulations for PA
Motivational regulations for PA (secondary outcome) were
assessed at all 3 time points using the Behavioral Regulation in
Exercise Questionnaire, version 3 (BREQ-3) [47,48]. The
BREQ-3 includes 24 items divided into 6 subscales assessing
all 6 motivational regulations; each motivational regulation was
assessed as a separate outcome in this study given the limitations
associated with using a combined score [49]. Participants were
asked to respond to each item using a 5-point Likert scale
ranging from (0) not true for me to (4) very true for me, wherein
lower scores represent less of that motivational regulation. For
this study, the scale was modified by replacing the word exercise
with physical activity. The internal reliability coefficients of
the BREQ-3 in this study are presented in Multimedia Appendix
2.

Statistical Analysis
Data were analyzed using SPSS Statistics (version 26; IBM
Corporation) following intent-to-treat principles in which data
from all participants who were randomized were analyzed.
Initially, all data were screened for missingness, outliers, and
normality. Item-level missing data were imputed by calculating
the mean score of the subscale to which the missing item
belonged; person-level missing data (ie, data missing because
of participant attrition) was imputed by replacing the missing
subscale scores with the last observation. Descriptive statistics
were calculated for all variables. Pairwise correlations were
estimated between moderate to vigorous intensity PA, walking,
BMI, age, education, and depressive symptoms at baseline to
identify any potential covariates. No correlations were
statistically significant, and thus were not included in the
analyses.

The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to check for normality, as
recommended for sample sizes <50. As the data were found to
be nonnormally distributed, the Friedman test (ie, the
nonparametric equivalent to the 2-way analysis of variance)
was used to test for significant differences in median values
between time points within groups. Pairwise comparisons were
performed using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test with a
Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons to locate
differences. The Kruskal-Wallis H test was used to assess for
differences in change scores between groups. For these tests,

change scores were calculated between the time points by
subtracting the later values (eg, postintervention) from the
former values (eg, preintervention). Statistically significant
differences between the groups were further analyzed with post
hoc analyses, namely pairwise comparisons using the Dunn
procedure with a Bonferroni correction for multiple
comparisons. Bonferroni adjusted P values <.05 were considered
statistically significant.

Results

Participants
In total, 88 women contacted the first author to express interest
in this study. A total of 63 patients were screened for eligibility,
of which 49 (78%) provided consent. Of these 49 women, 2
(4%) dropped out after completing the web-based questionnaires
but before meeting with the first author in person for
anthropometric measurements because of unforeseen time
constraints (n=1) and unwillingness to comply with the wearable
activity tracker protocol (n=1). The remaining 96% (47/49) of
participants were randomized and included in the analyses.
Among the participants, 9% (4/47) did not complete the
postintervention questionnaires for unspecified reasons (2/4,
50%) or were lost to follow-up (2/4, 40%); an additional 11%
(5/47) were lost to follow-up (ie, at the follow-up assessment).
A CONSORT flow diagram showing the flow of participants
through the trial is shown in Figure 1.

The characteristics of the analytical sample preintervention are
presented in Table 1. There were no statistically significant
differences found between the groups for the main study
variables (ie, PA, basic psychological needs satisfaction, and
motivational regulations), age, BMI, or waist circumference.
For the 47 participants randomized, the average age was 37.57

years   SD 11.78 years), average BMI was 31.69 kg/m2 (SD

5.97 kg/m2; with 26/47, 55% classified as obese; BMI ≥30

kg/m2), and average waist circumference was 98.54 cm (SD
15.13 cm). Participants reported a history of chronic diseases,
including stroke (1/47, 2%), diabetes (3/47, 6%), high blood
pressure (7/47, 15%), high cholesterol (5/47, 11%), arthritis
(7/47, 15%), asthma (7/47, 15%), and moderate to severe
depression (13/47, 28%). The medians and IQRs for all outcome
variables are shown in Table 2. Mean MET minutes per week
by group for moderate to vigorous intensity PA and walking
are presented in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. The effect sizes
and 95% CI for the post hoc analyses are presented in
Multimedia Appendix 3. Bivariate correlations between change
in primary (ie, moderate to vigorous intensity PA and walking)
and secondary outcomes (ie, basic psychological needs and
motivational regulations) are presented in Multimedia Appendix
4.
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Figure 1. CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) flow diagram.
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of participants randomized (N=47).

Value, rangeGroup 3 (n=16)Group 2 (n=16)Group 1 (n=15)Variable

18-6340.6 (14.0)39.2 (11.6)32.6 (7.8)Age (years; n=47), mean (SD)

23.6-45.730.8 (6.5)32.9 (5.7)31.3 (5.8)BMI (kg/m2; n=47), mean (SD)

24.2-5540.1 (7.1)42.5 (6.0)41.1 (5.8)Body composition (% fat; n=46), mean (SD)

71-14195.3 (15.7)102.8 (16.2)97.4 (13.1)Waist circumference (cm; n=47), mean (SD)

N/AaSelf-rated health (n=47), n (%)

1 (6)1 (6)1 (7)Poor

5 (31)4 (25)5 (33)Fair

8 (50)8 (50)9 (60)Good

2 (13)3 (19)0 (0)Very good

0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)Excellent

N/ASmoking status (n=47), n (%)

14 (88)6 (38)13 (87)Never smoked

1 (6)5 (31)1 (7)Previously smoked

1 (6)5 (31)1 (7)Currently smokes

N/AEducation (n=47), n (%)

1 (6)1 (6)0 (0)High school

4 (25)4 (25)1 (7)Some college or university

10 (63)7 (44)13 (87)College or university

1 (6)4 (25)1 (7)Graduate degree

Employment status (n=46), n (%)

4 (25)3 (19)2 (13)Unemployed

2 (13)1 (6)3 (20)Student

3 (19)1 (6)3 (20)Part-time worker

7 (44)10 (63)7 (47)Full-time worker

N/AAnnual household income (CAD $; US $), n (%)

4 (25)6 (38)6 (40)≤49,999 (34,999)

2 (12)5 (31)3 (20)50,000-99,999 (35,000-69,999)

4 (25)5 (31)4 (27)>100,000 (70,000)

N/ARace (n=47), n (%)

14 (88)14 (88)11 (73)White

2 (13)2 (13)4 (27)Other

aN/A indicates the value is not applicable, as the data are presented as number and frequency.
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Table 2. Median and IQR for all outcome variables.

Group 3Group 2Group 1Variables

P
val-
ue

Follow-
up, medi-
an (IQR)

Postinter-
vention,
median
(IQR)

Preinter-
vention,
median
(IQR)

P
val-
ue

Follow-
up, medi-
an (IQR)

Postinter-
vention,
median
(IQR)

Preinterven-
tion, median
(IQR)

P
val-
ue

Follow-up,
median
(IQR)

Postin-
terven-
tion,
median
(IQR)

Preinter-
vention,
median
(IQR)

Physical activitya

.34600.00
(1890.00)

250.00
(920.00)

60.00
(440.00)

.24820.00
(2040.00)

280.00
(1140.00)

300.00
(480.00)

.24360.00
(800.00)

0.00
(832.00)

40.00
(720.00)

MVPAa,b

.49643.5.00
(928.13)

643.00
(2165.63)

429.00
(1641.75)

.162693.00
(1311.75)

594.00
(2557.50)

198.00(903.38).02c1386.00
(2178.00)

1386.00
(1798.00)

676.50
(792.00)

Walking

Basic psychological needs satisfaction

.005c5.67
(1.83)

5.83
(1.13)

4.83
(1.71)

.03c5.00
(2.08)

5.33
(1.46)

4.83 (1.83).275.67 (2.00)5.17
(1.00)

5.50
(1.83)

Autonomy

.553.42
(2.33)

3.67
(3.13)

3.75
(1.25)

.344.00
(3.08)

3.75
(1.58)

3.67 (1.71).02c4.00 (1.17)4.00
(0.83)

3.67
(2.83)

Compe-
tence

.923.83
(3.00)

2.83
(3.83)

3.67
(1.25)

.503.33
(2.21)

3.75
(2.58)

3.29 (2.35).01c3.89 (2.67)3.83
(2.50)

3.00
(2.50)

Related-
ness

Motivational regulations

.800.12
(0.90)

0.38
(1.19)

0.38
(0.94)

.700.12
(0.94)

0.00
(0.44)

0.00 (0.50).670.00 (0.75)0.00
(0.75)

0.00
(1.00)

Amotiva-
tion

.770.75
(2.00)

1.00
(1.19)

1.00
(0.90)

.870.62
(1.19)

0.50
(1.25)

0.75 (1.25).200.25 (1.50)0.50
(2.25)

1.00
(2.00)

External

.561.88
(3.19)

2.00
(2.56)

2.12
(2.38)

.422.25
(0.94)

2.50
(0.88)

2.62 (1.00).122.00 (1.00)2.00
(1.75)

2.50
(0.75)

Introjected

.862.12
(2.00)

2.25
(1.50)

2.25
(1.38)

.092.25
(1.38)

2.62
(1.13)

2.62 (1.00).592.50 (1.50)2.75
(1.25)

2.50
(1.00)

Identified

.921.88
(1.81)

1.88
(2.06)

1.75
(1.88)

.771.75
(1.44)

2.00
(1.69)

1.50 (1.31).632.00 (1.25)2.00
(1.50)

2.00
(0.75)

Integrated

.562.25
(1.69)

2.12
(2.25)

2.12
(1.69)

.322.50
(1.38)

2.62
(1.44)

2.25 (1.44).282.75 (1.50)2.75
(1.50)

2.25
(1.00)

Intrinsic

aCurrent physical activity guidelines recommend at least 150 minutes of moderate intensity aerobic PA or at least 75 minutes of vigorous intensity
aerobic PA, which is equivalent to at least 450 metabolic equivalent of task (MET) minutes per week to meet PA. PA has been shown to have a
dose-response relationship with subsequent health-benefits, therefore higher MET minute scores are considered better.
bModerate to vigorous intensity physical activity.
cIndicates a significant within-group difference (P<.05).
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Figure 2. Mean metabolic equivalent of task minutes of moderate to vigorous intensity physical activity per week by group. MET: metabolic equivalent
of task; MVPA: moderate to vigorous intensity physical activity.

Figure 3. Mean metabolic equivalent of task minutes of walking per week by group. MET: metabolic equivalent of task.
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PA Behavior
There was a significant increase in MET minutes per week of

walking within group 1 (χ2
2=7.5; P=.02) but not in group 2

(P=.16) or group 3 (P=.49). Pairwise comparisons using the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test revealed that walking increased for
group 1 from preintervention to postintervention (t1=−0.87;
r=0.16; P=.05) although not statistically significant with the
Bonferroni correction, and there were no significant changes in
walking from preintervention to follow-up (P=.25) or from
postintervention to follow-up (P=.99). In addition, there were
no significant changes in moderate to vigorous intensity PA
within group 1 (P=.24), group 2 (P=.24), or group 3 (P=.34).
There were no significant differences in change scores between
the groups for either outcome from preintervention to
postintervention (walking, P=.26; moderate to vigorous intensity
PA, P=.40), preintervention to follow-up (walking, P=.43;
moderate to vigorous intensity PA, P=.40), or postintervention
to follow-up (walking, P=.98; moderate to vigorous intensity
PA, P=.97).

PA-Related Basic Psychological Need Satisfaction
A significant change in perceived autonomy was observed

within group 2 (χ2
2=7.0; P=.03) and group 3 (χ2

2=10.6; P=.005).
Pairwise comparisons indicated that perceived autonomy
decreased from postintervention to follow-up in group 2
(t1=0.78; r=−0.39; P=.08) but not from preintervention to
postintervention (P=.65) or from preintervention to follow-up
(P=.99). In addition, perceived autonomy increased significantly
from preintervention to postintervention in group 3 (t1=−1.00;
r=0.50; P=.02) but not from preintervention to follow-up
(P=.28) or from postintervention to follow-up (P=.75).

There was also a significant difference in change between the
groups from preintervention to postintervention (H2=5.99;
P=.05) and from postintervention to follow-up (H2=6.70; P=.04)
but not from preintervention to follow-up (P=.09). Pairwise
comparisons with adjusted P values showed that group 3 had a
greater increase in perceived autonomy from preintervention to
postintervention than group 1 (P=.04), but there were no
significant differences between groups 1 and 2 (P=.67) or groups
2 and 3 (P=.63). In addition, from postintervention to follow-up,
there was a smaller decrease in perceived autonomy in group 1
compared with group 2 (P=.03) but no significant differences
between group 1 and group 3 (P=.56) or group 2 and group 3
(P=.59).

A significant change in perceived competence was observed

within group 1 (χ2
2=7.6; P=.02). Pairwise comparisons revealed

a significant increase from preintervention to follow-up
(T=−0.90; r=.45; P=.04) but not from preintervention to
postintervention (P=.30) or from postintervention to follow-up
(P=.99). No significant changes in perceived competence were
observed in group 2 (P=.34) or group 3 (P=.55), and there were
no significant differences between the groups for change in
perceived competence from preintervention to postintervention
(P=.76), preintervention to follow-up (P=.10), or
postintervention to follow-up (P=.34).

A significant change in perceived relatedness was observed in

group 1 (χ2
2=8.7; P=.01). Pairwise comparisons revealed a

significant increase from preintervention to follow-up (T=−0.93;
r=0.47; P=.03) but not from preintervention to postintervention
(P=.20) or from postintervention to follow-up (P=.99). No
significant changes in perceived relatedness were found within
group 2 (P=.50) or group 3 (P=.92), and there were no
significant differences between the groups for change in
perceived relatedness preintervention to postintervention
(P=.28), preintervention to follow-up (P=.07), or
postintervention to follow-up (P=.15).

Motivational Regulations for PA
There were no significant changes in amotivation, external,
introjected, identified, integrated, or intrinsic motivational
regulations for PA within groups across time points (Table 2).
There were no significant differences between the groups for
changes in any of the motivational regulations for PA.
Specifically, there was no significant difference between groups
for amotivation (preintervention to postintervention, P=.72;
preintervention to follow-up, P=.75; or postintervention to
follow-up, P=.67); external (preintervention to postintervention,
P=.73; preintervention to follow-up, P=.42; or postintervention
to follow-up, P=.67); introjected (preintervention to
postintervention, P=.60; preintervention to follow-up, P=.48;
or postintervention to follow-up, P=.82); identified
(preintervention to postintervention, P=.80; preintervention to
follow-up, P=.21; or postintervention to follow-up, P=.30);
integrated (preintervention to postintervention, P=.95;
preintervention to follow-up, P=.74; or postintervention to
follow-up, P=.99); or introjected regulations (preintervention
to postintervention, P=.60; preintervention to follow-up, P=.35;
or postintervention to follow-up, P=.22).

Discussion

Principal Findings
Low PA among women who are overweight and obese is a cause
for concern, considering the numerous health benefits associated
with regular engagement in PA [6]. The principal finding of
this study indicates that adding email behavioral support to a
wearable activity tracker intervention yielded an increase in
walking of 709.50 MET minutes per week over the course of
the 6-week intervention, though such increases were not
statistically significantly more than providing women with a
wearable activity tracker without emails (Mchange=600.19 MET
minutes) or only providing them with a copy of PA guidelines
(Mchange=109.31 MET minutes). Furthermore, no significant
changes in moderate to vigorous intensity PA were observed
in any of the groups. The findings also show that increases in
autonomy preintervention to postintervention were greater for
group 2 and 3 participants than for group 1 participants, that
perceptions of autonomy decreased toward preintervention
values from postintervention to follow-up for group 2, and that
perceptions of competence and relatedness increased from
preintervention to follow-up for group 1, although increases
were not significantly greater than for groups 2 or 3.
Collectively, the findings from this study suggest that the
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autonomy-supportive email intervention received by group 1
could help to promote walking among women who are
overweight or obese, but further research is necessary to confirm
the current results and perhaps optimize the intervention.

Results in the Context of Other Literature
Previous studies suggest that, in general, behavior change
interventions (including those delivered by email) may be
effective in increasing walking among people who are sedentary
[50]. The increase in weekly walking observed from
preintervention to postintervention for group 1 participants,
though not statistically significantly different from the increases
observed in groups 2 and 3, supports this assertion. Walking
was incorporated into the examples provided in the emails to
the participants given evidence suggesting engaging in
low-intensity PA (including low-intensity walking) in lieu of
sedentary activity may confer meaningful health benefits [29],
and may be more accessible and enjoyable for women who are
sedentary and overweight or obese. For example, the following
excerpt was included in week 2 email:

Walking is an excellent and accessible way to be
physically active and improve your health. Running
is a higher intensity activity that is also a good choice.
The important thing is that you are moving, doing
something you enjoy, and that your physical activity
choices fit with your lifestyle. Walking is a great way
to do this.

In addition, the increase in weekly walking observed in group
1 and group 2 may be explained by the provision of a wearable
activity tracker. Consistent with previous studies [12,13],
providing participants in both groups with a tracker may have
fostered self-monitoring, encouraging participants to walk more
each week. Finally, providing participants in all 3 groups with
a copy and verbal explanation of the PA guidelines may have
contributed to the observed increases. Despite no additional
counseling component (for groups 2 and 3), it is possible that
receiving the PA guidelines prompted participants to reflect on
their current PA behavior and make changes accordingly, and
since walking can be easily incorporated into many activities
of daily living, it may have been an option for them as they
worked toward meeting PA guidelines.

In contrast to research showing that autonomy-supportive
interventions and wearable activity tracker interventions can
increase moderate to vigorous intensity PA levels [7-10,13], no
significant changes in moderate to vigorous intensity PA were
observed in this study, regardless of group allocation. Across
groups, participants’ ability to increase their moderate to
vigorous intensity PA levels, which can be more difficult to
incorporate into activities of daily living than walking, may
have been hindered by commonly reported barriers (eg,
inflexible work schedules, long working hours, household
responsibilities and chores, weather conditions, and other
commitments) [51,52]. Furthermore, although emails attempted
to help group 1 participants overcome such barriers, there
remains a need for further improvement. Possibly, 1-way
message delivery from the first author to the participants may
be insufficient. If so, incorporating 2-way interactive counseling
by adding a counseling component that could be delivered over

the phone or via videoconferencing to help participants identify
and overcome barriers may help to achieve the desired increases
in moderate to vigorous intensity PA levels. Another possible
explanation for the nonsignificant finding across groups is
related to the measure used to assess PA behavior. The IPAQ
Short Form is a self-report measure, and people tend to
overestimate their PA behavior [53]. In addition, when
completing the IPAQ Short Form, participants were asked to
provide the amount of time spent per week in vigorous intensity
PA, moderate intensity PA, and walking. To ensure consistency
of interpretation, explanations of the types of activities included
in each category were provided within the questionnaire.
However, walking may incur a higher energy expenditure for
women who are overweight or obese than for those who are
normal weight [54]; therefore, increases in moderate to vigorous
intensity walking may have consequently been captured in the
walking variables rather than in the moderate to vigorous
intensity PA variable. In the future, it may be beneficial to add
objective measures of PA (eg, accelerometers) to assess PA
intensity (ie, light, moderate, or vigorous) and energy
expenditure alongside self-report to capture PA context (ie,
work, leisure, transportation, exercise, or walking) to delineate
the effects of interventions on different PA outcomes.

A significant increase in perceptions of competence and
relatedness for PA was observed in group 1, though not
significantly more than in groups 2 and 3, and this may be
related to the increases observed in walking. Although PA
enjoyment was not assessed in this study, other studies have
shown that low-intensity PA such as low-intensity walking can
be enjoyable for women who are overweight or obese [30,31],
and it can be performed by most women. As such, participants
who engaged in walking may have had higher perceptions of
competence to engage in PA because they enjoyed it and did
not find it hard to do as a result. It is also possible that
participants who increased their walking did so in the company
of others (eg, friends, spouse, or coworkers) providing
opportunities for them to connect and bond with others, and
thus increase their perceptions of relatedness. Indeed, some of
the content within the emails may have prompted them to do
so, as exemplified by the recurring suggestion of going for a
walk with a friend or family member. Future research should
consider how PA context (eg, type of activity, presence of PA
companions, or location) is related to basic psychological needs
satisfaction, motivational regulations, and PA behavior among
women who are overweight or obese.

Moreover, perceived autonomy increased from preintervention
to postintervention in groups 2 and 3, and the observed increases
were greater than those observed in group 1. Despite no
additional behavioral support for groups 2 and 3, simply
participating in the study and receiving a copy and verbal
explanation of the PA guidelines may have prompted
participants to reflect on their PA behavior and consider options
for making changes on their own. In addition, consistent with
previous studies [12,13], providing group 2 with a wearable
activity tracker may have enabled self-monitoring, empowering
them to increase their PA levels independently, however they
wished to. For group 1, despite recruitment materials providing
a description of the intervention, it is possible that participants
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in group 1 anticipated receiving more support from the facilitator
than was provided. Although the emails featured various
established motivational and behavior change techniques
[23,55], the absence of reciprocal interaction with a facilitator
may have limited the amount of autonomy support that could
be derived from the emails. Techniques such as encouraging
participants to ask questions, using demonstrations, using
empathetic listening, providing opportunities for ongoing
support, and offering clear, constructive, and relevant feedback
were absent from this intervention because of its asynchronous
nature. These techniques may provide participants with the
support they need to feel confident about their own choices,
which in turn could help to increase their perceptions of
autonomy. An improvement to the current intervention may be
a mix of emails and synchronous sessions through a web-based
platform with a specialist who is present in real time and can
emphasize certain autonomy-supportive techniques in a
personally relevant manner [56,57]. Because of the positive
association observed between perceptions of autonomy and PA
in previous studies [21], it is critical to determine if such
revisions can lead to gains in perceived autonomy.

Finally, unlike Silva et al [9], who found significantly higher
introjected, identified, and intrinsic regulations in the
intervention group following a 12-month behavior change
intervention for PA, no changes were observed in this study for
motivational regulations for PA. Levels of amotivation and
external regulation were relatively low preintervention, which
is consistent with the possibility that the convenience sample
of women recruited to this study was, in general, motivated to
make changes in their PA behavior. Although participants’ stage
of change related to PA was not assessed in this study, it is
possible that most were, at minimum, in the contemplation (ie,
thinking about change, not yet engaging in change) or
preparation stage of change (ie, intending to change in the next
6 months) at the start of the study, given the study eligibility
criteria. In this sense, those in the precontemplation stage (ie,
unwilling to change or not aware of a problem), which shares
features of amotivation, may not have signed up for this study
that was focused on promoting PA. Regardless, low levels of,
and limited variance in, amotivation and external regulation
preintervention likely made it impossible to observe
hypothesized decreases in these variables within the current
sample. Although the lack of increase in the remaining
motivational regulations is unexpected, the maintenance of
preintervention moderate levels, particularly among identified
regulation and intrinsic motivation, is very important because
endorsement of these motivational regulations is associated
with higher PA adherence [21]. It is recommended to use

qualitative research in future trials to identify reasons associated
with the lack of change in motivational regulations and seek
out strategies to improve autonomous regulations.

Limitations
The limitations of this study include the sample size for
examining secondary outcomes, possible selection bias toward
women who volunteered to participate in this study who may
have been more motivated to increase their PA than the general
population, and the use of physical activity in the stems of the
questionnaires used to assess basic psychological needs
satisfaction and motivational regulations (rather than physical
activity and walking). The use of self-report to assess PA,
although necessary for reasons of feasibility and to avoid the
risk of a Hawthorne effect, is also a limitation. Finally, data on
whether participants read the emails, and if so, how many times
and for how long, were not collected; these use data may have
provided valuable information regarding fidelity to guide
improvements to the intervention. Relatedly, participants
allocated to groups 1 and 2 were asked to self-report how often
they wore the wearable activity tracker and how often they
looked at their PA data (on their wrist and through the web
application); however, the accuracy of these self-report data
could not be verified. Thus, although seemingly high as of the
31 participants who received a wearable activity tracker, 79%
(n=23) reported wearing their tracker >4 days per week for >12
hours per day, underuse may have led to an underestimation of
the effects.

Conclusions
This study represents an important step toward developing
interventions that promote PA among women who are
overweight and obese. It sought to evaluate the additional benefit
of adding email counseling to a wearable activity tracker
intervention (with the provision of PA guidelines). The findings
suggest that, among the 3 interventions tested, providing women
with behavior support weekly emails in addition to a wearable
activity tracker and PA guidelines may help to increase walking
behavior over a 6-week period. However, this study has also
revealed possible areas for improvement as there were no
significant increases in moderate to vigorous intensity PA
observed and providing participants with weekly behavior
support emails did not foster basic psychological needs
satisfaction and motivational regulations for PA over time.
These issues need to be addressed in future trials, possibly by
adding synchronous sessions with a PA specialist to the weekly
behavior support emails and the wearable activity tracker
intervention.
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